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Glossary

API A service which permits interactions between computing systems or services. For exam-

ple, a developer building a dashboard for a pizza delivery firm may access the Google

Maps API to programmatically show a real-time map of current orders, or to display shop

locations.

Centralisation A paradigm where ICT infrastructure and data is under the control of an organ-

isation, removed from those who are generating the data.

Cloud Any ICT infrastructure or service which is delivered from an external data centre over

the internet. This encompasses a very wide range of products and services, from server/-

compute instances, to serverless code execution or block/object storage.

Consortium blockchain Similar to a Permissioned blockchain except only a small number of

validating nodes exist, usually in a high trust environment.

CSO Analogous to an NGO (see below).

Decentralisation A paradigm where previously centralised data has been transitioned into the

control of individuals, groups and communities who exert sovereignty and decision-making

authority over those assets.

DHT A key-value pair store utilised in distributed systems.

DSR A research methodology which prizes the generation of novel artifacts to solve real prob-

lems in innovative ways.

EHR The systematised collection of patient health information, recorded and stored in a digital

format.

FHIR A modern health data information exchange protocol, utilising a common API format.

Git Software used by development teams to track changes in code, and to keep an audit log of

all actions taken. Repositories can be modified locally and merged safely back into the

whole, thus providing an important decentralised workflow.
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Gossip A peer-to-peer communication concept, whereby peers in a network ’gossip’ with each

other in order to replicate, share or reconcile information.

Hapū A Maori social unit which may be considered analogous to a "sub-tribe" in English.

IDI A centralised government mega-database, operated by Stats NZ Tatauranga Aotearoa, which

joins up all available administrative datasets and can be analysed at the level of an indi-

vidual to track use of services over time. It is accessed by researchers and government

agencies.

IPFS A peer-to-peer network for storing and sharing data in a distributed file system.

IS An academic field concerned with all aspects of information and data.

Iwi A Maori social unit, often translated into English as "tribe".

New Public Management A public sector model rooted in neoliberalism, which gained pop-

ularity during the 1980s and attempts to improve efficiency by importing private sector

methods.

NFC A communication protocol for devices in very close proximity.

NFT A digital asset that can be bought and sold using cryptocurrency.

NGO Typically non-profit entities engaged in humanitarian or social sector work.

NHI A unique identifier, issued at birth, for all health system users in Aotearoa New Zealand.

OSN An umbrella term used to refer to social media networks and online communities.

Permissioned blockchain A blockchain managed by an organisation, where permission is re-

quired to join and transactions and capabilities are controlled.

Permissionless blockchain A blockchain where anyone can participate and view transactions

(for example, Bitcoin and Ethereum).

PHO A statutory entity in the New Zealand health sector who provide management and shared

services functions to general practice.

PMS A computer system generally used for administrative purposes in healthcare. For example,

managing appointments and recording clinical data.

Private cloud ICT infrastructure services operated for a single organisation, usually from a data

centre which might be located within Aotearoa New Zealand, or off shore.
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PoW A blockchain consensus protocol that requires nodes to compete in solving a cryptography

puzzle so as to validate transactions. Some blockchains offer a small reward to the winner

(in Bitcoin this is known as "mining").

Public cloud Services rendered over a network that is open for public use. Examples being

Amazon Web Services or Google Cloud Platform.

RDHIS A health information ecosystem where centralised silos are removed and data is owned

and controlled by individuals.

RTA A qualitative text analysis methodology which aims to be transparent about bias.

SSB A distributed gossip protocol for peer-to-peer communication.

Web3 An iteration of internet technology, purportedly based on concepts such as decentralisa-

tion and distribution, but popularly focused on blockchain and cryptocurrency.
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Abstract

This thesis examines the nascent, but rapidly maturing, ‘Web3’ technology and seeks to under-

stand the role it can play in realising data sovereignty in the context of the New Zealand health

sector. The data sovereignty movement has generated its own momentum, particularly within

the indigenous literature, but it is still missing a technical means by which data can be brought

under the control and ownership of groups and communities. I argue in this thesis that one such

Web3 technology – Holochain – offers this potential.

The research has three distinct phases. First, a health consumer panel survey was com-

pleted which demonstrated support for the ownership and control of personal health information

and some dissatisfaction with the status quo. Respondents were also asked to imagine a data

sovereignty-focused health information system, and what that should look like. These insights

became user requirements, which were utilised in the second research phase to build a prototype

Holochain app. Formal evaluation found it met all stated requirements for a fully distributed

health information app. Having established that data sovereignty can be meaningfully supported

by this new technology, I turn to look at what a radically distributed health information system

would look like from a policy perspective.

This third phase was completed by interviewing experts from a broad range of disciplines.

There are certainly many obstacles to implementation of data sovereignty utilising distributed

technologies, but these primarily exist in the unravelling of the status quo. I frame this status quo

as being entirely dominated by the extant model of data management, which relies on central-

ising data into silos – the centralised hegemony. There are also significant issues to overcome

around maintaining essential government access to data, but I argue that this is merely a trust

and social licence issue which government should in any case be focused upon.

Data sovereignty represents a paradigm shift in management and use of data. I contend that

decentralised and distributed models have not been part of the discussion before now, because

of the relative immaturity of these technologies. Having demonstrated in this research that it

can work, however, I propose that the default to centralisation is urgently reconsidered. This

research fills an important gap in the literature by demonstrating that a feasible technical solution

for data sovereignty exists, and by specifying the policy steps needed to unravel the centralised

hegemony.
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1. Introduction

“Miserliness leads to great expense, hoarding leads to deep loss” (Dao de jing, 44).

This thesis investigates the concept that personal health data can be owned and controlled by

individuals, groups and communities rather than by government agencies or for-profit corpo-

rations. This concept is very much aligned with the varying strands of ‘data sovereignty’, a

concept that is gaining momentum within New Zealand society predominantly from a te ao

Māori perspective.

The prevalent model of general data management today relies exclusively on centralisation

– a pattern that sees personal data aggregated into silos, over which an individual has relatively

little oversight and almost no control. The discourse then shifts to interoperability (how can we

connect these data stores?), yet individuals will still exert only minimal control over their data.

There are good reasons for this. There is no extant technology available which could support a

different data management pattern right now. But such nascent technologies do exist, and they

are maturing rapidly.

In this thesis I will argue that the centralisation pattern has become so embedded that it con-

strains our thinking around personal health data sovereignty. If data sovereignty can be defined

as “holding decision-making authority over one’s data” then, within a centralised paradigm, our

solutions will be limited to forming advisory groups, increasing governance oversight, conduct-

ing consultation and perhaps even giving users an idea of how their data is being shared and

used. But it clearly does not get anywhere close to a notion of real sovereignty1. My thesis is

that sovereignty can only be achieved when personal health data resides solely with the owner

(the person it concerns), or the owner’s group, community, iwi or hapū – however they define it

to be meaningful and relevant. That is, there would be no more centralised data stores at all.

This will undoubtedly sound far-fetched, and not merely because centralisation has become

so embedded. It is true that there is a debate to be had about who really does own health data –

isn’t it at least co-created? But I would value this opportunity to at least ask some provocative

1Please note that my working definition and representation of data sovereignty differs from the literature that does
exist. For example in Kukutai and Taylor (2016) the focus is on sovereignty as a governance issue. My represen-
tation here of “real sovereignty” is not intended to challenge that definition. This will be discussed in more depth
in chapter 2.
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1. Introduction

questions and, as a central component of this research, to demonstrate that there are already tools

which are mature enough for us to start planning seriously for a distributed health information

future. While the focus within this thesis is on the health sector, it will be obvious that there

are similar implications for personal data in any context and I anticipate the findings will be

somewhat generalisable.

At the culmination of the thesis, I will have proven that distributed health data is technically

possible, that it can enable data sovereignty and that both align with public sentiment. Together

with a summary of challenges and opportunities in implementation (please see chapter 7 on

page 172), I will present the feasibility and applicability of what I will call a ‘Radically Dis-

tributed Health Information System’ (RDHIS) for Aotearoa New Zealand.

1.1. Rationale and significance

At the outset of my PhD journey, my original area of research interest was to investigate the

current state of ‘data sovereignty’ in the Community Provider/Non-Governmental Organisation

(NGO) sector of Aotearoa New Zealand. I was interested to find out how much control individ-

uals actually have over their own data, particularly in a sector where people often seek support

for very personal and sensitive issues. This was a topic of great interest to me personally, since

I have for a long time been involved in the free and open source software community and have

also worked extensively with data in the health sector. I should also add that I am a person living

with a chronic disease, and have a lived experience of being unable to access and use personal

health data in a way that would be meaningful to me.

It is important to note here also, as early as possible, that the term ‘data sovereignty’ is a

rather slippery concept and means different things to different groups. I will reference the vital

contributions of indigenous and Māori data sovereignty researchers but, as a Pākehā, this is not

my focus. I am interested in data sovereignty as it might apply to any individual or group in

society as best meets their needs. It is having the ability to control your personal data the way

you want to. I will discuss further some definitions and key concepts in section §2.1.

My initial research and literature review led me to the conclusion that there is no real data

sovereignty anywhere in Aotearoa New Zealand2. This is not necessarily a surprise; the concept

is still relatively new. But there are many related concepts that have been floating around our

digital roadmaps and statements of intent for a very long time – patient-centred care, single

electronic health records, empowering patients with data, et cetera.

The Ministry of Health (MOH) have published a range of strategic reviews, IT plans, roadmaps

and digital portfolios since 2001 – all of them noting both the need to empower ‘consumers’ and

2Although there is certainly a lot of impressive work happening, which may be considered a step towards it.
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1. Introduction

the importance of data3. The 2016 New Zealand Health Strategy specifically notes the impor-

tance of being patient-centric, and that we should be “making New Zealanders ‘health smart’;

that is, they can get and understand the information they need to manage their care” (Ministry

of Health, 2016, p. 16).

This takes shape in the MOH Hira programme, which is a digital transformation project aimed

at enabling a “whole new way for different data systems to connect ... [which would] ... empower

people and their whānau to better manage their health, wellbeing and independence” (Ministry

of Health, 2021b, p.6). The business case specifically mentions data sovereignty several times

but, interestingly, only in the context of Māori and only as a non-technical component. This is

not at all a criticism of such an ambitious programme of work, but it does set the scene for how

the possibilities for data sovereignty are being constrained by the centralised hegemony.

At the same time, the mHealth market is growing and it is not unusual for a person to use

several health-related devices or apps. A user with a FitBit device, for example, may also use

a so-called ‘femtech’ app to monitor menstruation or ovulation, with the data from each being

ingested into an aggregator service such as Apple Health4. Already, this one person’s health data

resides in three separate commercial vendor systems and this is not to mention some alarming

privacy issues that are thrown into the bargain (Rosato, 2020; Schiffer, 2021).

So there is an additional concern that the ability to hold and share personal health data (but

not control it) has been captured by the private sector, and even powerful opportunities to share

patient-generated data with health professionals relies on connecting to the centralised data

stores of app vendors or aggregators who are either profit-driven, or whose primary business

is advertising. Given this, it seems that there is a place for a public health sector response to the

gap that these commercial products are filling. Hira offers a roadmap towards interoperability

and connectivity, but does not solve the sovereignty issue around this most sensitive of data.

Internationally, the most innovative initiatives all focus on management and sharing of data

only once it has already been collected, reinforcing centralisation (for example, Estonia’s ‘X-

Tee’ system). The end user, or patient, still has no voice in terms of critical concepts such as:

• Deciding how, or whether, their information is shared, and

• Deciding how it is utilised or analysed, so that marginalised groups are not misrepresented,

under-represented or somehow marginalised further.

Achieving these two things is not possible currently from a technical perspective, and so the

focus has been on consensus building, changing governance arrangements and defining optional
3This background will be discussed further in chapter 2.
4Similarly Facebook has intermittently made a push into the healthcare vertical (Reader, 2021), which it can use to

complement more than 1250 petabytes (or 1.22 exabytes) of personal data (Pan et al., 2021) already being used
for advertising profit.
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1. Introduction

standards or operating principles. These are all very laudable initiatives, but they do not represent

real data sovereignty. Decision making power cannot be reliably exerted when someone else is

holding your data.

A technical shift is occurring, though, with the vaunted ‘Web3’ paradigm which, although

popularly focused on cryptocurrency and blockchain, encompasses a wide range of new tech-

nologies that do offer hope to data sovereignty advocates. There is very little research or lit-

erature on these, outside of blockchain, and none in a healthcare setting. There is definitely a

‘gap’ in the literature, therefore, and I hope to show what technical frameworks offering true

distribution of data could achieve in health.

There are, of course, many issues with distributing data purely because we have operated

under a centralised paradigm for such a long time. I will review these issues and, finally, present

a way forward for distribution of data in the Aotearoa New Zealand health sector as a means to

achieve data sovereignty.

1.2. Research methodology

In the previous section I identified a technical gap, where I described how I had come to the real-

isation that nascent distributed technologies can be practically applied to meaningfully advance

the data sovereignty debate. This will be discussed extensively in chapter 2, but I must state here

that what I felt most passionate about doing as part of this research was to build something. This

has important ramifications for the process of selecting methodology and the thesis structure.

Right at this early stage, it was clear to me that Design Science Research (DSR) would be

utilised as the main methodology. DSR attempts to bring academic and methodological rigour

to a design and development process (predominantly within Computer Science disciplines) that

has been criticised as being “mostly driven by intuition ... leading to a rather inefficient and

tinkering-based process” (Schork & Kirchner, 2018, p.2). Information Systems (IS) research

can often be descriptive and informal, so DSR’s focus on utility helps to form a bridge between

IS research and practice (Peffers et al., 2006).

The focus of DSR, however, remains the production of an artifact. It is an approach “that

invents, or builds new, innovative artifacts for solving problems or achieving improvements”

(Iivari & Venable, 2009, p. 3) and thus lends itself well to digital products. I will utilise a variant

of DSR proposed by Gazem et al. (2018), who set out 14 discrete steps to complete prototype

development with methodological rigour.

According to Hevner et al. (2004), what sets DSR apart from a “tinkering-based process”

is formal evaluation. That is, clear functional requirements must be generated from primary

research and these must form the basis of prototype evaluation. These requirements will be
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1. Introduction

generated by the consumer survey discussed in section 1.4.1. The findings from both quantitative

and qualitative analysis of those results will be developed into a requirements framework, against

which the prototype will be evaluated. The evaluation process itself takes several different forms

as I move through the DSR process. This is discussed in more depth in chapter 3.

Finally, I will attempt to locate distribution of data in a real world context by seeking the

thoughts of experts. For this research phase I will utilise Reflexive Thematic Analysis (RTA).

This was chosen because of the large amount of qualitative data that this phase generated, and my

concern about how subjective the coding process felt. Specifically, what if I am unconsciously

ignoring a theme that doesn’t fit my own world view? Or, what if I attribute disproportionate

weight to themes that support my personal beliefs? RTA helps the researcher deal with this by

asserting that there is no such thing as a positivist truth that is simply waiting to be discovered

(Braun & Clarke, 2006). Understanding is inherently influenced by our own thoughts and biases

– we simply need to name these, understand them, and explain to the reader why we have come

to a certain decision.

I should note that the choice of methodology here might encourage us to overlook entirely

any examination of epistemological or ontological features of the research subject, which would

ordinarily precede selection of methodology and then inform methods. In discussing the need

for RTA, in the previous paragraph, I have quite clearly stated my personal alignment with

constructivism by seeking out a method which rejects the idea of positivist truth. Conversely the

analysis of survey data, discussed in section §4.8, utilised a mixed methods approach which saw

quantitative analysis followed up with content analysis of free text responses. DSR is more or

less agnostic about one’s epistemological position, and merely asks that a unique problem can

be solved by production of an artifact whilst following a structured process.

1.3. Research questions

A clear research question is the essential starting point for development of aims, objectives and,

thus, a logical and consistent thesis (Martindale & Taylor, 2014). In chapter 3 I will discuss

use of the DSR methodology, and so it is interesting also to note the assertion of Chatterjee and

Hevner (2010) that defining the research question is the most important part of the DSR process.

Three basic functions of research questions particularly apply to DSR projects:

• Defining scope

• Driving the research process, and

• Positioning a project’s contributions (Thuan, Drechsler, & Antunes, 2019).
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However DSR also offers two additional functions by:

• Ensuring that innovative artifacts are produced by posing innovative research questions5,

and

• Addressing a knowledge gap by asking relevant research questions (Gregor & Hevner,

2013).

I certainly hesitate to declare that my research questions are innovative, but I am confident at

least that this thesis fully meets the DSR requirement that it “addresses important unsolved

problems in unique or innovative ways” (Hevner et al., 2004, p. 81). There are three research

questions:

1. How do people feel about the ability to have absolute control over their personal data?

2. How can technology support the distribution of personal health data and a move toward

data sovereignty?

3. How could a distributed health information system be implemented in Aotearoa New

Zealand?

Collectively these research questions have defined the scope (a focus on health data in Aotearoa

New Zealand) and confirmed that the feasibility of data distribution will be tested and placed in

a real world context to consider implementation. Finally, the aims and objectives (see below) for

research question two make clear that I am proposing to develop an innovative artifact and that

an interesting new contribution to the knowledge base will be made.

1.4. Research aims and objectives

In this thesis I will demonstrate that distribution of personal health data is technically feasible

and that it should start to inform our discourse around data sovereignty.

As I have mentioned, data sovereignty can have many meanings and there are certainly many

threads to this topic. I have identified three main aims that link to the research questions that this

thesis will address:

1. Understanding public attitudes toward data sovereignty, and identifying demand or levels

of support

5DSR by definition eschews anything that is not an original contribution to the knowledge base, or solving a new
problem in an interesting way.
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2. Demonstrating that distribution is technically feasible, and can underpin a practical move

toward data sovereignty

3. Identifying how distribution of data might be implemented in the Aotearoa New Zealand

health sector.

I will next discuss each aim in more detail, together with how I propose to achieve them (the

objectives).

1.4.1. Understanding public attitudes

It would be pointless to write a thesis about distribution of data if there was no evidence that it

did anything that people wanted. This aim, therefore, is about establishing what public attitudes

to data sovereignty are and whether or not there is indeed a desire for people to exert decision-

making authority over their data. Put another way, is there demand?

Since data sovereignty is a relatively new concept – and centralisation has been so dominant

– it is reasonable to assume that this topic is not prominent in the public consciousness. During

this research I have not stopped ten people in the street and asked them what they think about

data sovereignty, but I imagine that most people would not have seriously considered it. As I

have mentioned, the Māori data sovereignty movement has generated excellent momentum and

so my assumption here may be egregiously wrong when applied to a Māori audience. But this is

exactly what I need to determine, both from the available literature and empirically; who cares

about this?

There is a wealth of Aotearoa New Zealand and international literature to draw from, with

many researchers identifying that people do want to exert control over their personal data (Aitken

et al., 2016; Data Futures Partnership, 2017a; Garrison et al., 2016) whilst, at the same time,

finding a generalised fatalism around the status quo (Malkin, Bernd, Johnson, Egelman, et al.,

2018; McMullan, 2015; Solon, 2018).

A potentially confounding factor is that, as already mentioned, there is relatively little litera-

ture on data sovereignty (and personal data distribution, specifically). In reviewing the literature,

therefore, an interpretive component is required to extrapolate from findings around more ubiq-

uitous topics such as privacy or consent. On that basis, primary research is certainly required

and, ideally, should be carried out within an Aotearoa New Zealand context. I will achieve this

aim by meeting the following objectives:

• Conducting a literature review to ascertain the breadth of findings on topics related to data

sovereignty

7
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• Conducting a survey of health ‘consumers’ to ask specific questions which relate to dis-

tribution as a way of realising data sovereignty.

1.4.2. Demonstrating technical feasibility

The centralised hegemony that I have already mentioned has enabled rapid and meaningful ad-

vances in technology over the last 50 years. When Edgar F. Codd began designing the origins of

relational databases in 1970 (Codd, 1970) he could not, of course, have predicted the volumes

of data that are being generated today. Ever since that time, the relational database has remained

the centrepiece of any digital tool, application or software product.

Centralisation works really well! Developers and programmers are very familiar with its ar-

chitectural approaches; managers and stakeholders value the security and stability that it appears

to offer; network engineers are grateful to work with predictable flows of data. When you take

that centrepiece away and let individual users connect directly with each other then, architec-

turally, what you have looks like absolute chaos. I am not saying distribution of data will be

easy: it verifiably won’t.

But I argue that the benefits of centralisation will tend to accrue to those individuals working

within or around that model – designers, developers, analysts, managers, government agencies.

The stakeholders who are farthest away from these benefits will tend to be those people who

have generated that data – citizens, individuals, regular people6. The point I am trying to make

is that centralisation makes things easier for everyone except the individuals, or groups, who

would like to make decisions about their personal health data and utilise it to increase wellbeing.

The concept of distributed data is so abstract (Where does the data live? How do we access

it?) when viewed from within the centralised bubble that it appears very hard to know where to

begin. Confusing our understanding of the concept further is what I will call its bastardisation, by

increasingly popular technologies such as blockchain and cryptocurrency. Discussion of these is

often accompanied by nebulous marketing terms such as “freedom” and “liberty” but, also very

often, “decentralisation” and “distribution”. I will review this landscape in section §2.3, where I

conclude that blockchain is ‘decentralised’ but not fully ‘distributed’.

But there are tools and technologies which offer a promising route to achieving distribution on

a technical level. To demonstrate technical feasibility, I must work with an appropriate candidate

to develop a proof of concept application that will perform all the functions we might reasonably

expect. This aim will be achieved via the following objectives:

• Understanding functional requirements of a distributed app via primary research (con-

sumer survey)

6It would be a step too far to suggest that individuals receive no benefits from centralisation.
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• Development of a prototype app using a distributed technology

• Evaluation of the prototype app.

1.4.3. Identifying implementation opportunities and challenges

Decentralisation is hard, certainly on a technical level. But if we are to move further towards

tangible data sovereignty, it must somehow be situated within the real world.

I have already talked about the centralised hegemony, which I use to describe a dominant

paradigm to which all surrounding processes and workflows have been bent. This is entirely

natural, of course. If this is indeed “the way we do things”, then why wouldn’t our social policy,

legislation, architectural models, business models and cultural norms reflect that? With this aim

I am attempting to flesh out the rather obvious point that, if we want to achieve data sovereignty,

then we need to implement distribution of data and, if we implement distribution of data, then

lots of things will have to change.

Obstacles will be spread across a range of domains. For example, there will be many technical

barriers to scaling such a concept nationally. The prototype app, being developed under ideal

conditions, cannot fully consider the enormous fragmentation and complexity of interfacing

with all the different public health information systems – many of which are still not ready to

interoperate with external data sources, or each other, even today7.

Similarly there will be many political obstacles. A dominant theme throughout 13 in-depth

semi-structured interviews with experts was a concern that distribution of data would cut off the

centre’s access to administrative and other data that it currently relies upon8. Furthermore, the

vendor market in healthcare can be extremely lucrative and vendors would be unlikely to open

their systems to a service that by definition centres that data somewhere else. Research I carried

out in 2016 highlighted the issue of ‘knowledge as a business model’ in the vendor landscape

(Poor, 2016), but there is other literature agreeing that protecting revenue models represents a

meaningful obstacle to technological change (Coiera, 2009; Debreceny, Putterill, Tung, Gilbert,

et al., 2002).

This aim therefore seeks to gather as much information as possible on what the challenges

and opportunities of decentralisation are. Since there is a dearth of literature on this issue, I will

conduct primary research and interview a panel of experts to seek their thoughts. The experts

should naturally come from wide backgrounds and should have some stake in the topic of data

sovereignty or decentralisation. To achieve this aim I will complete the following objectives:

7Interoperability and connectivity between health system data silos is a formal goal of Hira.
8This research phase is discussed fully in chapter 7.
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• Conduct in-depth semi-structured interviews with relevant experts, who can identify a

range of opportunities and challenges with decentralisation

• Complete qualitative analysis on the outputs from this process, to identify key themes.

1.5. Thesis structure

My hope is that the structure of this thesis helps the reader to move alongside me on the research

journey. Although there are four discrete research phases, each utilising differing methodologies

and methods, I have attempted to keep them focused on the research questions and to order them

in a logical fashion.

Chapter 1 (this chapter) aims to set the scene for the research. Why am I doing this, and is it

actually something that needs investigating? I step the reader through the aims and objectives,

and clarify the distinct research phases and why they are being carried out. I also briefly discuss

the methodologies employed across all planned research phases.

Chapter 2 surveys the literature on data sovereignty. As already mentioned, data sovereignty

specifically has a rather small research base thus far. Therefore, I look beyond this to related

concepts such as consent and privacy to make inferences about data sovereignty. Since the

surrounding concepts are potentially numerous, the literature review will focus on:

• Defining key concepts

• Individual perspectives and attitudes around data, data sharing and data use

• The current state of data management in the Aotearoa New Zealand health sector

• Innovative data management and data sharing models that have been implemented inter-

nationally

• Knowledge around the centralised and decentralised paradigms generally

• A review of candidate decentralised technologies.

Chapter 3 details the DSR methodology. I will review the methodology and explain its value and

applicability to this research, before clarifying the key steps from the chosen model (Gazem et

al., 2018). I will also clarify all research phases in this thesis, and how they relate to each other

– attempting to tie them together into a coherent whole. Finally I will provide detail on ethical

approval.

Chapter 4 describes the first research phase, where I survey a consumer panel to ascertain their

thoughts and attitudes around data sovereignty. A basic content analysis approach is utilised for
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the qualitative component of this research phase, since the corpus was relatively small. This

research phase has two main purposes:

1. To complement the literature review and develop understanding around significance of

this topic

2. To generate functional requirements that can be utilised in the DSR process.

Chapter 5 discusses the first part of the DSR process. Functional requirements have been gener-

ated from the consumer survey, and these are a focus in terms of what the developed prototype

must achieve. In this chapter I also spend some time discussing the development process, and ex-

plaining the inner design considerations for the decentralised app. This chapter aims to demon-

strate the large amount of technical learning and work that went into that, as well as provide an

insight into how decentralised app development might differ from the status quo. Finally, formal

evaluation is carried out against the V1 prototype and learnings/findings are carried forward into

the V2 design process (in the following chapter).

Chapter 6 summarises the evaluation results from the V1 prototype, and sets out what will be

achieved in the next iteration of the app. V2 essentially entails development of a user interface

for the prototype, which was not originally in scope but it was subsequently thought that omit-

ting one would be an obstacle to learning, understanding and dissemination. Once again I go

into some technical detail around how this was done, to reflect the large amount of learning I

undertook to achieve it. The final evaluation for the V2 prototype takes the form of a recorded

group test session, the video of which is available to view as a link in that chapter. A full link to

the git repository containing all code is also given.

Chapter 7 discusses in detail the in-depth semi-structured interview process. I present the RTA

methodology and explain its relevance, before stepping through the interview process. I attempt

to take care during this chapter to specify all decisions and thought processes utilised during the

coding process, so as to explain the outputs and theoretically make it more replicable. A wide

range of themes were identified, and these are presented as a thematic map.

Finally, Chapter 8 draws all the research outputs together to try and ensure that the research

questions have been addressed. I present the prototype app as a novel contribution to the knowl-

edge base, being the first representation of a distributed health information app. But this must

be located in a real world context, and I draw conclusions from the findings in Chapter 7 to do

so.
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This literature review will build on the research questions outlined in section §1.3, and delve

further into the issues surrounding each. As already noted, there is not a large amount of litera-

ture dealing specifically with personal data sovereignty, and the paradigms that may support it.

However, a lot of research has been done on overlapping topics such as public attitudes to data

sharing, privacy and consent.

This literature review plays a key role in answering the first research question – How do

people feel about the ability to have absolute control over their personal data? – which will be

complemented with primary research, to zoom in on the Aotearoa New Zealand health context. I

will then switch focus to exploring the data management and data sharing landscapes in selected

jurisdictions, before again bringing this back to the Aotearoa New Zealand context. Finally, I

will explore current knowledge around the differing paradigms and bring this together to identify

technologies that will be most suitable for use in developing a prototype artifact.

Firstly, however, I will clarify some key concepts. I have already used terms such as data

sovereignty, and centralisation, but – since these are the foundation of this thesis – it is worth

spending some time to further understand and define them.

2.1. Key concepts

2.1.1. Data sovereignty

There are two prominent schools of thought around the definition of data sovereignty, both of

which are discussed further in section §2.2.

The first can be thought of as a geopolitical one, and has its roots in debate around national

security. Prominent subjects of discussion in this paradigm relate to the following examples:

• Implementation of the US PATRIOT Act in 2001, following the 9/11 terrorist attacks

• The 2015 introduction of Federal Law 242-FZ in Russia, which mandates data localisation

within Russian Federation territory

• The 2017 Cybersecurity Law in China, which also mandates data localisation within main-

land China and provides for authorities to conduct checks on any company’s operations.

12
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These are three examples of many1 where legislation has been used to assert nation state sovereignty.

In the Russian case, it was developed explicitly as a response to US sanctions and bilateral ten-

sion following Russia’s illegal invasion and annexation of Crimea and the Donbas region of

Ukraine in 2014 (Savelyev, 2016). In the case of China, the legislation specifically invoked

the novel concept of ‘cyberspace sovereignty’ – yet another confusing term for us to note, but

essentially meant to encompass anything in the digital realm2 (Schia & Gjesvik, 2017).

The second data sovereignty concept arises from the literature of indigenous peoples and

views data as a resource, which must be treated in the same way as other products of cul-

tural knowledge3. This definition is clearly quite different to a geopolitical one, by focusing on

sovereignty as applied to communities or individuals. Whilst the geopolitical focus has enabled

governments to control transborder data flow, it has done little to consciously advance individ-

uals’ access to, and control of, their own data. That, of course, was never the goal. Indigenous

data sovereignty seeks to gain control over data as a right, from the position of a colonised

people. Te Mana Raraunga4 have done more than any group within Aotearoa New Zealand to

raise the profile of this non-geopolitical dimension of data sovereignty. I will argue that their

goals and aspirations, particularly when supplemented with novel technological means to prac-

tically enable data sovereignty, offer significant benefit for everyone. Although, in saying this, I

certainly do not wish to downplay the lived experience of systemic inequity that underpins that

movement.

What this should indicate is that the term ‘sovereignty’ actually has layers of meaning, and

this becomes even more evident when applied in the realm of data. Classically, of course,

‘sovereignty’ was understood firmly within the bounds of political theory and international law,

for example in the work of Thomas Hobbes on ‘social contract’ theory in 1651 (Hobbes, 1962).

The modern use of it by Māori also links to this understanding via constitutional law in the

Aotearoa New Zealand context, the relevant vehicles being the 1840 Treaty of Waitangi and the

Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975. Nevertheless, language evolves and meaning shifts.

Pasifika are also building knowledge and capability around their data sovereignty, and have

asserted rights over data as a principle of natural justice in the absence of a legal document

such as the Treaty of Waitangi (Moana Research, 2021). Similarly, the notion of sovereignty is

found in contemporary radical feminism where, for example, Whisnant considers that it is the

“systematic deprivation of bodily sovereignty [that] defines the oppressed condition of women”

1A wide range of countries have data localisation legislation of differing types in place – for example, China, Spain,
Canada, Indonesia, South Korea and Nigeria.

2As such, it is intended to be much broader than mere ‘data sovereignty’.
3In te ao Māori it is considered a taonga, which can be translated as a “treasure” or something precious. This is

because it is culturally significant and indicates a connection to Treaty rights (Sporle, Hudson, & West, 2021).
4The Māori Data Sovereignty Network (https://www.temanararaunga.maori.nz/).
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Table 2.1.: Types of data sovereignty. Adapted from https://www.temanararaunga.maori
.nz/ (accessed 20 April 2022).

Type Description

Data sovereignty Data is subject to the laws of the nation
within which it is stored

Indigenous Data
Sovereignty

Data is subject to the laws of the nation
from which it is collected

Māori Data
Sovereignty

Māori data is subject to Māori
governance

(2010, p. 161). Finally, we have already noted the use of ‘cyberspace sovereignty’ in China’s

2017 Cybersecurity Law.

All of this is to state the point that ‘sovereignty’ is already being used by disparate groups

to describe feelings of powerlessness or injustice. I should not, therefore, be afraid to further

extend the notion that individuals and groups should have decision-making authority over their

data, and to refer to it as a type of sovereignty.

But, for this thesis, I do find working definitions of data sovereignty – found within the in-

digenous literature – to be lacking. For example, the website of Te Mana Raraunga provides

a typology which is shown in table 2.1. In it we can see that the first two definitions align

more closely with a geopolitical understanding of data sovereignty; they rely on the prevailing

legislation in either the jurisdiction of data residence, or jurisdiction of origin.

In either case, this may be problematic. To take an extreme example using this framework, it

would be difficult to claim that a Russian citizen has sovereignty over their data stored within the

federation. Similarly an ethnic Hmong living in China, who stores personal data in Australia,

would arguably be worse off under the ‘Indigenous Data Sovereignty’ definition. Of course, we

cannot simply ignore international law and regulation and I do not claim it to be unimportant.

My concern is that – like the unreflective dominance of the centralised hegemony – thinking

only within its boundaries can constrain our understanding of possibilities.

If the goal of Te Mana Raraunga is simply governance over Māori data5, then I propose a

‘radical data sovereignty’ which utilises the following definition:

The removal of centralised data silos, and the transition of data into the hands of

individuals, groups and communities to be utilised as best meets their needs.

5Here I acknowledge my unwarranted privilege as a Pākehā in appearing to criticise the importance of governance.
My intention is simply to highlight the fact that distributed and decentralised technologies have the potential to
take us much further than this.
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Legal and regulatory frameworks are certainly important (and will be discussed in more depth

later in this chapter), but they do not form part of my working definition. I am positioning the

ability to move on from centralisation, that the nascent distributed technologies offer, as the

focus in this research. In this way, ‘radical data sovereignty’ is enabled by ‘radical distribution’

and this last concept is discussed further in section 2.1.4.

2.1.2. Data privacy

This concept is included here only because of a tendency to conflate language around secu-

rity, privacy and related concepts (Wahlstrom, Ulhaq, & Burmeister, 2020). They are certainly

discrete concepts, but tend to interplay and overlap closely in the realm of data and digital ser-

vices. For example, centralisation has the perceived security advantage that it is a well-tested

and familiar paradigm. By the same token, however, it introduces a major potential privacy vul-

nerability by virtue of it storing large amounts of data in a single place. Distribution of data has

the potential to avoid some of the most prevalent practical and governance risks around security

and privacy.

If privacy truly is about “the right to be let alone” (S. Warren & Brandeis, 1890)6, then what

better way to express that than being in complete and sole control of your personal information?

I will briefly review some of the interplay between privacy and sovereignty to draw out some of

these issues.

Before the computer era, there have long been provisions to ensure that posted letters should

only be opened by the addressee7. In Aotearoa New Zealand the Privacy Act was refreshed in

2020 to better align with advances in technology. However, legal tools often sit uncomfortably

alongside modern technologies which route traffic across the world in multiple steps and, in

some cases, are openly used by advertising companies to mine personal information so it can

be used further or sold. In the case of email, for example, Google have been criticised for

scanning emails of users of its Gmail service (Yurieff, 2018), something that has only become

more embedded with the advent of AI-assisted ‘smart composer’ features. Similarly, Facebook

has been criticised for the monitoring and security of its own Messenger service (Vogelstein,

2018), which remains unencrypted by default.

Many legal writers have been despondent about the prospects of ever capturing a universal,

or even broad, legal definition of privacy. Post, for example, has complained that privacy is “so

complex, ... so engorged with various and distinct meanings, that I sometimes despair whether

it can be usefully addressed at all” (2001, p. 2087). Despite this, others contend that dealing

6Although, certainly, there are many competing interpretations and these have proliferated in the digital era.
7This is generally derived from the Fourth Amendment of the US Constitution, for example, but has explicitly been

part of Title 18 of the United States Code since 1948, making it a federal offence.
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with privacy in the context of specific claims actually has been entirely possible and, in fact, has

worked satisfactorily (Penk, 2016b). This means, however, that national privacy law in a given

jurisdiction can often be complex and fragmented and without a clear overarching legislative

framework.

This can be seen in Aotearoa New Zealand where the government felt it necessary to pass

legislation (the Intelligence and Security Act 2017) to unify the fragmentation that had occurred

solely in respect of intelligence and national security services. Aotearoa New Zealand still has

a complex patchwork of privacy legislation and regulation across other domains, and this is

discussed in more depth in section 2.2.5.

Notwithstanding the above problem of defining privacy, it is true that the modern technology

landscape now provides “unrealised opportunities to challenge [our] privacy expectations” (Har-

vey, 2016, p. 386). Even since 2016, many such opportunities have indeed been realised (Citron,

2021; Doberstein, Charbonneau, Morin, Despatie, et al., 2022; Herskind, Katsikouli, & Dragoni,

2020) thus making the case for relevant and robust data privacy legislation ever stronger. How-

ever, it should also be noted that there is a cultural component and expectations around privacy

are not universal or homogeneous – this speaks to the importance of social context in under-

standing privacy (Ribak & Turow, 2003). Toh, for example, complains that any need to focus on

privacy in the Singapore context is simply a result of “the unfortunate influence of American and

European culture” (2016, para. 17). Similarly, in the indigenous peoples’ context, “notions of

property, ownership and privacy (Western in origin) are foreign to a normative and social system

that emphasizes totality and interconnectedness” (Williams, Vis-Dunbar, & Weber, 2011, p.22).

Garett and Young (2022) consider an additional nuance, which is the propensity for attitudes

and perspectives to change over time and to be modified by the social context. For example,

their US survey found that 75% of respondents who had been unwilling to share health data for

research had completely changed their attitude one month after the COVID-19 pandemic begun.

The urgency of a public health event, presumably, encouraged people to be more relaxed about

the sharing of data under an assumption that benefit would accrue to people who needed it. This

explanation was not tested by the authors, but it is a reasonable guess based on the literature we

have already reviewed.

The “right to be let alone” requires the ability to completely remove oneself from any intrusion

(Penk, 2016b). In the context of data in the modern era, this becomes more complex where it

is necessary to provide electronic information to carry out routine activities, and where it is

possible for people to identify others via social media. The technical ease by which data can be

merged and joined has now led not only to greater private sector data matching and opportunities

for surveillance (Biddle & Poulson, 2022; Kang & Frenkel, 2018), but also to similar efforts by

governments. Whilst such matching can be justified on grounds of efficiency and the opportunity
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for better resource allocation, and indeed has proven effective in identifying risk, it is also true

that it opens further complexity to the data privacy debate (Garvie, 2020; Hurley, 2018).

The problem of privacy in the modern era is neatly summed up by Lepore, thus:

“The defence of privacy follows, and never precedes, the emergence of new tech-

nologies for the exposure of secrets. In other words, the case for privacy always

comes too late. The horse is out of the barn. The post office has opened your mail.

Your photograph is on Facebook. Google already knows that, notwithstanding your

demographic, you hate kale” (2013, para. 6).

True privacy means that an individual does not have to reveal any information, directly or indi-

rectly, if they do not wish to. Centralisation has a huge influence on this because, by definition,

your information is stored under someone else’s control. In Aotearoa New Zealand the penalties

for privacy breaches were increased under the Privacy Act 2020 but, reflecting Lepore (2013), if

you do ever find out that your data has been used in a way that you object to, or do not consent

to, it will always be after the fact. Put simply, distributing data removes this problem entirely

by making data holders (individuals, groups or communities) the decision-makers about what

happens with their data8.

2.1.3. Centralisation

There is in fact a wealth of literature around the concepts of centralisation, decentralisation and

distribution, if we look outside the narrow confines of this thesis. For example, organisational

and management theory was engaged in existential debates about the relative value of each

throughout the 1980s (Peters & Waterman, 1982). This thinking then goes on to influence dis-

cussion throughout the 1990s around the rise of ‘New Public Management’ and how democracy

might be refashioned to give support to its aims (Burns, Hambleton, & Hoggett, 1994). In the

IS context, however, this debate (if there is a debate) is very new.

Where organisational theory and public policy ostensibly have the ontological freedom to

debate any conceivable position, IS has hard technical limits which constrain it. Clearly, IS and

Computer Science do not operate solely in the realm of what is currently possible, or else we

would not today have Artificial Neural Networks or the dubious benefits of facial recognition. A

hard technical limit can be surpassed, as long as there is sufficient motivation and a compelling

use case.

We have already noted that the development of relational databases in the 1970s was a paradigm

shift in computing. It permitted extremely efficient storage and retrieval of information, as well

8There are of course many contextual nuances to this, which will be explored further in section 2.3.2.
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as a dependable and consistent knowledge model surrounding it. Even in the modern era, where

scalable and distributed cloud computing services have increased flexibility, almost every web-

site and software application today relies on the centralised model.

The general concept may be obvious, but we should be clear – under centralisation, all data

flows from the outside (from users, or devices, or other web services) into a central point. This

might be a relational database, or a document store or a cluster. There are many different ap-

proaches and so, whilst the technical layer certainly indicates and encourages centralisation,

we should actually be thinking about it as more of an implementation paradigm. For exam-

ple, Facebook has more than 1.22 exabytes of personal data. This will not be stored in one

relational database, or in one location, or in one format. The point is that Facebook’s data –

provided willingly by users of its platform – is under Facebook’s control and, subject to the

legislative and regulatory framework in the jurisdictions where that data is located (geopolitical

data sovereignty), they can more or less do with that data as they please.

Facebook users were not asked if they wanted their personal data to be shared with Cambridge

Analytica; Twitter users are not asked if they want their location information to be provided in

real time to Anomaly Six (Biddle & Poulson, 2022). So, centralisation as it relates to personal

data is almost a philosophical position whereby a company has the technical means to receive

data and then use it for some purpose. The internet trope is “if you do not pay for the product

then you are the product”, and it is easy to see this at work here. Facebook and Twitter are large

for-profit corporations; they require a business model to be sustainable, and the only product

they have is a wealth of personal data which is of great interest to advertisers, marketers and

cyber-arms/surveillance companies.

Outside of the for-profit space, governments and public sector agencies also rely on central-

isation. In the Aotearoa New Zealand health sector we actually see a hierarchy of centralised

data silos, as shown in figure 2.1. In this representation we see, on the far left, a patient attending

the Emergency Department at their local hospital where it is recorded in their computer system.

This data is then subsequently replicated across three additional and completely separate data

stores, administered by different entities.

So, centralisation is not only about data being under the control of one entity; even in the

public sector your data can be distributed across a number of different entities, each administer-

ing their own centralised data store. This is perfectly legitimate, of course, and, in the case of

health data, may well be a pattern that the general public support9. I point this out here merely

to reinforce the notion that centralisation is less a technical pattern than it is a business model or

an implementation paradigm.

But what is common across centralised patterns in the public and for-profit sectors is a sense

9I will investigate this further in chapter 4.
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Figure 2.1.: Sample data flow across healthcare entities

that the individual, who is the subject of that data, can exert very little authority over what hap-

pens to that data and, in many cases, will not have any cognition of how it may be subsequently

shared or used.

2.1.4. Decentralisation

Ambiguity around, and misuse of, the term ‘decentralisation’ is not a new phenomenon. In

reviewing the implementation of New Public Management in Finland, Yliaska (2015) refers to

a “battle” for the true meaning of decentralisation. So it may not surprise us that there is likely

to be ongoing debate about what it means today in the context of personal data.

Decentralisation is not a new concept. Classically it has been utilised extensively in political

science and political economy. For example, de Tocqueville (1898) considered administrative

decentralisation as being essential for healthy democracy, by virtue of its ability to engage people

in civic duty. We therefore see very early on that this concept has nuance and can be understood

across different dimensions.

At present the term is being heavily utilised by proponents of blockchain and cryptocurrency.

For example:

• The Ethereum website states on its main page that “Ethereum’s decentralized finance

(DeFi) system never sleeps or discriminates”10

• Cardano claim that their product “combines pioneering technologies to provide unparal-

leled security and sustainability to decentralized applications, systems, and societies”11

• Solana claim to be “Decentralized and unstoppable. Not only is Solana ultra-fast and low

cost, it is censorship resistant. Meaning, the network will remain open for applications to

10As per https://ethereum.org/en/, accessed 25 April 2022.
11https://cardano.org/, accessed 25 April 2022.
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run freely and transactions will never be stopped” 12.

The enigmatic and potentially fictional creator of Bitcoin, Satoshi Nakamoto, only stated in the

original white paper that “there is no central authority to issue them [coins]” (Nakamoto, 2008,

p.4). Does the absence of a central authority automatically result in decentralisation? It would

certainly appear so, at first glance. Cryptocurrencies operate outside of the mainstream regulated

financial markets (although, increasingly, they are being regulated). Thus, the centre is certainly

not managing them. But, at the risk of entering a semantic rabbit hole, shedding one form of

centralisation can potentially lead to merely differing forms of centralisation. For example:

“One of the key tenets of crypto is that it’s decentralized, as in no single person,

company, or government is in control. But that may just be a ruse, as we’ve seen the

recentralization of so much of the theoretically decentralized stuff” Dr Catherine

Flick (Reader in Computing and Social Responsibility, De Montfort University),

quoted in (Dailey, 2022, para.6).

A good example of this is the Non-Fungible Token (NFT) marketplace. As with cryptocurrency,

NFTs utilise blockchains to universally validate ownership. This is done in a distributed fashion

across all the nodes that are part of that network. However, the only way to actually buy an

NFT is to go to a marketplace – centralised web stores which operate as listings aggregators

so that NFTs can be searched or made available for sale. Currently, the dominant marketplace

is OpenSea which, as at August 2021, was estimated to have more than a 90% market share.

OpenSea is a private company that makes business decisions about what can happen on their

platform. With a 90% market share, it is all but impossible to purchase an NFT without using

OpenSea. How can we reconcile this with crypto’s promise of decentralisation?

Gottsegen (2021) makes the interesting point that — even where the computing or infrastruc-

ture layer is decentralised — market structures will tend to be centralised. This reflects a pattern

we have seen in technology where certain players tend to become dominant – from Microsoft,

in the realm of computing and software products, to Amazon, in the realm of e-commerce. The

same pattern, indeed, occurs in cryptocurrency as well, where purchase or conversion of cur-

rency must be done via an exchange. In practice, these are centralised entities that may further

enforce soft centralisation and control via withdrawal policy or cryptocurrency wallets.

But we should not forget the relevance of social context (Hoffman, Ibáñez, & Simper, 2020).

For a cryptocurrency investor who is opposed to government regulation of money, then Bitcoin

or Ethereum may well feel suitably decentralised. The zealot who insists that “no single person,

company, or government is in control” will feel very disappointed about use of the term once

they look more closely.
12https://solana.com/, accessed 25 April 2022.
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In this thesis I have the great liberty of defining, within reason, decentralisation as it relates

to my research. Whilst my original writing did in fact focus on this concept as the means by

which data sovereignty could be achieved, further research led me to Baran (1964) who, I will

argue, conceptualises decentralisation very accurately as it currently relates to blockchain and

cryptocurrency. That is, the removal of a single centralised arbiter which is replaced by multiple

replicated points of centralisation. This model requires transiting centralised nodes in order to

conduct transactions, even where a pre-existing centralised layer has been disaggregated. We

will explore this further in section §2.3 where we will also identify inherent issues with this

model, such as the risk of re-centralisation.

2.1.5. Distribution

Baran (1964) conceptualises a ‘distributed’ architecture as one in which all nodes (users) can

connect directly with each other. There is no centralised authority, and no requirement to transit

communications through any intermediary. In the context of personal health data this model is,

to put it informally, as radical as it gets.

In the previous section we noted that recent cryptocurrency marketing has heavily leveraged

the decentralisation concept. Popularly, this has been interpreted to mean that there is no central

authority. In the case of blockchain this is demonstrably untrue, as we will see. Only in a dis-

tributed model can we confidently state that all centralisation has been removed, and users can

connect directly with each other. Confusing things yet further, I should note that a core compo-

nent of all blockchains is what is known as a ‘distributed ledger’. It would be more accurate to

refer to this as a ‘decentralised ledger’. Conversely, technologies which are architecturally truly

‘distributed’ will also use the term ‘decentralised’ – perhaps because of its popular acceptance

resulting from the cryptocurrency boom. For example, the Interplanetary File System (IPFS)

refers to technical components as “decentralized” 13, and Scuttlebutt describes itself as “a de-

centralised platform” 14. I mention all this simply to highlight the semantic ambiguity in play.

So then, what is ‘distribution’?

Baran’s framework (on which I rely throughout this chapter) visualises the distributed model

as a mesh where all nodes can interoperate and connect. Where nodes are analogous to users,

this is most easily understood as a peer-to-peer paradigm. That is, users connect directly with

each other. Peer-to-peer architectures are not new. As far back as the late 90s, in fact, the model

was popularised in the file-sharing scene by products such as Napster, Gnutella and Limewire

that featured a centralised directory of available files, from which users can choose to download

after connecting directly to the user who is offering the file. In this implementation a centralised

13https://ipfs.io/ (accessed 7 May 2022).
14https://scuttlebutt.nz/ (accessed 7 May 2022).
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component performs the function of indexing files and connecting users who want to share.

This became obsolete in the early 2000’s, with the advent of BitTorrent. Still used widely to-

day for a range of legitimate purposes, it represented a paradigm shift in peer-to-peer technology

by implementing a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) for the first time. This enhancement enabled

large numbers of users to simultaneously connect and share ‘chunks’ of data at very high speeds

and with tremendous efficiency. This concept is also present in some nascent technologies that

are categorised under a ‘decentralised’ umbrella, but architecturally are very strictly distributed.

These are the technologies that are of primary interest in this thesis, since I argue that only the

maximal removal of centralised components can lead us to data sovereignty.

2.2. Perspectives on data sovereignty

In this section, I will review a range of differing perspectives on data sovereignty. While I have

already outlined how I will utilise the data sovereignty concept in this thesis, it is important to

understand the knowledge base. Firstly we will identify two key ways of understanding data

sovereignty – the geopolitical context and the indigenous context. We will then review the

literature on what individuals think about it, before looking at some interesting international

examples.

2.2.1. Geopolitical data sovereignty

A focus of much data sovereignty literature is the national security context – where data comes

from and the jurisdiction in which it is stored. This has become a growing issue with the pop-

ularity of cloud computing and ‘Software as a Service’ (SaaS). There is an internet trope that

“the cloud is just someone else’s computer”, which is technically correct. However Branscombe

rightly notes that this is disingenuously reductive and offers a more complete, but less memo-

rable, alternative:

“[The cloud is] a hyperscale, automated computer farm run by someone who’s better

at automation and security than you, and can buy electricity and servers and network

connectivity more cheaply than you.” (Branscombe, 2016, para.18).

Cloud data storage is always stored in a specific geographical location; the ‘hyperscale computer

farm’ physically exists somewhere15. The laws of that land generally provide jurisdiction and

15For users based in Aotearoa New Zealand, the closest public cloud platform offerings are in Australia where both
Microsoft and AWS have data centres located in Sydney and Melbourne. Both organisations have announced
plans to build data centres within Aotearoa New Zealand by 2024.
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legal rights over that data, no matter where the actual end user is located (Irion, 2012; Kushwaha,

Roguski, & Watson, 2020).

This growing awareness has led to several high-profile examples of attempts to reassert nation-

state sovereignty, where there may otherwise have been ambiguity around who actually owns

or controls the data. Amoore (2018) notes that a US government programme announced in

201416, whilst touted as an attempt to link government data sources, actually had border control,

national security and immigration as its focus. It was a cloud computing programme about

asserting the sovereignty of the US nation-state in its classical definition; that it is free from

foreign interference17. Since that time, the US has initiated (and, in 2021, cancelled) a $10bn

Department of Defence cloud computing contract aiming to leverage cloud capabilities from

data centres based in the continental US.

Another interesting example is provided by the enacting of Federal Law 242-FZ in Russia in

2015. Prior to 2015, Russia already had in place a “surveillance state ... that would have made

the Soviet KGB (Committee for State Security) envious” (Soldatov & Borogan, 2013, para. 5).

The national ‘Lawful Intercept’ programme – the System of Operative-Investigative Measures

(SORM) – requires internet service providers18 to pay for and install equipment which permits

real-time surveillance of telephone communications and internet activity (Roudik, 2016). SORM

technology, and enabling statute, has also been introduced into Belarus, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan

and Ukraine (Soldatov & Borogan, 2013). Consolidating this, Federal Law 242-FZ requires that

all internet services in Russia dealing with ‘personal data’ must be based within the territory of

the Russian Federation. Notwithstanding the difficulty involved in easily distinguishing personal

and non-personal data, the ambiguous definition of it in law meant that its provisions had far-

reaching consequences. Its focus on personal data was executed without any protections or

dependencies on individual consent, and thus effectively grants the state right of access to, and

control of, personal data. Savelyev suggests that:

“it may look like excessive paternalism and intrusion in the private sphere of an

individual ... [but] there is no feasible alternative to the mandatory nature of data

localization requirements..., if governments want to ensure they work in practice

and there are no economic or other incentives that could ensure compliance with

them on a voluntary basis” (2016, p. 134).

Federal Law 242-FZ was introduced with no public debate or engagement, and enacted rapidly

under the auspices of a national security agenda. The timing of the law coincided with critical
16Titled ICITE with a $600m contract awarded to Amazon (Konkel, 2014), although very little information remains

accessible.
17Or enabling the ‘right to be let alone’, if we wished to draw a link between privacy law and national security.
18Many foreign organisations, such as Cisco and Nokia, were also later found to have been instrumental in imple-

menting SORM (Satariano, Mozur, & Krolik, 2022).
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geopolitical issues for Russia – not least the illegal annexation of Crimea, international sanctions

and terrorist attacks carried out by Dagestani separatists. Similar to the US PATRIOT Act, 242-

FZ was fast-tracked with no critical analysis or debate because “arguments appealing to national

security are immune from almost all the possible criticisms in the time of crises” (Savelyev,

2016, p. 141), and the author further suggests that a key part of the agenda was simply to

increase control of the internet. Bowman (2017) reinforces this point by suggesting that data

localisation programmes are a double-edged sword – capable at once of asserting nation-state

sovereignty over data, but also potentially allowing state actors easier access to the personal

information of citizens. Additional uses of these mandates transpired during the illegal invasion

of Ukraine in 2022, when the state communications regulator Roskomnadzor announced it had

blocked access to Facebook and Twitter (Milmo, 2022).

‘Data localisation’ is also a feature of the technology policy landscape in China which, by

virtue of its ‘Great Firewall’19, is already considered to be “one of the strictest countries in the

world when it comes to the internet freedom [of citizens]” (Chandel et al., 2019, p.111).

The introduction of the 2017 Cybersecurity Law has divided opinion; something, again, that

will be influenced by social context. For example, Yang and Xu (2018) view it as a meaningful

attempt to unify a fragmented range of Decisions20 by the National People’s Congress by pro-

viding greater protections around personal data and clarifying responsibilities. Human Rights

Watch, conversely, labelled it a “a regressive measure that strengthens censorship, surveillance,

and other controls over the Internet” (2016, para.1).

A range of articles in the law specifically aim to protect “national unity” and deter the in-

citement of separatism. Human Rights Watch (2016) notes that these terms – which are not

clearly defined, but purposefully left ‘flexible’ – are used to punish peaceful protestors or pro-

democracy activists21. This flexibility helps to “increase the government’s grounds to make wide

assertions about the need for investigation” (Wagner, 2017, para.10) and restricts the possibility

for those prosecuted under this law to contest, or defend themselves (Conger, 2016).

In terms of data sovereignty, though, the Cybersecurity Law also introduces the novel con-

cept of ‘cyberspace sovereignty’. That is, it proclaims state sovereignty over the entirety of

cyberspace that is within its capability to legislate or regulate. One of the most radical and

19A legislative and technological programme intended to provide the Chinese Communist Party with full control
over the internet within China – a large part of which concerns blocking of foreign websites and services.

20Specifically, the 2012 Decision on Strengthening Protection of Online Information, the 2012 Notice Regarding
Strengthening the Management of Network Access for Mobile Smart Terminals and the 2013 Decision on Amend-
ing the Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests. These instru-
ments have legislative weight within China.

21Indeed, ordinarily benign and ubiquitous software tools such as Virtual Private Networks – used commonly in a
wide range of applications – have been branded “terrorist software”, simply by virtue of the ability to circumvent
the Great Firewall (Lam, 2020).
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exciting facets of the early internet was precisely its ability to connect the world, and cross bor-

ders; China, in drafting this legislation, expresses a belief that cyberspace is synonymous with

state sovereignty and national security. J.-A. Lee views this as the natural culmination of the

regulatory trend in China over the last twenty years, very much entwined with its geopolitical

positioning:

“As numerous internet regulations aim to restrict certain fundamental human rights,

such as free speech and privacy, it is not surprising that China has extended its

sovereignty to include cyberspace in order to obviate foreign interference.” (J.-

A. Lee, 2018, p.69).

What does cyberspace sovereignty mean in practice? It can be seen as an aggregation of data

localisation, the Great Firewall, oversight of all ICT infrastructure, and measures which reduce

online anonymity. In short, China’s perspective is that the internet as a whole is something that

individual countries should control (Lindsay, 2014).

Whilst we cannot ignore well-documented evidence of state-sponsored genocide within China

(Gunter, 2021; Kanat, 2021), it will also be obvious that the language around sovereignty and

freedom from foreign interference is quite similar across both the Chinese and US contexts.

The other notable example we shall explore is that of the European Union (EU) which has

consciously moved away from this rhetoric – ironically, perhaps, as a result of US activity.

The Edward Snowden PRISM leaks in 2013 prompted both consternation and a desire for

member states to protect themselves from interference. The extent of US intelligence agency

reach into data which foreign jurisdictions considered their own prompted concern primarily

around the issue of trust across the EU (European Commission, 2013). Although interpreted by

some as a move towards a separate European cloud (Amoore, 2018), the European Commission

memo explicitly stated that “the Commission is strongly against a “Fortress Europe” approach

to cloud computing” (2013, para. 4), and thus drew a clear distinction from the localisation

initiatives already discussed, from Russia, China and the US. The EU focus was much more

about competitiveness, incentivising adoption of cloud and restoring the public confidence which

the PRISM leaks had harmed.

A critical enabler for reducing the barriers to the free flow of data is harmonisation of regu-

latory frameworks and privacy legislation across EU member states. This takes shape in Reg-

ulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the

protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free

movement of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation)

[2016] OJ L119/1 (GDPR) which took effect in mid-2018.

From a data sovereignty perspective, the GDPR provides for much greater control and regu-
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lation over management of personal data, along with significantly increased penalties for non-

compliance, and it has been presented to EU citizens on this basis. The net result, however, will

be that EU states, and the European Union bureaucracy, will actually have much greater access

to personal data especially given the broad provision which permits derogation from prohibi-

tions on processing categories of personal data where, Article 9 of the GDPR states, “it is in the

public interest to do so”. The regulation does not define the ‘public interest’, or indicate any

threshold above which these derogations can be utilised.

We can draw a perhaps unexpected parallel here back to China which, in 2021, implemented a

Personal Information Protection Law (PIPL) – widely seen as an enhancement, or strengthening,

of provisions found in the GDPR (Z. Tan & Zhang, 2021). Superficially, it appears to be the most

far-reaching privacy legislation globally. However, other commentators point out that, whilst the

law does technically include the state apparatus, the legislation is actually aimed at reining in the

natural monopolies that have developed in China around big tech (Xiao, 2021). For example, the

Chinese State Administration for Market Regulation imposed a record US$2.8bn fine on Alibaba

in 2021, citing monopolistic behaviour and concerns about social stability. This precedent has

been seen as a response to the growing personal influence and wealth of big tech firm heads, such

as Jack Ma (Thompson & Lockwood, 2021). Regardless, we can certainly see this development

in a sovereignty/nation-state context. Even if the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) are more

interested in keeping personal data solely within their control, rather than the private sector,

it still reflects a sovereignty issue. It is just one that is, once again, heavily shaped by social

context.

In terms of the GDPR, the parallel is that, while it does make significant improvements for

how individuals can access and assert control over their data, its explicit genesis in the PRISM

leaks (European Commission, 2013) indicates that it is also about asserting EU supra-national

sovereignty over the data of its citizens. So this can in fact still be considered a kind of localisa-

tion exercise and, indeed, has been criticised for exactly that (Bowman, 2017).

The above examples demonstrate that data sovereignty can be used to assert geopolitical

sovereignty over nation-state data ‘assets’ by strengthening government ownership and control

of information in order to protect it from a perceived or actual foreign surveillance threat (or,

in China’s case, a private sector threat). Such motives are based in long-standing principles of

national sovereignty and statehood22. Indeed, Irion contends that data sovereignty is a critical

public policy problem because “it is a crucial dimension of national sovereignty that presupposes

the nation state” (2012, p. 42). Where control of information is lost, governmental legitimacy is

also lost. This helps to explain the common importance of geopolitical data sovereignty across

a range of politically heterogeneous jurisdictions.

22As described in the ‘Social Contract’ theory of Hobbes (1962), for example.
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The sovereignty problem posed by cloud computing, notwithstanding its cost effectiveness

and convenience, is that where government data is in an unknown location, or multiple locations

simultaneously, it is difficult – if not impossible – to concretely determine jurisdiction. Indeed,

Russian moves to enforce data localisation were primarily a reaction to fear that if the 2014

sanctions were hardened, and resulted in being disconnected from public cloud services, it would

be difficult to assert ownership over it. The localisation rule thus ensures that Russian data

will always reside in Russia and governmental legitimacy cannot be usurped. This approach

seems natural from a legal perspective, where territoriality is fundamental to the principles of

international law (Weber, 2010). In this context, no state can take action against, or seek redress

from, another state without their consent, or as part of a mutual assistance treaty (Osula, 2015).

Although jurisdiction over data in a cloud service can be difficult to determine, Bradshaw,

Millard, and Walden (2011) assert that doing so is crucial and data sovereignty is thus funda-

mentally about transnational jurisdiction. This appears to support the data localisation trends

already discussed. Outside of this, neither can data sovereignty be asserted on a property rights

basis, since data and information are intangible. Whilst there are established concepts in law

for ‘data protection’ and ‘information privacy’, these do not provide a clear legal basis for data

sovereignty either (Irion, 2012).

A further aggravating factor is the lack of alignment internationally, not only around legal

and regulatory frameworks but in more prosaic respects such as definition of key terms. Scoon

and Ko (2016) note that many Asia-Pacific countries have a formal legal definition for ‘sensitive

data’, but Aotearoa New Zealand and Singapore do not. There are most likely many other

examples, but the point is that where data is already being federated all over the world by its

redundancy in separate data centres, there should be greater efforts to align regulatory tools.

In summary, geopolitical data sovereignty is utilised widely across a range of different po-

litical regimes. It is tightly linked with national security, and a desire for sovereign nations or

supranational entities to assert their ‘right to be let alone’. This understanding of data sovereignty

is about controlling where data resides, but there is another understanding which is maturing and

gaining momentum.

2.2.2. Indigenous and Māori data sovereignty

The second main conceptualisation understands data sovereignty as a way of protecting cultural

knowledge and assets and, depending on the jurisdiction, to exert rights enshrined in treaties

or other constitutional instruments. The defining of personal data as a cultural asset which

requires meaningful change in power and control structures, in order to exert decision making

power, implies that the benefits of this movement will not only accrue to indigenous peoples.

This is not to say they should be viewed equally, of course, because indigenous peoples have
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an evidenced and researched history highlighting the damaging consequences of colonisation.

This impact is not felt directly by the ‘European’ New Zealander or Australian, and yet there is

general demand for a shift in the power dynamic around data and it is indigenous researchers

who are understandably motivated to raise the issue.

The research base for this particular strand of data sovereignty, outside of the indigenous

context, is rather small. Weber (2010), for example, picks up the geopolitical thread but asserts

that sovereign borders, and geographically based systems, have lost importance and relevance

in the current technological landscape. In defining new concepts of sovereignty over data which

reflect this, he advocates for a global approach which moves beyond the nation-state. Despite

this, it becomes more important that groups who traditionally have not had sovereign power are

included – NGOs and businesses are mentioned, but certainly we could consider a number of

identifiable groups here in the same way (not least indigenous peoples themselves).

Following from this, Taylor and Broeders (2015) take an unusual middle path through the

debate by highlighting how the actions of large corporations in developing countries are sig-

nificantly impacting not just on government’s sovereign power, but also the representation and

knowledge economy of citizens. A neoliberal governance trend is first identified, where the col-

lection of data is shifted from central governments to distributed places “where power accrues

to those who hold the most data” (Taylor & Broeders, 2015, p. 229). Where power is exerted

and realised through the collection and interpretation of data, the superficially philanthropic in-

volvement of large tech corporations in developing countries actually represents a fundamental

shift in power.

Using examples of telecommunications giant Orange operating in post-disaster Haiti, or Face-

book’s internet.org project across the economic south, Taylor and Broeders (2015) suggest that

these ventures are much less about reducing inequities in access to technology and more about

reducing inequities in access to the specific services of that provider. Furthermore, the vast

amounts of data collected introduce a problem in interpreting and using that data properly from

a remote position, and from a very different epistemic base.

Kukutai and Cormack (2021) note this trend around ‘surveillance capitalism’ – a term pop-

ularised by Zuboff (2019) to encompass the capture and abuse of personal data by advertising

companies such as Facebook and Google, but also the opaque data trade with governments and

state security apparatuses23 – and agree that it represents the threat of embedding inequality even

further.

The problem with the use and interpretation of data is extended by Bishop (2016) who identi-

fies that there is a clear process for capturing and utilising data – an output, or piece of analysis,

23For example, Kirchgaessner (2022) exposes the use of Israeli ‘Pegasus’ spyware by governments.
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can never arrive by chance24. As Walter and Carroll note:

“Statistics are human artifacts and in colonizing nation states such numbers applied

to Indigenous Peoples have a raced reality. Their reality emerges not from the math-

ematically supported analytical techniques they allow but via the social, racial and

cultural standpoint of their creators” (Walter & Carroll, 2021, p.2).

For indigenous peoples, this means that they should be supported to engage actively in these

processes and advocate for their own data needs – in the same way that other lobby and in-

terest groups do. But, because effective representation over this process is so costly and time-

consuming, it generally ends up being shaped by the people who collect and produce the data –

governments or for-profit organisations.

As far back as 2004, the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues (UNPFII) recommended

that indigenous peoples are actively involved in collecting and interpreting data. This reflects a

large research base around bias in algorithms and automated decision-making, which was one of

the factors that led to the so-called ‘right to legibility of automated decision-making’ introduced

in the GDPR (Malgieri & Comandé, 2017). But the indigenous literature is going farther than

this, and identifying that one’s epistemological position has meaningful impacts on how we

understand and use data – and this is a problem where that is being done by government agencies,

or corporations, who have no cultural understanding and produce inadequate conclusions (Walter

& Carroll, 2021).

Without the kind of representation recommended by UNPFII, government policy defaults to

reliance on existing administrative toolsets. These are always shaped strongly by the policy

environment, which is itself shaped by the majority. For example, reintroduction of a data field

for iwi in the Aotearoa New Zealand census in 1991 was primarily about the government’s desire

to monitor effectiveness of a policy to devolve social services provision to iwi. Then, later, the

2018 census was found to be poorly implemented by government agencies, with quality of data

on Māori so low that it was “unpublishable” (Sporle et al., 2021). Most government data, in

the Aotearoa New Zealand context at least, is generally a “by-product of social and economic

data collected for the total population” (Bishop, 2016, p. 297). Even where these data sets are

considered to be good quality, the fact remains they were created and implemented for a specific

purpose and hold fundamentally different objectives. The aim of indigenous data sovereignty

is to ensure that data represents their status, knowledge and world view appropriately and also

that, further downstream, their knowledge and data outputs remain under their control.

The result of good quality indigenous data – designed, built and understood in culturally ap-

propriate ways – is that effective policy can be designed, resources can be properly allocated

24This mirrors the Reflexive Thematic Analysis methodology we will explore in chapter 7.
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and we can hope for positive policy outcomes (Walter & Carroll, 2021). However, “on many oc-

casions, the situation of indigenous peoples remains invisible within national statistics” (Davis,

2016, p. 25). Jansen (2016) describes how effective data exchanges, and Māori representa-

tion, has resulted in effective targeting of health services in Auckland to manage the prevalence

of rheumatic fever. Extending this, other writers critique indigenous engagement with West-

ern notions of quantification, which is “at serious odds with many indigenous ontologies and

epistemologies” (Morphy, 2016, p. 100).

The importance of understanding and representing data can be shown in examples of differing

world views between indigenous and non-indigenous peoples. For example, calculating welfare

dependency ratios by age contains an assumption that age is related to economic engagement.

Even prior to this, however, it assumes that capacity to earn money as a means to live, is a

basis for a ‘normal’ economy. The notion that young people or old people are automatically

dependent does not translate well to indigenous contexts where, for example, elders are the

keepers of sacred cultural knowledge. Conversely, it hides the burden of unpaid work which

disproportionately falls to women (Seedat & Rondon, 2021).

Even in non-indigenous populations, the formal economy and its associated systems of mea-

surement is known to misrepresent core parts of society, also predominantly composed of women

(Waring, 2018). Similarly, Western demographic traditions embed assumptions around units of

measurement – a family is a heterosexual couple with children who live in a single household,

for example – and these do not give voice to the traditions of indigenous peoples, as well as

many other groups (Morphy, 2016). In short, data – within a centralised paradigm, at least –

merely offers a different type of colonialism (Kukutai & Cormack, 2021).

Despite being able to sustain complex economic and social structures, colonisation forcibly re-

placed indigenous societies and knowledge models with Western colonial models – “any datasets

that they themselves had not introduced and imposed were inferior” (Pool, 2016, p. 59). The

legacy of this has an important bearing today, where indigenous cultural traditions and world

views have been lost or marginalised, and are not represented in government data. Invoking the

debate initiated by Taylor and Broeders (2015), Pool goes on to suggest that we should not allow

the positive progress being made under indigenous data sovereignty initiatives to be stymied by

their reliance on internet platforms which are “under transnational corporate rule beyond the

control of indigenous peoples, or the polity in which they live” (2016, p. 72). There is thus a

two-fold issue for indigenous peoples – that of asserting their own data sovereignty locally, and

that of influencing policy to mitigate any transnational surveillance capitalism threat posed by

multinational corporations or other actors.

In terms of the path forward for indigenous data sovereignty, we briefly looked at what I con-

sidered a limited or constrained ambition around Māori data sovereignty (as described by the Te
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Mana Raraunga website) in section 2.1.1. The focus there is governance. Walter and Carroll

(2021) extend this thinking and identify that governance is the means to operationalise indige-

nous data sovereignty, but access and control of data is an equally important counterpart. Two

key things are needed to enable this: the ability to actually obtain data needed for governance

(you can’t govern data if it is not held by you), and; being able to own and control that data.

Where a focus is simply on governance, Māori would be second-class citizens in a centralised

system because decisions can always be overruled and the data is architecturally fixed within

the colonial state apparatus. Kukutai and Cormack (2021) refer to this as a type of ‘data depen-

dency’ and note that indigenous data sovereignty should be about new and self-determined data

which can be owned, accessed and controlled by indigenous groups.

Recent indigenous data sovereignty literature is therefore taking on a more assertive tone

about how to achieve their goals – Walter and Carroll talk about “inverting the central role of

data dramatically” (2021, p.14), while Kukutai and Cormack (2021) call for a “radical alter-

native” to data dependency. So we have heard indigenous researchers talk about the need for

ownership, access and control of data in order to enable effective data governance, which in turn

operationalises data sovereignty. But how can this be achieved? Kukutai and Cormack conclude

by suggesting that

“The as-yet unrealized potential is for a decentralized or distributed system that

disperses data and power away from a central location or authority and puts Māori

data in Māori hands” (Kukutai & Cormack, 2021, p.30).

This is exactly what I am proposing in this thesis. Distribution offers the practical/technical

component which enables the dispersal of power away from centralised data silos. The liter-

ature indicates that achieving this would be an important component in realising Māori data

sovereignty. My research focus is not Māori data sovereignty, but it is reassuring to confirm

alignment of principles with a movement that has a real stake in making it happen. I will dis-

cuss, in chapter 5 and chapter 6, development of a prototype distributed system that will be the

first opportunity to gauge this unrealised potential.

2.2.3. Individual perspectives

This section will focus on the literature around individual and public attitudes towards data

sovereignty. I focus on data sovereignty because it is the desired outcome; distribution of data is

simply the mechanism by which it can be achieved.

Positioning data sovereignty in a way that meets people’s needs hinges on what they actually

think. There are two main issues (and two accompanying sub-issues) in this area:

1. The term ‘data sovereignty’ is likely to have little resonance with the public in general
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2. The literature indicates that the general public currently suffers from two main problems

in making informed decisions around personal data. These are:

a) An overestimation of legal and regulatory protections available

b) Difficulty in fully understanding the data landscape, and all the nuances of how

personal data is gathered and utilised.

Although not framed explicitly in terms of ‘data sovereignty’, there is a wealth of literature

internationally around public attitudes to more familiar concepts such as privacy and confiden-

tiality. In order to make sense of the wide range of interlinking themes arising from a review of

literature in this area, I have utilised the thematic framework presented by Aitken et al. (2016)

but adapted to reflect the wide range of other factors that have been found. Whilst that work

developed seven key themes, I have merged several and added two others that I consider to be

distinct. Those themes are summarised as:

Table 2.2.: Public attitudes to sharing data – key themes, adapted from Aitken et al. (2016).

Theme Description

Control and consent The public value control of their data, and proactive seeking of consent

Trust and transparency Public trust in an organisation informs public support for use of their data

Demographic/contextual

variables

Views on data sharing vary widely within groups and across differing

contexts

Anonymisation Related to trust, individuals have a range of views on how anonymous their

data can be made – and this heavily influences attitudes to data sharing

Whilst a theme of ‘anonymisation’ could easily be merged within the ‘trust and transparency’

theme, I felt it worth drawing out separately since much of the literature distinguishes levels of

acceptance around data sharing by its perception as being anonymous or otherwise. The issue of

anonymity, furthermore, brings into play some of the more subtle ways that data can be collected

and used and, at the same time, speaks directly to more traditional government use of data.

2.2.3.1. Control and consent

The amount of control that individuals wish to exert over their data is inversely correlated with

the level of trust they have in the organisation collecting or managing it (Aitken et al., 2016).

Indeed, we will see in chapter 4 that GPs are very highly trusted and most people would be

happy to share all their data with them in perpetuity. The public sector is considered to be more

trustworthy than the private sector, and this is a direct product of where benefit is perceived
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to accrue. Individuals were found to be less trusting of private sector organisations in general,

but specifically asked more questions about consent and wished to exert more control over data

where research outputs were thought to be for private or commercial gain.

Aitken et al. (2016) found, in summary, that individuals desire control over their data, and this

takes place across four dimensions:

• What data are collected

• Who has access to the data

• With whom the data are shared, and how

• What the data are used for.

The problem with these four dimensions is that – within a centralised paradigm – much of it is

opaque, or not accessible to individuals.

Focusing more on the private sphere, Malkin et al. (2018) found Smart TV owners felt as if

they lacked control of the data sharing inherent in such devices; many were even completely un-

aware that viewing history and other data were being collected. The issue of control is important

here since, whilst Malkin et al. assertively conclude that “people do not want their data to be

repurposed and shared” (2018, p. 9), those same people felt that they lacked control over what

information is shared or how it is used. Considering that Smart TV data fits into the category that

has been considered as most sensitive to individuals (L. Lee, Lee, Egelman, & Wagner, 2016;

Naeini et al., 2017), this is a serious concern.

Consent is the critical mechanism for allowing the exertion of control, and is thus an essential

prerequisite. The Data Futures Partnership (2017a) found that New Zealanders desired strong

and detailed control over their personal data. This cannot occur without a consent model that

is based on fully informing participants and which permits a detailed, ongoing, and iterative

cycle of consent and re-consent – particularly when involving Māori and indigenous collectives

(Reeves et al., 2022). Whilst Aitken et al. discuss differing preferences for ‘opt in’ or ‘opt

out’ models across studies, they found “a clear preference for varied or flexible consent models

which would enable individuals to set limits on their consent or to indicate particular preferences

or objections” (2016, p. 15). This pattern is also reflected in literature reviews conducted by

Garrison et al. (2016) and Moon (2017).

Other literature identifies a differing perspective taken by those actually conducting research,

or managing data collection. Whilst Ormond et al. (2009) found that informed consent was

considered to be difficult to obtain where the subject matter of the data was complex, Jao et

al. (2015) found that researchers considered detailed consent models to be simply impractical.

They concluded that only very broad consent is ever necessary – “broad consent can sufficiently
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support autonomy in informed consent by acting as a decision to allow others to decide” (Jao

et al., 2015, p. 273). That is, broad consent provides control by fully delegating that control to

others – which may well appear counter-intuitive to those advocating for control of their personal

data. This view is affirmed by Sanderson et al. (2017) who found in a large multi-site US survey

that whether the consent model was broad, tiered, opt-in or opt-out, mattered very little; the

choice of differing models did not ultimately affect whether people actually gave consent or not.

However the consent is initially obtained, it is important that people can retain control over

that to which they give consent. Even where individuals were perfectly happy to share their data,

it remained important that they were proactively asked for consent. In India, by contrast, Hate

et al. (2015) found that security and privacy are much more important to research participants

than the nuances of seeking consent; implicit here is that keeping data secure, and preserving

privacy, is acceptable even where full and informed consent has not been given. This is some-

what reflected in Jao et al. (2015), who found that researchers tended to consider consent as

something to be balanced against potential benefits and the perceived risk of harm around any

loss of privacy. For example, one researcher is quoted as saying “it is good for them to know,

but personally I wouldn’t be very worried if what they didn’t know is not harming them” (mid-

career male researcher, quoted in Jao et al. 2015, p. 269). This attitude is likely to be more

prevalent given the findings of Reeves et al. (2022) that, despite a broad academic debate in the

literature around sharing of data, only a small proportion took care to consider consulting with

participants.

Regardless of these perspectives, there must be a responsibility for data agencies and re-

searchers to gain informed consent25, and this needs to be done in a range of ways to ensure

understanding. Kass et al. (2015), for example, found that utilising a range of multimedia for-

mats for different audiences was associated with a better understanding with which to underpin

informed consent in clinical trials.

Reflecting the above, the Data Futures Partnership (2017a) found that New Zealanders want

to see how their data is used, but also specifically to give permission for its use on a case-by-case

basis. Concerns were raised that consent is often a one-off activity, and secondary uses may only

come to light where there has been a breach or incident (reflecting the notion that the defence

of privacy is always retrospective (Lepore, 2013), which I will contest only applies within a

centralised paradigm). People wanted:

• Control over access to, and use of, data – “I want to be asked, have the option of opting

in and give permission each time”, and “each time I need to know who and for what, and

give a digital tick” (participants quoted in Data Futures Partnership, 2017a, p. 30).

25In fact there is a legislative provision for this in many jurisdictions attached to differing data types. In Aotearoa
New Zealand this is specified, for example, in Rule 3 of the Health Information Privacy Code 2020.
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• Proactive notification of changes – “you should get a notification saying ‘here’s your cur-

rent status - are you happy with this?’” (participant quoted in Data Futures Partnership,

2017a, p. 30).

• Flexible permissions – “I want to be able to give personal permission for access to specific

things at specific points”, and “I want to have a choice about who can access the data and

for how long” (participants quoted in Data Futures Partnership, 2017a, p. 30).

• Access to an independent authority. Currently individuals have recourse only to the Pri-

vacy Commissioner, in the event of a breach of Privacy Act provisions, or otherwise to

local privacy officers within an organisation.

The first three of these are all formally considered as requirements for design of the prototype

artifact (please see chapter 5).

Of particular interest amongst these conclusions, is the finding that individuals do not have

access to an independent authority which could effectively deal with a wide range of data use

problems. Whilst the Privacy Commissioner does have statutory powers under the Privacy Act

2020, no body currently has any oversight over more subtle issues – such as improper inter-

pretation of data, or algorithmic bias – where it may result in a negative or potentially harmful

outcome. The Data Futures Partnership (2017a) found support for the concept of a ‘Data Use

Commissioner’, which would provide an additional regulatory layer to that of the Privacy Com-

missioner. This would require legislative change but, more importantly, a clear conceptualisation

of how personal data should be treated and what formal safeguards should be put in place.

Arguably, however, the need for such a role could be fulfilled by a carefully considered dis-

tributed data ecosystem. If groups were owning, controlling and interpreting their own data, then

the sovereignty and mana that would be attached to that would probably surpass any benefit that

could be offered by another statutory role – particularly, for Māori, where the statutory role is

part of the colonial state apparatus rather than separate from it.

2.2.3.2. Trust and transparency

In draft data use guidelines, the Data Futures Partnership (2017b) firstly place ‘social licence’26

as being a critical enabler in appropriate use of data, but also affirm the importance of trans-

parency in building social licence. This is neatly summarised by Jao et al. who assert that public

concerns can be significantly mitigated “with increasing understanding of the potential value

and protections that could be implemented for data sharing” (2015, p. 268).

26Defined as a generalised acceptance of data use, which can be built by following good practice guidance – with
transparency at its core.
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Individuals’ levels of trust in organisations (or governments, or private companies) dictate

their support for use of personal data. Aitken et al. (2016), for example, found that public sector

organisations are generally trusted more since they are usually subject to stringent account-

ability procedures and data protection regulations. There is a parallel mistrust of the private

sector, which individuals perceive as being primarily motivated by profit and, hence, are less

trustworthy. The distinguishing factor from the literature, however, was not simply whether an

organisation was public sector or for-profit but where the benefits of the data usage will accrue.

Where use of data, and research, is perceived to be valuable to the public there is generally

very favourable attitudes to data sharing – even where that occurs in the private sector (Aitken

et al., 2016; Murad et al., 2017). Similarly, Belfrage, Helgesson, and Lynøe (2022) found that

Swedish respondents were happy for data to be used even without informed consent in a health-

care quality assurance context. That is, there is a perception that data use and analysis is used

to directly improve quality of care and outcomes. As the data use case moves further away from

this – clinical education and medical research, for example – informed consent becomes more

important.

Belfrage et al. (2022) did, however, find very high levels of trust specifically in health care

providers. This is often because individual GPs27 are personally known and familiar to the

subject. In terms of trust, therefore, it may be possible to build an abstract trust in a company,

or sector, but individuals will always more easily place stronger trust in other individuals they

interact regularly with in a data relationship – in this case, their doctor.

A 2015 survey of Guardian readers on this topic found that respondents were concerned about

government’s ability to safeguard their personal data. Despite this, respondents were even more

concerned about any use of data by private companies, whilst at the same time admitting that

they continue to provide data to those companies out of convenience (McMullan, 2015).

In Aotearoa New Zealand, research on trust found that participants wanted to understand the

finer detail of organisational context around data sharing and use. Specifically, New Zealanders

expressed a desire to know that their data will be:

• Used by qualified and competent persons

• Interpreted appropriately in context

• Secure, and subject to clear access protocols

• Protected by effective laws and regulation (Data Futures Partnership, 2017a).

27Who, in Aotearoa New Zealand, are generally for-profit businesses with distinct business models from their Pri-
mary Health Organisation (PHO) who are often, but not always, non-profit.
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The issue around use by ‘competent persons’ certainly warrants some discussion – what does this

mean? It is understandable that individuals want proper care taken of their data, but this becomes

rather complex when one takes into account the full range of data usage – from collection, to

storage, to management, to categorisation, interpretation, building into statistical models and,

in case of government, its analysis and development into policy. At each of these points there

are a myriad of potential actors, with their attendant myriad of attitudes, opinions, knowledge

and experience. This is drawn out by Moon (2017) who notes that trust relationships are critical

in the sharing of health data. A strong trust relationship is based on all of these touch points

– from collecting only minimal data, to secure storage and acting in the patient’s best interests

when sharing data. Nevertheless, participants realised that sharing data is an important part of

an effective trust relationship in a healthcare context.

Trust in organisations is also very much contingent on the type of data concerned. Whereas

individuals are generally willing to share non-sensitive data with trusted health providers (Garett

& Young, 2022), Moon (2017) found that data on mental health, substance use, or sexually

transmitted disease was strongly associated with lower levels of trust and willingness to share.

Additional concerns found were that this information might be accessed by non-clinical staff,

or it may find its way to private health insurers who would ‘penalise’ the individual (Reeves et

al., 2022). Although affirming the importance of trust in general, Jao et al. assert that “trust in

research seems to be independent of risks in practice” (2015, p. 274). This suggests that more

can be done around transparency, and public engagement, to raise capability for assessing risk.

In a similar vein, other researchers have found in a healthcare context that, from the position

of data ‘controllers’ (those who either collect or manage data on behalf of others), their biggest

concern was fear of simply confusing patients or general anxiety resulting from negative media

stories. GPs who were interviewed about how often they discuss use of data and data sharing

with their patients revealed a wide range; 24% self-reported discussing it regularly, whereas 7%

did not discuss it at all. Conversely, GPs held a perception that – a vast of majority of the time –

their patients simply accept data sharing, or just assumed it was already taking place. A ‘strong

objection’ to data sharing occurred only in 9% of reported responses (Petrova, Barclay, Barclay,

Barclay, et al., 2017). This aligns well with the findings presented by Garett and Young, who

reported that “fewer than 10% of participants were very uncomfortable with sharing data” (2022,

p.2).

The Data Futures Partnership (2017a) noted that a key element in gaining trust was being

reassured that data is secure and only accessed appropriately. This introduces two additional

concepts to the trust issue. Firstly, trust is dependent on a perception that personal data will

not be misused. There is a practical issue here, in that individuals must have some method

of knowing that their data has been misused. Currently, privacy legislation in Aotearoa New
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Zealand only obliges organisations to notify the Office of the Privacy Commissioner in case of

a privacy breach and, even then, only where there has been ‘significant harm’. Affected people

need not be notified about the breach directly, if it is considered that informing them would cause

more harm than not doing so. Secondly, it is important that individuals are fully aware of the

legislative and regulatory framework within their jurisdiction, so as to properly assess risks and

take privacy-enhancing measures where necessary. The issue here is that most people do not

understand general principles around data collection and usage (Malkin et al., 2018) but, even

when a risk is perceived, often choose to ignore it (McMullan, 2015). These two concepts will

be discussed separately.

Potential misuse of data Aitken et al. (2016) found that concerns around potential misuse of

data takes three key forms:

• Individual bad actors

• Commercial use or on-selling

• Political use.

Concerns around misuse of personal data is recognition of the fact that, particularly in a research

context, data are managed, reviewed and analysed by individuals. It is entirely feasible that a

research analyst, or database programmer, could misuse personal data in some way – there are

certainly no technical or physical impediments to doing so. High profile media stories around

hacking, data leaks, or accidental data breaches, have made the public cautious that security

cannot always be guaranteed. In a Swedish study, Belfrage et al. (2022) found that the estimation

of risk was also correlated with trust – further blurring the lines between these domains. For

example, people with high trust in the health system tended to estimate a much lower security

risk (either the likelihood or severity of unauthorised access to their data), than those who had

low trust in general.

Study participants also expressed opposition to use of personal data for political purposes.

Whilst this was framed in a context of objecting to use of data “for their [political parties’] own

goals”, this is certainly a complex area. Perhaps the most simple example of this occurring is

use of statutory administrative data in the US to redraw electoral districts. Even if “partisan

gerrymandering has long been a facet of American politics” (Royden & Li, 2017, p. 3), the fact

remains that reasonably basic administrative data is still used routinely to influence electoral

outcomes (Lieb, 2017).

Outside of these three specific cases, Aitken et al. (2016) also note a general concern from

participants around unanticipated future uses of their data, and also concerns around surveil-

lance via data collection. Given that the data collection for studies which were included in their
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systematic review took place between 1999 and 2013, this is a well anticipated concern – pub-

lic awareness of data surveillance via social media did not gain traction in the media until the

Cambridge Analytica scandal in early 2018 (Kang & Frenkel, 2018).

Awareness of protections Other studies, focusing on less direct methods of gathering per-

sonal data, have noted that individuals tend to have an inflated perception of the legal protections

available to them. This relates to the issue of trust and transparency, where internet users may

assume that the very existence of a ‘Privacy Act’, or a website’s ‘privacy policy’, inherently

protects them from data collection and reuse (Hoofnagle & King, 2008; Turow, Feldman, &

Meltzer, 2005; Turow, Hennessy, & Draper, 2015). Using the reasonably mundane example of

‘Smart TVs’ we can identify that users are not informed enough about the technology changes

present in a familiar and ubiquitous household item; its collection of data is far from obvious

and there is no privacy policy to click (Malkin et al., 2018). Zeng, Mare, and Roesner (2017)

found that even people with sophisticated ‘smart home’ implementations have very poor un-

derstanding of how these systems work and, thus, have a poor understanding of any potential

security or privacy issues. This raises the issue of how proactive ‘data collectors’ must be to

obtain informed consent but, more importantly for commercial use cases, what regulation is in

place to make sure they are doing so?

Much of the literature around ‘digital literacy’ in this space draws out a more general fatal-

ism around data use and the potential for control. Individuals continue to provide data, despite

knowing it may be ‘misused’, either because it is convenient (McMullan, 2015) or simply be-

cause “you have no ability to restrict the amount of data that’s being vacuumed out of you”

(Solon, 2018, para. 24).

This can be conceptualised as part of a ‘power and powerlessness’ narrative. NGO providers

and users in Aotearoa New Zealand also exhibit a kind of “fatalistic” (Data Futures Partnership,

2017a, p. 36) mindset about data breaches, whilst a “narrative of powerlessness in the face of

potential exploitation” (Hate et al., 2015, p. 246) underpinned attitudes to data sharing in India.

In the context of consumer technology, Malkin et al. found that “despite strong opinions about

data sharing, people will continue to welcome new technology ... our data indicates some level

of resignation, as people reported that certain sharing relationships were likely to happen even if

they were completely unacceptable” (2018, p. 8).

2.2.3.3. Demographic variance

One of the main conclusions that must be drawn, after reviewing the literature around public

attitudes to data use, is that there is a great deal of complexity and heterogeneity. There are
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many bivariate or multivariate analyses of these attitudes in the literature, and these will help us

understand how far it is possible to categorise them.

In a systematic review of 1,521 studies focusing on public attitudes to linking and sharing

health data for research, Aitken et al. (2016) found that African Americans and LGBT partic-

ipants voiced much stronger concern around misuse of data. Moon (2017) found that the de-

mographic variables related to greatest disparity in data sharing preferences are: ethnicity, age,

income and access to technology. Sanderson et al. (2017) meanwhile found that those individu-

als expressing greater concern about data sharing tended to be African American and those with

lower educational attainment, with a slightly weaker correlation with self-reported religiosity.

In Aotearoa New Zealand, concerns in this area are centred around making sure that com-

munities are fairly represented and there is a desire for data to be used more empathetically in

local settings (Data Futures Partnership, 2017a). This has two key facets. One is the perception

that data is ‘sent up’ to government, and then returns in the shape of aggregated analyses or

pre-packaged policy advice. This is likely to have been done entirely in Wellington and may fail

to have fully understood the complexity of the data itself, or the impacts of how such a policy

might affect different communities (Kukutai & Cormack, 2021). The second associated facet is

that ‘front-line’ providers feel excluded, or at best disassociated, from these processes, and do

not have access to valuable information which would help them perform their functions – “it

feels like the government sucks information from us, but never gives anything back” (participant

quoted in Data Futures Partnership, 2017a, p.34). Furthermore, Aitken et al. (2016) note that

individuals in their reviewed studies expressed a strong notion that they should not be conceived

of simply as ‘sources of information’. The result is that communities feel unrepresented, and

each community is composed of a unique diversity.

This accumulates to a general concern amongst individuals and community groups around

potential use of data which lacks representation. Policies or decisions based on data skewed

toward a majority group, rather than properly reflecting individual need, will leave anyone not

part of that majority marginalised or disadvantaged (Hartz et al., 2011; Mezuk, Eaton, & Zandi,

2008; Walter & Carroll, 2021). This pattern also applies globally, rather than within a single

jurisdiction. Research participants in low-to-middle income countries exhibit a keen awareness

of global structural inequalities, and express a desire for any data sharing to be used to narrow

those inequalities rather than widen them further (Hate et al., 2015; Jao et al., 2015; Sankoh

& Ijsselmuiden, 2011). These sentiments begin to overlap with the theme of ‘trust and trans-

parency’.

An additional factor which appears to consistently be important is age. The studies included

in Aitken et al. (2016) showed a pattern of younger people being more concerned about privacy

(and having a greater desire for control), while older people favoured less individual control
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and were less worried about possible impacts on privacy. However, it is important to note that

participants from younger age groups were significantly under-represented across the included

studies. Moon (2017) found a very nuanced range of attitudes amongst age groups. For example,

whilst those under forty and those over sixty-five years of age tended to be more open to sharing

health data, this was strongly mediated by other factors – such as understanding of the health

system, or whether they had a chronic health condition. A qualitative study of adolescent (be-

tween 15 and 17 years old) attitudes to genetic research found that participants were supportive

of contributing to scientific research, and “were unconcerned with a potential loss of privacy”

(Murad et al., 2017, p. 935). This reflects the point made earlier about the perception of where

benefit will accrue. However, this research also suggested that participants did not have enough

knowledge about genetic research to make properly informed decisions. Overlapping with the

importance of informed consent, Ormond et al. (2009) found that only half of those enrolled in

a bio bank even understood that their DNA was being stored.

2.2.3.4. Anonymisation

“Data can be either useful or perfectly anonymous but never both” (Ohm, 2010, p.

1704).

The literature points to an inherent tension between prioritising confidentiality and deidentifi-

cation on one hand, and ensuring that data can be linked and utilised effectively on the other.

As already noted, it is very much associated with the theme of trust, since individuals tend to

be more accepting of data sharing when they trust they will not be personally identifiable (Hate

et al., 2015). Aitken et al. (2016) develop this by noting that anonymisation is very much a

spectrum, and public attitudes to anonymity are difficult to interpret since it is hard to clarify

exactly what levels and definitions of anonymisation are being used and, more importantly, what

the public fully understand.

In Aotearoa New Zealand, the Data Futures Partnership (2017a) found a much clearer picture.

They noted public scepticism that anonymisation was at all really possible in a small country

like Aotearoa New Zealand – “my whānau is in [a small, remote town] with a small Māori

population. If you state ethnicity and age I’ll know exactly who it is” (participant quoted in Data

Futures Partnership, 2017a, p. 37). Whilst this intuitively seems more a problem for smaller

countries or communities, other writers have demonstrated that this principle applies in any

context. A respondent quoted in McMullan, for example, suggested that “anonymising data ...

is useless because those with multiple data sets can easily cross reference them and undo the

anonymisation” (2015, para. 27).

In a similar vein, other writers have highlighted key anonymisation issues from use of a range
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Table 2.3.: Anonymisation problems with OSN data

Data type Information that can be accurately
determined computationally

Reference

Content/text Age and gender Z. Wang et al. (2019)

Content/text Mood of individuals Eichstaedt and Weidman (2020)

Content/text Lifestyle choices Islam and Goldwasser (2021)

Content/text Gender bias/sexism Samory, Sen, Kohne, Flöck, and Wagner

(2021)

Image Location Theiner, Müller-Budack, and Ewerth

(2022)

Image Relationship status of individuals Choi, Budak, Romero, and Jurgens

(2021)

Image Age and gender Abirami, Subashini, and Mahavaishnavi

(2020)

Image Sexual orientation Kosinski and Wang (2018)

Location Ethnicity/Cultural background Wong, Zaïane, Davis, and Yasui (2020)

Location Identification of users in a crowd Gong, Daamen, Bozzon, and

Hoogendoorn (2021)

Post

metadata

Identity of user Perez, Musolesi, and Stringhini (2018)

App

metadata

User location / location prediction Ochiai, Fukazawa, Yamada, Manabe, and

Matsuo (2021)

of data types available via online social network (OSN) platforms, as summarised in table 2.3.

Outside of data obtained from OSNs, a large amount of data is collected and reused by gov-

ernments. Although mostly using routine administrative data, we have already seen that this is

being utilised to produce negative policy outcomes for marginalised groups (Royden & Li, 2017;

Sporle et al., 2021).

How anonymous can an individual be in these data sets? Sweeney (2015) found that 87% of

the US population can be uniquely identified from only three easily available census data points,

whilst other research shows that 95% of people can be uniquely identified via only four location

data points from cell phone towers (de Montjoye, Hidalgo, Verleysen, Blondel, et al., 2013).

Finally Ohm (2010) has written extensively on the basic premise that anonymisation in data is

simply impossible.
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If anonymisation is really so hard then it is also interesting to consider which data the public

consider most sensitive and therefore, perhaps, most worthy of attempts at anonymisation. Both

L. Lee et al. (2016) and Naeini et al. (2017), for example, found that photos or videos taken in a

home environment are considered to be the most sensitive types of data by survey respondents.

This is problematic considering the rapid adoption of ‘Smart TVs’, and the serious privacy

issues associated with them already noted by Malkin et al. (2018). In differing contexts, both

Belfrage et al. (2022) and Moon (2017) found that individuals are especially concerned about

personal data where it deals with sexual health, mental health or substance use; particularly

where there is a perceived risk it could be used to stigmatise them. This reinforces the indigenous

data sovereignty literature, in a context outside of indigeneity, by reminding us that groups

and communities are better placed to utilise data about themselves – rather than risk privacy

breaches, security failures and analytical misrepresentation.

Given this, it is perhaps concerning to read about attitudes to data sharing within the research

community which seem to infer that ‘anonymised’ data is inherently much safer and therefore

requires fewer safeguards. Both Jao et al. (2015) and Ormond et al. (2009) found that researchers

tended to consider aggregated or anonymised data as requiring less oversight than other types of

data. Even ‘routine demographic data’ was considered to require less oversight, despite research

showing how easy it is to identify individuals with only a few data points (de Montjoye et al.,

2013; Sweeney, 2015).

Unfortunately there is not sufficient space here to conduct a full review of literature around

applied digital re-identification methods, but the above table and discussion serves to provide

a quick guide to what can be deduced from ubiquitous digital information. There are certainly

many other examples of this anonymisation problem, but the intention here is simply to demon-

strate the breadth of empirical evidence supporting public concern around anonymity.

2.2.3.5. Summary

The complexity of individual attitudes to data sharing makes it rather difficult to neatly tie up

a conclusion. The Data Futures Partnership (2017a) made four key recommendations about

how to progress the building of ‘social licence’ for data use in Aotearoa New Zealand; we have

encompassed all of them in the foregoing discussion. In chapter 7 I argue that social licence is

a product of trust, and Aitken et al. (2016) have noted that the level of demand for control over

data is inversely correlated with levels of trust. But it is difficult to rely on extant research to

accurately gauge levels of trust, since attitudes are changing all the time and none of the relevant

research thus far has been framed in terms of data sovereignty, or the practical reality that data

can be distributed. We are all constrained by the hegemony of centralisation.
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2.2.4. International examples

In this section we will briefly review the data sovereignty and privacy landscape in four select

jurisdictions. I do not intend to produce a canonical representation of global initiatives here;

these four countries have been chosen because they represent different points on a multivariate

continuum. For example, Estonia has produced a novel solution to geopolitical data sovereignty

which differs markedly from that seen in authoritarian jurisdictions such as Russia or China.

India has gone perhaps furthest in use of biometric identification, and embedding that within

a society which is only recently catching up with global precedents around privacy. Uganda

represent a model where superficially impressive achievements in legislation are found wanting

and the state apparatus stands accused of human rights abuses. Finally, Taiwan has relatively

weak privacy legislation but has built innovative tools around civic engagement, collaboration

and transparency.

Put together, all four examples will elucidate the principles of data sovereignty in different

ways. While no jurisdiction has gone down a path of distributed data as yet, these examples

point to global trends and help to contextualise our understanding.

2.2.4.1. Estonia: E-government

The small Baltic nation of Estonia has been the subject of much media interest for its progress

towards becoming a ‘digital society’, with Forbes gushing in 2021 that, “being the world’s one

and only Digital Republic and “E-nation”, Estonia has given an entirely different outlook on

what a truly human-centric society entails for digital citizens” (Minevich, 2021, para.6). The

New Yorker has described it as “the most ambitious project in technological statecraft today”

(Heller, 2017, para. 3) and the UK’s Government Digital Service noted in 2013 that Estonia

is “probably the most joined up digital government in the world ... [where] ... the citizen is in

control of their data” (Herlihy, 2013, para. 2).

‘E-Estonia’ is an umbrella programme, which aims to digitise as much of government as

possible – both amongst government agencies and in all public-facing services. This initiative

has its roots in the gaining of independence in 1989 and the ‘green field’ opportunity that Soviet

withdrawal had created. Estonia resolved to make rapid progress in digital transformation such

that, by the year 2000, it already had an impressive list of digital achievements under its belt28

(Tikk, 2021). The centralised capture and management of data had become so sophisticated that,

prior to the 2021 Census, there was serious debate about whether it could all be done via existing

government data rather than polling its citizenry manually (Beltadze, 2020).

This last point should make it obvious that the Estonian model is based very much on a

28For example a national e-health information system, a secure national data exchange layer and online elections.
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Figure 2.2.: X-Tee, the technical layer of E-Estonia (Republic of Estonia Information System
Authority, 2022).

centralised paradigm; even the most impressive achievements today still leverage this venerable

model, and they are no less impressive for it. But we should be very clear that, even where

Estonian citizens can exert ‘control’ over their data (Herlihy, 2013), it is over a centralised data

set that is managed by a government agency. The Estonian model does not help us to resolve

the issue of ownership or sovereignty that has been so prominent in the indigenous literature.

In fact, the Estonian Information System Authority (Riigi Infosüsteemi Amet), who are the state

agency responsible for the digital government platform, are very clear in saying that “a state

without data on its citizens is impossible in principle” (Republic of Estonia Information System

Authority, 2019, para.13). Governments certainly do need data, but I contend that this does not

mean it has to be centralised29.

The heart of the ‘E-Estonia’ platform is an abstraction layer called “X-Tee” which permits data

to be dynamically linked from disparate systems (a visual representation is shown in figure 2.2).

Existing centralised databases are left in place. From the very beginning there was antipathy

towards any notion of a centralised superset of government data such as Aotearoa New Zealand’s

Integrated Data Infrastructure (IDI): “one of the biggest threats to the State is an uncontrolled

centralisation of data into a single database” (Republic of Estonia Information System Authority,

29I will discuss competing viewpoints on this in chapter 7.
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2019, para.15). This thinking was heavily influenced by the events of 1996, where a contractor

to the Estonian police managed to link several state databases together and proceeded to sell

the results on the ‘black market’ for very large sums of money, representing a privacy breach of

enormous proportions30. Centralised supersets of government data were therefore ruled out and

X-Tee is designed to connect directly to relevant databases only when needed.

A supporting design principle was to avoid dealing with duplicate data and having to recon-

cile partial or overlapping datasets. If information is required about a person’s date of birth,

then the requesting agency must connect directly with the population register and read it from

there. Similarly, a person’s cancer diagnosis can only live in the cancer registry belonging to

the Ministry of Health. These data cannot be copied and replicated in any other database. This

has been made enforceable via legislative tools such as the 2001 Public Information Act31 and

the 2014 Economic Activities Code Act32. By 2014, this ‘once only’ principle had become a

formal initiative of 25 European Union member states and estimated to have a net impact of

C5bn per year across the EU in efficiency savings (European Commission, Directorate-General

of Communications Networks, Content & Technology, 2014).

The final key component was a national digital identification card. The card was first intro-

duced in 2002, and the cryptographic signature it offers was made legally equivalent to a ‘wet

signature’ some two years prior33. The card has a wide number of uses, and is the means by

which citizens interact with government digital services. The digital ID card is considered to be

one of the key enabling factors in making X-Tee successful (Saputro et al., 2020). However, a

flaw in the cards was identified in 2017 and nearly half of all ID cards were found to be compro-

mised. The Estonian government’s response was criticised for not following best practice, and a

legal case ensued between the government and the supplier (Parsovs, 2020).

Nevertheless E-Estonia goes much further than other examples of centralised data ecosystems,

particularly in terms of the control and audit capability available to individuals (Vassil, 2015).

Whilst this certainly does not provide total control, it is possible for Estonian citizens to delegate

access to their Electronic Health Record (EHR) to other health professionals. By virtue of

the EHR presenting essentially as a centralised data store, it is easy for health professionals to

quickly find clinical information they need. Again, this is all made possible by the key enablers

of digital identification, the data exchange layer and the application layer – this last one being

30No English language articles exist, but a translated version of events from an Ekspressmedia article dated 17
April 2000 is available at https://epl-delfi-ee.translate.goog/artikkel/50825984/puhka-rahus
-andmebaaside-virtuoos-imre-perli?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en&_x_tr_pto=wapp
(accessed 26 April 2022).

31https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/514112013001/consolide.
32https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/530102013062/consolide.
33See Estonia’s 2000 Digital Signatures Act at https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/ee/Riigikogu/act/

524102016001/consolide, although this was repealed in 2016 to align with superceding EU legislation.
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Figure 2.3.: Three elements of the Data Embassy Initiative. Sourced from Estonia Ministry of
Economic Affairs and Communications (2016).

particularly pertinent in the health setting (Vassil, 2015).

Having identified Estonian initiatives to empower individuals with greater control of personal

data, Estonia also presents some interesting developments around geopolitical sovereignty. The

Estonian government commissioned a Microsoft research project in 2014, to understand how the

extant initiatives discussed above could be utilised in the context of the public cloud. A primary

concern was about maintaining public confidence, whilst at the same time using cloud services to

protect and reinforce the digital continuity of E-Estonia. However, there was a recognition that

using public cloud services introduced ambiguity around sovereignty, such as we have already

noted in section 2.2.1. The project concluded by recommending a three part solution, which

would see development of hybrid cloud models across existing Estonian government services:

1. Government Operated Cloud. The storage and maintenance of sensitive data within Esto-

nian borders.

2. Physical Data Embassy. Data storage and maintenance of sensitive data at foreign Esto-

nian embassy locations, or countries with appropriate bilateral agreements.

3. Virtual Data Embassy. Storage and backup of non-sensitive data in public cloud services

(Estonia Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications, 2016).

These points can be represented visually, as shown in figure 2.3.
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The Estonian government were ultimately not satisfied with the loss of sovereignty found

in public cloud offerings. This was aggravated by large-scale Russian cyber-attacks in 2007,

along with concern at Russia’s illegal annexation of Crimea in 2014, which together raised the

profile of ‘true’ geopolitical sovereignty within government. The government CIO at the time

was quoted as saying:

“We didn’t want to use a random cloud that’s somewhere around the world, where

we don’t know what sort of rules and laws apply to the data we put there ... We

wanted to have full jurisdiction over the data. No private cloud partner can really

do that” – Siim Sikkut, quoted in Talmazan (2019, para.16).

Whereas countries such as Russia and China have approached this issue with localisation rules,

Estonia took a very different approach by geographically distributing data onto Estonian diplo-

matic missions. A bilateral agreement with Luxembourg to host a digital embassy there (E-

Estonia, 2017; Microsoft, 2017) was signed in 2017 and, while not physically in an Estonian

embassy, the agreement does specify that the data stored in Luxembourg has all the protections

and immunity of a diplomatic mission34. The specific bilateral agreement is important in this

case since Articles 22 (governing diplomatic properties) and 25 (governing diplomatic commu-

nications) of the Vienna Convention would not provide sufficient jurisdiction over data centres

(McCluskey, 2015). Estonia therefore present a novel solution to geopolitical data sovereignty

concerns, without resorting to localisation. Whilst Estonia has furthered this strategy with an ad-

ditional digital embassy in South Korea (Selke, 2018), Rice sums up the significance of Estonia’s

digital embassy strategy thus:

“This is a type of cyber-sovereignty entirely different from the kind authoritarian

regimes want to impose over their citizens. Instead of declaring a monopoly on

information access, Estonia has used technology to expand its governance efficiency

over its people (increasing the legitimacy of its institutions among its population)

and to make those cyber-institutions durable in the case of territorial occupation,

thus increasing the staying power of its sovereign claims” (Rice, 2019, para.15).

2.2.4.2. India: Biometric national identity and digital empowerment

Described as the world’s largest biometric project (Dattani, 2020), India has separately imple-

mented two large-scale programmes aiming to collect biometric information from its population

34The full agreement can be accessed at https://www.riigiteataja.ee/aktilisa/2280/3201/8002/Lux
_Info_Agreement.pdf, and notes under Article 5 that the data centre “shall be regarded as assets of the Re-
public of Estonia and shall enjoy immunity from every form of legal process”.
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and to embed its usage into routine transactions requiring proof of identity. These two pro-

grammes are the National Population Register (NPR) and the Unique ID (now popularly referred

to as Aadhaar, meaning ‘foundation’ in Hindi).

The NPR was created by a 2004 amendment to the Citizenship Act 1955, which mandated

citizen registration and a National Identity Card. Its stated aims were to inform targetting of

government services, to improve planning and to prevent identity fraud (Office of the Registrar

General & Census Commissioner, India, 2012). Critics have stated however that the NPR’s ori-

gins are firmly rooted in national security and, specifically, a 1992 government policy (known

as ‘Operation Pushback’) which aimed to identify and deport undocumented Bangladeshi immi-

grants (Sethi, 2011). The NPR was implemented at the time of the 2011 Census35, and it was

intended that the data gathered would form the basis for a national ID card, and accompanying

national identification number.

The Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services)

Act 201636 provided the legal basis to establish the Unique Identification Authority of India

(UIDAI), and to issue the 12-digit identification numbers to each citizen present in the NPR.

A critical differentiator from other national identity schemes, the UIDAI also capture biometric

information about residents and this includes fingerprints, iris scans and photographs (as per-

mitted under §3 of The Aadhaar Act 2016). Choudhary (2018) notes that India’s combining of

biometric data and a national identity programme is unique amongst western countries37.

With the explicit focus being on reducing friction in delivery of benefits and services (as

per the title of the legislation itself), UIDAI have worked to ensure that the database can be

accessed by agencies and suppliers. This is referred to as the ‘India Stack’38, which comprises

a framework of APIs and services which can be used to access and interoperate with Aadhaar

data. At the time of writing, more than 1.3 billion Aadhaar numbers have been generated, and

the system has processed more than 70 billion authentications in total (Unique Identification

Authority of India, 2022). However, the integration of Aadhaar data with important service

points, for example where pensions are administered or food rations are dispensed, has not been

without criticism. There have been reports of the elderly being refused their pension (Khera,

2017), and children starving to death (Biswas, 2018), because documents holders are not part

of Aadhaar. Meanwhile Dreze, Khalid, Khera, Somanchi, et al. (2017) found that the Aadhaar

35Also notable by virtue of the fact it was only the second post-independence census to require information on caste
(the previous occasion occurring in 1968).

36Full text in English available at https://uidai.gov.in/images/targeted_delivery_of_financial_and
_other_subsidies_benefits_and_services_13072016.pdf.

37Moves towards this outcome in the UK were initiated by the Identity Cards Act 2006, which enabled a national
biometric identity database. However this was repealed only four years later by the Identity Documents Act 2010,
following public outrage and criticism from sector groups.

38Please refer to https://indiastack.org/index.html for further information.
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biometric authentication points (fingerprint scanners) often became inoperable, due to technical

or connectivity issues, and have resulted in people missing food rations or having their access to

benefits terminated. Dattani (2020) contends that these consequences disproportionately impact

already marginalised groups, rejecting the notion advanced by the government that technology

can only be rational and neutral when applied to real world communities.

The Indian government’s justification for Aadhaar was around benefit fraud, and “wastage”.

The original architect of the system talked about a vision where the state and the individual

became closer, and where interactions were less traumatising. In order to allow marginalised

populations equal access to the benefits and services for which they are eligible, more sophisti-

cated identification systems were necessary – “those who most needed robust proof of identity

in fact had the least access to it” (Nair, 2021, p.27). The narrative therefore, despite evidence to

the contrary, is around equity and access. Indeed, Dattani is sceptical about this paternalism and

notes that, rather than being less traumatising, Aadhaar has resulted in “the traumatic hardships

of many who struggle to access welfare, or are excluded altogether” (2020, p.415).

Despite the fact that the legislation itself indicates (but does not specify) it is voluntary, its

spread throughout Indian society has also been criticised. Deepalakshmi (2017) details more

than 50 official schemes that require Aadhaar and they range from receiving benefits or pen-

sion, to opening bank accounts, applying for scholarships or receiving treatment for HIV. The

ubiquity of Aadhaar has therefore meant that – whilst it was not mandatory to participate – it is

a prerequisite to undertake many rather ordinary tasks, and is therefore as good as mandatory

(Dass, 2011).

The release and development of the ‘India Stack’ has also been criticised. Whilst marketed

with language around “financial inclusion” and “transparency”, Dattani (2020) notes that it

presents an unrivalled opportunity for the private sector to both identify and target large cus-

tomer segments, and at the same time to gather large amounts of data around transactions, credit

and spending patterns (Desai & Jasuja, 2016). In short, it has enabled a nationalised and state-

sponsored form of ‘surveillance capitalism’ (Zuboff, 2019).

The petitioners in the 2017 Supreme Court case Justice KS Puttaswamy (Retd.) & Anr. v.

Union of India & Ors argued that the practical reach of Aadhaar, and the scope of data linked to

it, could be misused by Government and was an infringement of privacy. The Indian Government

had previously been accused of not respecting the right to privacy, with its lawyers in this hearing

arguing that Aadhaar should in fact be compulsory (Pandey, 2017). The Supreme Court ruling

however stated that data privacy is an intrinsic part of Article 21 of the Constitution, which

prevents the encroachment of life or personal liberty by the State (Biswas, 2017). This was a

landmark ruling in India which, at that time, had no dedicated data protection or data privacy

legislation.
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The Personal Data Protection (PDP) Bill, enacted in 2019, was seen as a response to the

Supreme Court ruling and as an attempt to ‘catch up’ on global initiatives around the regulation

of personal data. The Bill had very positive aspirations, stating that it intended to “create a

relationship of trust between persons and entities processing the personal data”39. Indeed, it

went as far as introducing provision for the “right to be forgotten”, regulating data portability,

and setting up a Data Protection Authority. Additionally, it was enacted as a key part of a

broader ‘Digital Empowerment and Protection Architecture’ (DEPA), although this seems to

be faltering40. The PDP Bill received significant criticism, particularly after the government

inserted exemptions for state agencies – with one senior judge declaring it posed the ability to

turn India into an “Orwellian State” (Mandavia, 2019, para.1). However we should remember

that exemptions on the grounds of national security are firmly in place within the GDPR and

most other global privacy instruments; India is certainly not unique in this regard.

In summary, India’s narrative is around digital empowerment and protection of data. How-

ever, it feels as if all of these initiatives only occurred as a face-saving exercise following the

2017 Supreme Court ruling; little has been done to change the negative social outcomes already

outlined. Dattani (2020) and Nair (2021), particularly, have voiced scepticism about these ini-

tiatives and contend that marginalised groups are now worse off in India than they were before,

and that the technical solutions enabled by Aadhaar are being used to create a state-sponsored

form of surveillance capitalism.

2.2.4.3. Uganda

The enactment of the 2019 Data Protection and Privacy Act (DPPA) made Uganda the first East

African nation to pass any meaningful legislation specifically around data and privacy41. Clearly

inspired by concepts found in the GDPR, the DPPA is based on constituencies of ‘data subjects’

and ‘data controllers’, who each have rights and responsibilities under the Act.

Firstly, it is interesting to note that a right to privacy is in fact codified in the constitution

of Uganda, where it is formulated thus – “No person shall be subjected to interference with

the privacy of that person’s home, correspondence, communication or other property” (Article

27, Constitution of the Republic of Uganda, 1995). Similar to many other jurisdictions, the

DPPA contains exemptions for national security and intelligence operations. It does, however,

39Preamble to Bill which can be accessed at http://164.100.47.4/BillsTexts/LSBillTexts/Asintroduced/
373_2019_LS_Eng.pdf.

40With accompanying language around commitment to “open source”, DEPA source code has supposedly been
published at https://github.com/iSPIRT/DEPA. However there is no code at all in this repository and it has
not been updated since October 2021 (as at 3 May 2022).

4122 other African countries in total have such legislation (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development –
https://unctad.org/page/data-protection-and-privacy-legislation-worldwide)
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go somewhat further than this and also provides exemptions for “medical purposes” or “the

performance of a public duty by a public body” (§7) both of which could be interpreted rather

widely.

In terms of rights conferred by the Act it follows, at least in principle, much of what would be

considered ‘best practice’ in the modern era, for example:

• Clarifying rights of children

• A right to explanation for automated decision-making

• Prohibiting any collection of special data such as religious belief or sexuality.

An interesting addition is the implementation of a ‘data protection register’, which will log all

entities collecting or processing personal data and the reason for doing so. This must be publicly

accessible under the Act, although the author could not find any evidence of this online at the

time of writing42.

In reviewing the impact of this legislation, the Collaboration on International ICT Policy for

East and Southern Africa (CIPESA) et al. (2019) were positive around the aims but considered

that it did not have sufficient focus on strongly enforcing and regulating the rights of individuals.

Indeed, “it is not to the standard of the leading European GDPR which offers significant guidance

on personal data protection” (Collaboration on International ICT Policy for East and Southern

Africa (CIPESA) et al., 2019, p.8). But GDPR is viewed almost as a reference point now for best

practice privacy and data protection legislation; the problems in Uganda appear to go deeper.

Writing one year after enactment of the DPPA, Privacy International (2020) expressed concern

that no meaningful action had been taken to ensure compliance with the Act – whether by state

or non-state actors. A compliance scorecard prepared by the Civil Society Organisation (CSO)

Unwanted Witness in 2021 similarly found a net compliance score of 35% against the DPPA

(Unwanted Witness, 2021). Privacy International (2020) also express concern about some other

components of the privacy and data protection landscape in Uganda. For example:

• An “intensification” of government data collection via the national identity card system.

• A Ugandan Police Force initiative to link a forensic CCTV system with national identity

data (Joseph, 2021). This is made more alarming in the context of surveillance systems

(purchased from China) which have been used by the Police to commit human rights

abuses, including targeting anti-government protesters (Kafeero, 2020; Parkinson, Bariyo,

& Chin, 2019).

42May 2022.
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• Commissioning of a centralised government data centre to enact a form of state sector

localisation (Monitor Uganda, 2020), which was criticised as a way of covertly connecting

and sharing data outside of the reach of the DPPA (Privacy International, 2020).

What we see in Uganda, in summary, is a government that appears to be saying the right things

about data protection and privacy. Other legislative instruments such as the 2011 Electronic Sig-

natures Act, and the 2011 Computer Misuse Act, propelled Uganda to receive a 100% score for

“protection of personal data” in the 2021 National Cyber Security Index43. The DPPA has great

promise, and clearly models itself on the GDPR. Yet, the criticism has been that government has

not done anything to give life to it, and levels of compliance with its provisions are still very

low.

We therefore have a hybrid environment where there is an impressive array of legislation and

regulation, but very few benefits have accrued to ordinary Ugandans. In fact, some commenta-

tors argue that the government has an agenda which is almost antithetical to the aims of DPPA,

and is based on tracking and surveillance and, in some cases, the obstruction of human rights

such as those articulated in the Ugandan Constitution. A possible route forward for Uganda is

to test this legislation in earnest. The judiciary has a track record of pushing back against homo-

phobia in Uganda – for example, by striking down ‘anti-gay’ legislation in 2014, and invoking

the constitutional right to privacy for people in same-sex relationships even when homosexuality

itself remains illegal. As Mujuzi has noted:

“Although the executive and the legislature in Uganda take a hostile approach to-

wards people in same-sex relationships, the judiciary has adopted an objective test

in interpreting the Constitution and this has been a vehicle through which the rights

and freedoms, such as the right to privacy, of people in same-sex relationships ...

have been protected” (Mujuzi, 2012, p.118).

So the DPPA should become an important vehicle for testing government commitment to the

protection of personal data, although by mid-2022 this has not yet occurred.

2.2.4.4. Taiwan

The independent and sovereign nation of Taiwan has attracted a lot of media attention for im-

plementation of its “digital democracy” programme. This initiative may be viewed in a similar

context to that of Estonia – a small nation with some sense of an existential threat from an

aggressive and autocratic neighbour.

43Please see https://ncsi.ega.ee/country/ug/570 (accessed 28 April 2022). Uganda received a global ranking
of 55, eight places ahead of Aotearoa New Zealand. Note that this same index gives India a score of 0% for
protection of personal data.
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Taiwan’s approach has been based on collaboration, citizen participation and transparency; an

important first step was, in fact, not taken by government but by “civic hackers”. In 2012 this

saw the activist group build their own ‘auditing system’ for the government’s budget. Data from

government was taken and repurposed in a way that was interactive and easy to understand for

ordinary citizens44. Furthermore, it gave people a voice by permitting them to rate and comment

on items (Tang, 2019). This became the g0v (“gov-zero”) project, which has now expanded to

offer citizen-built civic services such as:

• Hackfoldr – a place to organise documents and tools, to provide collaborative spaces for

government agencies and communities

• Moedict – an improved version of the government online dictionary

• Political campaign finance transparency – A crowd sourcing tool to transform campaign

finance data from its ‘paper only’ format, thereby making it transparent for all

• Legislator voting guide – A tool which tracks the voting record of government legislators.

What makes this all the more remarkable is that one of the original “hacktivists” is now Digital

Minister of Taiwan – a relatively young trans woman at the time of her appointment in 2014.

Audrey Tang brought into the state apparatus a concept that the problem of politics is one of

consensus, and that this could be significantly improved by taking principles from open source

software development. Tang identified a core problem with the internet at that time, which was

that “the kinds of online spaces where political debate happened were engineered for an entirely

different purpose: to capture attention” (C. Miller, 2020, para.8). The solution to this problem

turned into vTaiwan45, an online platform where government and people meet to define and

discuss important issues.

The platform is designed to highlight where there is consensus, which is quite distinct from

social media, for example, where people certainly can raise important issues but they tend to

be overwhelmed by factional groups and derailed by algorithms built to maximise advertising

revenue (Oremus, Alcantara, Merrill, Galocha, et al., 2021). The vTaiwan platform has already

resulted in 21 cases resulting in decisive government action, including legislative reform. For

example:

• Uber regulation. A crowd-sourced consultation led to regulatory reform of the taxi and

ride-share sector in 2016. It was notable because, “instead of taking place behind closed

doors ... it was livestreamed, and live-transcribed, with over 1,800 people watching. Faced

44Refer to http://budget.g0v.tw/budget (accessed 7 May 2022).
45https://info.vtaiwan.tw/ (accessed 7 May 2022).
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Figure 2.4.: vTaiwan – how it works

with such clear public pressure, and knowing there was a real consensus behind the de-

mands, Uber “caved in” on almost all of them” (Rashbrooke, 2021, para.9).

• FinTech Sandbox Act. vTaiwan was utilised to help draft and enact the Financial Tech-

nology Development and Innovative Experimentation Act 2018. This legislation provides

a ‘sandbox’ for innovative new FinTech services to test, grow and, ultimately, bring their

product to market.

A graphical representation of how vTaiwan works is shown in figure 2.4. In it we can see a

range of online collaboration tools being brought together in a structured process to seek ideas,

feedback and opinions. This is a formal process which results in consensus.

In terms of data sovereignty, Taiwan has embedded the principle of open data (albeit via

a centralised system) and citizens are able to access any information that is held on them by

government (Taiwan National Development Council, 2022).

In terms of legislation, the instrument most relevant to this thesis is the Personal Data Pro-

tection Act 2015 (PDPA)46. The PDPA applies across government and non-government entities,

although each have different expectations – with government having more discretion around col-

lection and use of personal data. Some salient points, compared with other legislation we have

46Official English translation is available at https://law.moj.gov.tw/Eng/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?PCode=
I0050021 (accessed 7 May 2022).
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already looked at:

• There is no conception of ‘special data’, such as sexuality or religious belief, and Article

6 specifically exempts the processing of this information from PDPA oversight under a

range of relatively loose conditions such as “where it is necessary for statistics gathering

or academic research”.

• Consent for data collection can be presumed if the subject does not “indicate his/her ob-

jection”. Although the agency collecting data must still inform the subject around purpose

and retention, for example, this requirement can also be waived in a range of scenarios,

such as “where the collection of personal data is necessary for the government agency to

perform its statutory duties” (Article 8).

• While there is a right to access personal data, there is also an exemption in the Act “where

the material interests of the data collectors or any third parties may be adversely affected”

(Article 10). This could be interpreted rather broadly, and appears to be relatively weak in

the face of algorithmic fairness and related debates held in the GDPR context.

Although a very small selection, the above should indicate that there are a large number of broad

exemptions in the PDPA and, indeed, work is ongoing to draft amendments that are more in line

with the GDPR.

What we see in the case of Taiwan, therefore, is a unique approach to government transparency

and consensus building, modelled largely on Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) principles.

Legislatively, however, Taiwan is an entrenched centralised state (in terms of data management)

and, while the achievements of g0v and vTaiwan are very impressive, there appears to be little

discussion about data sovereignty. What is very much in Taiwan’s favour, however, is that a

platform has been established upon which claims to data sovereignty could be brought; the

question is whether or not this is an issue within the crowd-sourced consciousness.

2.2.5. The Aotearoa New Zealand context

Having briefly discussed data regulatory frameworks in other jurisdictions, we now turn our at-

tention to Aotearoa New Zealand. Although it has ratified the International Covenant on Civil

and Political Rights47 (ICCPR), no formal absolute right to privacy exists in Aotearoa New

Zealand law. It can (and indeed has) however been read in to the New Zealand Bill of Rights

Act 1990 (NZBoRA), where several sections articulate freedom from such things as unreason-

able searches and freedom of association (Penk, 2016b). This scenario is not uncommon in-

47Article 17 of which provides that “no one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his [sic]
privacy”.
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ternationally; the US Constitution does not provide an explicit right to privacy, and many key

international instruments (the ICCPR being one such example) also provide no absolute right.

Competing interests must be balanced in a privacy claim, and hence formal language has tended

to centre on “arbitrary” infringements of privacy.

Outside of the NZBoRA, the Privacy Act 2020 remains the key statute conferring privacy

rights on New Zealanders. Although it is very much focused on privacy as applied to data and

information, it arguably confers no strong protections in this specific area (Bartlett, 2021). The

Act has numerous exceptions and is very welcoming in its understanding of ‘competing inter-

ests’. Furthermore it explicitly charges the Privacy Commissioner to weight those competing

interests against claims, as well as the need for government and business to achieve their objec-

tives. On a positive note, though, the 2020 amendment also included the need for the Privacy

Commissioner to consider both “cultural perspectives” and international guidelines that may

be “relevant to the better protection of individual privacy” (Privacy Act 2020, §21). This is a

neat link back to our discussion on indigenous data sovereignty, although there are no examples

available of the cultural perspective consideration being utilised thus far.

The original Privacy Act 1993 was ground-breaking when it was enacted, since it was one of

the first laws globally to extend the scope of privacy outside of government and into the private

sector. Penk (2016a) reflects on how it grew out of the 1960s and 1970s, where the overriding

concern was the privacy impact, on private citizens, of information technology controlled by

governments. Earlier legislation in North America reflected exactly this – the US Privacy Act

1974 and the Canada Federal Privacy Act 1983 were both concerned only with government. The

Act today gives prominence to thirteen core principles, which are intended to encompass the full

cycle of collection, storage and usage of personal data. These are worded rather generally and,

as we have already noted, can be open to interpretation.

Whilst many of the exemptions referred to in the legislation are also a key part of other leg-

islative frameworks reviewed in this section (for example, an exemption for use by security and

intelligence agencies), their place in the Aotearoa New Zealand Privacy Act 1993 is heavily crit-

icised by Penk who complains that they render the privacy principles “no more than ... ideals or

aspirations, the application of which in any given fact situation may be uncertain, particularly as

the exceptions may be interpreted subjectively” (2016a, p. 62). The exemptions were retained

in the 2020 version and Bartlett concurs by noting that the Aotearoa New Zealand Privacy Act

2020 is “high level, without detailed or prescriptive rules” (2021, p.99) and is therefore quite

distinct from the tight and prescriptive focus of the GDPR.

Actions brought under the Privacy Act 2020 can be remedied via a maximum financial penalty

of NZ$10,000 which pales in comparison to the sanctions available under the GDPR48. Further-

48Where Amazon and WhatsApp were fined C746M and C225M respectively in 2021.
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more, the Act is generally not enforceable in Courts of law – in the vast majority of cases, all

complaints must be dealt with via the Privacy Commissioner.

Part 7 of the Privacy Act 2020 provides for the Privacy Commissioner to hold an oversight

role across formal government ‘data matching’ programmes, a function that has been carried

over from the previous version of legislation. The Commissioner plays no part in agreeing or

assessing new data matching initiatives but simply reports on them and, under §158 of the Act,

can advise on the justification for a programme’s existence – 55 such programmes are active

at the time of writing 49. On the topic of data matching Penk (2016a) notes that, despite some

clear advantages (such as fraud detection, or maintaining currency of data) such data matching

can simply perpetuate poor quality data and – from a data sovereignty perspective – individ-

uals are unable to correct or control their information, or understand exactly how it has been

utilised. Furthermore whilst the Aotearoa New Zealand Privacy Act 1993 was originally praised

for expanding the scope of privacy into the private sector, the Privacy Commissioner holds no

jurisdiction whatsoever over data matching arrangements that are not occurring solely between

government agencies.

The actual protections conferred on individuals may be diluted by this part of the Act. It is

probable that data matching explicitly involves the use of information for a purpose different

than that for which it was collected, and thereby contravenes Principle 10 (Limits on use of

personal information). Furthermore, the information has not been collected directly from the

individual and thus would also contravene Principle 2 if exemptions for “avoiding prejudice” to

law enforcement and the “protection of public revenue” were not also in place (Privacy Act 2020,

§22). The co-existence of these tensions is axiomatic in the context of the Act, where the Privacy

Commissioner is required to balance a range of competing interests – largely due to its “high

level” nature (Bartlett, 2021). Where such data matching programmes are implemented, and

Penk’s concerns (noted in the preceding paragraph) are realised, we must assume that the Privacy

Commissioner has determined the right of government to achieve their objectives has trumped

the protections granted to individuals and, in fact, this is strongly indicated in the wording of the

available exemptions.

The 2020 amendment did introduce some new features which are relevant to our discus-

sion about data sovereignty. A recognition of the growing momentum behind cloud computing

prompted the inclusion of a new Principle 12 – “Disclosure of personal information outside New

Zealand”. This provides for the movement of personal information overseas, only if the trans-

ferring agency believes that the target jurisdiction will “provide comparable safeguards to those

in this Act” (Privacy Act 2020, §22, IPP 12(1)(c)). This is an extremely ‘light touch’ approach

49Please refer to https://privacy.org.nz/privacy-act-2020/information-sharing/information
-matching-provisions/ (accessed 5 May 2022).
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to data localisation, which clearly signals that the government do not see an existential geopo-

litical data sovereignty threat, but are primarily concerned that the personal information of New

Zealanders will be adequately protected no matter where it resides.

2.3. Centralisation, decentralisation and distribution

“Centralized stores of data are a surveillance state’s dream” (Raval, 2016, p.15).

In this section we will turn our attention to the specific forms of centralisation, decentralisation

and distribution, and the implications of each as it relates to this research. We will delve further

into what the literature has to say on this rapidly developing topic, before surveying the land-

scape of technologies and frameworks that offer an alternative to centralisation. Finally, I will

assess candidate technologies and determine which of these is to be utilised for the prototype

artifact.

2.3.1. Understanding network types

Whilst we have introduced some key concepts already in section §2.1, they are central to this

thesis and it is worth exploring them further for two reasons:

• To ensure we have a clear understanding of these central concepts before progressing in

more detail

• Because terms and concepts are used interchangeably (and in my view incorrectly) in the

literature, and meaning can be inconsistent.

One of the seminal thinkers around these topics is Paul Baran, who worked at RAND Corpora-

tion in the USA from 1959, and invented one of the bedrocks of computer network communica-

tions (and the internet) that is still used today50. His 1964 paper is one of the first to identify and

present a taxonomy for different kinds of computer networks, as shown in figure 2.5.

When designing this representation Baran, of course, was not thinking about all the techno-

logical advances available to us today. The primary concern was to understand how to ensure the

security and reliability of a given communications network. In this way, he is entirely right to

state that “since destruction of a small number of nodes in a decentralised network can destroy

communications, the properties, problems and hopes of building a ‘distributed’ communications

network are of paramount interest” (Baran, 1964, p.3). The aim at that time was to spread risk,

and limit points of failure. Baran considered that both the centralised and decentralised models,

50This is the notion of ‘packet switching’, or the grouping of data together into digital packets for transmission.
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Figure 2.5.: Centralised, decentralised and distributed networks (Baran, 1964)

as represented in figure 2.5, have inherent weaknesses in this regard. That is, the termination of

any single central node would render connected nodes obsolete. Only in the distributed model

does a network have the resilience to cope with the failure of multiple nodes. Baran was writing

about network security and we can therefore see that one’s frame of reference appear to be highly

relevant to understanding. Hoffman et al. (2020) expand on this and note that there cannot be a

single universal conceptualisation – context is everything and domain-specific research is vital.

I also argue that the level of analysis is just as important.

By this I mean that in any moderately complex domain, there will be a range of layers that

should be analysed separately; this thesis is concerned with the healthcare domain. If we imagine

a single primary care clinic it is easy to think about Baran’s model A, whereby the central

node is a Patient Management System (PMS) and outlying nodes are patients or other health

providers who are submitting or transferring information. The same model broadly applies to a

hospital PMS. So, at the most detailed layer of analysis available in healthcare (a patient visiting

a health facility to receive some service), things appear to be highly centralised. This is shown in

figure 2.6 as the ‘micro’ layer. If we move up a level, and think about the broader health sector,

we may consider that Baran’s model B is more applicable. At the ‘meso’ layer we can see the

green health facility nodes converging their data in DHB or regional systems, shown in blue.

DHBs themselves have some connectivity to share information, so that patients can be treated

regionally across secondary care and tertiary specialist services where necessary. If we zoom
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Figure 2.6.: Health sector layers, adapted from Baran (1964).

right out, then the health data ecosystem will look more like model A again – where data flows

to the centre. This is shown as the ‘macro’ layer, where DHBs and regional systems aggregate

data to send to the centre, which is represented by what appears to be a black hole.

So what we tend to see in practice is differing configurations of centralised data stores, some-

times connecting to others, but with a general trend for data to flow in centrally to government

agencies. Baran’s representation of ‘decentralisation’ in this case gives too much credit to the

meso layer where, in practice, the data remains highly centralised. But we should once again

remind ourselves that context is everything, and Baran certainly had a different focus than data

sovereignty.

It may be interesting to note at this point that the original design of the modern internet’s first

iteration – the ARPANET (funded and established by the US Department of Defence in 1969) –

was in fact explicitly about connectivity, redundancy and decentralisation. The project director

Charles Herzfeld later noted that “the ARPANET came out of our frustration that there were

only a limited number of large, powerful research computers in the country, and that many re-

search investigators, who should have access to them, were geographically separated from them”

(quoted in Gallagher, 2019, para.2). If we are viewing the internet as a knowledge commons,

therefore, we may see its early iteration as being decentralised in terms of access to informa-

tion, but centralised in terms of ownership and control of the information. There were a limited

number of computers which hosted information, but the prevailing model was that these should
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be accessible to researchers. Similarly, in healthcare, we see a large number of connected data

stores, where the prevailing model is for data to move towards the centre. Zuboff (2019) has

written about how the spirit of the internet has shifted in the modern era, following recognition

of the power of data and its value.

This introduces another layer to the analysis, away from a simple view of the technical ar-

chitecture, by introducing a concept of the philosophy that sits behind a model. That is, what

is our philosophical approach towards ownership of data and how it can be accessed? We may

have a philosophical commitment to individual access and ownership of data, but are technically

stymied by the tools and systems in play. This appears to be where MOH are at currently, as

they embark on the Hira programme which aims to transform sector platforms to enable a de-

centralising of data (which I contend does still not fully meet the spirit of data sovereignty, but

is a very positive step in that direction).

To help us locate this debate within a broader theoretical context, we can use the important

work of Ostrom around common-pool resources and managing commons (Ostrom, 2015). In this

book, we see a focus on a third way – between Leviathan or privatisation – in a discussion around

managing finite collective resources. This third way can be summarised as “self-governance by

resource users” (Herzberg, 2020, p.629) and places great emphasis on distributed and localised

solutions. Ostrom’s concern around the need for self-governance, and individual freedom, aligns

very well with the principles of data sovereignty51.

In chapter 1 I have set out the notion that greater access to data is likely to engage more

people in their healthcare, and has the potential to produce more positive health outcomes than

a centralised government problem-solving approach – particularly in groups that are already

marginalised from mainstream policy analysis and debate. Taking a slightly different angle,

Levine (2011) uses the example of a university based associational knowledge commons as a

means to engage students and citizens in work of public value – the project had the benefit of

exposing people to important public issues, at the same time as increasing their engagement with

them and the commons itself.

Whilst Ostrom wrote as a political economist, mainly concerned with natural resources, other

writers have expanded on her thinking and brought these principles into very diverse arenas –

including data and, specifically, health data. In fact Ostrom’s thinking becomes more relevant

in the information or knowledge arena, since these things are non-rivalrous and, when access

is opened, they become a universal public good. In any case, even where goods are not non-

rivalrous, “groups can effectively manage and sustain common resources if they have suitable

conditions, such as appropriate rules, good conflict-resolution mechanisms, and well-defined

51I would include indigenous data sovereignty here, save for Ostrom’s focus on individual freedoms which may
clash with indigenous epistemology regarding the collective.
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group boundaries” (Hess & Ostrom, 2011, p.11). In discussing a Medical Information Commons

(MIC), Bollinger et al. (2019) reached several key conclusions:

• Data for a MIC should not be centralised, and its operation would depend on linking

disparate data

• Agent-centricity was key to success, reflecting the notion that governance of a common-

pool resource should be the result of collective agreement by stakeholders (Ostrom, 2015)

• Data scope should go well beyond the very basic administrative data sets commonly used

by governments, to include patient-generated health data

• Insights or outcomes derived from the MIC must be contributed back into it.

Applying these principles to a national health information system does indeed feel radical, and

yet these conclusions are achievable – only achievable, in fact – within a distributed paradigm.

With the best will in the world, an ecosystem effectively owned and controlled by even the most

benevolent entity will inhibit the self-determination and self-organising principles that Bollinger

et al. (2019) advocate.

2.3.1.1. The centralisation continuum

The foregoing discussion highlighted that understanding of concepts, and their application in

practice, is heavily mediated by context, unit of analysis and also distinguished between tech-

nical and philosophical approaches. Hoffman et al. add to this complexity by suggesting that

centralisation-decentralisation is a false dichotomy – “the binary positioning of ‘decentraliza-

tion’ and ‘centralization’ is not an ideal approach as it obscures the motivations and rationales

for the process” (2020, p.15). Their focus is on blockchain, and the extent to which it may be

considered decentralised, and conclude that any blockchain will have characteristics of each end

of the continuum. They conclude by noting that decentralisation may not simply be the opposite

of centralisation, and question “whether the two processes are qualitatively different in ways that

would disallow treating them as inverses of each other” (Hoffman et al., 2020, p.15). One of the

most prominent ‘decentralised’ technologies today is blockchain, so it is instructive to explore

this further.

In the case of the ‘decentralised’ architecture (item B in figure 2.5), we can see that groups

of nodes are able to connect with a single central group node – but not directly with every other

node. This is a good representation of a blockchain network, where each group node (shown

coloured red in figure 2.7) hosts a copy of the ledger and users connect to that node to interact

with the blockchain. It is possible for individual nodes to connect remotely – for example the
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Figure 2.7.: Blockchain as a decentralised network

node at the very top is able to communicate with the node at the very bottom. However, this

communication must be routed via three group nodes. In Baran’s taxonomy, the failure of any of

these will isolate connected individual nodes and break that communication. We can therefore

say that there exists a type of technical centralisation within blockchain, by virtue of a users’

reliance on connecting to a node – a server which is under the ownership and control of an

entity.

Hoffman et al. (2020) consider that ‘decentralisation’ is about moving power away from a cen-

tral authority and, in this sense, blockchain talks a very good game. We reviewed in section 2.1.4

the prevalence of the ‘decentralisation’ terminology in blockchain marketing. Following Baran’s

analysis I contend that, while blockchain does move information away from a single source, it

simply replicates it across other central nodes. As we can see in figure 2.7, rather than one

central node there are now seven centralised nodes, each with an exact copy of the same data.

This has advantages in a cryptocurrency domain (as we discuss in section 2.3.3.1), but offers us

relatively little advantage when we wish to realise health data sovereignty.

Two examples provoke us to question how decentralised cryptocurrency truly is. Firstly, the

Ethereum cryptocurrency suffered from exploitation of a smart contract in 2016, where US$50

million was effectively stolen. As a response, Ethereum developers created a replica of the

existing blockchain but transferred the stolen funds to a recovery address thus ‘recovering’ the
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money (Buterin, 2016). Similarly, in May 2022, investors in the Juno cryptocurrency determined

that US$36 million had been acquired by another investor maliciously and a decision was made

to remove this money from that user’s wallet. Unfortunately the developers carrying this out

made an error and accidentally transferred all the currency to an inaccessible address (Boom,

2022). What is striking about these two examples, is exactly how much centralised control

the developers have over a cryptocurrency. Certainly, it may be decentralised in the sense that it

exists and operates entirely outside the state apparatus. But it is confusing that so much emphasis

is placed on the language of ‘decentralisation’ when a user’s money can be moved around at will

by a developer.

Complicating matters still further, we have Baran’s notion of a ‘distributed’ network which

was the ideal as far as his research was concerned. In Baran’s taxonomy, every node is theoret-

ically able to connect with every other node (even if only indirectly). In modern applications,

‘distribution’ tends to mean that the whole data set is distributed amongst a group of peers –

giving the appearance of a single whole (whether it is serving files or performing computational

tasks), but actually being spread across many52. We can take a lead from the ‘distributed comput-

ing’ approach to understand this more, where it has been defined as “a collection of autonomous

computing entities connected to accomplish a joint task” (Perrin, 2017, p.12). Within this under-

standing of ‘distribution’ it is possible to understand the entirety of a domain, but by default no

individual nodes can do so. If we compare this to ‘decentralisation’, then it is clearly much less

about connection because of the in-built bottlenecks represented by the group nodes. Hoffman

et al., in fact, demonstrate some confusion about the application of these terms against technical

architectures, claiming that “a chiefly technological classification would categorize blockchains

as a type of peer-to-peer and a serverless distributed system” (2020, p.2) which, I respectfully

suggest, is almost completely backwards. However, they rightly go on to note that understand-

ing must go above and beyond technical architecture, which we have already touched upon by

introducing the concept of philosophical centralisation.

This all reiterates the point that our conceptual understanding depends on our frame of refer-

ence, and the layer of the issue we are addressing. This is summarised in table 2.4, where I put

the three identified paradigms together with characteristics across both technical and philosoph-

ical dimensions. What, I hope, this makes clear is the following key points:

• A network is not truly distributed in any form, as long as any entity is making ownership

or control decisions on behalf of others

• Self-determination and self-governance can only be enabled with integrity by a distributed

model

52We will use the example of BitTorrent in more detail in section 2.3.2.3.
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Table 2.4.: Centralisation matrix

Paradigm Technical characteristic Philosophical characteristic

Centralised One central node holds all the data A single entity controls access to the data

Decentralised Multiple central nodes hold overlapping or

replicated data

Each node controls access to its data

Distributed All data is distributed across all peers who

connect directly with each other

Access and ownership is self-determined

• Whilst philosophical and technical characteristics can be mixed, they can only do so to

a limited extent. For example, any philosophical intention to permit decision-making

authority over data will always hit a hard limit within a centralised paradigm.

Hoffman et al. (2020) note that literature dealing with blockchain and decentralisation tends

to focus on the practicalities of how it is achieved, and the perceived benefits. Understanding

of decentralisation in this context is furthermore focused on what can be better described as

‘disintermediation’. That is, building a network that has traditionally been centrally managed

by some type of state apparatus but, via use of blockchain, enabling this governance layer to

be removed. But Hoffman et al. (2020) also caution that this does not necessarily guarantee

decentralisation where we now see a growth of intermediary organisations operating as de facto

gatekeepers.

We have already noted the highly centralised model behind the NFT marketplace, but we

should also recall the enormous power that blockchain developers appear to have in determining

– for all blockchain’s marketing about immutability – where currency should reside (Boom,

2022; Buterin, 2016). We are therefore left wondering what the real goal of cryptocurrency

is. If users are indeed happy to invest in a marketplace which sits outside the state apparatus,

but is in many cases highly centralised and subject to direct intervention by developers, we

have to conclude that the overriding goal is simply the removal of state apparatus such as a

central bank (H. Wang et al., 2018). Walch (2019) sums this up neatly by referring to a “veil of

decentralization” in the following way:

“Despite the common use of “decentralized” to indicate that power is diffuse rather

than concentrated in a blockchain system, existing blockchains ... have small co-

ordinated groups who shape how the systems operate... there are many parts of

blockchain systems that are exceedingly centralized” (Walch, 2019, p.62).

In summary, concept definition can be complex and there seems to be varying levels of under-

standing, particularly regarding blockchain, around what constitutes useful examples of each.
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This research is aiming to design a health information system with no centralised oversight and,

therefore, we are seeking a truly distributed solution.

2.3.2. Why is distribution important?

Having established some of these key concepts, we must now answer the question – why should

I care about any of this? The reality, as we know, is that many people either believe they have

better privacy protections in place than they actually do (Hoofnagle & King, 2008), or they

hold fatalistic or ambivalent attitudes about use of their personal data (McMullan, 2015; Solon,

2018). Furthermore, we know that the centralised paradigm is dominant and – based on selected

measures – generally operates very effectively. Whilst centralisation is dominant, the fact is that

distributed approaches to computing have a venerable history and have led to the creation of tools

and products which are still core to the current technology landscape today. In this section, I will

review a selection of these in order to establish the practical relevance of distributed approaches.

2.3.2.1. Free as in speech; free as in beer

1983 saw the birth of the FOSS community, when Richard Stallman – an ArtificiaI Intelligence

engineer at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) – unveiled the ‘GNU’ project. The

primary goal of the project was to bring a completely free operating system into existence for

the very first time.

‘Free’ was to be considered both in monetary terms (cost to the end user), as well as philo-

sophical terms, which manifested as the ability for people to share the code, and modify and

publish their own versions for others to use. The ‘free speech’ component was realised in 1989

with the release of the GNU General Public Licence (GPL) which explicitly targeted two of

the key methods by which restrictions were being imposed on software at that time. Firstly, it

insisted that software is published in human readable form (so it can be inspected for vulnera-

bilities, and utilised for learning) and, secondly, it ensured that licenced software could only be

used with other software when it is licenced under a more permissive model. Or, in other words,

a more restrictive licence could not ‘trump’ the GPL, were it to be combined with open source

software53. But what does all this have to do with the distributed paradigm?

Following on from the release of the GPL, communities and projects were brought to life

centred around this notion of transparency and visibility based on philosophical freedom. A shift

53Richard Stallman has since become a vociferous critic of ‘Open Source’ since, in his view, it moves too far from
FOSS principles and does not explicitly strive for free (as in beer) software – “We libre-software activists say,
’Software you can’t change and share is unjust, so let’s escape to our free replacement.’ Open source says only,
’If you let users change your code, they might fix bugs.’ What it does say is not wrong, but weak; it avoids saying
the deeper point” (quoted in Vaughan-Nicholls, 2018, para.14).
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occurred from a ‘top down’ model of software development – where work was done effectively

in secret by large corporations and released to the public in non-readable binary formats – to a

‘bottom up’ model, where new operating systems and software were being developed remotely

by volunteers who published all of their work for anyone to access and use. Eventually this

developed into the ‘Linux’ operating system, first released in 1991, and which today powers two

thirds of all websites (W3Techs, 2022), Google’s ChromeBooks, the Android operating system,

and a majority of routers, modems and other embedded devices. The point of this is to state

that many core technologies that are now relied upon were only brought about by the move to

distribute control and direction of software development. The FOSS example shows us that both

the technical and philosophical components are important for the distributed model to become

really effective.

Many writers have expounded on the impact of FOSS, often from a strong political or philo-

sophical position. This is most eloquently realised in Eric Raymond’s 1999 book ‘The Cathedral

and the Bazaar’, where the author argues that ‘bottom up’ (the Bazaar concept) provides huge

benefits across a range of domains when compared with the ‘top down’ (the Cathedral concept)

approach (Raymond, 2001). This essentially boils down to some very practical points around

software development – not least the fact that, the more people you have reviewing the code,

the more likely you are to find and fix problems. Furthermore, however, Raymond makes other

relevant points like “if you have the right attitude, interesting problems will find you” which,

in the FOSS context, is a long way from the Cathedral model, driven by corporate interests and

shareholder returns. The fact that this approach has turned into something so ubiquitous, and

something impacting so many people, is testament to its efficacy. Affirming this, Schweik has

noted that “the collaborative ideals and principles ... [of FOSS] ... could be applied to any col-

laboration ... and could potentially increase the speed at which innovations and new discoveries

are made” (2011, p.277). If we can reconcile the core FOSS principles with distribution, then we

are saying here that distribution itself has the ability to effect meaningful change within society.

2.3.2.2. Git

Git is a distributed version-control system, used to coordinate software development and track

changes to files. It was created in 2005 by the creator of Linux, Linus Torvalds, after the cost-

free status of the proprietary version-control software being used at the time was revoked. This

presented an opportunity to use key lessons learned up to that point, but Chacon and Straub

describe its creation thus – “as with many great things in life, Git began with a bit of creative

destruction and fiery controversy” (2020, p.13). It also reflects Raymond’s notion that, given the

right attitude, “interesting problems will find you” (Raymond, 2001).

When working in software development, often a team of people need to be interacting with
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different parts of the code base for testing, in such a way that the existing ‘live’ version of the

product is unaffected. Version control also allows you to revert back to any prior state, as well as

providing clarity about exactly who did what and when (Chacon & Straub, 2020). An overview

of a Git workflow is shown in figure 2.8.

In this example, some software is being built. Working from top to bottom, User1 creates an

empty repository and places the initial code base in a branch called MAIN. The same user then

saves that code in a separate parallel branch called DEV. This allows all the code in MAIN to

continue unaffected, while some additional work is tested. We can see that both User1 and User2

then build some new features in this DEV branch. While they are testing those, User1 notices

a bug in the existing code in MAIN and fixes it. User2 then takes the code in the DEV branch,

and saves it in another separate parallel branch called FEATURE. User2 builds yet another new

feature there. Before testing on that is finished, User1 merges the changes in DEV back into the

MAIN branch. The MAIN code base, now has the two improvements built by User1 and User2.

Subsequently, the new feature in User2’s FEATURE branch is merged directly back into MAIN.

Finally, the MAIN code is released as an official v0.1 by User3.

Figure 2.8.: Git workflow

The creation of new branches (as seen in

above with DEV and FEATURE) is the true

distributed power of git. Anyone can take ex-

isting code of a working application, ‘fork’

it to another branch, make any changes they

want and then – as long as it is a genuine im-

provement that fits with the aims of the orig-

inal project – ask for it to be merged back

into the main code base. There is another

important scenario where developers from a

project disagree about the direction, and a

‘forked’ project ends up becoming something

completely different but with its origins in the

original shared code base. Some notable ex-

amples of this are:

• 2009 – MariaDB is forked from the

MySQL54 code base, due to the acqui-

sition of MySQL by Sun Microsystems and community concern around their plans for

it.

54A very popular database engine used in many websites.
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• 2010 – LibreOffice55 is forked from OpenOf-

fice.org as a result of perceived neglect

of the code by Oracle.

Git is free in both dimensions advocated by the FOSS community, and the full code base for it is

available at https://github.com/git/git. Many different web-based services have evolved,

acting as a front-end for git and also providing storage space for code repositories. One of the

most prominent – GitHub – claims it holds more than 200,000,000 code repositories, and is

used by more than 4,000,000 organisations and businesses globally56. GitHub was acquired by

Microsoft in 2018 for US$7.5 billion57 (Microsoft, 2018).

One of its core original purposes was to be a “fully distributed” system (Chacon & Straub,

2020), meaning that all data and workloads could be shared across any number of nodes or users.

In the case of Git, I can download any code repository I want, and start to make changes to it and

share it with other people; the knowledge and information has been distributed freely. Hemel

and Coughlan (2017) contend that Git’s ability to freely distribute code and content qualifies it

as being completely distributed.

While it is true that only one Git repository at a time is considered authoritative this may

simply be a matter of perspective. In practice, there will only ever be one ‘Linux’ repository and

accepting new code into that project is famously difficult (McMillan, 2012). But this doesn’t

necessarily minimise the distributive power of git; even if I fork code and my changes are not

accepted into the authoritative live repository, I still have my own code that reflects my hopes

and aspirations and I can expand and share it as I please.

One issue to note is the growth of cloud intermediaries, such as GitHub and GitLab, which

are built on top of Git and on which many people (as we have seen) rely. Whilst it is entirely

feasible to set up and run your own version of Git, these intermediary services are appealing

by virtue of being free (up to a certain threshold) and because retention and storage of your

codebase is outsourced. There are two current issues here. Firstly, in 2019, GitHub confirmed it

was blocking access to users based in Iran, Crimea, Cuba, North Korea and Syria due to being

subject to US trade control legislation (Porter, 2019). GitHub has also blocked access to specific

pages for users from certain countries, under pressure from their governments (Lunden, 2014).

Secondly, in 2021 GitHub released a new service called ‘Copilot’ which offered the ability to

have your code automatically generated via AI. As with any AI, the output merely reflects the

55A FOSS replacement for Microsoft Office.
56As per https://github.com (accessed 7 May 2022).
57Interestingly, announcement of the acquisition was followed by a large exodus of users from Github to their

close rival Gitlab, in protest at Microsoft’s perceived move to control the Open Source community (Sharma &
Mukherjee, 2018). Former Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer is on record describing Linux (and the GPL) as “a
cancer”, and the company felt sufficiently moved to issue a public apology in 2020 (T. Warren, 2020).
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training data that has been used as an input. In this case, Microsoft had utilised all the existing

code held on its servers – without seeking consent from users – as training data. This introduces

three separate issues:

1. Licensing. Code on GitHub can be assigned a licence. Copilot does not indicate the

licence of the code that was used to train a response, leading to concerns about licence

violation (Gershgorn, 2021).

2. Efficacy. Pearce et al. (2021) discovered that approximately 40% of Copilot suggestions

contained security vulnerabilities.

3. Privacy. Reports surfaced of Copilot suggesting private information, such as phone num-

bers and Application Programming Interface (API) keys, to developers (Anderson &

Quach, 2021).

2.3.2.3. BitTorrent

BitTorrent is a protocol for file-sharing, made available in 2005, which transcends the limitations

of a traditional client-server approach by directly connecting all peers together.

In a traditional approach, there may be one single web server which hosts files for people to

download. If a large number of people connect directly to that one machine to download the

file then download speeds will be adversely affected or, worse, the download service may fail

completely. This approach defines a single centralised point of failure.

BitTorrent, by contrast, solves this problem by breaking files into chunks which are shared

randomly with anyone wanting to download a file. If a file has 100 chunks, for example, then

Downloader 1 may be given chunks 1-50, and Downloader 2 may be given chunks 51-100. At

this point, the entire file has been distributed to the downloaders but none of them have the

whole file. To reduce burden on the web server, Downloader 1 can now simply get the remain-

ing chunks (51-100) directly from Downloader 2, and vice versa. The power of this approach

becomes exponentially more beneficial where a large number of users (in this configuration re-

ferred to as a ‘swarm’) can offer multiple copies of the same chunk to new users, thus increasing

the speed significantly. The software used by participants of a swarm keeps track of exactly

which chunks it has, and which it still needs. In this way, it is possible to stop a transfer halfway

through and resume months later without any loss of data integrity.

BitTorrent is a FOSS project and the full source code is available at https://github.com/

kenorb-contrib/BitTorrent. While the protocol has been controversial due to its association

with illegal download of copyrighted content, it should also be noted it is simply a protocol

for file sharing and it has many legitimate uses. Most Linux distributions, for example, offer
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Figure 2.9.: BitTorrent as a supervised distributed system

to download the operating system58 via BitTorrent. Similarly, https://academictorrents

.com/ is a service designed to leverage BitTorrent to distribute large data sets (totalling more

than 127TB) for Science researchers.

The notion that users in a BitTorrent ‘swarm’ connect directly to each other suggests that it

uses a distributed model, although some method of connecting peers together is required. To

achieve this, all users connect initially to a central coordinator (a web service referred to as a

‘tracker’) which passes back to each client a directory of other users. From this point, users

can communicate directly with each other but only where the tracker is monitoring and passing

information back to peers about which users have which chunks. This results in the ability to

conduct ‘supervised’ peer-to-peer communication, as shown in figure 2.9.

The very low latency and rapid validation of BitTorrent are clearly of interest when thinking

about building a scalable distributed information ecosystem. BitTorrent represents an impressive

example of a FOSS project which rejects centralisation, and has set a precedent for the feasibility

of peer-to-peer communication at scale.

2.3.3. Candidate distributed approaches

The previous section outlined that there is a very meaningful precedent for the distributed

paradigm and that those technologies are, in some cases, a key part of modern computing. The

aim was to show that many core concepts have been proven. A key aim of this thesis is to use

a modern framework which offers the ability to build distributed apps, so that we can test the

feasibility of a distributed health information system.

In this section I will briefly review some noteworthy technologies that utilise fully distributed

or decentralised approaches, and might offer the potential to build a radically distributed health

information system. These technologies have been sourced via review of Twitter Bluesky’s

58Usually relatively large files in the order of ~1.2GB. One prominent example can be found at https://ubuntu
.com/download/alternative-downloads.
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‘Ecosystem Review’ (Graber, 2021), a general review of the literature and my own awareness of

the current technological landscape.

2.3.3.1. Blockchain

Firstly, it is important to point out that blockchain is really a ‘methodology’ rather than a spe-

cific product or technology and one that has received a great deal of research interest59. There

are many different variations on the concept, and it has been applied in many differing ways.

The key point to note, in order to understand the core premise of blockchain, is that of the ‘dis-

tributed ledger’. While all blockchains are distributed ledgers, not all distributed ledgers must

use blockchain; it is merely a specific way to implement a distributed ledger.

The point of distinction for blockchain is in the way it records and stores entries into the

ledger. This is done by cryptographically signing every transaction, so that a majority of peers

in a network can verify that the transaction is valid and, simultaneously, that no previous ledger

entries have been tampered with (Li, He, & Haiquan, 2021). Doing this in practice requires a

large amount of overhead and, in the case of cryptocurrency, very large amounts of computing

power to complete a validation and be rewarded with a small amount of currency (a process

known as ‘mining’). This notion of consensus is critical to blockchain and, understandably, is

vital where a large number of peers in a network are exchanging money or other items of value.

In the domain of a ‘permission-less’ network (one where anyone can take part, and anyone can

view the entire ledger), blockchain really excels with its focus on validating transactions, and

ensuring that consensus means a group of bad actors cannot easily hijack a network. It is easy to

imagine these being critical features of a cryptocurrency implementation. Health data, though,

has very different requirements.

While we certainly do not want records to be tampered with, the big difference is that a health

information blockchain would never be ‘permission-less’. If health information was to be stored

directly on the blockchain, it would need to be designed in a way that a majority of the content

was not accessible to most people. Furthermore, we can imagine that entities who would be

writing data to a healthcare blockchain (your doctor, a hospital care team, or paramedics) would

already be considered ‘trusted’ entities and therefore validation of their transactions becomes

mostly redundant (as long as our authentication process is robust). Thinking through a healthcare

example like this, I would suggest that two of the key features of blockchain become irrelevant

in the healthcare context:

• Transaction validation. We will already trust healthcare providers to write accurate data

to our health record. Opening our health record up to third parties, such as Apple Health

59The AUT Library database shows a total of 29,604 books and articles published on the topic of blockchain in 2021.
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for example, would change this picture considerably but, for now, this feature offers no

advantage if we simply want to reshape ownership and control of our health information.

• Consensus. In a large network of peers, consensus would be vital. This feature becomes

unwieldy, however, when we consider that most individuals would be having a relatively

small number of entities in their own health ‘network’. For example, I may only ever share

my data with my General Practitioner (GP) and a hospital outpatient department if I have a

chronic condition. Implementing a fully-fledged consensus process across a bilateral data

sharing arrangement between my GP and I is not required, and makes the implementation

needlessly complex and inefficient.

We have already outlined the doubt of researchers such as Walch (2019), in terms of where

blockchain really sits on the centralisation continuum. In order to flesh this out a little more, we

can look more closely at how a blockchain network operates. Any blockchain network requires

the following components60:

• Membership Service Provider (MSP). This is a service that enables management of iden-

tity and verification/authorisation in a network. The MSP must be able to issue and sign

certificates verifying the identity of users and their transactions. This service must run on

a server of some kind for an organisation.

• Ordering service. In permissioned blockchain networks, a separate service must run

which guarantees deterministic consensus around the validation of blocks. Some kinds

of blockchain (Bitcoin or Ethereum, for example) are not permissioned and do not require

a separate ordering service. If one is required, it must run on a server of some kind for a

network where there may be several Orderer nodes.

• Peer nodes. These are really the core of a blockchain network. Each peer node will host

a full and complete copy of the entire blockchain; the ‘consensus’ is determined between

any peer nodes within a network. Peers also host code which determine exactly what end

users are allowed to do.

Each of the three entities above need to run on a single server instance; a single blockchain

network may feature any number of each of these. End users who may want to get data from a

blockchain, or update it, are required to connect to a Peer node. The entity that owns the peer

node they connect to potentially has full visibility of any data in the blockchain although, in

60Based on the Hyperledger Fabric blockchain implementation model (https://hyperledger-fabric
.readthedocs.io/en/latest/, accessed 7 May 2022), but mostly applying to different permissioned
blockchains too.
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Figure 2.10.: Example Hyperledger Fabric blockchain network

practice, the data would be encrypted or, in the case of Hyperledger Fabric, it would be permis-

sioned. An example representation of a Hyperledger Fabric blockchain is shown in figure 2.10.

In this diagram, we can see the following items which represent the need for a centralised

server of some kind:

• CA1-4. These are the four MSPs in this network.

• P1-3. There are three separate Peer nodes in this network.

• O4. There is one Ordering node in this network.

The end users (A1-3, shown to the left) each have to go via a Peer node and the Ordering service

to interact with this blockchain. It is certainly true that the blockchain itself does not depend on

a centralised authority (Geekiyanage Don & Motalebi, 2021; Peterson, Deeduvanu, Kanjamala,

& Mayo, 2016), yet we can see from the above that in practice end users are dependent on

intermediary authorities (the entities managing Peer nodes) which hold distributed copies of the

ledger. The extent to which blockchain is centralised or decentralised is largely a product of the

type of blockchain chosen, and its scale – but it is never distributed.

To help us think about this, H. Wang et al. (2018) consider three types of blockchain: Public,

Private and Consortium. Examples of Public blockchains are the Bitcoin and Ethereum cryp-

tocurrencies; anyone can interact and use these products. These are thought to have resilience

and redundancy, precisely because there is a large amount of users interacting with the network

– or, using a FOSS analogy, “given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow” Raymond (2001,

p.30). Private and Consortium blockchains overlap with each other somewhat, but the key point
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is that they are not open to any number of users by default and, thus, control and management

of the network has been distilled into fewer hands. If we imagine a blockchain which underpins

a RDHIS, it is easy to see that there would likely be relatively few key actors in the network

(certainly compared with an example such as Bitcoin) who would be operating peer nodes, and

be able to validate transactions. A summary of these three blockchain types is shown below:

Table 2.5.: Comparison of blockchain types. Adapted from H. Wang et al. (2018).

Property Public Consortium Private

Determining
consensus

All miners Selected nodes One organisation

Read permission Public Public / restricted Restricted / may
be public

Immutability can
be compromised?

Nearly impossible Possible Possible

Centralised Low Partial High

We can see here that distribution in a non-public blockchain network is likely impossible. In

fact de Aguiar et al. identify a general “tendency to centralisation” (2020, p.369) in blockchain as

something that must be addressed. Notwithstanding this, there has been great general interest in

assessing blockchain for use in the healthcare sector, mostly as a means of sharing data between

centralised authorities.

Peterson et al. (2016), for example, have suggested storing patient data in a blockchain but –

rather than storing the actual data on the blockchain itself – writing only a FHIR URL (effectively

a unique pointer to a piece of information, held by a centralised entity such as a hospital). This

has the perceived merit that it “allows institutions to retain operational control of their data, but

more importantly, keeps sensitive patient data out of the blockchain” (Peterson et al., 2016, p.3).

This offers us no advantage from a RDHIS perspective, because the centralised data model at its

core remains unchanged.

Similarly, H. Lee et al. (2020) have designed a blockchain implementation (using Ethereum)

which “does not physically replace the electronic health record system, as most hospital infor-

mation systems store detailed EMRs in a secure database on site” (H. Lee et al., 2020, p.3).

Rather, it uses blockchain in a novel fashion by acting as an intermediary security and access

control layer, to the underlying health record which still exists in a centralised location. Users

are able to upload their full health record to this centralised network, and then use blockchain

to permit sharing of the data to other stakeholders (whilst also making the data compliant with

FHIR). This approach is promising, yet it still does not encompass the following issues:
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• Fully dynamic sharing of a health record, which is itself being added to constantly

• Fine-grained control over access to different types of data

• Rescinding shared access, or configuring time-limited access.

Finally, and most egregiously for a RDHIS, it appears to duplicate shared data in yet another

centralised database.

Rajput, Li, Ahvanooey, and Masood (2019) improve on this somewhat by using the Hyper-

ledger Fabric blockchain software to permit relatively dynamic access control of a users health

record in the case of emergency access. Still, it appears to be predicated on a pre-existing cen-

tralised database of user data upon which to build a sharing framework.

A seminal study by Ekblaw, Azaria, Halamka, and Lippmann (2016) proposed a supposedly

decentralised medical record management platform using blockchain. However, the blockchain

component simply points to items in a centralised database to which the patient has no direct

access of any kind. To be fair, this system was not designed with the aim of patient access or

control in mind.

Following this, Dubovitskaya et al. (2017) demonstrated an approach to sharing medical imag-

ing using Ethereum to point to records stored off-chain in a centralised database, and; Xia et al.

(2017) proposed a blockchain approach to auditing and data provenance, again integrating with

a pre-existing and centralised data store.

Geekiyanage Don and Motalebi (2021) developed a prototype using Hyperledger and demon-

strated the practical feasibility of basic data entry and retrieval functions using a blockchain,

whilst Ding and Sato (2020) built a consortium blockchain using full homomorphic encryption

to secure health data before persisting on the blockchain. This last approach offers the potential

to actually store data on the chain, and potentially avoids the issues found in prior examples

which simply point to existing centralised data stores.

de Aguiar et al. (2020) identify significant potential for blockchain in healthcare, but mainly

in the domains of reliability and safety – for example, medication reconciliation, supply chain

and quality monitoring. Nevertheless, they do identify the capability to put data ownership and

control in the hands of the patient as a key opportunity with this technology, which has not yet

been realised. More helpfully they identify some of the core technical challenges currently faced

by blockchain in the healthcare arena:
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Table 2.6.: Blockchain challenges in healthcare. Adapted from de Aguiar et al. (2020).

Challenge Description

Latency Validating blocks is time-consuming. Bitcoin can only
process 7 transactions per second, which also indicates a
scalability issue (H. Wang et al., 2018).

Security Can be compromised if an entity can secure a 51% majority
in the network. Some authors have shown that nodes with
less than 51% can still be dangerous either via ‘selfish
mining’ (Eyal & Sirer, 2014) or ‘stubborn mining’ (Nayak,
Kumar, Miller, & Shi, 2016) strategies.

Resource
consumption

Where Proof of Work (PoW) is required, energy costs are
very high.

Usability Can be complex to build, manage and use.

Centralisation Blockchain is decentralised in principle, but can end up being
highly centralised depending on the chosen architecture.

Privacy In public blockchains, there is concern that individuals can
be re-identified from supposedly anonymous transactions
(Wahlstrom et al., 2020).

Source code is freely available for a number of blockchain implementations, including Bitcoin

(https://github.com/bitcoin/bitcoin), Ethereum (https://github.com/ethereum/) and

Hyperledger Fabric (https://github.com/hyperledger/fabric).

2.3.3.2. Holochain

Holochain is a framework for building serverless distributed applications. Although develop-

ment began prior to the rise of Blockchain, it has received far less attention and there is only a

handful of peer-reviewed articles discussing it.

Holochain utilises an ‘agent-centric’ approach61, where all members of a distributed net-

work can share data. Despite its name, it is architecturally much more akin to BitTorrent than

Blockchain; it uses the same DHT approach to distribute data amongst users and perform con-

sensus/validation. Since the DHT is central to Holochain’s operation, it is worth exploring how

this works.

In Holochain, each user has their own ‘source chain’; this is a local database of all their

personal data and actions they have taken in a network. By default the source chain is private

61Reflecting the recommendations of Bollinger et al. (2019).
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so, when that data goes offline (for example, if you shut down your laptop or switch off your

phone), the data would not be available to anyone else62. Where the data needs to be shared

(according to whatever rules you define), we therefore need a way to make sure that data is

accessible beyond that single access point. This is achieved via the DHT63.

The DHT is a public data store, where you have shared some metadata from your source

chain (metadata is shared on the DHT by default) with a random selection of peers in the net-

work. These peers validate and verify that data. Each piece of data has its own unique address,

and the data is stored in the nodes (users) which are numerically closest to the address of that

piece of data. The peers ‘gossip’ amongst themselves to find out who should store the data, and

so that they know who to ask in future if the data ever needs to be retrieved. As an example,

consider the scenario shown in figure 2.11. In this representation, we see a range of users con-

nected in a Holochain network with each of them sharing some data which has been distributed

across all users. The coloured lines demonstrate that no user has access to all the data but, col-

lectively, the network is able to access all the public data. The overlapping of the coloured lines

demonstrate that data is retrievable by any user even where not all users are online. Since the

data is distributed across the DHT, it can persist and be available at any time (Holotescu & Vasiu,

2020).

Holochain utilises the DHT by default, but the developer can configure exactly what infor-

mation is publicly available in the manner shown in figure 2.11. It is easy to imagine that, in

developing a healthcare application, it would not be desirable to make all health data entries

public; this is a decision point that will be familiar to blockchain developers and is reflected in

that literature. The data is either made private (known as a side-chain in blockchain), or a full

entry is published to the public DHT in encrypted form. Whatever decision is made entails a fun-

damentally different workflow from a design and development perspective. For example, an app

might be configured so that no data is publicly available on the DHT by default and therefore

only stored in users’ source chains. However, an access control layer known as ‘capabilities’

provides the ability for users to pick and choose how they might share that data – with whom

and for how long64.

Janjua et al. (2020) utilised Holochain in a study proposing a proactive security forensics

platform in the Internet of Things (IoT). Holochain was utilised by writing security logs to a

DHT, which could also be verified and checked for non-repudiation. Some perceived advantages

62The reader may argue that this seems like a form of centralisation, and this is technically true. However, the point
of centralisation here rests with the individual that the data relates to and no other entity has decision-making
authority over it.

63Refer to Holochain documentation at https://developer.holochain.org/concepts/4_dht/ (accessed 7
May 2022).

64Refer to Holochain documentation at https://developer.holochain.org/concepts/8_calls
_capabilities/#remote-call (accessed 7 May 2022).
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Figure 2.11.: Holochain Distributed Hash Table

of using Holochain, according to this study, were that:

• A global leader consensus was not required, meaning that computing power was not

wasted

• There is no dependency on typical consensus processes, such as PoW.

One of the key advantages, however, would be that of scalability. We have already seen that

Bitcoin can only globally process up to 7 transactions per second and, furthermore, as the Bit-

coin blockchain grows, the burden on each node in terms of storage and computation will only

increase. Blockchain performance will degrade at scale, by design.

Conversely, Holochain’s DHT approach means that performance only increases at scale –

there are more peers with which to share data, which reduces the overall burden on the network

(Frahat, Monowar, & Buhari, 2019). As Wahlstrom et al. note, “as a blockchain gets bigger,

it gets less efficient and more resilient; but as a hApp [a holochain application] gets bigger,

it gets more efficient and more resilient” (2020, p.5), in a manner similar to the efficiencies

demonstrated by the BitTorrent protocol.

Furthermore, since holochain is serverless (by virtue of being wholly distributed), most hApps

will run only on users’ personal devices (for example, a laptop or phone) and therefore we

can see that the concept really does support personal data sovereignty in a very explicit way.

Finally Wahlstrom et al. (2020) note that holochain is much more consistent with the ‘right to
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be forgotten’ privacy principle than blockchain where all data is immutable by design, and the

full ledger is distributed across multiple users. To be clear, a Holochain app is immutable by

default; the ‘chain’ part of Holochain is a sequentially ordered record of entries made by users.

The difference is that hApp developers can configure this to work in a wide range of ways – from

providing every user a full record of all public entries, to allowing users to ‘modify’ or ‘delete’

entries, giving effect to a ‘right to be forgotten’.

Holochain source code is published under a Cryptographic Autonomy Licence65 at https://

github.com/holochain/holochain.

2.3.3.3. m-ld

m-ld is a protocol for live information sharing amongst a distributed network. Its core principle is

about keeping data as close as possible to where it is being used – rejecting traditional approaches

which default to a centralised approach. In practice this means, for example, that a user’s health

data would reside on their device but can be read or written to nearly instantly by any other actor

in their network who has appropriate authorisation.

m-ld is currently at a very early stage in development but its approach and ethos is very much

aligned with the principles of data sovereignty and distribution. Data being shared is referred

to as a ‘domain’; in our case this might be an entry in a patient health record. This data can be

replicated to other instances of the app (clones), and these are all then kept in sync by m-ld. It

might be that a patient record is shared in this way with a patient’s care team, or their family.

Anyone with access to that app instance can see new entries in real time without having to do

anything else.

Data persistence in m-ld has parallels with Holochain when the DHT is not utilised. That is,

users going offline can render data inaccessible unless a strategy is implemented to ensure that

some persistent storage exists. This is all up to the developer in terms of how they architect and

implement a specific app.

Since there is no access control functionality by default in m-ld, its role in a RDHIS would be

either a set of bilateral relationships with a health professional (between patient and doctor, for

example) or by using m-ld as a component in a broader application architecture. Authentication

and authorisation are the responsibility of the app developer. However, the m-ld documentation

also highlights an interesting feature which is of great relevance to this thesis. This is an audit

function, whereby each clone maintains a journal of activity so that all actions can be audited66.

This is something that would need to be developed separately in Holochain and, of course, is a

65A new form of licence, developed specifically for Holochain, and which specifically aims to ensure that the privacy
of users’ cryptographic keys is protected.

66Refer to m-ld documentation at https://m-ld.org/doc/#security (accessed 7 May 2022).
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key feature of blockchain.

Despite being relatively new, m-ld already offers a lot of promise for those who are in-

terested in truly distributed architectures and it has the potential to deliver on key tenets of

the data sovereignty movement – a well-designed and architected m-ld app would permit data

sovereignty and, with some additional work, can facilitate the access control functionality which

is crucial for a RDHIS.

m-ld source code is published under an MIT Licence at https://github.com/m-ld.

2.3.3.4. Solid

Solid attempts to solve the perceived over-centralisation problem found in the modern internet,

where data and services have become concentrated in the hands of a few large corporations.

It does this by separating data and identity. For example, on Facebook your data and activity

is intimately tied to your identity (your account username which, in Facebook’s case, must be

your real name67). A user stores data in online ‘pods’ and can manage access to these pods, for

applications, services or other users. There are two key concepts in Solid:

• Pods. Where your data is stored. A user may have data stored in multiple pods.

• Identity provider. This is a core part of Solid, which has recognised the need to manage

identities and accounts. Identity providers can issue a WebID to a user which they use to

sign in. This WebID is globally unique.

One important thing to note about Solid is that Pod providers and Identity providers will gener-

ally be third parties who provide that service to users 68. Some defaults that one would expect in

such a system – such as the right to data portability – are not necessarily guaranteed in Solid, but

are determined by the Pod providers’ terms of service. Furthermore, the Solid Project notes that

the business models for Pod and Identity providers will be “determined by the market”, most

likely with some charging a fee and others funded by advertising.

Parrillo and Tschudin rightly point out that, while Solid offers a shift in the power balance, it

also “raises centralization risks insofar as barriers could be created to make the provider change

[data portability] prohibitively expensive ... as well as a risk of an oligopoly dominated by

the incumbents” (2021, p.1). It is not yet clear who Pod or Identity providers will be but,

if it is indeed “left to the market”, then an optimal outcome for data sovereignty may not be

67A policy which is marketed as making it easier for friends to connect with you, but has proven to be exclusionary
where people with indigenous names have either had accounts suspended or not been permitted to use their real
name in the correct format (A. Tan, 2015).

68Refer to project website at https://solidproject.org/faqs#the-business-model (accessed 7 May 2022).
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forthcoming. I should also point out that pods can be self-hosted, although it is not clear what

effort or complexity is involved in doing so at this stage.

A very appealing advantage of Solid is this separation of data from service and identity. A

potential use case provided by Parrillo and Tschudin (2021) is an app which tracks a user’s

favourite movies. The data for that user (a list of their favourite movies) would be stored in a

Solid pod, while the app would connect with other web services – for example, to obtain plot

summaries and user ratings from IMDb. The user is free to access their own list and reuse it at

any time; it is not locked in a proprietary service.

The practical argument against this use case eventuating is that apps would have to be designed

with this model in mind. Given the acknowledged value of personal data, and the advertising

revenue that can be harvested from it, it is very difficult to imagine Netflix, for example, taking

the effort to fundamentally redesign their app so that user data can be stored separately. It is

likely to be those very same market forces that dictate the success or failure of the Solid project.

2.3.3.5. Interplanetary File System (IPFS)

IPFS describes itself as a peer-to-peer protocol for storing and sharing data in a distributed file

system 69.

Leveraging some of the technology we have already reviewed, IPFS relies on DHTs to break

shared data into chunks and make it available to other nodes (users) who may want to access

it. Whilst a Holochain DHT is unique to the particular app a user is using, however, IPFS

aims to create a global namespace which means that any IPFS client can theoretically utilise

all the advantages of a DHT to access information. At a global scale, this approach clearly

has enormous advantages around redundancy and resilience and, furthermore, is independent of

internet backbone connectivity (it can be used offline).

IPFS is already being used in a wide range of applications and has “hundreds of thousands” of

nodes (Graber, 2021); Microsoft have used it as part of a decentralised identity project, Netflix

use it internally for resource management, while support for the protocol is natively available

in the Brave browser70. Despite this, Parrillo and Tschudin consider that IPFS is still not user-

friendly and “lacks compelling end-user applications” (2021, p.1).

An interesting development in this area is that IPFS also removes the ability for governments

or corporations to restrict or block access to content. The DHT lets users host data (or parts

of the data) themselves, and share access with any other users – there is no URL or single IP

address that any entity could block to gain control of that content71. IPFS was used exactly in

69Refer to IPFS website at https://ipfs.io/ (accessed 7 May 2022).
70Refer to Brave announcement at https://brave.com/ipfs-support/ (accessed 7 May 2022).
71This also applies to Holochain, and any approach using a DHT.
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this way during 2017 when the Turkish government removed access to Wikipedia, proclaiming

it a threat to national security. Activists quickly moved to copy the entirety of Turkish Wikipedia

and host it themselves using IPFS, putting it out of government reach (IPFS, 2017).

The vision of IPFS, therefore, is more akin to a peer-to-peer internet. Because of its vision

and mission, access control is not a core part of IPFS and can only be enabled by implementing

encryption on shared data (Graber, 2021). This is not dissimilar from one of the approaches

found in Holochain. However, Holochain’s built-in ‘capabilities’ workflow is very aligned with

personal health data management. IPFS’s focus on distributing public data means that, while

it is very exciting, it is unlikely to be the best fit for health data management without a large

amount of additional work.

2.3.3.6. Scalable Secure Scuttlebutt (SSB)

SSB is a protocol, originating from Aotearoa New Zealand, that enables distributed peer-to-peer

communication. Apps can be built using SSB which continue to work offline, or in high latency

contexts, without any centralised components. While it was originally built as a basis for a

decentralised social network, it has many potential applications.

Compared to a centralised model, where big tech host global pools of data that are delineated

by the connections or choices of authenticated users, SSB starts from the insight that “each

participant is only interested in a subset of the global data pool, thus it is feasible to locally store

all the data a participant is interested in” (Tarr, Lavoie, Meyer, Tschudin, et al., 2019, p.1). Users

therefore self-select the information that they care about (for example, by connecting with other

users) and this defines the slices of data they store locally and can interact with.

Technically there is perhaps most similarity with Holochain, by virtue of an append-only

single-writer log (functionally equivalent to a Holochain ‘source chain’) which contains a stan-

dard metadata set (for example, ID of the author, sequence number of the message, a creation

timestamp, etc). Logs between connected peers are synchronised via a gossip protocol which

performs replication. This, for example, ensures that new pieces of information are pushed to

a users’ log if they do not yet have access to them. In a similar way to both Holochain and

blockchain, messages in a SSB network are immutable and not refutable (they are signed by the

user).

Its conceptualisation as an alternative to social media means that “participation currently fa-

vors privileged users for whom privacy issues are not critical” (Tarr et al., 2019, p.9). What this

means is that SSB is pseudonymous and, together with immutability and non-refutability, there is

a possibility that data could be used to justify persecution. This risk can be addressed, however,

where an SSB application is not ‘public’ and access control policies are well considered.

In summary, SSB has conceptual alignment with Holochain in many cases and considers itself
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wholly distributed; although it does not utilise a DHT, it fully supports offline distributed peer-

to-peer communication. Its efficacy in a RDHIS application is limited somewhat by the absence

of a proven access control method, although this is currently under development72.

2.3.3.7. Summary

Having reviewed a selection of the most viable candidate approaches for implementing a RD-

HIS, I will now summarise and compare their key features.

Blockchain has received a large amount of attention from researchers, and the literature base

is enormous. This is likely to be due to its links with cryptocurrency, and the venture capital

that surrounds that market. Decentralised or distributed apps that do not have such a clear

link with monetisation have predictably received significantly less attention, making Twitter’s

‘decentralised ecosystem’ review (Graber, 2021) a welcome change. The consequence of this,

of course, is that valid criticism of the other approaches I have reviewed in this section has

simply not had the opportunity to surface yet. This situation may therefore put blockchain at a

relative disadvantage when comparing approaches.

At the very beginning of this research process, however, I should acknowledge that all of the

content I had been casually reading led me to the belief that I would be building a prototype

app using a blockchain technology. In this section we have reviewed the numerous criticisms

and issues that surface in the literature – from problems with scalability (de Aguiar et al., 2020)

and efficiency, to latency (Croman et al., 2016) and a disingenuous hijacking of the ‘decen-

tralised’ narrative (Walch, 2019). On a personal level, I rapidly became disenchanted with how

far blockchain really is distributed. It was this experience that led me to explore some of the

other technologies found in this section.

Table 2.7 summarises all reviewed approaches against some key metrics that I have derived

from the whole of this literature review and my initial understanding around what a RDHIS

needs to do. This will be tested during research phase one (chapter 4).

An important issue we have not touched upon yet is that we must consider how difficult is a

technology to implement? There are two dimensions to this. Firstly, I must consider complexity

from the perspective of building a prototype for this thesis. This mainly encompasses what is

within my technical acumen to complete, and is understood as a key consideration in the DSR

literature (Gazem et al., 2018). Secondly, I must consider how any output of this research could

be carried forward and scaled out into the real world. This will be discussed in chapter 8.

72Refer to the ssb-tribes project at https://github.com/ssbc/ssb-tribes (accessed 7 May 2022).
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Table 2.7.: Comparison of candidate approaches

Blockchain Holochain m-ld Solid IPFS SSB

Latency Potentially
high

Low Low N/K Low Low

Scalability Low High High Medium High High

Implementation
complexity

High High Potentially
low

High High High

Ability to
control
access

High High Low High Low Low

Serverless No Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Tendency to
centralisa-
tion

Yes No No Yes No No

Ability to
audit
transactions

Yes Yes Yes Possible N/A Yes

Immutable
data

Yes No Yes No No Yes

Secure
against
malicious
peers

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

What table 2.7 shows is some variability around specific measures, such as scalability and a

tendency towards centralisation. Approaches that utilise a DHT are, by definition, considered to

be fully distributed. Solid presents a categorisation issue by virtue of its aspirational messaging

around decentralisation, but the technical detail shows that this is rather limited in practice (Par-

rillo & Tschudin, 2021). At this early stage, non-negotiable requirements are that the selected

approach must:

• Be highly scalable

• Provide access control

• Be genuinely distributed

• Provide an audit function.
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The other metrics are important, to be sure, but could be deprioritised in the context of a ‘proof

of concept’ artifact such as I am proposing. Employing this list identifies Holochain as the most

suitable technological approach at this stage.
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In this chapter I clarify the methodology used, and the research methods. The main aim of the

thesis is to establish attitudes towards health data sovereignty, and to then demonstrate how it

could be practically achieved. There are four core research phases:

1. I will establish the views of potential users around the ability to own and control their own

health data

2. I will build a ‘proof of concept’ prototype demonstrating that it can be practically achieved

3. I will evaluate the prototype artifact

4. I will seek the additional views of relevant experts – to be chosen based on the findings

from item 1, above – to locate the research in a broader policy context.

Whilst methodology is about the principles and processes that guide the practice of research,

methods are the actual tools used to execute that research. The methodology must therefore align

with the overall research aim. The chosen methodology is Design Science Research (DSR). The

first part of this chapter explains the background of this methodology, and the reasons why I

believe it to be appropriate. The second part discusses the methods to be utilised, which will

encompass all four of the phases noted above.

3.1. Design Science Research (DSR)

DSR has been described as “a research activity that invents, or builds new, innovative artifacts

for solving problems or achieving improvements” (Iivari & Venable, 2009, p. 3). It is predom-

inantly about creating new things and expanding knowledge, and has been particularly popular

in Information Systems (IS) and Computer Science (CS) research. It is very important to dis-

tinguish this from more routine design and build processes. A typical design process is to apply

existing knowledge to existing problems, using best practice artifacts which are already part of

the knowledge base. DSR, though, “addresses important unsolved problems in unique or innova-

tive ways, or solves problems in more effective and efficient ways” (Hevner et al., 2004, p. 81).
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The same authors developed seven guidelines, outlining what may be considered a ‘threshold’

for DSR. These are as follows:

• DSR must produce an artifact

• There must be a technology-based solution to an important problem

• The artifact must be rigorously evaluated

• There must be a clear contribution to the research and knowledge base

• Rigorous methods must be applied to construction of the artifact itself, as well its evalua-

tion

• The process determines an effective solution but, depending on the problem situation, may

not empirically be the best

• The work must be presented effectively to a both technical and non-technical audiences

(Hevner et al., 2004).

In the case of the research aims of this thesis, it would meet the DSR threshold in principle due

to it being a largely unrecognised problem or, at least, one that has limited visibility because

there is no apparent solution. The requirement to also contribute new artifacts to the knowledge

base, of course, lends itself well to doctoral study.

3.1.1. Artifacts

DSR is supposed to be the bridge between IS research and practice. It is a methodology which

introduces rigour to the practice component, as well as both grounding in, and contributing to,

the research and knowledge base. It has both practical relevance (via the production of artifacts)

and scientific rigour (via the formulation and utilisation of design theory). However, apart from

one key component, there is still no broad consensus on what DSR should actually include

(Peffers et al., 2006). That key component is that DSR must centre on artifacts, and this lies

at the heart of DSR. In fact the perceived focus on artifacts is also seen to be a weakness by

some researchers. Hevner et al. (2004) have expressed concern about the risk of overlooking the

theoretical base by focusing on artifacts. Conversely, they also considered that this does balance

the behavioural sciences, where there is arguably greater focus on theory perhaps at the expense

of utility.

Artifacts can take one of four forms: constructs, models, methods or instantiations. This

taxonomy has been in place since the publication of a seminal article by March and Smith

(1995). Even in relatively recent literature (for example, Baskerville et al. 2018) it remains
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Table 3.1.: Artifact forms, as described in March and Smith (1995)

Artifact type Description

Construct Concepts and language where problems and solutions are defined

Model Use of constructs to represent real world contexts of the problem and solution space

Method Processes, such as algorithms

Instantiations A tangible solution demonstrating feasibility

largely unchanged, reinforcing the point that artifacts are really a central tenet of DSR. An

explanation of these different artifact types is shown in table 3.1.

Whereas March and Smith (1995) discuss these artifact types as being somewhat independent,

later writers established a more holistic methodological connection between them. Hevner et

al., for example, suggest that a successful ‘instantiation’ must “show that constructs, models

or methods can be implemented in a working system” (2004, p. 79). That is, the first three

artifact types shown in table 3.1 must be established in the research, but brought to life via the

instantiation.

Baskerville et al. (2018) go a step further, and suggest that each artifact type must inform the

next in a connected cycle. While the ‘construct’ will be derived from existing knowledge, to

inform a better understanding of the problem and potential solution, the ‘model’ will rely on

that construct to represent the problem and solution in a real world context. Finally, in what

may be viewed as the final stage, the ‘instantiation’ brings all this together and demonstrates

feasibility. This discussion should again reinforce that the artifact is the goal of DSR – whether

that is inventing new artifacts where none previously existed, or improving existing artifacts.

3.1.2. Theory vs action

The tension between research and practice, noted earlier, is a key issue in the DSR literature.

The basis seems to be that the very definition of an instantiation implies pushing the boundary

of existing knowledge or theory; technological advances will necessarily precede theoretical or

scientific advances. Designing useful artifacts is complex because of the need for advances in

areas where existing theory is lacking; IS research is constantly advancing into new applications

that were not previously encompassed in established theory (Hevner et al., 2004). Gregor and

Hevner (2013) have described this tension by suggesting there are in fact two core groups within

DSR:

• The design-theory group, emphasising design theory. For example, Gregor and Jones

(2007), and
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• The pragmatic-design group, with an emphasis on artifacts. For example, Hevner et al.

(2004).

As noted earlier, even this typology is difficult to make concrete since Baskerville et al. (2018)

have reinforced the point that DSR has the potential to balance both groups quite adequately

– and place an equal emphasis on theory and practice. They go on to note that, whilst few

published DSR papers do effectively combine both groups explicitly, if an artifact is produced

which truly does meet the entry threshold for DSR then it has by definition already contributed

strongly to the knowledge base. This issue seems to come down to the interplay between science

and technology.

Science is about descriptive knowledge of the natural world and behaviour, through applica-

tion of a rigorous method. Technology, conversely, is about prescriptive knowledge of artifacts

which have been designed to improve human capabilities – “new technologies are driven and

enabled by science but, more often, scientific advances are driven and enabled by the emerging

use of new technology” (Baskerville et al., 2018, p. 361). That is, technology (or, in DSR, the

production of instantiations), does indeed make a significant contribution to the knowledge base

almost by default. Technology can evolve very rapidly, whereas science takes a longer term

approach to use of rigorous methods to understand how and why. Generally speaking, therefore,

technology will precede science. But what does this mean for DSR?

The DSR practitioner must build a technological artifact, but provide generalisations and

deeper understanding through nascent design theories expressed as models, methods, and con-

structs. Not only, therefore, does the instantiation derive from all other artifact types, but it

generates more of them which science can then build upon to develop larger and more general-

isable theory.

3.1.3. The DSR process

One of the most noticeable things about the DSR literature, is the amount of published articles

specifying which steps should be taken and in which order. This is certainly never prescribed, but

for researchers more used to a theoretical focus in the behavioural sciences, it can be disarming

to read different versions of what appears to be a step-by-step process. This has probably arisen

from the view of IS Researchers who complained that, while there is a lot of literature around

how to do DSR, the “level of abstraction of those models is still too high in terms of providing a

complete methodology” (Gazem et al., 2018, p. 2).

One of the original DSR articles, from 1995, asserted that there are really only ever two key

stages to consider: build something, and then evaluate it (March & Smith, 1995). Certainly this

is eminently practical and, in fact, sounds a lot more like something a developer, or a designer,
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Table 3.2.: Design Science Research Process. Adapted from Peffers et al. (2006).

1. Problem identification and

motivation

Define the problem and justify the value of the solution. The problem definition

should be used to develop the solution. Requires knowledge of the state of the

problem, and the importance of the solution.

2. Objectives of a solution Take solution objectives from problem definition. They can be quantitative or

qualitative. Requires knowledge of problems and the efficacy of current solutions.

3. Design and development Create the solution. Determine the desired functionality and architecture.

4. Demonstration Show efficacy of the solution. This could be via experimentation, simulation or case

study.

5. Evaluation How well does the solution solve the problem? Compare the solution objectives to

observed results from the demonstration. Can go back to step 3 if required.

6. Communication Communicate the problem, the problem importance, and the built artifact to

relevant audiences.

would do every day in the course of their work. In other words, a process that is perhaps not very

methodological. One key difference, of course, is that DSR should not deal with routine design

problems; the threshold is greater in that it must deal with an unsolved problem in an innovative

way. But the process described by March and Smith (1995) does certainly seem to fall into the

‘design-theory’ group discussed in the preceding section.

Peffers et al. (2006) describe a DSR process which focuses on dissemination and profiling of

a DSR project, which has six steps. These are shown in table 3.2. This approach has a focus

on communication of the research, something else that has been identified as problematic in

the DSR field. This, again, seems to sit firmly in the ‘design-theory’ group, via an implicit

deprioritisation of theory. It is also clear from table 3.2 that it possibly is too abstract to follow

as a blueprint for successful DSR research. A helpful balance is struck by Gazem et al. (2018)

who describe a very comprehensive fourteen point process which appears to effectively blend

theory and action. This model is described in table 3.3.

This DSR Roadmap clearly has more steps, and more detailed ones, than seen previously

in table 3.2. From the perspective of a researcher, the first four are particularly useful. It is

good practice, especially in doctoral study, to capture and be clear about where the thesis idea

came from, and to be systematic about determining relevance and feasibility. Furthermore,

the explicit steps around defining requirements and making preparations are useful practical

tips. The balance with design theory comes from the genesis of the idea (in steps 1 and 2),

the dissemination of the completed work (step 14) but, most importantly, from checking the

knowledge base prior to development (step 10). At this stage, the researcher would have a broad
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Table 3.3.: Design Science Research Roadmap. Adapted from Gazem et al. (2018).
1. Document the spark of

an idea/problem

Explain where the idea came from. This might be a researcher seeing a new way to solve an existing

problem based on their own knowledge, or from other academic work. Some DS researchers contend

that a problem should generally come from the real world rather than literature (for example, Benbasa

and Zmud 1999).

2. Investigate/evaluate the

importance of the idea

Researcher needs to make sure that the problem is: unsolved, important, and that it contributes to a

knowledge base. Hevner et al. (2004) recommends empirical research to do this step.

3. Evaluate the new

solution feasibility

The research must ensure the solution can actually be achieved. This is not simply a proof of concept

issue, but there must also be adequate budgets and time available. Subsequently, does the researcher

have the technical knowledge or competence to understand how to build solution, or to implement it.

4. Define research scope Define the objectives and the research scope. How do we limit the research to what we know is

feasible?

5. Resolve if study is

within Design Science

paradigm

The research must meet core DSR principles, for example of requiring the development of artifacts, or

of iterating between building and evaluating. Furthermore the artifact must not be so specific to needs

of a single entity that it cannot be generalisable (even if generalisation and extrapolation does not

occur within the original DSR project itself).

6. Establish type (IS

Design Science vs IS

Design Research)

Winter 2008 found that DSR has two main types: IS Design Research, which is the work of

constructing and evaluating artifacts, and; IS Design Science reflects Design Research and creates

standards for its rigour, more like the bigger research process around the doing. The current research

fits into the Design Research paradigm because it seeks to create a solution by using a build and

evaluation process. This step feels a lot more like the two groups discussed by Gregor and Hevner

(2013) in section 3.1.2.

7. Resolve theme Is the research about Constructing, Evaluating or Both? (Hevner et al., 2004) has lamented the number

of studies that work on construction with little or no evaluation.

8. Define requirements Determine the necessary resources, tools and skills to complete the research. First define the main

tasks that need to be achieved, then identify the fundamental requirements to meet them – what are the

requirements, what are the instruments/methods, what are the outputs?

9. Define alternative

solutions

It is important to assess a wide range of possible solutions. This can be a product of the researchers

own creativity, and domain knowledge. This point is also referenced in (Hevner et al., 2004).

10. Explore knowledge

base support of

alternatives

This links the existing knowledge base with what it is proposed to build, so the approach can be

justified.

11. Prepare for

design/evaluation

Prepare a plan for building the solution discussed in step nine. This should also include defining

criteria for performance, as well as determining how evaluation will be carried out.

12. Develop This Roadmap focuses on setting up the project on a sound basis, and does not prescribe artifact

construction methods which should be used. This is expected in DSR since it relies on the “creativity

of the researcher to choose the methods or techniques to construct the artifacts” (Gazem et al., 2018, p.

8).

13. Evaluate What elevates work from routine practice to academic is the extent and rigour of evaluation. This can

take two forms: Artificial evaluation – where feedback is gained from experts, or; Naturalistic

evaluation – where the artifact is implemented in a real world case study. It is possible to do both types

at a single evaluation stage, before going back to step 12.

14. Communicate findings This is about dissemination and publication of findings, as well as artifacts (particularly constructs and

models).
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grasp of what is possible, and what the theoretical basis is of prior relevant work (if it exists).

Finally, the theoretical component in step 14 – where artifacts other than instantiations can be

disseminated, and built upon – should not be underestimated. When executed well, this is indeed

the bridge between research and practice that DSR set out to provide.

3.2. Research approach

Bearing in mind the above, we can start to think about a broad approach for this research. I will

use the DSR Roadmap, as described by Gazem et al. (2018), as a framework.

3.2.1. Problem provenance, rationale and significance

Firstly, the problem identification/relevance is discussed in section §1.1. The same section also

touches on the importance of the research idea, whilst chapter 2 confirms the idea’s status as an

important and unsolved problem. Something that I have mentioned previously is that I personally

feel the issue is important, and I can verify it is unsolved. For the general public, it is likely it is

not viewed as an issue but this may be because there is currently no technological solution to it

and, hence, it goes entirely unaddressed. The scale of engagement from a sample of the general

public will form a core research phase in this thesis.

3.2.2. Feasibility

Evaluating feasibility (step 3) is a core part of DSR and the building of instantiation artifacts –

there is a pushing of the known technological boundaries, to contribute something new to the

knowledge base (Baskerville et al., 2018). However, Gazem et al. (2018) expand this to encom-

pass other feasibility issues, such as time and technical competence. Time and budget constraints

can be addressed further by refining the scope of the study (step 4). Prior to designing a proto-

type, I have no reason to suspect there will be any feasibility issues. If there is a concern it would

be my lack of domain experience with distributed technologies in general, and the overcoming

of any learning curve required to utilise a suitable candidate such as Holochain. I note this as

a concern primarily to reflect the point I had previously made around the centralisation hege-

mony. Technical approaches and mental models have embedded a centralised approach, and it

is not simply a programming language or a syntax quirk that has to be learnt; it is a whole new

understanding around data and information.
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3.2.3. Scope

Regarding step 4, the initial research scope has already been constrained. Most importantly, I

have elected to remove any development work around end-user products. That is, anything to do

with a service, app or website that a non-technical end user might access. The logical end game

for this research is that a RDHIS is developed in such a way that anyone can access it and use it.

Doing this requires significant work in app development, user interface design, accessibility and

translation services – amongst many other factors. This is not only outside of my core technical

competence, but would be untenable to achieve in the context of a thesis. The scope is therefore

reduced to simply establishing that core functional requirements can be met (these are discussed

in section §5.2).

3.2.4. The DSR threshold

Is this study definitely eligible for a DSR approach? Referencing back to the seven principles

set out by Hevner et al. (2004), the answer is yes. When carried out as planned, there will

be a rigorously evaluated artifact (or artifacts) that solves an important problem. It will be

making a clear contribution to the research and knowledge base and, by virtue of this thesis (and

potentially other publications), the findings will have been disseminated to a range of audiences.

3.2.5. Define requirements

Definition of requirements is a critical step (Gazem et al., 2018). The DSR researcher must

first identify the main tasks required to complete the study, and then break these down into

instruments and requirements. In my case, the main tasks required to achieve what I aim to do

in this research are:

1. Understand attitudes to personal health data sovereignty in Aotearoa New Zealand.

2. Develop knowledge of Holochain.

3. Develop prototype instantiations.

4. Assess applicability and performance of prototypes against user attitudes and require-

ments (evaluation).

5. Understand perspectives of domain-specific subject matter experts (SMEs) to develop an

implementation roadmap for a RDHIS.

Based on these tasks, I can break these down further and identify the requirements, as shown in

the table below.
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Table 3.4.: Study requirements. Based on Gazem et al. (2018).

Requirements Instruments Outputs

Data collection Survey / interviews Understanding of user attitudes and requirements,

and subject matter expert (SME) perspectives

Design evaluation method Experimental/simulation Final prototype meeting requirements

Experimentation/learning Technology/software Developed prototype

Data analysis Software Analysing collected data and using findings

The next layer of requirements is utilised in the prototype design and evaluation stages, and

will be derived both from the literature review and the user survey.

3.2.6. Define possible/alternative solutions

This step is essentially a horizon scan for all possible solutions, to ensure that the most generally

effective one is being progressed in the DSR project. There is an overlap here with Guideline 6

from Hevner et al. (2004); ‘Design as a search process’. This step exhorts the researcher to do

their best to assess possible solutions, whilst recognising that it will not be realistic to find the

best possible solution in most valuable IS problem spaces – “the search for the best, or optimal,

design is often intractable for realistic information systems problems” (Hevner et al., 2004, p.

88). This step is therefore at the problem-solving heart of DSR – how do we effectively solve

whatever unique or tricky problem is before us?

Simon (1996) has written about problem solving in the IS space, and proposes a balance of

means, ends and laws. Means are the tools, resources and actions available to build a solution for

the problem; ends are the DSR objectives, and; laws are uncontrollable factors operating in the

solution space. Again, Hevner et al. (2004) notes that one need not be absolutely comprehensive

in identification of these three factors; DSR can legitimately abstract some of these away, or

focus on a simple set of subproblems. It is most critical to have a useful starting point upon

which subsequent research can build. For example, even within a single DSR project, the specific

‘laws’ or ‘means’ at play may not be apparent to the researcher until one or several prototypes

have been constructed. A second, or even third, prototype will therefore have uncovered a lot

more knowledge about these variables, and this already makes a valuable contribution to the

knowledge base.

In terms of scope – if the researcher is assessing all known solutions, how far should they go?

It is not practical to enumerate all solutions, and assess everything. Simon (1996) introduces the

concept of ‘satisficing’, which involves a focus on heuristic search approaches. In practice, this
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means that it is appropriate for the artifact to simply “work well” for that problem space – “the

critical nature of design in IS makes it important to first establish that it does work ... even if

we cannot completely explain why it works” (Hevner et al., 2004, p. 90). For this thesis, the

focus is on building a solution that does work against specific known outcomes. The aim, in

brief, will be to provision a health record which is held by the individual, can be securely shared

and audited, and is without any centralised components. It will simply either work, or it will not

work. Therefore, there is little chance of the procedural ambiguity noted in Hevner’s discussion

on heuristic search strategies.

What seems most logical is to leverage technology which is already explicitly about distribu-

tion, and has that principle at its core. We have already selected and reviewed a representative

cross-section of technologies in section 2.3.3 and summarised their relative merits. As part of

that discussion, we established that both Blockchain and Solid are decentralised models, whereas

the remainder can be considered fully distributed (Baran, 1964). The summary to that section

concluded that Holochain appeared to be the most effective candidate technology and therefore

it will be utilised to build the prototype.

3.2.7. Explore knowledge base support of alternatives

In this step, the researcher must link the existing knowledge base with the proposed instantiation

artifact. This will be done initially in chapter 2, but subsequent chapters will make this link more

explicit as the detail of the proposed solution is discussed.

The literature review encompasses a broad range of issues related to the data sovereignty prob-

lem. We established that data sovereignty can have multiple meanings and is heavily mediated

by social context. For example, it is a focus for indigenous groups due to its potential to mit-

igate the impacts of colonisation. We then reviewed some international examples and saw that

no jurisdiction is currently investigating distributed solutions; a global trend, in fact, is towards

geopolitical localisation. We also reviewed the current state of distributed/decentralised tech-

nologies and linked it with the data sovereignty concept to theorise that it can provide a solution.

The DSR process which is described in chapter 5 will attempt to formally link the problem with

a possible solution by way of instantiating an artifact.

3.2.8. Prepare for design/evaluation

In this stage we are required to formally plan how we will carry out the design and evaluation

of the artifact. This, as well as the subsequent two ‘Develop’ and ‘Evaluate’ steps, is discussed

fully in chapter 5 and chapter 6.

At this stage, no design can be formalised until the first phase of research has been completed.
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Similarly it is difficult to specify appropriate evaluation methods. Nevertheless, the scope of the

study implies that some evaluation methods will not be suitable. For example, I have already

clarified that I am not focusing on a product which is ready for end user utilisation as an output of

this research. This automatically removes a range of possibilities around user acceptance testing,

or user-centred design. Being primarily code-based, the evaluation is likely to be a simulation of

some kind – to demonstrate simply whether or not the requirements have been met. For example,

it will be possible to define some key functional requirements and then to automate tests which

can be formalised as part of the final codebase. This is discussed more fully in chapter 6.

3.3. Research phases

I have already noted that there are four streams of research activity planned in this project. These

align with the foregoing discussion about DSR in general, and the research approach drawn from

the DSR Roadmap presented by Gazem et al. (2018). These four phases, together with methods

and outputs, are shown in figure 3.1.

Since each of these phases follows in a logical sequence, it is important that each phase is

discussed individually in more detail. The following chapters will step through each research

phase, before culminating in a Discussion (chapter 8).

3.4. Ethics Approval

All research undertaken for this study was subject to the AUT Ethics Guidelines1. Specific ethics

information related to different research phases is summarised below.

3.4.1. Consumer Panel Survey

The first phase of primary research involved a survey of the Midlands Health Network (MHN)

Consumer Panel. This is discussed in more detail in chapter 4.

The research protocol submitted to the AUT Ethics Committee, and given full approval on 10

July 2020, specified that all participants would be required to give informed consent to take part,

and how the information would be utilised. The Participant Information Sheet for the survey was

directly accessible on the landing page, and is reproduced in full as appendix A. Participants are

also required to formally indicate consent prior to accessing the survey itself – this is captured

in the response. The approval letter is available in appendix B.

1Available at https://www.aut.ac.nz/research/researchethics/guidelines-and-procedures.
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Figure 3.1.: Research phases and outputs
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As a follow up to the survey, summary information was released back to the respondents via

MHN and also provided to governance bodies within the organisation for their reference.

3.4.2. Interviews

The fourth phase of research involved a series of semi-structured interviews, and this is discussed

in chapter 7.

The research protocol was given full approval on 17 May 2021, and clarified that all partic-

ipants are required to give informed consent to take part. All participants were provided with

the Participant Information Sheet (or the opportunity to review and ask questions) and this is

reproduced as appendix E. The approval letter is available in appendix D.
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In order to establish some of the core DSR principles – as set out in Hevner et al. (2004) and

Gazem et al. (2018) – it is necessary to begin with conducting primary research into user at-

titudes and requirements. Some extant research around this topic has already been discussed

in section 2.2.3. The goal of this research phase, from a DSR perspective, is to establish the

following:

• Is it really a novel problem?

• How valuable or important would it be to solve it?

• Do users have specific requirements that can inform prototype design?

This will be achieved via an online survey of a pre-existing health consumer panel, which is

discussed in detail in section §4.6.

Why was the survey method selected? For discussion around survey methodology and meth-

ods for the survey component, I will rely on the authoritative ‘Survey Methodology’ (Groves

et al., 2009). Whilst surveys are perhaps one of the oldest and most well known research ap-

proaches, they are especially suited to certain problems or objectives. For example, Groves et al.

note that they are especially capable at measuring attitudes and opinions, and particularly useful

for those interested in “what people knew, felt, and thought” (2009, p.4). This is exactly the goal

of this research phase, where I am trying to understand opinions around ownership and control

of health data – as well as hypothetical scenarios intended to elicit how they would utilise a

RDHIS if it did exist.

In terms of survey design and execution, Lavrakas (2008) notes that we must start with some

important foundational elements, to ensure we have clarity and understand exactly what infor-

mation we are seeking from respondents. In fact there are nine key stages to effective survey

design and execution and these are shown in table 4.1. I will deal with these nine stages in the

following sections.
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Table 4.1.: Stages of survey design. Adapted from Lavrakas (2008).

Stage Description

1 Determination of goals and objectives

2 Definition of key concepts

3 Generation of hypotheses

4 Choice of survey mode

5 Question construction

6 Sampling

7 Administration and data collection

8 Summarisation and analysis

9 Conclusions and communication of results

4.1. Goals and objectives

Having clearly defined goals helps to centre and focus the survey, and acts as a critical frame-

work for construction of questions. Each component of the survey should contribute directly to

realisation of the identified goals. Whilst I have already identified thesis research questions, in

section §1.3, this is different since here we need to identify the objectives specific to this survey.

The survey is merely the first phase of a DSR process where first we have to ascertain if this is

indeed an unsolved problem that can be solved in an innovative fashion.

I would like here to refer back to the typology presented by Gazem et al. (2018), and visualised

as table 3.3. Using that framework we are really only dealing here with ‘Step 2’, which is about

investigating and evaluating the importance of an idea. That is, the survey needs to verify that

owning and controlling one’s own health data is actually a problem that people feel needs to

be solved. Furthermore, I have identified that the survey would be a valuable opportunity to

also ask some questions around exactly how a RDHIS might work in practice. This in turn can

inform the later ‘Step 8’ – defining requirements for the prototype. I can therefore summarise

the survey goals as follows:

• Measure the potential demand for ownership and control of health data

• Measure the potential demand for greater insight into how health data is utilised

• Understand more about exactly how people might want to share their health data.
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4.2. Definition of key concepts

I have identified and discussed some key concepts in section §2.1. I was conscious that in the

actual design of the survey itself, some care would need to be taken around how these terms

are utilised. After testing some discussion of concepts and terminology with friends and family,

I determined that it was best to omit any jargon where possible. I therefore did not use terms

like ‘data sovereignty’, or even ‘privacy’, in the survey itself. These terms were replaced by

plain language description. For example, my initial draft survey asked a question about attitudes

to “ownership and control of health data”, rather than the concept of data sovereignty or the

technical components around distribution.

4.3. Generation of hypotheses

Having conducted an initial literature review, I was reasonably confident I had an understanding

of people’s attitudes and opinions around access to data and data sharing. As noted in chapter 2

there is a pattern in the literature that, whilst people can be fatalistic about data capture, there

is generally a sense that they want more control when they are asked about this directly (Aitken

et al., 2016; Garrison et al., 2016; Moon, 2017). I carry this hypothesis through to this research

phase, and reasoned that people may not be agitating for greater ownership of health data for a

couple of reasons. Firstly, there is the fatalism around not being able to control their personal

data which has been noted by McMullan (2015) and Solon (2018). Secondly, this is compounded

by a lack of understanding about technical solutions which offer greater ownership and control

of personal data.

In this way the survey has to speak to these hypotheses, and we should be able to conclude

that: people do actually want ownership and control of health data, and; they can imagine how

to use that power if a technical solution was available to them.

4.4. Choice of survey mode

For some research objectives the selection of survey mode is obvious. For example, when re-

searching literacy or access to the internet you should not use an online tool. In most other cases

then, the researcher is required to balance pros and cons in making a decision (Groves et al.,

2009). Due to the chosen sampling method, and what is essentially a pre-existing constraint on

the operations of the MHN Consumer Panel, I actually had very few options around survey de-

livery mode. Most MHN surveys are delivered via the SurveyMonkey tool. The Panel members

are used to this survey mode, and it is the one they would expect. In keeping with the principles
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of DSR it was most efficient to simply leverage this established process, in order to access some

results and insights to inform prototype design. Nevertheless, it is worth briefly discussing some

of the perceived merits and issues associated with self-administered web surveys so that, as a

researcher, I can acknowledge error or bias when using the results.

In general terms, online surveys have the baseline coverage error issue that only people with

access to the internet can use them. Furthermore, there are accessibility issues to note for people

with physical disability or vision impairment. The two key advantages are:

• Measurement error can be reduced, since research has shown that people are more likely

to answer truthfully when they are not being interviewed in person

• Online surveys tend to be the least expensive survey mode (Cowles & Nelson, 2015).

I should also add that, while the easiest choice is to continue using an online survey mode since

it is what the sample population will expect, there is then another layer of decisions to be made

about exactly how that is done. We will look at design and construction of questions next,

but also I have specified some technical components around the survey design and delivery in

section §4.7.

4.5. Question construction

This area is thought to be particularly critical to reducing measurement error in surveys. Groves

et al. note that “questions that are easily understood and that produce few other cognitive prob-

lems for the respondents introduce less measurement error than questions that are hard to un-

derstand or that are difficult to answer for some other reason” (2009, p.259). Intuitively, this

feels rather obvious however it can be difficult to implement in practice, particularly where the

researcher is a subject matter expert in the research topic and some of the key concepts may not

be a common part of the lexicon of the sample or target population.

In order to minimise survey measurement error, three standards must be met as shown in ta-

ble 4.2. Evaluation of a proposed survey must ensure that these standards have been addressed,

and there are a range of mechanisms to achieve this – each with relative advantages and dis-

advantages. Reflecting the constraints around what is practical in a thesis, as well as the DSR

focus on artifact development, I have opted to use what Lavrakas (2008) refers to as ‘conven-

tional pretesting’. This is where a small number of surveys are deployed, allowing the researcher

to quickly identify problems around delivery and interpretation of questions. I shared the draft

survey with four of my friends and family, as well as the MHN Consumer Panel co-ordinator,

and asked for their feedback around the three standards. This is summarised in table 4.3.
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Table 4.2.: Survey question standards. Adapted from Groves et al. (2009).

Standard Description

Content Do the questions ask about the right things?

Cognitive Do respondents understand the questions, and are they able to answer them?

Usability Can respondents complete the survey easily?

Table 4.3.: Conventional pretesting results

Standard Issue identified in pretesting

Cognitive Confusion around use of jargon such as ‘data sovereignty’

Cognitive Need to clarify exactly what is the scope of ‘health data’

Cognitive Some of the response options provided are ambiguous

Usability Text is overlapping on certain screen sizes

Usability Response options are not easy to see on mobile devices

It should also be noted that the group of people conducting this basic pretesting were not

diverse enough to draw any conclusions around how, for example, the cognitive standard would

be assessed by different ethnicities or people with different first languages.

The results however pointed to some general issues around layout of the survey itself, as well

as a need to clarify wording and terminology. As already noted, this ‘cognitive’ standard is

critical to a well constructed survey; it introduces the concept of reliability – which is the extent

to which you can expect different groups of people to understand and answer the question in the

same way. For example “which city do you live in?” is a highly reliable question, whereas “how

much money does it take to be happy?” is not (Cowles & Nelson, 2015). I elected to increase

reliability via two methods: structure of the questions as statements, and; removing all jargon or

language that was not plain. In this manner, for example, I moved away from a question asking

“what are your views around health data ownership and control?” to a statement – “I want to

be able to own my health data, and decide who can access it” – where respondents are asked to

weight their agreement via a Likert scale.

Another important consideration in question construction is validity. That is, are you mea-

suring what you think you’re measuring? Having clarified survey objectives (described in sec-

tion 4.1) I felt confident I knew exactly what I was trying to ascertain. The selected questions

were centred on those objectives. Some confidence that I had done this reasonably well was

provided by a lack of ‘content’ standard issues reported back from pretesting.
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Cowles and Nelson (2015) identify three key components of good question construction.

These are summarised in the following table:

Table 4.4.: Key components of effective question construction. Adapted from Cowles and Nel-
son (2015).

Description

Specificity Does the question have validity?

Congruence between objectives and the question

Relevant to the respondent

Clarity Does the question have reliability?

Gap between researcher and respondent knowledge is minimised

Minimal jargon or technical terms

Brevity Questions are straightforward and uncomplicated

Complex sentence structures are avoided

Some other areas to be cautious of are: loaded questions, double-barrel questions, and double-

negative questions. I made sure that these were absent where possible, or minimised. Let us

therefore look at the survey structure as it stood after the pretesting phase:

1. Tell us about yourself:

• Select your age group

• Select your gender

• Select your ethnicity group

2. How should a health information system work? Indicate how far you agree with the following statements
(options are: Strongly disagree; Disagree; Neutral; Agree, and; Strongly agree):

• I want to be able to own my health data, and decide who can access it

• I want to be able to record and manage my own health data (eg. from smart devices or wearables) and
see it alongside all my other medical information

• I want to be able to see who is using my health data

• There should be a way for health workers to access my data in case of an emergency

3. Access to my health data. Imagine you could control all of your health data. Indicate how you would allow
access to it, for each of the following purposes (options are: On an ongoing basis; Only as needed or upon
request; Only in an emergency, and; Never):

• I would give access to my GP...
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• I would give access to a hospital team...

• I would give my partner, family/whānau or caregiver access...

• I would give the Ministry of Health information about my hospital visits...

• I would give other government agencies access (eg. MSD or ACC)...

• I would allow my data to be used in a government database, so it can be combined with other govern-
ment data and used for policy analysis and research...

4. Any other thoughts? Please write down any other thoughts you have here.

As can be seen, most of the survey features structured or closed questions. While this does

introduce the risk that the researcher biases the responses via design of the structured options

(Krosnick & Fabrigar, 1997), it also does allow much greater uniformity and the ability to clearly

gauge consensus on issues. Structured questions must be exhaustive and mutually exclusive

(Cowles & Nelson, 2015).

The Likert scale referred to in question 2 encompasses every possible response type that could

be offered, and none of them overlap. The second response range, shown above in question 3,

is more complex since the options are somewhat more abstract. The respondent is being asked

to comment on the basis on which they would share data, across time. While the options are

mutually exclusive, it is probable that they are not exhaustive. To compensate for this, I offer the

four options as the ones I consider to be most obvious, following a literature review and my own

knowledge of the subject, however the respondent can also add extra free text comments against

that question if they wish 1.

4.6. Sampling

One of the key issues around surveying is to understand how generalisable the results are, and

this is where the concept of sampling takes a prominent role. The survey methodology literature

places emphasis on representation and generalisability, depending on the formal objectives of the

research project. Nevertheless, the researcher will usually want to be able to extrapolate from

their sample to draw broader conclusions. The ‘target population’ for this research is ostensibly

any adult who has accessed a health service in Aotearoa New Zealand2. But, of course, it is not

feasible for me to survey this target population and so I must use a sample.

Whilst Fink notes that “a good sample is a miniature version of the population of which it is

a part ... The best sample is representative, or a model, of the population” (2003, p.2), they also
140.6% of respondents offered any kind of unstructured response; 6.6% of all respondents left an unstructured

response against this question specifically.
2Note that while the age bands referenced in the results in the following sections include 15-24 years, there are

no respondents or Consumer Panel members under 18. This age group is used simply to retain consistency with
established age groups used by the Ministry of Health and Statistics New Zealand.
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caution that “no sample is perfect” (2003, p.3) and that there will inevitably be some level of

bias. Broadly speaking there are two types of sampling – Probability and Nonprobability. I have

utilised Nonprobability sampling, and this is thought to be appropriate in three main scenarios:

1. Surveying hard to find groups – for example, people engaged in types of criminal activity

2. Surveying specific groups – for example, people in hospital due to specific diseases or

conditions

3. Surveying for pilot situations – for example, assessing performance of a prototype or pilot

initiative (Fink, 2003).

Clearly the third item above fits very naturally with the DSR approach, where the goal is to be

agile and move relatively quickly to the design and build of a workable artifact. On this basis

nonprobability sampling was considered to be appropriate for this research phase. Specifically I

have utilised the ‘Convenience sampling’ method, which is simply a “readily available group of

individuals or units to be used” (Fink, 2003, p.17). Whilst this approach may seem inferior com-

pared with probability sampling, and its ability to offer more rigorously scientific conclusions,

it essentially becomes a cost-benefit decision driven by the research objectives.

Designing and implementing a probability sample-based survey would not have been impos-

sible for this research phase, but would have added significant time and cost overhead which

could not easily be justified within the constraints of a thesis – more so given that the method-

ological focus is production and evaluation of an artifact, rather than a statistically pure survey.

The obvious downside to this approach is that representativeness of the sample is unlikely to

align with the target population, and therefore the capacity to generalise may be limited. Nev-

ertheless Lavrakas contends that, as long as this limitation is recognised, convenience sampling

has an important role in certain types of research and does “allow some quick exploration of a

hypothesis that the researcher may eventually plan to test” (2008, p.150).

The researcher’s personal network led to identification of a pre-existing Consumer Panel,

based in an Aotearoa New Zealand Primary Health Organisation (PHO). I received approval

upon application to conduct my research with the Midlands Health Network (MHN) Consumer

Panel from the organisation’s Digital Governance Group and the CEO. The panel is composed of

patients enrolled with that PHO, and who are surveyed on a monthly basis around topical issues

to do with healthcare and the business of the PHO. This Panel has been in place since 2018 and,

since that time, surveys have been conducted on: Health information and privacy; Patient portal

utilisation; Pharmacogenomics, and; access to healthcare services. This Panel is formally set up

as a group of people who can be called on for their views, to steer strategy and planning. At the

time of writing, the Panel numbers 1,670 individuals in total and MHN indicate that the response
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Table 4.5.: Consumer Panel gender

Gender n %

Female 1163 69.6

Male 504 30.2

Other 3 0.2

Table 4.6.: Consumer Panel age group

Age group n %

15-24 45 2.7

25-44 295 17.7

45-64 744 44.5

65+ 586 35.1

rate is generally around 30% on average. Therefore, I might expect a total of ~500 responses to

a survey, if it is conducted well and captures the interest of Panel members.

All Panel surveys are completely voluntary and the ‘convenience sampling’ method was

widely used by the PHO to generate insights about patient attitudes and opinions. I was cau-

tioned that the Consumer Panel was not necessarily representative of the Midlands population,

and it is worth specifying more detail about this group for context. When we break the panel

members down by key demographic variables we can see that older European females dominate,

as shown in table 4.5, table 4.6 and table 4.7.

These tables appear to be unrepresentative of Aotearoa New Zealand as a whole, when we

consider the published Census 2018 ethnicity rates of 71.8% European and 16.5% for Māori

Table 4.7.: Consumer Panel ethnicity

Ethnicity n %

Asian 34 2

Māori 131 7.9

MELAA 5 0.3

European 1482 88.7

Pasifika 18 1.1
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(Statistics New Zealand, 2020)3. However we should also consider some regional variation

amongst those national figures.

The equivalent locality figures for the Waikato District Health Board (DHB) region (nom-

inally the main coverage area of Midlands Health Network – although it also encompasses

Taranaki and Tairawhiti) shows both a higher proportion of Māori (22.8%), and a lower pro-

portion of Pacific peoples (3.1%) when compared to Aotearoa New Zealand overall (Ministry

of Health, 2019). On this basis it is fair to say that both Māori and Pasifika are particularly

under-represented in this panel, and the survey results should be viewed in this context.

4.7. Administration and data collection

As already noted, the MHN Consumer Panel is used to conduct online surveys and that is the

selected survey mode. The actual administration of the survey was subject to some constraint,

since I was essentially piggybacking off the organisation’s established process. That process is

to issue one online survey at the beginning of each month. The survey remains open for the rest

of the month, after which a new one is issued. Results and summary data are sent to the Panel

usually around two weeks after the survey has closed4. My survey was made available to the

Panel on 4 September 2020; an email was sent by MHN to the Panel members providing a link

to the survey, and some brief introductory text that I supplied. The survey was open until 30

September 2020 at which point it was closed.

Survey topics are anything that is topical or of interest to the organisation at that time. There

are occasionally staff members using this avenue for survey deployment if they are completing

independent research for study. Naturally, all topics must be broadly relevant to the strategic

direction of the PHO. My application was accepted on the basis that it is to a large extent about

patient empowerment, and also parallel issues that are very topical to do with privacy and data

sovereignty.

On the topic of privacy, I felt it important that the research role models, as far as possible, the

commitment to information privacy. With that in mind, the survey is completely anonymous.

There is no requirement to capture any identifying information, although technically the col-

lected data still meets the threshold to be considered as ‘personal information’ in the Privacy

Act 2020. Whilst name or email address is not part of the survey, it is necessary to collect some

basic demographic variables (these are gender, ethnicity group, and age group – as shown in

section §4.5). The purpose of collecting this data is twofold: firstly to understand how repre-

3Please note that direct comparisons with Census ethnicity data are difficult, because it is possible to select multiple
items as part of the Census and hence totals do not add to 100%.

4Therefore, a maximum of six weeks for feedback in the event that a respondent completed it on the day the survey
was opened.
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sentative the Consumer Panel respondents are, and; to identify any key variances which can be

attributed to one or a combination of those demographic variables. Whilst we already know that

the baseline Consumer Panel is not generally representative, it will be instructive to measure

how the profile of the respondents compares.

Another issue to note around administration is that none of the questions were mandatory,

with the exception of the initial consent. This enables people to only answer the questions they

wish to answer. However, there is a counterargument that some people may answer none or very

few questions (leading to incomplete data), or, some people may inadvertently click through the

whole survey and complete it without having supplied any data. I consider these last two risks

to be acceptable, when compared with enforcing the answer of some questions and potentially

upsetting or disengaging respondents.

The major downside of an anonymous survey is that, if a user wished to withdraw their infor-

mation or correct it (as mandated by the Privacy Act 2020), this would be nearly impossible. As

a mitigation for this, the survey tool itself makes it very clear that any submitted data cannot be

altered or removed – since it will be impossible to tie any response to an individual. Making this

point very explicit at the beginning of the survey process is the most effective counter-balance

to this issue.

On a more technical note, and in keeping with the principles behind this research, I have

designed and built the survey tool itself entirely by hand to give confidence that there is none of

the tracking or fingerprinting that is becoming more ubiquitous in use of the internet via the rise

of surveillance capitalism (Cyphers & Gebhart, 2019; Zuboff, 2019). In technical terms the tool

is a JavaScript application (using a third-party SDK by SurveyJS5), built as a static website in

the Amazon Web Services (AWS) S3 object storage service.

The site incorporates the Information Sheet completed for the Ethics Committee application,

as well as direct contact links for myself and the supervision team. The survey tool was acces-

sible at a URL and then taken offline once the survey closed. Survey responses were stored in

the JSON format and were made available for querying and analysis only to myself within the

AWS platform.

4.8. Summarisation and analysis

There are two components to analysis of the survey data. Firstly, quantitative analysis has been

conducted on the structured question responses. Secondly, qualitative data analysis was con-

ducted on the free text unstructured questions (of which there were three). These will be dis-

cussed separately.

5A free open source library available at https://surveyjs.io/
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Figure 4.1.: Ethnicity comparison of Consumer Panel and survey respondents

4.8.1. Quantitative analysis of structured question responses

The MHN Consumer Panel has 1,670 members in total, and all were invited to take part in my

survey. 426 members completed the survey, giving a response rate of 26%. Since we know

that the demographic breakdown of the Consumer Panel is not representative (as reviewed in

section §4.6), the respondents to my survey are also not going to be generally representative.

Firstly figure 4.1 shows that the ethnicity mix of the survey respondents was notably different

to the Consumer Panel overall, with a slightly higher proportion of European respondents and

lower proportions of Māori, Pasifika and Asian respondents.

Regarding gender, figure 4.2 shows that the survey received a higher proportion of male re-

spondents and a lower proportion of female respondents. My survey also received a total of

1.1% Decline responses or simply not answered for gender.

Perhaps the biggest difference between my survey and the Consumer Panel is the age profile,

shown in figure 4.3. My survey had a significantly lower proportion of respondents in the 25-

44 and 45-64 age groups, and a corresponding higher proportion of respondents in the 65+ age

group.
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Figure 4.2.: Gender comparison of Consumer Panel and survey respondents

Figure 4.3.: Age group comparison of Consumer Panel and survey respondents

If we take the survey respondents and bring all these demographic variables together, we can

find the five largest subgroups. This is shown in table 4.8.

The first set of survey questions (formally in section two, after the demographic questions)

asks the respondents to indicate their level of agreement with a series of statements. The results

of this are summarised in table 4.9.

What the results above appear to show, very broadly, is support for the concepts of health data
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Table 4.8.: Top five respondent subgroups

Subgroup % of total

European females aged 65+ 28.4

European males aged 65+ 21.4

European females aged 45-64 20.9

European males aged 45-64 8

European females aged 25-44 5.9

Table 4.9.: Responses to survey – section two

Strongly
dis-

agree
%

Disagree
%

Neutral
%

Agree
%

Strongly
Agree

%

EMPTY
%

Mean SD

I want to be able

to own my health

data, and decide

who can access it

9.9 2.6 13.6 38.5 32.6 2.8 3.8 1.2

I want to be able

to record and

manage my own

health data

9.4 5.4 20.4 39.7 21.4 3.8 3.6 1.2

I want to be able

to see who is

using my health

data

9.4 1.4 7.8 34.7 43.4 3.3 4.0 1.2

There should be a

way for health

workers to access

my data in case of

an emergency

8.9 1.9 2.1 38.5 45.3 3.3 4.1 1.2
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ownership and control – as well as auditability (being able to see who is using the data). There

was less support for the idea of being able to record and add your own health data into the owned

record. Interestingly, there were meaningful proportions of people responding neutrally to the

first two questions. Whilst both had good support (71% and 78% respectively either agreed or

strongly agreed), it is perhaps an issue related to a cognitive standard (Groves et al., 2009) that

was not fully met . Or, they may simply feel neutrally about the topic. Probing this area can be

done by conducting qualitative analysis of the free text responses in the following section.

Expanding on the quantitative component, the five response options were assigned a numeric

value and these were used to calculate the mean and standard deviation. In the above table

we can see that all items, on average, are supported by the respondents. However each item

had a standard deviation of 1.2 which, on a five point scale, indicates a meaningful distribution

of opinion. This is made obvious when we note that each question had a nine to ten percent

response of ‘Strongly disagree’. In summary, there is broad support but a minority who seem

opposed to change.

When these responses are broken down by demographic variables, there are some interesting

points to note. The item ‘I want to be able to see who is using my health data’ provoked the

most diversity; by age, the 65+ group agreed6 with this item at a much higher rate than the

younger combined 15-44 year age group (82% versus 24.2% respectively). We can guess that

this may be a product of older age groups having more experience of using the health system,

and more opportunity to feel frustrated around access to health information. Belfrage et al.

(2022), however, found that self-reported health status was one of the biggest influences on

health system trust7 and unfortunately that data is not available from this survey. There was

also a slight difference by gender, with 80.2% of females agreeing with this item compared with

75.2% of males.

The second set of questions, posed in section three of the survey, asks respondents to imag-

ine that they really did have ownership and control of their data. In this scenario, when and

how would they choose to share the data with different groups? The results of this section are

summarised in table 4.10.

Section three is really aimed at informing requirements for a prototype design. Given that

section two demonstrated support for ownership and control of data, I feel validated that I took

this line of questioning in section three since I now have data available on how people would use

a RDHIS. Since this part of the survey utilises only nominal data, I present only basic descriptive

statistics above.

6This is a simple combination of ‘Agree’ and ‘Strongly Agree’.
7A potential explanation put forward by the authors is that people with better health have fewer contacts with health

services and there is therefore less opportunity for trust to be broken.
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Table 4.10.: Responses to survey – section three

Ongoing
%

On
request

%

Emergency
%

Never
%

BLANK
%

Mode

I would give access to

my GP ...

89 9.2 0.5 0.5 0.9 Ongoing

I would give access to a

hospital team ...

59.4 35 4 0.5 1.2 Ongoing

I would give my partner,

family/whānau or

caregiver access ...

48.6 34.3 12.4 1.9 2.8 Ongoing

I would give access to

the Ministry of Health ...

30.3 48.4 11.5 4.7 5.2 On

request

I would give other

government agencies

access ...

12.4 43.7 21.1 15.5 7.3 On

request

I would share my data

anonymously with a

government database, so

it can be used for policy

analysis and research ...

38.3 34.3 8.5 14.6 4.5 Ongoing
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Firstly the obvious point to make is that there appears to be very high levels of trust in the

respondent’s GP, reflected in 89% saying they would have ongoing access to personal health

data. The other items see greater diversity in response, and this again is validation of the concept

that fine-grained access control of health data is really necessary since people have very different

opinions about who they should share data with, and on what basis.

Following the high level of trust in GPs, both hospital teams and family/whānau receive good

levels of support for ongoing access to health data. The notion of providing data to government

appears to split opinion the most, with 30% saying they would offer full access for hospital

teams and 15.5% saying they would never share data with any other government agency. By

demographic variable, the item around family/whānau access received some of the most mixed

responses. Willingness to share data with family/whānau on an ongoing basis is positively cor-

related with age; only 30% of 25-44 year olds would give ongoing access, compared with 54.8%

in the 65+ group. The 25-44 age group also had the highest rates of answering ‘Never’ to this

question (6.7%).

This item also has a key difference when viewed by gender, with males far more supportive

of ongoing access compared with females (64.1% versus 39.9% respectively). This pattern is

reinforced by age group, with males aged 65+ the highest supporters of ongoing family/whānau

access at 71.7%. This is likely to be related to social dynamics around health, with research in

the US finding that 61% of unpaid caregivers are women (AARP, 2020). Males also continued

to support ongoing access to health data for other items at higher rates than females.

Finally, the last item provides an interesting spread of responses. This was actually intended

to gauge opinion around Statistics New Zealand’s IDI but, in the spirit of the cognitive standard

outlined by Groves et al. (2009), I was required to provide a brief explanation rather than use

its actual name (which most New Zealander’s would not recognise). As can be seen from the

data, it received a relatively high proportion of respondents selecting ‘Never’. However, it also

received a higher proportion of ‘Ongoing’ than the Ministry of Health.

It is possible that the keywords utilised against this item (that it is anonymous, and that the

data would be used specifically for analysis and research) introduced a response bias whereas no

such context was given to how data might be used by the Ministry of Health or other agencies.

However, it should be remembered that I am not necessarily trying to demonstrate a statis-

tically accurate picture of trust in different parts of government. I wanted to ascertain whether

a RDHIS requires dynamic and fine-grained access control, and indeed it does. This is a key

finding that will inform requirements for the prototype.
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4.8.2. Qualitative analysis of unstructured question responses

Having reviewed the quantifiable data from the survey, we must also look at the value held

in the ‘free text’ responses available. In total 173 respondents offered a total of 227 free text

responses and so, because this qualitative data is not particularly deep or rich, I have elected to

use a content analysis approach8. Content analysis follows many other qualitative approaches

in relying on the organisation of content into categories or keywords (Mackieson, Shlonsky, &

Connolly, 2019).

Coding is a technical task, with the aim of deriving meaning from unstructured data. For

example, all 227 responses can be tagged, categorised and then analysed in aggregate to gain

new insights. Saldana notes that coding “enables you to organize and group similarly coded

data into categories ... because they share some characteristic” (2015, p.8). Since there were a

relatively small number of unstructured responses, I chose to take a very simple and practical

approach.

Firstly, I read through all the comments in detail several times. This gave me a sense of

what terms might make good codes or categories. Just to be clear, the focus here is retained on

the objectives set out in section 4.1; although some comments were interesting, they were not

necessarily relevant to the objectives.

The next step is to run through the comments and assign coding categories to them. This

of course is rather subjective, but Saldana (2015) notes that this coding process should ideally

be done over several cycles to repeatedly test and evaluate. For interviews or large quantities of

qualitative data this process is completed using specialised software (for example, the proprietary

NVivo). However, since I am dealing with a very small amount of data9 in this case I elected to

simply code this by hand using very basic and ubiquitous spreadsheet technology.

To provide an example, the comment “I thought my GP had access to my Indici Health Data

at all times” was coded with the single ‘Interoperability’ tag. This comment represented a rea-

sonable proportion of responses who, rather than commenting on ownership and control, noted

that they really just wanted their data to be easily available across the entire health system (and,

in some cases, had specific examples of how surprised they were when they discovered that was

not currently the case). I coded this as ‘Interoperability’ because this is arguably a parallel thread

of issues around the broader health system being able to join system effectively across sectors,

organisations and IT systems.

A second example is the comment “I think my data is mine, and my DR and team can use

as required, and if I land in the emergency room. Otherwise I should be asked for access.

8Reflexive thematic analysis is utilised in chapter 7 because that process generated a large amount of rich qualitative
data.

9A grand total of 7,960 words, forming an average of 35 words per response.
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Table 4.11.: Top ten key concepts from First Cycle coding

Tag Frequency

Control 64

Interoperability 45

Access 32

Ownership 20

Empowerment 19

Correction 11

Privacy 11

Healthcare 9

Security 9

(If the Dr has to send it to a specialist etc that would be okay too)“. I coded this with three

tags – ‘Interoperability’, ‘Control’ and ‘Ownership’. The comment clearly calls out a desire for

ownership and control. Finally the last statement in parantheses indicates again that there should

be more joined-up data sharing across the health system, which speaks to the ‘Interoperability’

concept.

Following this first cycle, a total of 244 tags were applied across the 227 responses; 16 re-

sponses were allocated three or more tags; 53 were allocated two; 86 were allocated one, and;

the remainder were not allocated any tags10. A master list of these tags was compiled, and

summarised by counting the frequency of each. The top ten are shown in table 4.11.

This list gives us a quick insight into what the major themes of the unstructured comments

were, and this helps to build a First Cycle coding process (Saldana, 2015). Conceiving of this

process as a cycle is also noted by Coffey and Atkinson who suggest that coding “is usually a

mixture of data summation and complication ... breaking the data apart in analytically relevant

ways in order to lead toward further questions about the data” (1996, p.29).

On review of this First Cycle, one thing that did become apparent was that people were talk-

ing about the same concepts but from very different perspectives. Using the second comment

example again from above, it is clear that the respondent is not simply mentioning the concepts

of ownership and control but is in favour of them. Crucially there are several comments which

also mention ownership, but indicate they are not supportive of it. I would need some way to

separate these out, so I revised the list of tags to include ‘sentiment’. That is, where a positive or

10These were technically valid comments but did not offer any contribution to the core concepts identified. One
example being “for me this is very important”.
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Table 4.12.: Final coding concepts used

Code Description

Access The respondent refers to a generic wish for greater
access to their data

Agency Sentiment about sharing data with government
agencies

Audit A desire to track who has been using their health data

Control Sentiment about controlling health data

Correct A desire to be able to correct information in their
record

Effort A notion that accessibility should be prioritised and
made easy for non-technical users

Empowerment A belief that data ownership, access or control can
empower patients and lead to better health outcomes

Healthcare General sentiment about the healthcare system

Interoperability Refers to a focus on simply enabling the health system
to share data wherever it is needed

Ownership Sentiment about ownership of health data

Privacy Respondents specifically referencing privacy issues or
concerns

Security Respondents specifically referencing security issues or
concerns

negative opinion is expressed against a concept. In the final analysis, I retained twelve coding

concepts for use against the unstructured data and these are summarised in table 4.12.

Another component of qualitative coding is that of attribute coding, otherwise known as de-

scriptive coding (Richards, 2009). This is essentially about adding other variables into the cod-

ing process so that comments and concepts can be analysed by them. A good example in an

interview process, is to add attribute codes for demographic variables, or perhaps other items

such as their iwi/hapū or number of children. This is particularly important when interviewing,

since the canon the researcher is working from is the transcript and it is generally not enough

to simply say, for example, that 30% have text coded against a particular item. The researcher

would feasibly want to know additional context, such as whether or not those respondents were

employed. Saldana refers to this as “good qualitative data management” (2015, p.70).
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While this is a separate activity when interviewing, fortunately the survey did capture three

key attributes – the demographic items of gender, age group and ethnicity. It is possible that

more attributes could have been added, and played an important role in analysis, however I

have endeavoured to work by the recommendation in the literature that parsimony is extremely

important (Cowles & Nelson, 2015). In terms of analysis, then, let us review what we have

found from the coding process.

• Conflation of key concepts. The fact that 45 respondents commented on ‘interoperability’,

and 32 commented on ‘access’, suggests either that people were misunderstanding the

true meaning and potential of ownership and control, or were simply using the opportu-

nity to talk about other issues important to them. These two concepts represented a good

proportion of the responses and I found, looking through the comments, that some respon-

dents appeared to default to a position where this discussion was simply about allowing

them to access and read their own health data. This perhaps relates back to the cognitive

standard outlined by Groves et al. (2009), however the language used in the survey was

unambiguous. It is also possible that some respondents found the concept too fanciful

to fully countenance, and simply interpreted those terms according to their reality which

will be influenced by the centralisation hegemony. This notion is alluded to in one of the

comments: “The concept of data ownership is rather abstract – I’d want to be sure that

suitable people create data relating to me, within a structure that allows me to understand

and influence access”.

• Patient empowerment. This was referred to by 19 of the respondents – a minority, cer-

tainly, but some of the comments were extremely positive and hopeful about what this

could offer in terms of empowerment. One example being: “I really like the idea of ac-

cessing and controlling my own data and who can see it ... Sharing with whānau would

be revolutionary for how chronic conditions are managed”.

• Sharing with government agencies. This has already been identified as a topic with diver-

sity of opinion in section 4.8.1. While 13 respondents mentioned the issue, the sentiment

coding further revealed that nine respondents felt negatively about this, and four felt pos-

itively. Examples of each are: “Government have a bad record at keeping information

secure. They should never be allowed to access my data without my express permission”,

and “Generally happy about sharing my health data to appropriate agencies on a need to

know relevance [sic] basis”.

• The ability to see who is using my data. This item was the subject of a specific question

in the survey. In section 4.8.1 we saw that 78.1% of respondents agreed that being able
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to audit data usage was important. Only eight people offered unstructured comments on

this topic, however. Two comments representing different sentiment on this are: “I must

know who, when and why my data is accessed”, and “I don’t think people need to see who

is accessing data as laws already restrict inappropriate access to health information”.

• The ability to correct my data. Whilst this notion is actually a core component of Privacy

legislation in Aotearoa New Zealand (including the Health Information Privacy Code) it

is interesting that this was a key issue for some respondents, perhaps indicating that this

legislative right may not be working well in practice. Some key comments on this concept

are: “I would love the ability to actually correct the stuff that is written by the hospital. I

find the amount of errors in the hospital notes I have seen utterly appauling [sic]. Things

like the wrong year for surgery and wrong medication”, or “I would love to be able to

correct information that was bulk loaded by my GP practice ... [which] made it look

like I’d had a miscarriage in my 2nd marriage 12 years after it actually happened”. The

ability to edit information was not originally in scope for design of a RDHIS, but it seems

clear that there must be a better feedback loop to review information entered in a persons

health record.

• General state of the healthcare system. The idea that unstructured comments can become

a dumping ground for pet issues was realised in this domain. Several respondents took

the opportunity to pass comment on the broader health system in Aotearoa New Zealand.

Of the nine respondents commenting on this concept, only two were positive. Examples

of both sentiment are: “Each visit I get the feeling – hurry up you are taking too much of

my time. Here take a pill this may fix it, if it doesn’t, make another appointment. For me,

a visit to the Medical center has become something I wish to avoid and I normally come

away frustrated”, and “I feel that I am well served by the NZ Health Department”.

• Security. This of course is a key part of any technical solution, although I have not dis-

cussed security in any depth yet. None of the survey questions either referenced this

concept specifically, so it is interesting that nine respondents still spoke about it, one sum-

ming it up thus: “I would not like my data to fall into the wrong hands or used against me”.

This is a concept that would have been formally mentioned in prototype requirements and

design, however it is unlikely any comprehensive work can be done on this huge area in

the constraints of this thesis.

4.9. Conclusions and communication of results

Summarising the above discussion, we can come to the following broad conclusions:
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• People really want to exert control over their health data, and see who has accessed it

• Respondents are not so interested in integrating health data from different sources (e.g.

wearable devices)

• People are generally happy to share all their data with their General Practice

• Respondents want more control over sharing data with the wider health system, and their

family

• There is moderate support for sharing data with government in a deidentified fashion

• The lowest level of support was for sharing identifiable data with other government agen-

cies (specifically MSD or ACC).

Please note that these conclusions are based on a respondent group who are overwhelmingly

comprised of older age groups, and European ethnicity. A full set of results, incorporating the

above conclusions, was shared directly with the respondent group via the organising team at

MHN. A copy of this report is available at appendix C.
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build and evaluation

Referring back to figure 3.1, we can see that there are two key tasks for this phase of the research:

1. To convert the findings from Phase 1 into a formal set of requirements, outlining what the

prototype must be capable of doing. There is a process of refining results, and interpreta-

tion, during this part and it will be discussed fully.

2. To build a prototype such that it can be evaluated against the requirements.

5.1. Defining requirements

In chapter 3 I discussed DSR in some detail. This methodology has a focus on building novel

artifacts, but ideally in a way that is not simply a developer’s flight of fancy. The bulwark against

this is the attention that should be paid to clarifying objectives and requirements. The framework

presented by Gazem et al. (2018), in fact, has eleven discrete steps before any prototype work is

even carried out and clarifying requirements is specified as a particularly important one.

Different DSR projects will be generating requirements from a range of sources. We have al-

ready reviewed (in chapter 4) the survey carried out as Research Phase 1; the focus of which was

to establish several of these precursor steps. Specifically this Phase 1 addressed the following

steps from Gazem’s framework:

• Establish that the problem is unsolved, important and it contributes to a knowledge base.

Importantly the survey approach accords with the exhortations of Hevner et al. (2004) that

this should be achieved by empirical research.

• Define the requirements, to identify exactly how the prototype should be designed and

what tools or resources will be required.

To briefly take a step back from our specific requirements in this project, it is important to

understand what kind of a prototype we are contemplating. Schork and Kirchner lament the

fact that “the prototyping process itself is mostly driven by intuition and strongly depends on the
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knowledge of the developer ... leading to a rather inefficient and tinkering-based process” (2018,

p.2) with varying levels of overall success. This preparatory work is therefore very important.

Conversely, to take a step forward, we must understand that requirements are a critical part

of the evaluation phase (discussed in chapter 6). Evaluation can only be carried out against a

clear and concise set of requirements, that are ideally gathered via empirical research. In fact

we can go further and assert that “a design artifact is complete and effective when it satisfies the

requirements and constraints of the problem it was meant to solve” (Hevner et al., 2004, p.85).

Requirements are indeed very important.

However, it is important to firstly recognise that, whilst the survey addressed the two steps

specified above (problem definition and defining requirements), it was predominantly focused

on the former. That is, the survey’s main objective was to identify that ownership and control

of health data was indeed an important problem that is unsolved. Some specific design require-

ments certainly fell out of that process. However, ‘requirements gathering’ is a design and IS

discipline in its own right and is the subject of a large body of research and literature. I am

not undertaking a full-blooded requirements gathering exercise, and the DSR methodology does

not require that I do. It is enough that I do not simply depend on intuition and my own tacit

knowledge (Schork & Kirchner, 2018). So, what do the survey results tell us about requirements

that we can use as an evaluation framework for the prototype?

5.1.1. Controlling access to data

Survey respondents indicated that they did want to exert control over their health data and wanted

to decide who could access it. We can build on the findings from the survey, and require that

access control is dynamic – that is, the user can permit and revoke access at any time, to any

party, and this takes immediate effect1. Therefore, a key requirement could be formulated thus:

Users must be able to freely permit or revoke access to their data at any time.

5.1.2. Auditing data access

There was strong support in the survey for the ability to easily see who has accessed the shared

health data (a mean score of 4 out of 5, and standard deviation of 1.2). While this was seen as

an important factor in a RDHIS, respondent comments implied that people would be very happy

to access this data within the current centralised ecosystem. Given the relative immaturity of

distributed data as a concept, it is difficult to quantify how far this perspective is a general

lack of understanding – perhaps itself resting on the conceptual dominance of centralisation.

1Note that the revocation of access may not necessarily mean that the grantee no longer has access to any shared
data. Two relevant scenarios are: where the grantee has copied data or stored it locally, or; where the data has
been distributed across many peers. This distribution of data is discussed further in section 5.3.4.
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Furthermore, if there were genuine apathy – even in a scenario where decentralisation is well

understood – then this may be a product of the demographic profile of the survey respondents2.

This requirement can be formulated as: Users must be able to easily see who has accessed

their data and when.

5.1.3. Correcting data

An unexpected theme from the survey was that respondents really welcomed the chance to be

able to correct their health data in cases where it was erroneous. This is a tricky area in a RDHIS;

the draft concept is that the vast majority of data will be made available to an individual, directly

from source systems. This is technically simple to achieve. But the ability to directly correct data

implies a different workflow, and potentially entails the possibility to write back into a source

system. This seems unlikely (but not impossible) on a number of levels3.

We should also be aware of concerns that stakeholders already have with distribution, around

the potential for users to falsify information upon which others may rely. Distribution cer-

tainly does not imply that data entries can be modified at will4 and, in fact, many distributed

frameworks rely heavily on the principle of immutability. Where a record needs to be edited

or updated, the original data is left in place but consumers can be pointed to a new or updated

version of that record. This preserves auditability and permits inspection of changes that have

been made to data which, in fact, aligns well with the audit requirement we have just discussed

above.

More realistic is the consequence of simply having more people viewing their own data; gen-

uine errors are noticed more quickly, and these could be flagged as part of the current provisions

under the Privacy Act 20205. This in fact provides a convenient parallel with our discussion

around Open Source Software earlier in section 2.3.2.1, where Raymond asserted that “given

enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow” (2001, p.30).

For simplicity, at this stage I will assume that there is no requirement for users to be able

to edit recorded data – but the access and auditability requirements will act as an important

foundation on which to base correction requests under legislation such as the Privacy Act 2020

and the Health Information Privacy Code 2020.

2Specifically, we might expect that marginalised groups would care more about the overarching power and control
dynamics that govern their personal data and are a unique selling point of real distribution. Unfortunately these
were poorly represented in the survey.

3There are both technical and political obstacles to writing into incumbent source systems, and also legal issues
around record keeping and data lineage.

4Please see section 7.7.3.2 for a discussion on data integrity, as part of the interview research phase.
5Principle 7 specifically provides the right for an individual to ask an organisation to correct their personal infor-

mation, if they believe it is wrong. The organisation is not obliged to comply.
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5.1.4. Security

Finally, a strong theme from responses was that users wanted any system to be very secure6 –

not only from external intrusion, but to be safe from any potential misconfiguration whereby

data was inappropriately shared. So this encompasses two facets of security – the app will

perform as intended (its internal configuration does not permit unwarranted data sharing), and

the app is hardened against external compromise (it implements ubiquitous security standards

and approaches, such as SSL for data in transit).

However, the very core functionality of a RDHIS is that access to data can be controlled

dynamically by the user. This is not just a desirable feature, but it also amounts to a key security

consideration in the two following ways:

• “I want to be certain that no one can access data that I have not specifically granted them

access to”

• “If I revoke your permission to access my data, I want to be certain that you can no longer

access it”.

These are both security tests that should be run and verified as part of the prototype evaluation.

The component about hardening from external compromise is certainly important, but will not

be a priority for this proof of concept. It is something to consider in real world applications and

is noted as an area for further research in section §8.3.

I will therefore define two new requirements:

• No data can be accessed without appropriate permission

• No access to data is possible once that permission has been revoked.

5.2. Prototype requirements

Having distilled the key requirements, we can now start to specify the things that an effective

prototype needs to do. These will incorporate all the requirements that were specified in the

previous section, as well as encompassing other core functionality that wasn’t specifically drawn

out from the survey process.

These requirements will be quite specifically defined, and will be utilised as formal tests that

will be run against the prototype, to gauge efficacy. As Hevner et al. have said – “a design artifact

is complete and effective when it satisfies the requirements and constraints of the problem it was

6This was particularly interesting given that no survey questions directly referenced this topic.
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Table 5.1.: V1 Prototype requirements

Category Requirement
ID

Requirement

Recording
and retrieval

RP1 A range of health data can be posted to Alice’s record.

RP2 Only Alice has read access to this data by default8.

RP3 Alice can review the data being posted to her record.

Access
control

RP4 Alice can share her data with any other stakeholder, at any
time 9.

RP5 Third parties with delegated access can review the shared
data.

RP6 Alice can reliably edit or revoke the delegated access at any
time10.

Audit RP7 Alice can review audit data, showing delegated permissions
and details about third party use of her data 11.

meant to solve” (2004, p.85). Therefore, meeting all of the requirements tests below would be

considered as a successful prototype for the purposes of this research.

To aid understanding, I have named the main test user Alice7. However, other users (intended

to represent third parties such as the GP, hospitals, whānau, etc.) will be set up and will interact

with Alice and her data. The final list of requirements is shown in table 5.1. Here, each require-

ment is given a unique identifier, and requirements are also grouped into functional categories.

For examples, requirements RP1-3 are all discrete requirements which deal with the topic of

creating and retrieving data. I will use these categories to group together development activity

in the following sections.

It should also be remembered at this stage that, since the focus is on proving the concept

that health data can be managed and shared in a distributed fashion, the above requirements are

all very functional. That is, they describe basic functionality that the prototype should offer.

In the real world there will be many other requirements – for example, utilisation of exchange

7It has been prevalent in cryptography to ‘humanise’ protagonists in this specific manner, ever since a 1978 paper
on digital signatures (Rivest, Shamir, & Adleman, 1978). Rather than use Person A, Person B or Person C, for
example, they used the names Alice, Bob and Carol. This practice has since become something of a phenomenon
such that it has its own Wikipedia page (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alice_and_Bob), and has also
been portrayed in the webcomic XKCD (https://xkcd.com/1323/).

8Referencing the first bullet point from section 5.1.4.
9Referencing section 5.1.1.

10Referencing the second bullet point from section 5.1.4.
11Referencing section 5.1.2.
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standards for interoperability and identity management – but real decentralisation is such a novel

concept that meeting the above requirements would already represent a meaningful contribution

to the literature.

In summary we now have seven formal requirements that we can translate directly as tests,

which can be used to assess efficacy of the prototype. In constructing an effective prototype we

should expect each test to pass.

5.3. V1 Prototype design, build and evaluation by requirement

category

This section will outline the design process for V1 of the prototype, including the holochain

architecture and overview of functions and the security model for access control. This will also

encompass design and results of the Holochain test suite (Tryorama), which are used initially to

satisfy all of the requirements from the preceding section §5.2.

Firstly, I would like to clarify some key concepts and basic information about Holochain from

a design and development perspective. Holochain is simply a framework. In programming, a

development framework is a set of tools which permit the developer to save time. There may

be some commonly utilised tasks that a framework can package and provide to the developer as

a shortcut. This means the developer doesn’t need to write every single piece of functionality

entirely from scratch; they will be plugging in some of these shortcuts to their code, so that they

can save time.

For example, frameworks might have macros or functions available for common tasks like

converting dates, or they might offer novel functionality to help with common issues like caching

data or making it easier to share data between functions. The developer still needs to do all the

other routine development tasks (design and code), but it will be a quicker and easier experience

for them. The Holochain development framework is called the ‘Holochain Development Kit’

(HDK), and its documentation notes:

“The HDK lets the developer focus on application logic and, as much as possible,

forget about the underlying low-level implementation. It would be possible to

write DNA source code without an HDK, but it would be extremely tedious!”12

In Holochain’s case, development must be done in a programming language called Rust. There

is a very good reason for this choice, and it is to do with exactly how holochain facilitates

distribution.

12https://docs.rs/hdk/0.0.46-alpha1/hdk/index.html, although please note this is not the latest version of
the HDK. That can be found here: https://docs.rs/hdk/latest/hdk/index.html.
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Since Holochain can offer true distribution, via peer-to-peer communication, it is very im-

portant that any Holochain application communicating over the internet can do so as efficiently

as possible. One way of doing that, which is becoming both more mature and more prevalent,

is to use a binary format called WebAssembly (usually abbreviated to ‘Wasm’). Wasm is now

supported by default in the four main browser engines13, and is lauded as “a highly touted effort

that not only is set to run web apps in the browser at near-native speeds but also allow for other

languages to be used for browser programming beyond JavaScript” (Krill, 2017, para.5). Only

a relatively small number of languages can currently compile to Wasm, however, and thus Rust

was selected for the HDK.

Using Rust represented a particular challenge to myself, as a developer, since I had never used

it before and it has both a very steep learning curve and an intimidating reputation (Yegulalp,

2018). It took a very intense learning period, with the help of an experienced mentor, to be able

to produce working Holochain code and the final artifact from this DSR process.

Developing in the Holochain framework can be most easily understood in terms of three key

components – data, functions and testing. I will discuss each of these in the context of all three

requirement categories.

5.3.1. Recording and retrieval (RP1-3) – Data

Data storage in Holochain is analogous to that of Blockchain, in that the data is written to a

‘chain’ which is immutable. The notable difference is that Holochain is truly distributed since

its network communication is peer-to-peer rather than via a central server or authority. The chain

of data is stored on a users local device (private data), but can also be distributed amongst the

entire network of users if appropriate (public data). I have made an important design decision

early on to make the prototype data private only. This is discussed further in section 5.3.4.

Data can be conceptualised in two spaces within Holochain – the backend code (written in

Rust), and within the Holochain application itself. In terms of backend code, all data objects

must be written as a struct14. A struct is a datatype that houses other data types. For example,

rather than having a single data type called ConsultationNotes, which must contain text

(String), Holochain requires it to be written as a struct:
1 struct Consultation {

2 ConsultationNotes: String

3 }

Using this approach, the developer has to first access the object Consultation before they

can access the data inside it15.
13https://webassembly.org/roadmap/.
14https://doc.rust-lang.org/std/keyword.struct.html.
15The rationale for use of structs in Holochain is because all data must be serialisable. That is, it must be stored in
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The point of all this is to explain that one of the first development tasks is to understand what

data needs to be captured, and in which format. In the case of using the HDK, one must think

about the structs that are required and what will go inside them. When thinking about where to

start, I decided to simply work through the list of requirements in order. The first requirement

(RP1) was to implement the ability to record data to a users chain. The initial struct developed

to achieve this was:

1 #[hdk_entry(id = "health_data", visibility = "private")]

2 #[serde(rename_all = "camelCase")]

3 #[derive(Clone)]

4 pub struct HealthData {

5 pub created_by: AgentPubKey ,

6 pub content: String ,

7 pub resource_type: String ,

8 }

In this example we have a generic struct called HealthData, which contains three data points

– who it was created by (created_by), what is the content (content) and what is the category

of the data (resource_type). These items have different data types (two are String and one

is AgentPubKey which is an HDK specific data type which permits unique identification of

users in a network). The reader will also notice some additional lines at the top prefixed with

‘#’. These are Rust attributes which can be attached to an object and help do some of the heavy

lifting. The first line, for example, is specifying that this data is a holochain entry (something

that will live on a users chain), and that by default it is not made public.

The other space in which Holochain data can be viewed is where it has been processed by the

backend code, and is available to the user within a Holochain app. Using the example above,

we have defined the HealthData struct as an hdk_entry. This means it will be recorded as a

Holochain entry in that users chain.

An entry is a specific concept in Holochain, and can be considered as the most basic unit of

user data. But once the HDK recognises it as an entry, there is a process of adding it to the users

chain and attaching important metadata. In this way, the HDK formally makes that data entry

an immutable piece of data on a users chain, which is placed in order and can be searched and

retrieved using other Holochain functions.

For V1 of the prototype, my goal was to quickly get to the point of storing and retrieving user

data in Holochain. To do so, I needed to define some additional structs and the full list of these

is shown below:

• HealthDataInput. Takes data inputted by the user (content and resource_type

fields only) and stores in order to create a Holochain entry.

a format that can be transmitted and reconstructed reliably later in a different host system. A simple String value
cannot achieve this, and thus all data must form part of a struct.
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• HealthData. Picks up the data from HealthDataInput and dynamically adds a

created_by field, based on the user making the entry. A Holochain entry is created

from this struct.

• HealthDataOutput. Picks up all entry data from HealthData, and dynamically adds

a unique entry_hash field which can be used as a unique identifier.

For the basic health data entry item, we now have three separate structs which can hold data.

Now we need to find a way to connect these structs and do something useful with them; this is

where functions are used.

5.3.2. Recording and retrieval (RP1-3) – Functions

A function is a piece of code that does a particular thing. For example, you may have a function

which converts a temperature value from celsius to fahrenheit. The function will take one input

(the temperature in celsius), it will then execute code which performs a calculation using your

input data and finally returns the result in fahrenheit. The function does exactly one thing, and

is very clear about what can be used as an input and what it will give you back.

For our RDHIS prototype, a relevant function might be to return all the health data for one

user. The function structure might look something like this:

1. Send name of the current user to the function

2. Function scans the Holochain source chain, using some macros provided by the HDK, and

bundles all the data together

3. The bundled data is then presented back to the user.

In fact this is exactly the logic of the function implemented to retrieve a users health data. as we

will see below. The first version of the create_health_data function looked like this:

1 // Creates a new health_data entry

2 pub fn create_health_data(health_data_input: HealthDataInput ,) -> ExternResult <

HealthDataOutput > {

3 let agent_info = agent_info()?;

4 let health_data = HealthData {

5 created_by: AgentPubKey::from(agent_info.agent_latest_pubkey.clone()),

6 content: health_data_input.content ,

7 resource_type: health_data_input.resource_type ,

8 };

9 create_entry(&health_data)?;

10
11 let health_data_hash = hash_entry(&health_data)?;

12 let path = health_data_path();
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13 path.ensure()?;

14 create_link(path.hash()?, health_data_hash.clone(), ())?;

15 Ok( HealthDataOutput{

16 entry_hash: EntryHash::from(health_data_hash),

17 entry: health_data ,

18 })

19 }

Without needing to delve into everything in the above excerpt, it is worth pointing out the

following key parts:

• Line 2. The function is given a name (create_health_data) and we specify that the

input and output data must conform to the two named structs we have already defined.

• Line 3. We obtain the current user ID using an HDK function16.

• Lines 4-7. A new health_data variable is defined, which we conform to the

HealthData struct and populate with values. The first created_by value is copied

from the variable we made on Line 3, and conformed to the AgentPubKey data type. The

other two struct items are simply copied from the input data using dot notation.

• Line 9. The health_data variable is used to actually create a Holochain entry on the

user’s chain.

• Lines 12-14. We define and create a path for the entry, to help us with easier retrieval if

necessary. This utilises a health_data_path() helper function, which is not shown

here.

• Lines 15-18. We define what a successful execution of the function will return to the

client. In this case, we return all of the health_data variable used to create the entry,

but add a hash of the whole entry to help us identify it uniquely. This value is conformed

to the EntryHash HDK data type.

So the above function will statelessly be called whenever it receives an input, and will process

all in the above manner. There is, of course, an additional function for retrieval of health data

entries, and I will also show it here for completeness:

1 // Returns all health_data entries for the calling user.

2 // Requires no input and will just return a vector of every health data entry.

3 pub fn list_health_data() -> ExternResult <Vec<HealthDataOutput >> {

4 let path = health_data_path();

5 let links = get_links(path.hash()?, None)?;

6 links

16Users are referred to as Agents in the Holochain terminology.
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7 .into_inner()

8 .iter()

9 .map(|link| {

10 utils::try_get_and_convert::<HealthData >(HoloHash::from(link.

target.clone()))

11 .map(|(entry_hash , entry)| HealthDataOutput {

entry_hash , entry })

12 })

13 .collect()

14 }

This function is perhaps somewhat easier to understand for the layperson. It requires no

user input (the user is simply saying, return all the data that belongs to me), and the output is

potentially many instances of a HealthDataOutput struct which is formatted as a Vector17.

Inside the function, the path that we set against all entries (health_data_path()) is used

for retrieval and they are then collected18 into our HealthDataOutput vector which can be

presented back to the user.

In summary, the following functions were all implemented for the V1 prototype in order to

achieve writing and retrieval of Holochain data:

• create_health_data. Takes user input and records, together with the AgentPubKey

identifier, to the users chain.

• health_data_path. Specifies a hard-coded path for all entries using this function as

“health_data”. The concept with this is that we will probably require further types of

entries in future, and this will aid retrieval.

• list_health_data. Requires no input, and will retrieve all entries on the calling users

chain. Entries are collected as a vector and conformed to the HealthDataOutput struct,

along with a unique identifier for that entry (EntryHash).

5.3.3. Recording and retrieval (RP1-3) – Testing / evaluation

Having structured the data, and designed functions that allow the data to be recorded, passed

around and retrieved, the final piece of the puzzle is to check it all works using the Tryorama test

suite. Tryorama is a tool provided by Holochain which allows the developer to test scenarios19.

For example if you have built a Holochain chess game, and you want to check it works before

letting users access it, you would write some scenarios in Tryorama and check that all of them

are passed successfully. Some scenarios that you may want to test are:

17Effectively just a growable list of objects – https://doc.rust-lang.org/std/vec/struct.Vec.html.
18https://doc.rust-lang.org/std/iter/trait.Iterator.html#method.collect.
19https://github.com/holochain/tryorama#conceptual-overview.
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• Is the proposed move valid? (i.e. the Bishop only moves diagonally)

• Is it the correct players turn? (i.e. ensure a player cannot move twice in a row)

• If pieces have been taken, have they correctly been removed from play?

Tryorama will allow the developer to construct scenarios with players, and will then simulate a

full run of your Holochain app which validates whether or not the tests you have specified have

passed or failed.

In this way the Tryorama tool serves as a useful evaluation step within the DSR process.

Hevner et al. note that “a design artifact is complete and effective when it satisfies the require-

ments and constraints of the problem it was meant to solve” (2004, p.85), and formal testing is

one way that the evaluation criterion can be met. There are, of course, many ways of evaluat-

ing an artifact. Hevner et al. (2004) group these approaches into types, such as Observational

or Experimental. In practice, the Tryorama evaluation I undertook against V1 of the prototype

spanned across these20. These approaches are summarised in table 5.2, where I have also added

a final column to indicate its applicability to the test I propose to undertake in Tryorama.

We can see from this table that Tryorama occupies the Experimental and Testing categories of

evaluation21. It will meet the criteria for a Simulation, because it allows a full run of a scenario

with multiple active users interacting with a sandboxed version of a Holochain app. The methods

shown under the Testing category are a little more complex.

The practical distinction between ‘Black box’ and ‘White box’ testing are somewhat less clear

in 2022. Originally they presented two key paradigms in software testing – one that required

no knowledge of the system itself but tested for expected functional outputs (Black box), and

another that usually saw the developer (with deep knowledge of the system) build tests at low

levels of the code to ensure that each part was working as expected (White box). ‘Gray box’

testing is a middle ground between these two, and suggests it is optimal to have understanding

of the internal workings of the evaluand system to design the test cases – but to actually perform

the testing at the ‘Black box’ level.

This approach is more fully aligned with working in Tryorama, where the developer must have

knowledge of relevant backend functions and how they work in order to build and implement

what may be viewed as the more ‘Black box’ component of simply assessing whether tests have

passed or failed based on provided inputs. It should also be noted that typologies of artifact

20In fact, many of these are not discrete evaluative activities and can easily overlap. For example a static analysis
might be performed early in the development cycle, to find obvious errors in the code. This may be subsequently
followed up by a functional test or simulation.

21Whilst ‘Dynamic analysis’ sounds applicable to my use case, it is really geared towards applications with a large
number of possible outputs – as many as possible of which should be tested (Khatiwada, Tushev, & Mahmoud,
2018).
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Table 5.2.: Design Evaluation Methods, adapted from Hevner et al. (2004).

Category Method Description Utilised in

Tryorama

Observational
Case study In-depth real world study No

Field study Monitor artifact use in multiple

projects

No

Analytical

Static analysis Examine artifact for static

qualities or defects

No

Architecture

analysis

Examine how artifact fits into a

technical architecture

No

Optimisation Demonstrate inherent optimal

properties of artifact

No

Dynamic

analysis

Examine dynamic qualities of

artifact while in use

No

Experimental
Controlled

experiment

Examine artifact qualities in a

controlled environment –

traditionally achieved by holding

all factors constant except one

independent variable

No

Simulation Execute artifact with artificial

data

Yes

Testing
Functional

(Black box)

Test artifact to ensure that

outputs are correct, given

particular inputs – no knowledge

of the internal workings are

required

Partial

Structural

(White box)

Detailed source code testing,

incorporating elements such as

unit testing and integration

testing

Yes

Descriptive
Informed

argument

Utilise knowledge base to argue

for artifact’s utility

No

Scenarios Construct detailed scenarios to

demonstrate artifact’s utility

No
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evaluation in the technology space (as shown by Hevner et al. in table 5.2) do not always line up

easily with real world software testing approaches.

For example, ‘unit testing’ is an approach used by most programmers to ensure that what they

are creating is meeting project requirements. In practice, a unit test may be carried out via static

or dynamic analysis and, furthermore, the unit test is generally considered an important sub-

method of the ‘White box’ method. This is all to say that evaluation and testing methods do not

line up tidily for categorisation, and the evaluation methods presented by Hevner et al. (2004)

may not have been set out specifically with app development in mind. Venable, Pries-Heje, and

Baskerville go further and note that the influential Hevner paper in fact provides “no guidance

on method selection or evaluation design” (2012, p.430). Additionally it is true that software

testing approaches will, in any case, have advanced in the time since that paper was originally

published.

One thing to note here is that the Rust programming language is very strict about what it

permits. It is a compiled language, which means that the developer must compile all their code

which then produces a binary file for execution. At the point of compilation Rust runs some very

strict checks to ensure the code is syntactically correct. For example, Rust will not even compile

successfully if a declared variable is unutilised. This is in stark contrast to other languages,

such as Python, which will let you write almost anything you want. With these programming

languages, errors will only surface at runtime. I point this out here to argue that Rust in fact

has a type of in-built static analysis process via the compilation step. If it compiles successfully,

you have functioning code with no errors, and this can be considered another type of automated

evaluation activity.

Another consideration is that software testing takes different forms during the life cycle of

an application. For example, individual unit tests may be written initially for each function to

verify that they work as intended in isolation. Further tests then need to be developed to ensure

that they work appropriately in concert. Any changes made as a result of these steps then need

to undergo regression testing to ensure that, in fixing an identified error, we do not inadvertently

introduce a new one. Essentially, any process of software development is in fact a continuous

cycle of evaluation of different sorts22.

A further evaluative consideration within DSR is whether the evaluation activity is being

performed ex ante or ex post. Ex ante evaluation is evaluation of a design or model – an “unin-

stantiated artifact” (Venable et al., 2012, p.430), whereas ex post evaluation is evaluation of an

actual instantiation. Whilst Hevner’s seminal 2004 paper builds upon the work of March and

Smith (1995) by suggesting that the DSR process is brought to life by the instantiation artifact23,
22Although a number of different frameworks have evolved – Software development life cycle (SDLC), Agile, Wa-

terfall – all of them share a focus on repeated testing and evaluation at different levels of detail.
23A successful ‘instantiation’ must “show that constructs, models or methods can be implemented in a working
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there is no mention made of unit testing or continuous improvement process above and beyond

the interplay between the evaluation and development phases.

I mention this because, at the point of having code which I believe will achieve requirements

RP1-3, I technically have an instantiated artifact. Certainly, it only meets three of the require-

ments (as listed in section §5.2) and is far from complete. but it is nevertheless an instantiation.

A working product has been created. This means that I will be conducting only ex post eval-

uation, since I do not start testing the meeting of requirements until working code has been

implemented (or the instantiation artifact has been instantiated, albeit only partially).

In summary, I perform here an evaluation of the V1 prototype code to determine whether or

not it meets the current requirements of interest (RP1-3, or the recording and retrieving of health

data from a user’s chain). This might be considered more of a unit test at this stage, since each

action (recording and retrieval) is carried out by exactly one function. In DSR, however, the

most important consideration is that the concept can be brought to life in a working system and

verified as such by a structured process24. Whilst this may initially only be a small test of a

discrete component, we are still nevertheless testing for the working feasibility of distributed

storage and retrieval of data. Its value should therefore not be underestimated, even at this early

stage.

5.3.3.1. Defining a Tryorama test

With the above in mind, we simply need to define, build and implement the Tryorama test. Try-

orama is a node.js package, and tests must be written in TypeScript25. The workflow essentially

involves:

1. Importing some Holochain libraries

2. Registering a scenario

3. Creating players (or users) who will take part in that scenario

4. Utilise the app functions you have built to simulate those players interacting in a network.

There is a moderate amount of ‘boilerplate’ code associated with this, which I won’t replicate

here26. My test scenario involves setting up one player (Alice). When we move into more

system” (Hevner et al., 2004, p. 79).
24The process must be considered and structured, but need not be entirely objective – as can be seen by the range of

methods suggested in table 5.2.
25A superset of JavaScript featuring static typing, which was developed by Microsoft and saw its first stable release

in 2016.
26A helpfully commented example test script is available as part of the Tryorama git repository at https://github

.com/holochain/tryorama#sample-usage.
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complex functions, we will need to add in extra users – Bob and Carol. Tryorama will set each

of these up as separate users, operating from their own sandboxed environments (using different

port numbers on the host machine). Players will take actions as determined by the developer, by

using the functions that have been developed in the Holochain app.

As discussed in section 5.3.2, we are going to utilise the two functions create_health_data

and list_health_data:

1 const alice_result_1 = await alice.call(

2 "radvue",

3 "create_health_data",

4 {

5 content: "Alice ’s first entry",

6 resourceType: "Primary care GP"

7 }

8 );

9
10 const alice_result_2 = await alice.call(

11 "radvue",

12 "create_health_data",

13 {

14 content: "Alice ’s second entry",

15 resourceType: "Cardiology"

16 }

17 );

18
19 const alices_data = await alice.call(

20 "radvue",

21 "list_health_data",

22 null

23 );

24
25 t.equal(alices_data.length , 2, "We got exactly 2 entries back for Alice!");

I will describe what is happening here:

• Lines 1-8. Here we are calling the create_health_data function as the user Al-

ice and recording some data. The content and resource_type fields contain some

artificial data for test purposes. The result of this function call is saved as a constant

alice_result_1 so we can utilise it later, if necessary.

• Lines 10-17. We repeat that process again, but make a second entry with some different

content and resource_type values.

• Lines 19-23. Here we are calling the list_health_data function as Alice, and passing

the vector of responses to another constant alices_data.

• Line 25. This line is the actual test that we want to perform. It says that we expect there
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to be exactly two entries recorded for Alice and, if so, to return a success message. If the

length of alices_data is anything except two then the test will fail.

5.3.3.2. Executing a Tryorama test

We can now run the test by executing a simple command (npm test), where test is defined

in our package.json file as "npm run build:happ && npm t -w tests". This command

will compile and rebuild the app, and then execute the test file we have configured above.

This test passed the first Tryorama test. The full results are shown in figure 5.1. The output

shows a few key things happening:

• Lines 14-18. The test script compiles the Holochain app and makes sure it is syntactically

valid before running any tests.

• Lines 20-41. Basic configuration for the test is parsed and applied from the package.json

configuration file.

• Lines 50-60. The player/user Alice is set up and their sandbox environment is activated.

• Line 61. The test is executed and evaluated. In this case, our success message which we

configured above is printed on screen.

• Lines 63-65. The full test results are summarised. In this case, all (one) tests pass.

Having completed a design, development and evaluation/testing cycle for requirements RP1-

3, I will now summarise the work done on the other requirement categories to complete the V1

prototype.

5.3.4. Access control (RP4-6) – Data

Moving into the requirement category of access control invites us to explore a key function of

the Holochain framework. It could be argued that Holochain is primarily focused on public uses

of data. That is, applications where data is shared amongst users. This is a real strength of

Holochain, particularly in how the peer-to-peer model has significant benefits for data resilience

and availability.

When data is made public in Holochain, each entry is shared randomly amongst all the users

in the network. The result of this is that, individually, no user has access to all of the data but,

collectively, everyone has access to all of the data. This can be better represented visually, as

shown in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.1.: Tryorama test result for RP1-3
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Figure 5.2.: Holochain Distributed Hash Table

In this visual representation we can see multiple users sharing data with a Holochain app.

The coloured bars represent which users are an authority for specific entries or pieces of data

(represented by the page images). It is clear to see that, together, the users have access to all

the data but each individual entry resides only with two or three users. This is a good way of

understanding the ‘Distributed Hash Table’ (DHT) concept that is a core part of Holochain.

The DHT is a “distributed database of all public data ... which is basically just a big key/value

store”27. It means that, for example, the yellow user shown in figure 5.2 does not have access to

the three entries shown at the bottom of the image. But, using the DHT, they can pass a request

clockwise through the green and cyan users in order to find out where the data resides and then

access it. This offers the significant advantage of resilience and availability.

For example, if any user goes offline (by powering off their laptop or closing a mobile app)

any data that they are storing or own becomes unavailable. Holochain is peer-to-peer, so there

is no central authority or server to go and get the data from – a network consists only of active

users who store data, and may give you permission to access it. Therefore, storing data against

multiple users protects against this issue and means that there is generally always a copy of the

data available to access (if you have permission). This works very well where the data is made

public. As discussed, my use case is predominantly around access control of personal data which

diverges from this principle. It demands that data is private; only the owner has access to it, by

27https://developer.holochain.org/concepts/4_dht/#finding-peers-and-data-in-a-distributed
-database.
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default.

In making this design decision I am therefore consciously discarding the many advantages of

using a DHT. Readers will also note that – if use of public data in a DHT is a way to ensure

availability or resilience when users are offline – then only storing data privately creates a real

problem in this regard. If only one user has access to some data (their own health data) then,

without shared public data, it will be impossible to access it should that user go offline. This

represents a serious issue when thinking about a RDHIS.

There are certainly ways around this, however. For example, it would be possible to store

encrypted data in a public DHT, and have access control determined by the sharing of public

keys which would allow delegates to decrypt that data. If the user went offline, the encrypted

data would still technically be available because it has been shared across the DHT – but only

people with the correct permission (a decryption key from the owner) would actually be able to

read and understand it. I have added this particular issue to the list of future research possibilities

in section §8.3, since it certainly deserves further exploration. Within the confines of this thesis,

however, I am electing to develop a prototype which is not using a public DHT as the primary

means of sharing data.

5.3.4.1. How can private data be shared in Holochain?

Private data in Holochain, as we have discussed, resides only with its owner – it does not leave

the users device in any way. Sharing data in Holochain is achieved via a concept known as

capabilities.

Capability-based security is in fact an existing and well-known security model in comput-

ing28. The concept is that a token of authority can be generated, which contains references to

objects and associated access rights. The underlying assumption is that nothing has permission

by default. Permission must be explicitly granted via issuance of a capability token which spec-

ifies exactly what can be accessed, how and by whom. In this way, we can be certain that all

users or entities only ever have the exact capabilities (permissions) that they require (M. Miller,

Yee, & Shapiro, 2003).

Holochain follows this approach and summarises in its documentation:

In order for others to call one of their functions, the callee first has to grant ac-

cess to that function. They do this by writing a capability grant entry to their source

chain that specifies the function name, the access level, and any optional infor-

mation depending on the access level (a random capability token and/or a list of

assignees). After that, Holochain will automatically check the credentials of any

28There are many security models, and each has relative advantages and disadvantages for a particular use case.
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incoming function call to make sure they match an existing grant. When a grantor

wants to revoke or modify access, they simply delete or update that grant entry29.

The above quote clarifies that, when issuing capability tokens to Holochain users, what is actu-

ally happening is that permission is being given to execute functions on the grantee’s behalf. So,

for example, if Alice wanted to share her data with Bob the actual backend process is as follows:

1. Alice issues a capability grant stating that user Bob can call the list_health_data

function on her behalf

2. This grant (consisting of Bob’s public key, a random secret and the name of the function

being given permission to) is stored on Alice’s source chain

3. Alice shares the random secret with Bob

4. Bob finds the new grant on his source chain and claims a capability grant which is also

written to his source chain

5. Bob can now execute the function that Alice has given permission to.

That is, Bob will be calling list_health_data as if he were Alice. This introduces some

minor issues, which we’ll look at in section 5.3.9.

Finally I should clarify that the requirements of a RDHIS also demand that two specific types

of capability are implemented. Firstly, as we have discussed, Alice needs to permit other users to

view her private health data. Secondly, however, a feasible RDHIS demands that trusted health

professionals have the ability to actually record data on Alice’s chain. This is a separate and

quite distinct permission, and requires a different workflow.

5.3.4.2. Building data components for capabilities

What data components are required to implement capabilities? As we saw in section 5.3.1, it is

important to plan out the data objects that will be required. I relied on two example sources30 to

help me understand the basic outline of a capability process. Following this review I determined

the following data structs were required:

29https://developer.holochain.org/concepts/8_calls_capabilities/#how-to-secure-functions
-against-unauthorized-use.

30One which is a basic guide from the main Holochain git repository (https://github.com/holochain/
holochain/blob/develop/crates/test_utils/wasm/wasm_workspace/capability/src/lib.rs),
and another which is a solution for a series of learning tasks designed by a Holochain community mem-
ber (https://github.com/holochain-gym/developer-exercises/blob/main/2.intermediate/
5.capability-tokens/solution/zomes/exercise/src/lib.rs).
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• GrantCapAccess. Stores two key items received from the grantee – function (the

name of the function being given access to) and agent (the unique identifier of the agent

who is being given the permission).

• CapReceive. A struct which houses the random secret and associated information which

is sent to the grantee. Specifically, it contains cap_secret (the random secret) and

from_agent (the unique identifier of the grantee).

• HealthDataRemoteInput. This is an extension of the previous HealthData-related

structs we have built. In fact, it is exactly the same as the original HealthDataInput

struct but we need to add an extra filter_by_agent field. This is used to designate the

identity of the calling user (which can be checked for validity against the issued capability

grant).

So for a basic implementation of capabilities, we now have two separate structs which specif-

ically manage the capability workflow. We have also added a third struct, which extends the

previous work and will enable the interaction with a user’s health data via delegated permis-

sions.

5.3.5. Access control (RP4-6) – Functions

The capability workflow is more complex than simply recording and retrieving data for a single

user. It entails issuing grants, requesting tokens and then passing them through to a function to

provide the correct authorisation – all without any central authority. Utilising capabilities we are

in fact just repeating the same basic functionality seen in requirements RP1-3 – recording and

retrieval of data. The difference is that users will be executing these functions on behalf of other

users. I will not present any source code in this section, but it can of course be inspected in the

git repository for this project31.

The functions that were developed to implement the capability workflow are:

• create_capgrant. Requires a populated GrantCapAccess struct as input. Uses this

info to call specific Holochain functions which generate a secret (generate_cap_secret)

and create a cap grant entry (create_cap_grant). The grant is sent directly to the

grantee’s source chain and, at the same time, a separate entry is made in the users chain

recording the issuance of this capability.

31For the capability workflow specifically please see https://gitlab.com/alexpoor/radhis/-/blob/main/
dna/zomes/radvue/src/capgrant.rs and https://gitlab.com/alexpoor/radhis/-/blob/main/dna/
zomes/radvue/src/health_data.rs for the current versions of the functions referenced here.
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• call_list_cap_claim. Requires only the grantee identifier as an input. This function

then obtains a refreshed capability token, and uses it to call a child function

list_health_data_remote. This function then uses the token, and the user iden-

tifier, to make a remote call to the grantee’s chain using a hardcoded child function

list_health_data_with_capgrant. This last function is essentially a replica of the

original list_health_data function, which simply follows the designated path and

aggregates all entries into a vector which is presented back to the calling user.

• call_create_cap_claim. This is probably the most complex function so far, since

it requires the grantee to actually send health data along with all of the capability work-

flow. The function call requires a populated HealthDataRemoteInput struct as in-

put. This again obtains a refreshed capability token, and then uses it together with the

HealthDataRemoteInput data to call a child function

create_health_data_remote. This function uses the capability token, user identi-

fier, and the actual health data being recorded to make a remote call to the grantee’s chain

using a hardcoded child function create_health_data_with_capgrant. This is a

replica of the original create_health_data function.

• delete_cap_grant. This is one of the simplest functions yet. It simply calls an exist-

ing Holochain function of the same name. The function takes only the unique identifier

(HeaderHash) for the issued capability grant as an input. This immediately invalidates

the issued capability grant and, while the user can theoretically continue to access it, it is

no longer valid and will simply return an error.

It should be clear that adding the capability workflow generates a lot more code; there are actu-

ally eight discrete functions above which all play a part. I should note here that this could have

been fewer, except there is a requirement that any functions exposed to the user can only take one

input. Some of the interstitial workflow above (for example create_health_data_remote)

is really just packaging up the incoming data in a way that the final function can accept and

work with – this could theoretically have been done inside a single function, if the single input

constraint was not in place.

5.3.6. Access control (RP4-6) – Testing / evaluation

In order to test the access control requirements, it is of course necessary to ensure that we have

multiple users in our Tryorama scenario. So we will now introduce Bob and Carol, and set them

up in our scenario. This is a simple configuration change at the top of our test script:

1 export default (orchestrator: Orchestrator <any >) =>
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2 orchestrator.registerScenario("radvue tests", async (s, t) => {

3
4 const [alice_player , bob_player , carol_player]: Player[] = await s.players([

config , config , config]);

5
6 const [[alice_happ]] = await alice_player.installAgentsHapps(installation);

7 const [[bob_happ]] = await bob_player.installAgentsHapps(installation);

8 const [[carol_happ]] = await carol_player.installAgentsHapps(installation);

9
10 await s.shareAllNodes([alice_player , bob_player , carol_player]);

11
12 const alice = alice_happ.cells.find(cell => cell.cellRole.includes(’/radvue.dna ’))

as Cell;

13 const bob = bob_happ.cells.find(cell => cell.cellRole.includes(’/radvue.dna ’))

as Cell;

14 const carol = carol_happ.cells.find(cell => cell.cellRole.includes(’/radvue.dna

’)) as Cell;

This code is simply telling Tryorama to set up three separate sandbox environments for the ad-

ditional two users. Line 10 specifically ensures that the users can all connect their environments

together, otherwise they would not be able to access each others’ data even with the appropriate

permissions.

Now the scenario is set up we can start to build our scenarios and define our tests. In this

round I am trying to test requirements RP4-6, which requires validation that:

• Alice can share data with specified users

• Only those users can access Alice’s data

• Alice can revoke that access and the users will no longer be able to access the data.

We will run this scenario using the call_list_cap_claim workflow only. The scenarios and

tests are defined in sections as follows:

1 let aliceCapGrant = await alice.call(

2 "radvue",

3 "create_capgrant",

4 {

5 function: "list_health_data_with_capgrant",

6 agent: bob_happ.agent ,

7 }

8 );

9
10 t.ok(aliceCapGrant , "Alice has issued a valid capability grant to Bob");

11
12 let aliceGrantHeader = aliceCapGrant.header_hash;

Please note the key events from the above:
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• Line 3. Alice calls the create_capgrant function, and provides two input values.

• Lines 5-6. Both the name of the function being given access to, and the identifier of the

grantee are used as inputs to the function.

• Line 10. We test the capability grant to ensure it is valid and the secret has been sent to

Bob for claiming.

• Line 12. We store the unique identifier for this capability grant as a constant so we can

use it later on.

1 let capGrantResults = await bob.call(

2 "radvue",

3 "call_list_cap_claim",

4 alice_happ.agent

5 );

6
7 console.log(capGrantResults);

8 1

9 t.equal(capGrantResults.length ,2,"Bob got exactly 2 entries from Alice")

The key events from above are:

• Line 3. Bob uses the capability grant to execute the call_list_cap_claim function.

The only required input is the identifier of the user whose function is being executed –

Alice.

• Line 7. The results of this function call are printed so we can check them.

• Line 9. A test is executed requiring that exactly two entries are returned to Bob from

Alice’s source chain.

1 await alice.call(

2 "radvue",

3 "delete_cap_grant",

4 aliceGrantHeader

5 );

6
7 try {

8 let capGrantResults2 = await bob.call(

9 "radvue",

10 "call_list_cap_claim",

11 alice_happ.agent

12 );

13 console.log("Try to use the deleted cap grant:")

14 console.log(capGrantResults2);

15 } catch (err) {

16 t.ok(err ,"Bob cannot use revoked CapGrant")

17 };
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The key events from above are:

• Line 3. Alice executes the delete_cap_grant function. The only required input is the

unique identifier for the issued capability grant (in this case, aliceGrantHeader).

• Line 10. Bob tries to execute the call_list_cap_claim function again anyway. It

should fail because he no longer has permission.

• Line 15. This block executes if an error is thrown. An error should be thrown because

Bob does not have permission to this function any longer.

• Line 16. A test is executed to check whether an error is thrown. If it is, the test is successful

– confirming that Bob cannot execute Alice’s function any more.

Finally, we make one additional test to make sure that Carol – who has not been involved at all

so far – cannot access Alice’s data:
1 try {

2 await carol.call(

3 "radvue",

4 "call_list_cap_claim",

5 alice_happ.agent

6 );

7 } catch (err) {

8 t.ok(err ,"Carol cannot list Alice ’s data")

9 };

This code is almost identical to Bob’s last attempt to use the revoked capability grant. Carol

tries to use the call_list_cap_claim function on Alice’s source chain but no capability

grant has been issued, so it should fail.

At this point the Tryorama test results in 923 lines of output which is too much to show here.

In addition to the test we wrote in section 5.3.3, we now have an additional four. An initial run

of the test script shows that all five tests have passed.

5.3.7. Audit (RP7) – Data

Requirement RP7 demands that each user has a full audit trail of both the issuance of any permis-

sions (capability grants) and the actual utilisation of those capability grants by others. Holochain

does not provide any mechanism to achieve this32 and so it was built from scratch, and represents

a novel addition to generic Holochain apps. I would like to briefly flesh out what is required in

terms of data for both these workflows.
32Please note that the documentation at https://docs.rs/hdk/latest/hdk/capability/fn.create_cap

_grant.html states that “Capability grants are explicit entries in the local source chain’, implying that they
can be retrieved like any other entry. I could not discover exactly how to make this work, however, and so I
decided to build a separate set of entries that I knew I could reliably retrieve.
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5.3.7.1. Logging permissions

In this step we need to make a record of any capability grant that has been issued. The record

will live on the users source chain, and therefore needs to incorporate the following data points:

• Grantee. The user who is being granted access.

• Function. The specific function which the grantee is being given access to.

• Identifier. A unique identifier which can be retrieved and used for use with the

delete_cap_grant function.

• Datetime. A timestamp recording when the capability grant was issued.

The above data is captured in a CapRecord struct. The intention is that issuance of a capability

grant will also execute some code that will populate this struct and store the entry. This is

done as part of the create_capgrant function execution, which creates the CapRecord entry

and assigns a specific path (caprecord) so that retrieval is quicker and easier. The entry and

retrieval of this data is identical to that of create_health_data and list_health_data.

5.3.7.2. Logging capability grant utilisation

This workflow is also analogous to that of create_health_data and list_health_data.

We are creating a specific set of entries and ensuring they can be retrieved. Because there are

two separate capability workflows (list or create), there are also two routes for data to arrive into

this struct and each will record separate values. With that in mind, the following structs were

designed for use:

• AuditData. This struct is essentially the identifier for the calling user (the grantee) and a

timestamp indicating when the request was made. There is also a record_header field,

which will clearly delineate between create or list actions, as well as a resource_type

field, which is only relevant for the create route.

• AuditDataOutput. Picks up all entry data from AuditData, and dynamically adds a

unique entry_hash field which can be used as a unique identifier.

5.3.8. Audit (RP7) – Functions

The audit functionality can be thought of as a byproduct of capability grant use. It is not some-

thing that a user explicitly engages in, but is triggered by other actions. Therefore, much of the

audit workflow takes part within existing functions. For example, both access control (RP4-6)
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workflows incorporate logic which builds our audit layer. Within both

list_health_data_with_capgrant and create_health_data_with_capgrant there

is a block which writes audit data entries on behalf of the grantor. For example, the following is

found in the middle of the list_health_data_with_capgrant function:

1 // ### write audit data

2 let now = sys_time()?;

3
4 let audit_data_input = audit_data::AuditData {

5 created_by: pubkey ,

6 record_header: "LIST DATA".to_string(),

7 resource_type: "Pending".to_string(),

8 timestamp: now.to_string(),

9 };

10
11 create_entry(&audit_data_input)?;

12 let audit_data_hash = hash_entry(&audit_data_input)?;

13 let path = audit_data::audit_data_path(AgentPubKey::from(agent_info()?.

agent_latest_pubkey.clone()));

14 path.ensure()?;

15 create_link(path.hash()?, audit_data_wrapper_hash.clone(), ())?;

16 // ### finish writing audit data

This function is logically identical to create_health_data. We are populating the input

struct AuditData with required values. The user identifier is passed to the created_by field,

the current time is passed to the timestamp field and the other two values are hard coded. This

means that in a list potentially full of audit entries, a grantee can quickly identify who has been

using which permissions and when. Line 13 creates a specific path for these entries, so that

retrieval is quicker and easier.

As the reader may by now imagine, the process for retrieving these audit entries is logically

identical to list_health_data and is predictably called list_audit_data. The function

requires no input, it simply retrieves all entries from the audit_data path, aggregates them

into a vector and presents the results back to the requestor. There is therefore only one dedicated

function for audit entries but, as we have seen, the creation of audit data is mainly embedded

into other functions.

5.3.9. Audit (RP7) – Testing / evaluation

Our Tryorama test so far has been extended to incorporate the issuing and usage of capability

grants. As we have seen in the preceding section, this workflow should already have generated

audit data for us to review; we simply need to modify the scenario to capture that information and

build a test to check it. To thoroughly ensure the audit layer is working properly, the following

tests will need to be implemented:
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• Check that Alice has 0 CapRecord or AuditData entries at the beginning of the scenario

(none have been issued and none have been utilised).

• Issuance of a capability grant must appropriately record CapRecord data. Alice can con-

firm there is 1 CapRecord entry.

• Bob’s use of the capability grant appropriately records AuditData data. Alice can confirm

there is 1 AuditData entry.

• The grantee can review any of this data to confirm accuracy.

I will now add the following components to the Tryorama test script:

1 let aliceAuditCheck1 = await alice.call(

2 "radvue",

3 "list_audit_data",

4 null

5 );

6 t.equal(aliceAuditCheck1.length , 0, "Alice has 0 Audit Data entries");

7
8 let aliceCapCheck1 = await alice.call(

9 "radvue",

10 "list_caprecord",

11 null

12 );

13 t.equal(aliceCapCheck1.length , 0, "Alice has 0 Cap Record entries");

These two tests are run at the beginning of the test script. They are simply checking for the

presence of any CapRecord or AuditData entries. Since we have not yet issued any capability

grants in our scenario, these should both be empty and return 0 results. The same tests can be

run later, where we would expect to find one CapRecord entry (Alice has issued one capability

grant to Bob), and one AuditData entry (Bob has successfully used the capability grant only

once).

At this stage all the tests (there are now nine in total) passed. However, we have not yet

actually returned any of the entries for checking. It was at this point that I noticed an issue

with the AuditData entries. Because of some misconfiguration in the flow of data between

functions, all the AuditData entries were being recorded with Alice’s identifier. This was not

appropriate because AuditData is supposed to show the grantee who accessed (or wrote) the

data. I therefore had to backtrack and make sure that the identifier for the grantee was properly

passed through the workflow so it could be recorded inside AuditData.

This was an interesting issue because it could easily have been masked by the test results, with-

out either manual review of the returned data or a specific test built to verify the correct identifier

was present in the entry. In fact, I did attempt to build a specific test that would ascertain Bob’s
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unique identifier and check that it matches the createdBy field within AuditDataOutput.

Despite being able to verify visually that the two values were indeed the same – and thus expect-

ing that the test passed – the test kept failing.

I determined that this is likely to be a data type issue, since these identifier values are stored

as a ‘Buffer’ which is “raw memory allocation outside the V8 heap”33. There are certainly

methods by which to convert Buffer data to other data types, but this was not straight forward in

TypeScript and I deprioritised this after manually verifying that this particular test had passed.

5.4. Summary

Overall the first round of design, build and evaluation went very well. There were certainly

many hours of frustration and confusion, but slowly building my knowledge with the expertise

of my Holochain mentor finally resulted in a working RDHIS prototype. It was doing everything

I originally set out to achieve, and was truly distributed.

According to the commit history, available for review in the project git repository, the final

commit was made on 21 November 2021 and represents all the development work on the V1 pro-

totype up to that point. A total of 131 commits were made to the repository, encompassing a total

of 1,204 lines of code. A snapshot of the full codebase at this juncture can be found at https://

gitlab.com/alexpoor/radhis/-/tree/38ab9aabb5c7cef5d0c30b11a0c3334962ff14f5/.

Having built and passed all the tests, which were themselves derived from the gathered require-

ments, I was optimistic that the project may be nearing completion.

However, three factors changed my perspective on this:

• Around the same time, I was organising interviews for research phase four. In discussing

my topic with potential participants, they were very interested but were especially curious

to see and interact with the ‘product’. Of course, there was no such product to interact

with. The only evidence of my hard work was an obscure test suite, which could only be

run by a user who had already installed all the prerequisites to build a Holochain devel-

opment environment and had cloned my git repository. In short, the barriers to access for

anyone wanting to test the prototype were unacceptably high.

• Whilst my supervision team were very supportive of my progress, they too fed back that

it felt rather intangible and that it may have less integrity throughout examination if it was

felt to be a ‘black box’ process which no one else can really engage with and understand.

33https://microsoft.github.io/PowerBI-JavaScript/classes/_node_modules__types_node_globals
_d_.buffer.html.
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• I was motivated to share my findings and particularly wanted to be able to carry out live

demonstrations of the app to interested parties, for example at conferences. As things

currently stood, it was not presentable except in the abstract and, for such an abstract topic

as distribution of data, this represented a real obstacle to dissemination of my findings.

Whilst the above seems to sit outside the formalised rigour of an evaluation process, it is interest-

ing to note that both Venable et al. (2012) and Gazem et al. (2018) consider ‘Artifical Evaluation’

one of two main categories of evaluation (the other being ‘Naturalistic’). Artificial Evaluation

can take different forms, but relies on the feedback of expert users – in my case, this incorporated

my supervision team, and the experts I was proposing to interview for research phase four. The

clear feedback from this informal Artifical Evaluation was that a user interface was required.

Taking the above into consideration, I felt that the only path forward was to build a user

interface for the code I had developed so that the app could be shared and used by anyone. I was

especially anxious about this, as I am not by any means experienced with frontend development,

but I knew enough to recognise that it would be a very large amount of additional work. My final

commit on the project, after completing the user interface, was made on 19 February 2022. This

clarifies that it did take an additional three months of focused work – along with an additional

163 commits and an additional 2,843 lines of code – to build this user interface. I will discuss

this process in the context of a V2 prototype in the following chapter.
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From the outset, it had not been my intention to build any user interface1. My concern was

that, in building a user interface, the avenue of inquiry is widened much further into areas such

as human-computer interaction or user-centred design – all of which I know nothing about, and

would not have the space to explore properly in this thesis. Indeed, Hevner et al. specifically note

that, depending on the artifact, there must be evaluative criteria for design and style – “design

evaluation should include an assessment of the artifact’s style. The measurement of style lies

in the realm of human perception and taste” (2004, p.86). Whether I intended to or not, I am

producing an app with a user interface. Does this now require me to formally evaluate design and

style, even if the user interface is not the artifact I am interested in from a research perspective?

My concern about this centred around the supposition that building a user interface simply

introduces scope for a whole new field of critique around design, layout and usability. This

is because it is practically the only thing that a user can engage with. All of the interesting

distribution work is still done behind the scenes; it is not something tangible that an average user

can measure. In some respects, it posed the risk of distracting from the core message around

distribution. Yet I did also recognise the opportunity to aid dissemination of the findings – a very

important thing.

I must also note that, around the time of this decision, the Holochain community had published

some very useful tools which were designed to both accelerate app development and app sharing.

The first is a tool called ‘scaffolding’, which asks the user some questions about what they want

to do and then produces a complete file structure for a new Holochain app along with some

example code2. The second tool is called ‘launcher’, which is a small application that can be

installed on any operating system3. The user can then install Holochain apps into launcher, and

run them natively from their own device. Both these tools were significant developments within

the Holochain community, with the former being an aid for developers and the latter making it

1In fact I had specifically ruled it out in section §3.2.
2https://github.com/holochain/scaffolding#rad-scaffolding-tools-for-holochain
-applications.

3https://github.com/holochain/launcher#holochain-launcher.
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much easier to share and use Holochain apps.

6.1. V2 Prototype requirements

All the requirements from table 5.1 were met in the V1 prototype. I am now adding the two

below requirements (RP8 and RP9) to reflect the informal Artificial Evaluation also carried out

as part of that:

Table 6.1.: V2 Prototype requirements

Category Requirement
ID

Requirement Status

Recording
and retrieval

RP1 A range of health data can be posted to Alice’s
record.

Complete

RP2 Only Alice has read access to this data by
default.

Complete

RP3 Alice can review the data being posted to her
record.

Complete

Access
control

RP4 Alice can share her data with any other
stakeholder, at any time.

Complete

RP5 Third parties with delegated access can review
the shared data.

Complete

RP6 Alice can reliably edit or revoke the delegated
access at any time.

Complete

Audit RP7 Alice can review audit data, showing delegated
permissions and details about third party use of
her data.

Complete

Accessibility
RP8 The app has a user interface which anyone

would be able to interact with for trial purposes.
-

RP9 Users can easily install and test the app
themselves.

-

The new requirements have been grouped under ‘Accessibility’. Although this term actually

means something rather specific in computing4, it was fitting here because it speaks about how an

4It certainly overlaps with usability, but has a particular focus on people with disabilities and aims to ensure that
all users have equal access to digital products. My use of the term here certainly speaks about equal access, but
more from a developer vs end user perspective. I certainly don’t wish to minimise or dilute the importance of
Accessibility specifically for people with disabilities.
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average user might be able to pick up the prototype Holochain app and use it because, otherwise,

Holochain is too difficult to use.

With regard to RP8, however, I would add a caveat that the specific usability of design or style

of the user interface will not be evaluated independently. I simply present an interface so that

people can test and engage with the app themselves, or with a group – one outcome being to

verify that none of the V1 prototype tests discussed in chapter 5 were hard-coded.

6.2. User interface design, build and evaluation (RP8)

Building a user interface for some already functioning backend code is not straight forward.

When building an app where a user interface is a requirement (as with most apps), the interplay

between backend and frontend code will significantly affect how each is designed and imple-

mented. In my case, I only ever intended to write the backend code and, by this stage, have a

fully functional prototype. Adding a user interface will necessarily require unravelling some of

that work, and adding new components for the frontend to utilise. I will describe this process in

this section, whilst also discussing the choice of toolset, and my design approach.

6.2.1. Choice of framework

In section §5.3 we discussed Holochain as a framework. Holochain was the most promising

framework I could find which met the requirements for this project. When it comes to frontend

frameworks, however, there are many to choose from5 and each has its own particular way of

doing things. Since I had never used a frontend framework before, there was no default selection

I could make based on familiarity.

An additional consideration was – which frameworks are known to work well with Holochain?

Given my lack of knowledge I was largely dependent on asking Holochain community members

for advice, and reading about other people’s experiences. One helpful constraint was that the

software library which allows the connecting of a frontend to the Holochain backend was only

available as a node.js package6. This meant that the frontend framework would have to be

JavaScript based (which it most likely would have been in any case).

In selecting a framework, I found the Holochain ‘scaffold’ tool very useful indeed. As already

mentioned, the tool will ask for some parameters and then create a working folder structure,

complete with some example code. The tool has options to utilise one of three built-in frontend

5The Wikipedia page for Comparison of JavaScript-based web frameworks lists 21 frameworks, although there are
indeed many more, and the landscape obviously changes rapidly.

6https://github.com/holochain/holochain-client-js#holochain-client---javascript.
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frameworks: Svelte7, Lit 8and Vue9. Of these, both Svelte and Vue are also noted by Kinsbruner

and Bahmutov (2022) as being in the top five of the most utilised frameworks in 2022. I ex-

perimented with each. While Svelte, particularly, is rapidly gaining popularity – and was voted

the most loved web framework by developers in the 2021 StackOverflow developer survey10 – I

could not easily amend the supplied sample files to work with my existing code. I experienced

the same with Lit. Vue, however, seemed to me to be very easy to adapt and amend to work with

my code and I was rapidly able to get some basic functionality working. I’m certainly not saying

that Vue is better or easier than the others; simply that I personally found it easier to work with

initially and I decided to follow that momentum since time was of the essence.

I should also note that Vue is the most mature of these three and has a very large documen-

tation and user base, which reassured me that I would be able to find answers to questions as I

moved through this development process. My starting point was to tinker with the scaffolded

Vue output and start to connect to some of my Holochain functions. I supplemented this with

online resources; Tania Rascia’s guide on creating and updating data was particularly useful11.

6.2.2. Frontend design

As I have already mentioned, it was not my intention to write a thesis on user interfaces or user-

centred design. Nevertheless, I certainly needed to make the frontend functional and as usable

as reasonably possible. Recognising this was outside my knowledge base, I consulted with an

expert who works as a web developer12. We discussed some layout options and came up with

the below wireframe diagrams.

6.2.2.1. Landing/login page

Upon loading the app, the user should ‘land’ on a login page. I had not considered the issue of

identity management, or user identity, before. Holochain identifies each user by assigning them

a unique hash. As noted in section 5.3.9 this takes the form of a Buffer object, and appears as:

1 <Buffer 84 20 24 b0 47 a8 ac 42 49 99 57 9f a9 18 43 18 d0 6a 67 bf 38 31 9d f0 e1 4c

b0 dd a8 04 7b a1 dd 77 ec 72 9e 28 7b>

.

7https://svelte.dev/.
8https://lit.dev/.
9https://vuejs.org/.

10https://insights.stackoverflow.com/survey/2021#section-most-loved-dreaded-and-wanted-web
-frameworks.

11https://www.taniarascia.com/getting-started-with-vue/.
12Lance Haysom, of polycode - https://www.polycode.co.nz/ (as at May 2022).
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Figure 6.1.: Wireframe: Login

These are utilised heavily in my backend code but, for obvious reasons, are not usable in the

frontend. Because key requirements of the prototype are that users can share data, it is necessary

for them to know who each person is. This therefore requires a mapping of Holochain identifiers

to ‘usernames’, so that the frontend can present user-friendly names. This is the rationale behind

the login screen wireframe, shown in figure 6.1.

On this page, the user simply enters a username and code in the backend will then need to map

this to their Buffer object so that users reliably know which user is which. Having completed

this step, they are then permitted into the app proper.

6.2.2.2. Main/data page

After the username has been submitted, the user will be directed to the main data page shown in

figure 6.2. This page has two main panels – one for creating data, and another for viewing it.

The reader will recognise the HealthData struct fields shown in the ‘create data’ panel.

These are a direct map to the data required in the backend, except two additional datetime fields

have been added. On the right side is another panel which will simply show any HealthData

for that user – whether they recorded it, or someone else did. This panel is simply calling the

list_health_data function for that user, and presenting the Vector of results as a table.

Upon discussing how these panels would work, I reasoned that the review data panel could
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Figure 6.2.: Wireframe: Main/data

become difficult to use if lots of data was being shown there. There may not be enough data

points to sensibly distinguish between entries. This was the rationale for adding start and end

datetimes to the form.

6.2.2.3. Access page

The Access page is intended to be the place where anything to do with delegation or sharing

of data is performed. This meant that it is probably the busiest page, and potentially the most

complex for users. The original wireframe is shown in figure 6.3.

The ‘Grant access’ panel on the left is where users can delegate permissions. They simply

select the name of any other existing user in the network (this list will refresh whenever a new

user joins), choose the desired permission (list or create) and then submit. In the backend this

executes either the call_list_cap_claim or call_create_cap_claim functions for that

user in order to create a capability grant.

The other two panels on this page are intended for users who have been given a capability

grant. If you have been granted the ‘List’ permission for another user, you can select their name

in the middle panel and click submit to see all their health data entries in a pop-up window. If you

have been granted the ‘Create’ permission then, again, you just select that user in the rightmost

panel and then complete the rest of the form. The data you enter is posted to that user’s source
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Figure 6.3.: Wireframe: Access

chain and audit data should also be available as a result of your use of their capability grant.

6.2.2.4. Audit page

Finally, the Audit page is the place for users to review information about permissions they have

delegated. The wireframe is shown in figure 6.4. This is primarily a read-only page, since the

information should just appear here whenever it’s created. On the left, the user will be able to see

any uses of an issued capability grant. For example, every time a grantee reviews the grantor’s

data a new entry with the date and time of access will be recorded here.

On the right is a panel which lists all capability grants that have been issued by that user.

It will show who they were issued to, what permission was given and the date of issue. The

exception to the read-only focus of this page is the ‘Active’ column on the far right. This is

where a user can revoke a capability grant. All grants will show in this panel, and the user can

simply pick which one they want to revoke and click an icon to do so. The revoked grant will

still show in this table, for audit purposes, but it will be flagged as inactive.

6.2.3. Ex ante evaluation

Unlike the evaluation process described in chapter 5, discussing the design phase with an expert

and being able to draft up some diagrams provided opportunity for ex ante evaluation. That is, a
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Figure 6.4.: Wireframe: Audit

review of the wireframe diagrams could be conducted prior to any code being written.

What I found, however, was that requirement RP8 was sufficiently high-level enough to make

this process difficult. My requirement for frontend development is “to make a working user inter-

face”. In actual fact, my practical requirements are to ensure that all prior requirements (RP1-7)

can be achieved via the user interface. This makes the ex ante evaluation process somewhat

clearer and, indeed, a number of issues and problems were identified as a result of this process.

I have recorded the outcomes of this process in table 6.2 as they relate to each requirement,

There were many other design-related issues that fell out of this ex ante evaluation (for ex-

ample, how can a user be sure their action has been successful?), but these are not shown here

because of our focus on the original prototype requirements.

The reader will notice that several of the evaluation findings relate to dynamically updating a

page, or data, when another user has taken some action. For example, if you are looking at the

Audit page then a grantee’s use of your capability grant should appear on the page without your

having to take any action. This is indeed technically possible, but requires use of more nascent

Holochain functionality which I did not have time to explore13.

The remaining items all require development work of some kind:

• EA1. Add two timestamp fields to the HealthData struct.

13https://developer.holochain.org/concepts/9_signals/#local-and-remote-signals.
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Table 6.2.: Ex ante evaluation findings

Finding ID Requirement
ID

Issue Solution

EA1 RP3 Difficult to distinguish
amongst large number of
entries

Add start and end fields to
HealthData struct

EA2 RP3 Entries are not updated
automatically when made by
third parties

Implement refresh button

EA3 RP4 Require user-friendly names
to identify people

Implement login step with
new Holochain Profile
entry type

EA4 RP4 User list does not refresh
independently

Implement refresh button for
user list

EA5 RP5 Grantees do not know they
are grantees

No push notifications
available, park for future
development

EA6 RP5 User list does not refresh
independently

Implement refresh button for
user list

EA7 RP6 User needs to easily see
which grants are active or
inactive

Implement a new Holochain
CapRecord entry type,
where the active field can be
maintained

EA8 RP6 App does not have access to
identifying HeaderHash
for use with
delete_cap_grant

Add HeaderHash to new
Holochain CapRecord
entry for easy retrieval

EA9 RP6 Grantees do not know grant
has been revoked

No push notifications
available, park for future
development

EA10 RP7 Grant usage list does not
refresh independently

No push notifications
available, park for future
development
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• EA2. Frontend to add refresh button.

• EA3. Creation of new Profile entry type, and associated backend functions to create

and retrieve Profile data.

• EA4. Frontend to add refresh button.

• EA6. Frontend to add refresh button.

• EA7. New CapRecord entry type to store active flag against all issued capability grants.

• EA8. New CapRecord entry type to store capability grant HeaderHash value so it can

be used for deletion when required.

6.2.4. Frontend development and ex post evaluation

Having clarified the specific development tasks that had to be completed in order to meet re-

quirements, I now began work on building the user interface. As already noted, this took three

months to complete and required a large amount of additional code to be written.

As for testing, I should note that there are a wide range of frontend testing tools and ap-

proaches – the fact that entire books have been written on the topic (for example Kinsbruner

and Bahmutov (2022) or Mwaura (2021)) indicate that it is a discipline in its own right. Formal

test processes for frontend development do require the setup of software, and the generation

of test scripts which can automate testing. This would be extremely useful in a bigger project

but, again, I did not have the time or space within the confines of this thesis to learn another

discipline entirely from scratch.

This is not to say that no testing or evaluation was performed. As with the V1 prototype,

I tested along the way – ensuring that each workflow was operating correctly before moving

onto the next. This is equivalent to a form of unit testing, which is a test to make sure that the

individual components are working as intended. As we have seen in section 5.3.3, unit tests may

be considered a subset of the ‘White box’ method, as categorised by Hevner et al. (2004).

While Kinsbruner and Bahmutov (2022) specifically note that it doesn’t matter whether testing

is manual or automated, they do point out key functional and non-functional areas that should

be tested and these are summarised in table 6.3.

Here we see testing dimensions which are focused on best practice for production14 applica-

tions. They are certainly excellent principles to consider in such a scenario. They are not all

applicable for the V2 prototype, however, because of certain boundaries I have already imposed

14Production is the final stage of a development process, and indicates an application that is live and being utilised
by real users.
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Table 6.3.: Testing dimensions for web apps, adapted from Kinsbruner and Bahmutov (2022).

Category Dimension Description Relevant

Functional

Links All links are functional, and direct user to
intended destination.

Yes

Forms Mandatory fields are configured, and any
required data types are enforced.

Yes

Cookies Check implementation of cookie policy, if
applicable.

No

Localisation Application works equally well in different
languages, if applicable.

No

Responsiveness Application works effectively on small screen
resolutions (e.g. cellphones).

No

Usability /
UX

User experience has been checked. Yes

Non-
functional

Security Verify restriction of access to secure content,
require authentication where applicable, utilise
SSL.

Partially

Performance Application is responsive with low latency, and
stress testing has identified breaking points.

No

Accessibility Application is accessible to people with diverse
abilities or disabilities.

No
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in this thesis. I have marked each dimension as such in the table. The reasons for deeming these

dimensions out of scope are as follows:

• Cookies. The application does not utilise cookies at all, in its current form.

• Localisation. I have only considered use of Aotearoa New Zealand English in the proto-

type. Aotearoa New Zealand has two written official languages and, of course, an ethni-

cally diverse population. Real world usage of this app would require localisation into the

most commonly used languages15.

• Responsiveness. At the time of writing, it is not possible to publish Holochain apps as

mobile apps. The ‘launcher tool’, used to distribute and load Holochain apps currently

works only on desktop computers. With that in mind, I did not consider device respon-

siveness as part of the prototype.

• Security. I have marked this ‘Partially’ merely to separate out the internal app security

from more general IT security concerns. For example, the example security issue noted

around access to secure content is in fact a core requirement of the prototype (RP2, RP6

and RP7). However, more general security concerns are out of the control of the author

at present, and are dependent on upstream work being done on the Holochain framework.

For example the ‘launcher’ tool does not implement encryption at rest currently, which is

not best practice – particularly when storing sensitive health information.

• Performance. Under a ‘best practice’ scenario, an application would be rolled out across a

fleet of servers16 that are specified to deliver high performance at all times. This prototype

is designed only for use with an individual’s device – as a proof of concept it would be

expected that there may be performance issues from time to time and no performance

guarantees are made.

• Accessibility. Again, as a proof of concept prototype, accessibility was deemed out of

scope. This is not to say that I considered it unimportant. I simply reasoned that I could

get it to the point where it could be verified as proving the concept without yet spending

additional time to make it accessible in the way that one would of a real product17.

This left the dimensions of Links, Forms, Usability/UX and Security to evaluate.

15https://covid19.govt.nz/ is an exemplar of web content that has been localised to other languages, with some
28 localised translations available.

16Or an auto-scaling server pool, and/or use of a Content Delivery Network (CDN).
17I would also like to acknowledge here the same site https://covid19.govt.nz/ as being an exemplar of acces-

sible design, with provision for Braille Ready Format (BRF) and large print.
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Links and Forms are straightforward unit test tasks, and were checked by myself during the

course of development. Security, also – being a large part of the prototype requirements, my

focus has been to a large extent on ensuring the capability grant and delegation process is robust.

Usability and UX felt challenging as evaluands, however, since I could by definition not do that

alone and, as already mentioned, it was a domain I was very anxious about entering.

I determined that I would ask a small number of friends to just try the prototype app and feed

back any major issues. This process is dependent on the third-party ‘launcher’ app, which I had

no control over. I verified that I could load and use the prototype app within ‘launcher’ on my

own computer, and prepared some basic instructions for the test users I would engage. This

was implemented as an official Release18, and the app file and instructions can be found on that

release page at https://gitlab.com/alexpoor/radhis/-/releases/v0.0.1.

This immediately threw up an issue with one user who installed ‘launcher’ but experienced an

issue with opening the prototype app file. This was acknowledged as an issue by the ‘launcher’

development team and, as at April 2022, is still an open issue19. Another user could not install

the ‘launcher’ app at all, and had to switch to a different operating system. Ultimately, I had

three users who opened the prototype app in ‘launcher’ successfully, and were able to confirm

that all the base functionality worked.

One interesting finding from this process was that very long entries could be saved, which

would then severely impact performance for that user – effectively crashing the app. This led to

the creation and implementation of another requirement to enforce a maximum character limit

on any freetext field. Holochain documentation actually states that the maximum entry size is

16mb20, which would represent a very large amount of text. I did nevertheless implement a limit

of 100 characters on the Content field, and 50 characters on the Resource Type field, and this

problem did not reoccur.

Another finding was around the formatting of dates. The user interface requires dates to be

sent to the Holochain backend in UNIX time format. UNIX time is displayed as an integer,

showing the number of seconds that have elapsed since 1 January 1970. The UTC time Wed

Apr 20 03:13:09 2022, for example, would be represented simply as 1650424389 in UNIX time.

This format is ubiquitous in computing, and I had become accustomed to testing the prototype

app by using these integer values for dates. All test users fed back that this will make no sense

to users, and a human-readable date format should be used (which, in retrospect, was rather

obvious). I implemented a change to fix this issue, whereby a date picker element was added

18A GitLab feature which allows you to collect files and collateral together to constitute a working package for
people to use (https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/project/releases/).

19https://github.com/holochain/launcher/issues/38.
20https://docs.rs/holochain_types/0.0.1/holochain_types/prelude/constant.ENTRY_SIZE_LIMIT

.html.
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to the form which most users would be familiar with. The frontend code automatically converts

the selected value to UNIX time, before sending to the Holochain backend.

Having cleared up these initial issues, I wanted to conduct a session where at least four people

in total were all connected simultaneously to the app and interacting with it. This would not

only flush out any other issues, but would constitute a type of basic usability test.

Usability testing is another area with a large literature base and a range of formal approaches.

One of the dominant approaches in usability testing is the “think aloud” method. This method

requires a user to test the product, whilst thinking aloud as they do so. An evaluator is present,

and they observe the user and record observations about what they are saying and doing (Lewis,

1982).

It is important to revisit, though, what our research goal is at this point lest we enter the

proverbial rabbit hole. Hertzum states that “usability testing is an activity in the process of

product design. Thus, the purpose of usability testing is to inform design” (2020, p.4). As I have

already stated, the focus of this thesis is not about product design – it is about proving a concept

around distribution, and gauging its applicability in the real world. Even at the conclusion of

this thesis, the need to definitively scope product design components for real world application

is a very long way off. As mentioned in section §5.4, the user interface development for the

V2 prototype is being carried out with the dual goals of increased understanding and ability to

disseminate findings, not because I plan to make it available to end users in the near future.

A full-blown usability testing process can therefore reasonably be considered out of scope.

However, I will get some way towards it with the group testing session I have noted above. My

concept for this session is to group four people, who will be geographically remote and using

different devices, to role-play a scenario featuring all of the core requirements (please refer to

table 6.1) around health data. There will be a very informal “think aloud” component, where

any issues can be immediately fed back and logged, but I am certainly not attempting here to

conduct a robust piece of usability testing. The requirements for this group testing session are

summarised in table 6.4.

These requirements are about the group testing session itself. The actual prototype require-

ments, which all need to be fully functional via the user interface, will all be tested as part of the

scenario which is indicated as the final item in the table. The scenario simply needs to ensure

that all functionality is tested and works – the other requirements in table 6.4 deal with broader

issues, such as RP8 (there is a working user interface) and RP9 (the app can be easily installed

and run) from table 6.1.
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Table 6.4.: V2 group testing session requirements.

Requirement Purpose

Users are geographically
remote

To prove real-time connectivity of Holochain
app

Users use a range of
devices

To verify device/OS compatability

Users’ screens are all
visible

To record and verify performance

A basic roleplay scenario
is developed and utilised

To ensure that all features (requirements) are
tested in a network as close to real life as
possible

6.2.4.1. The group testing scenario

A scenario was constructed for four users, which would tie all the functionality in the app to-

gether into a basic story. This could have been done in a number of different ways (simply

recording users testing components, or a more rigorous “think aloud” process), but I also wanted

to be able to record this session and make it available as part of this thesis. In this way, there is

an easily accessible method of verifying that the prototype app works and meets all the different

requirements I have noted. The scenario therefore has the following structure. There are four

players: an individual, their partner and two health professionals. The individual is the focus,

and the scenario sees them engage with the other players. The actions taken are as follows:

1. User records some health data as a proxy for patient-generated health data

2. User reviews that data

3. User gives read permission to their partner

4. The partner successfully reviews the health information, and verifies that they cannot re-

view anyone else’s health information

5. User gives write permission to both health professionals

6. Both health professionals create some data as a proxy for a consultation of some kind

7. A health professional verifies that they cannot create data for anyone else

8. The user revokes permissions
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9. Other users verify that they can no longer carry out actions they were previously able to.

Successfully achieving all the above in the group test setting will confirm achievement of all

requirements in table 6.1, as well as those we just discussed in table 6.4.

6.2.4.2. Running the group testing session

The session was scheduled for 12 February 2022, and all but one participant had successfully

tested the V2 prototype app beforehand. All participants were remotely located – three in Hamil-

ton, Aotearoa New Zealand, and one in Toronto, Canada.

The session was to be conducted, and recorded, via Zoom21. Zoom permits all participants

to share their screens on demand, and this is a feature that would work well with the scenario

format described above. The scenario was conducted and recorded without any major technical

issues. One participant was experiencing a large amount of fan noise from their computer, which

rendered them inaudible in the video recording. This was rectified subsequently by re-recording

only the audio and splicing it into the video using an editing tool22. There were some other

minor issues with the video recording. For example, I had inadvertently shared the wrong screen

at different points – this was also rectified by blocking out parts of the video using the kdenlive

software. Subtitles were also manually added as an accessibility feature.

The final video for this group testing session is available online at https://vimeo.com/

680251596#t=949s. This video will show a full working demonstration of remote users all

connecting in a distributed network to create and share data. Users were using different operating

systems (one used Ubuntu, one used Arch Linux and two used Windows 10). The app was

installed independently by each user, following the instructions on the Gitlab release page.

6.3. Summary

At this stage I have achieved the following:

• Built and evaluated V1 prototype against original set of requirements (table 5.1)

• Built V2 prototype featuring a full user interface and ability for users to install and use

Holochain app

• Tested V2 prototype with individuals and as a group.

21https://zoom.us/.
22https://kdenlive.org/en/.
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I now have a fully functional app which anyone can install and utilise, as well as a video available

showing it being used as part of a roleplay scenario. In the next chapter I will explore how such

a tool could be implemented within the Aotearoa New Zealand health sector.
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The full research plan is visualised in figure 3.1. As already discussed this broadly follows

the DSR methodology, the study requirements of which are shown in table 3.4. The first of

these study requirements is noted as “Understanding of user attitudes and requirements, and

SME perspectives” and this encompasses: Research Phase 1, where we clarify this is a real

problem that requires an innovative solution, and; this Research Phase 4, where we are concerned

with locating the prototype and its implications into a real world context. That is, the working

prototype does not exist in a vacuum but must be located within the appropriate regulatory,

legislative, cultural and political context. The purpose of this research phase is to pose and

resolve the question:

You have demonstrated that this is a problem needing to be solved, and shown a way that it

could be solved. What are the obstacles to further implementation of the solution?

In this respect, the interviews pose a thought experiment and ask participants to consider

the implications from their own perspectives as SMEs in fields related to health information

or information in general. There is no requirement, therefore, that interview participants have

already seen or used the prototype – I am seeking their thoughts on how distribution might be

applied.

This Chapter will detail the approach taken for this research phase, as well as an overview of

the findings, before everything is brought together for discussion in chapter 8. Please note that,

to minimise confusion for participants, I elected to use a simplified architectural taxonomy com-

posed of centralisation vs decentralisation. This is at odds with the discussion in section §2.3.

However, it was clear to me that anything other than centralisation was a novel concept for

participants and, therefore, balancing discussion with its apparent opposite (which is actually

‘distribution’) would aid understanding. Please bear this in mind when considering participant

quotes in section §7.7.

7.1. Choice of method

Interviews offer the researcher the ability to gather rich qualitative data, which elucidate the

participant’s experiences and worldview (Rubin & Rubin, 2012). The purpose of this research
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phase is to understand more about how supportive the sector is currently of implementing distri-

bution. There are many strands to this; the dominance of centralised data models has influenced

the way we see and think about things when dealing with data. Its technological immaturity

has meant that it is not thought of as a viable way to build new solutions. Furthermore, there

are many practices – supported by regulation and legislation – that reflect this dominance, in

sometimes subtle ways1. Of course, many of these rules are around important principles such as

claiming and funding, or public health. It is likely that, if we were to ever see any move towards

distribution, these tenets would remain essentially untouched. But, this is exactly the kind of

discussion that we need to stimulate in this research phase with the contributing perspectives

and experiences of a wide range of experts.

I will also attempt to identify the extent to which different participants see the current situation

as a problem that needs to be solved, since we have already seen in chapter 4 that survey findings

indicate that the aims of a RDHIS are important to them. There are many variables involved here.

Patton (2015) has noted that qualitative methods have a strength in uncovering the nuances of

any local implementation, or adaptation. Rich qualitative data may be more complex to gather

and understand, however it will offer much fuller insight into the ‘softer’ issues which are crucial

to understand both at national and sub-national level in Aotearoa New Zealand. The choice of

this method is well summarised by Patton’s claim that the point of interviews is “to elicit relevant

answers that are meaningful and useful in understanding the interviewee’s perspective” (Patton,

2015, p. 471).

This qualitative data will be obtained via in-depth semi-structured interviews, and my specific

rationale for this approach is as follows:

• To capture data which is currently unknown to the researcher, or otherwise not available

in the literature. There is evidence to show that knowledge management and information

dissemination is a particular issue in health (Bordoloi & Islam, 2012), and therefore in-

depth interviews are an effective way of capturing this tacit knowledge.

• To seek expert opinion from SMEs in a range of different areas relevant to this research.

For example, policy, legislation, medicine, IT and Te Ao Māori. It will not be practical

to focus on any of these areas in depth as part of the primary research in this thesis, so

interviewing experts in these areas is an effective way of rapidly understanding key issues.

1For example the New Zealand Health Act (1956) stipulates a number of requirements around personal information,
which all assumes that data is held centrally by a Crown entity. This works well currently, but is clearly an
example of legislation that may need amending if individuals are to own and control their health data.
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7.2. Participants

7.2.1. Participant selection criteria

The aim of this research phase is to understand current and future issues relating to the imple-

mentation of a RDHIS in Aotearoa New Zealand. While the focus is health information, the

principle applies equally well to any other area currently served by centralised models2. That

is to say, the participants need not be directly involved in the health ecosystem. The health

ecosystem is already complex enough, however, with a range of stakeholders from different

professional groups all operating at different tiers (from primary health to community NGOs to

specialist tertiary centres, and all the different specialties and sub-specialties in each). It is also

important the participants, in aggregate, cover a broad range of stakeholder perspectives. This

will not be exhaustive, of course, and this should be noted as a primary caveat on the findings

from this research phase.

As a starting point, I have utilised a pre-existing taxonomy of health data stakeholders of-

fered by The European Institute for Innovation through Health Data (2021) and this is shown as

table 7.1.

This table shows that the taxonomy does not necessarily translate very well into the Aotearoa

New Zealand context. Additionally, it misses some nuance around an individual’s skill set and

worldview that will be important to know for the interview process. Using table 7.1 as a starting

point, I have identified the following key factors that should ideally be encompassed in the

participant group.

7.2.1.1. Health sector role

There are four key roles that I want to see represented in the participant group:

1. Individual. This is the voice of the individual, or patient, and is critical since the aim

of this thesis is to demonstrate how nascent technologies can empower individuals, and

contribute to better health outcomes.

2. Clinician. There are many different clinical roles that are required to interact with patients

and patient data. It is important to capture their view of distributing health information,

based on practical experience with incumbent systems and processes.

2Not to be facetious, but technically this means all of them. However, there are obviously some domains of infor-
mation which are more amenable to the principles of a RDHIS than others. For example, it is perhaps reasonable
that the criminal justice system, or the welfare system, retain centralised approaches. Research around the pos-
sibilities of distributing these other, perhaps more controversial, data domains would be extremely useful and
interesting.

3Predominantly via the Health Research Council, but other bodies exist.
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Table 7.1.: Health data stakeholders. Adapted from The European Institute for Innovation
through Health Data (2021).

Stakeholder Description

Patients Individual patients or members of society

Health policy makers and
funders

In the Aotearoa New Zealand context, the Ministry of Health

Standards organisations Currently a range of standards are being used at different
places in the health system

Pharma and life sciences Organisations conducting research to make new healthcare
products

Health ICT The vendor ecosystem who build health IT products

Data driven industry A distinct group of people or organisations utilising health
data in different ways

Healthcare providers Organisations delivering healthcare to people

Academia and research
bodies

Health research is a focus of many different academic
specialties and, in Aotearoa New Zealand, there is a robust
system for funding and delivering research3

Health and data strategy Other organisations utilising health data to inform strategy
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3. Technician. This role is meant to capture anyone involved in the IT or underlying data

component of healthcare. This may be people working currently with centralised systems

or in a data-facing role.

4. Policy. This role encompasses anyone involved in research, designing and setting policy

around data, especially health data.

Obviously, these roles will overlap – a Clinician will always also be an Individual, and Techni-

cians may also be Clinicians. I should also reiterate that, within the constraints of this thesis, it

is not possible to accurately represent each of these large and diverse groups.

7.2.1.2. Health sector tier

There are several tiers in health systems, each of which having different pressures, issues, sys-

tems and practices. It will be important to capture qualitative data from as broad a range as

possible. I have formulated the health sector tiers as follows:

1. Community. This tier encompasses any community, NGO or iwi provider. These groups

play a vital part in the Aotearoa New Zealand health system ranging from counselling, to

housing, to mental health and addictions and are not formally part of the state apparatus4.

2. Primary. The Primary tier is the formal Primary care sector, which is mainly comprised of

general practice in Aotearoa New Zealand. Ordinarily this would include the Community

group but, having spent time working with data in both of these tiers, I feel strongly

that there are differences in culture, service provision and philosophy that are sufficiently

different to justify separation.

3. Secondary/Tertiary. This tier in Aotearoa New Zealand is essentially any service pro-

vided via a District Health Board and/or in a hospital setting.

4. Central government. Finally, the government via the Ministry of Health, are a key tier in

the health system. They determine the policy settings and funding mechanisms by which

the health system operates.

The tiers will only apply to participants who are working in the health system, and obviously do

not apply to individuals or patients not part of any other group.

4These providers are typically contracted to central government to provide specific services.
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7.2.1.3. Cultural lens

The final group of factors, and of vital importance in Aotearoa New Zealand, is to understand the

perspective of different cultures – specifically, to draw out the relevance of a RDHIS for Te Ao

Māori but, if possible, also Pasifika. There are obviously other cultural groups within Aotearoa

New Zealand, but Māori and Pasifika specifically have tended to have worse health outcomes

and research indicates that current service delivery models have not met their cultural needs

(Health and Disability System Review, 2020; Health Quality & Safety Commission, 2019)5.

It is important therefore that this research phase should ensure there is a voice for Māori and

Pasifika stakeholders.

7.2.1.4. Use of the selection criteria

The selection criteria in the preceding sections are simply meant to ensure that a reasonable

cross-section of skills, knowledge and experience is represented in the interview participants. It

is not a ‘tick box’ exercise and, similarly, it is important to note that this research phase is not

intended to be an exhaustive study of all conceivable perspectives. It is important that there is

a reasonable cross-section, and that each participant could speak with authority from their own

perspective. This leads us on to a factor which is not clarified in the above criteria, and that is:

the participant must have authority, or mana, in their field. The conclusions from this research

phase are intended to illuminate the changes that have to be made to accommodate distribution

of data in the health sector (and potentially beyond). Therefore, it is important that participants

have sufficient experience and knowledge to talk confidently about this. It implies individuals

who are in senior positions, or leading thought in their particular field.

The approach used is purposive sampling, which is a flexible design that utilises the re-

searchers’ judgement (Robson & McCartan, 2016). This approach works particularly well when

the researcher is involved in the field of research, and has networks or connections in it. Identi-

fying such participants is a rather subjective matter. It is possible to be over-confident in one’s

ability to identify the right people and, naturally, some good opportunities will be missed. How-

ever, I have been involved in this field for some time and feel confident that I already know

the key people who can speak about the Aotearoa New Zealand context. Additionally, the net-

works of my supervision team also offer the ability to broaden the search and find other suitable

participants.

I also leave open the possibility to utilise snowball sampling. This is where “participants

are used to identify other members of the population, who are themselves used as informants”

5In fact HQSC found that this is not a question simply of access; “our results suggest engaging with the health
system can increase advantages for non-Māori and disadvantages for Māori [emphasis added] across the life
course” (Health Quality & Safety Commission, 2019, p. 10).
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(Robson & McCartan, 2016) and, indeed, this did occur during the research process.

7.2.2. Sample size

In the previous section I noted that all participants need to be suitably experienced and qualified

to talk in-depth on this topic; they should be subject matter experts within their field. Because of

this, the interviews were likely to take at least one hour and, in some cases, much longer6. Be-

cause of the other research phases presented in this thesis, a nominal guide of twelve participants

was selected as being suitable.

The literature is understandably non-committal on the question of how many participants are

ideal, since it is contingent on the specific thing being studied and the environment and circum-

stances surrounding it. Patton’s assertion that “there are no rules for sample size in qualitative

inquiry” (2015, p. 184) is unfortunately true, with other writers bemoaning a focus instead on in-

stinct or subjective experience (Malterud, Siersma, & Guassora, 2016; Mason, 2010) as a means

of arriving at a responsible analysis. A helpful addition to this debate is provided by Malterud et

al. (2016), however, who suggest that attention should shift from the number of participants to

the range and depth of new knowledge that the interview process is generating. This is referred

to as ‘Information Power’. Making an explicit distinction to the concept of ‘saturation’ (which

is specific to Grounded Theory, but is utilised imprecisely across a range of other methodolo-

gies), their suggestion is simply that, where more information is held and generated, a lower

number of participants is generally needed. It is useful to identify an approximate sample size

as a starting point (and this can certainly be informed by experience), but very important that it

is continuously reevaluated and assessment is made about the potential diminishing returns of

interviewing more participants.

7.2.3. Participant engagement

Following this approach, I made an initial shortlist of 12 individuals who I had a connection

with, and would meet the participant criteria discussed in section 7.2.1. This was discussed with

the supervision team, and additional candidates were identified from their networks. This stage

utilised the principle of purposeful sampling, whereby my personal knowledge of the individuals

(or the knowledge of my supervisors) could guarantee that they had pertinent knowledge and

experience and the interview would generate rich data. Patton notes that the success of this

approach, from a research integrity perspective, relies on “selecting information-rich cases for

study in depth” (2015, p. 169). This aligns well with the concept of ‘Information Power’, where

6In the final analysis, three interviews took more than one hour with a maximum interview time of one hour and
forty five minutes.
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it is contended that interview design should focus on the value and depth of data or information

gathered.

With an initial list of 20 candidates, I proceeded to make contact and seek their in principle

consent to take part in the research; 15 responded positively. After AUT Ethics Committee ap-

proval was given on 17 May 2021 (please see section §7.4 for further information), I followed up

with these candidates and was able to re-engage with only 11 – a phenomenon that is well under-

stood in the literature (Robson & McCartan, 2016). Two additional participants were identified

via snowball sampling, bringing the number of consented participants up to 13. A summary of

interview participants is shown in table 7.2, where participants are identified (with their consent)

for the purpose of establishing expertise and relevance of findings.

Whilst I could be very confident that interviewing these participants would generate rich and

useful data, it is important to check how well the mix of participants fulfills the selection criteria

(section 7.2.1).

7.2.3.1. Assessment of participants against selection criteria

The selection criteria encompass three domains: health sector role, health sector tier and cultural

lens. In figure 7.1, a visual representation is shown against the health sector role and tier do-

mains only. This information was gathered as part of the interview process, as well as my own

knowledge or publicly available information about each participant. It is certainly not intended

to summarise this group of peoples entire lived experience into a simple table; it is merely a

heuristic to gauge where any potential ‘blind spots’ may be present in the research outputs.
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Table 7.2.: Initial participant list and selection criteria

Name Role

Dorothy Adams Seconded to the OECD. Formerly Chief Executive, Social
Wellbeing Agency; GM Data, Evidence and Insights at the Ministry
of Social Development

Dr Andrew Chen Research Fellow at Koi Tū – the Centre for Informed Futures at the
University of Auckland

Mark Corbitt Chief Executive, Patients First

Wendy Hamilton Chief Data Steward, Ministry of Education

Shayne Hunter Deputy Director-General Digital and Data, Ministry of Health

Leaupepe Rachel
Karalus

Chief Executive, K’aute Pasifika Trust

Joy Liddicoat President – InternetNZ, Human Rights and AI researcher
(University of Otago) and formerly Assistant Commissioner, Office
of the Privacy Commissioner

James Mansell Senior leader and Special advisor encompassing multiple
government portfolios, focusing on use of data to improve
effectiveness

Dr Will Reedy Chief Executive, Spark Health, and medical doctor

Kylie Reiri Chief Executive, Nicholson Consulting

Ngapera Riley Chief Executive, Figure.NZ

Simon Ross Chief Data Steward, Ministry of Health

Steve Creed Former senior leader across a range of health and public service
settings
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Figure 7.1.: Assessment of participants against selection criteria

The visualisation shows that there is good coverage across the Technician and Policy roles,

but poor coverage across the Clinician role. The initial participant list had identified two key

people operating at a senior level clinically, both of whom unfortunately were in the group of

participants that I could not re-engage with following AUT Ethics Committee approval. Given

the schedule of this thesis, it was not possible to identify and engage with a suitable alternative

within the available time. The clinician voice is therefore noted as being under-represented in

this research phase. This is certainly not ideal, but it should be remembered that this phase is

not intended to be a canonical representation of current thinking about distribution. It is the

first step in a journey towards identifying how distribution might be possible in the Aotearoa

New Zealand health sector and there are, nevertheless, important insights from those who did

participate. The under-representation of the clinician voice is noted in section §8.3 as an area

requiring further research.

What figure 7.1 also shows is a slight imbalance towards both the central government and

hospital tiers of the health sector. This is not necessarily a bad thing, since these are the tiers

with the most influence and power within the health sector, as it stands at the time of writing.

The Ardern government announced a wide-ranging reform of the NZ health system in 2021,

with the tacit acknowledgement that the Community and Primary tiers have not received enough

attention. This also signalled the dissolution of the District Health Board structure, which has

managed the flow of funds from its Vote Health allocation down to Community and Primary

providers (with arguably a disproportionate focus on hospital services).
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I removed the ‘Individual’ role from the assessment shown in figure 7.1, since every inter-

viewee also effectively speaks as an individual – and many participants did indeed speak from

the perspective of themselves as health system users. Again, it is unlikely that they would be

able to represent the full range of individual experiences of the health system – particularly, by

definition, those who are marginalised from it – but this has been touched on in Research Phase

One (please see chapter 4), and is an area that will benefit from further research.

7.2.3.2. Cultural lens

The cultural lens criterion does not fit neatly into a visual representation, and is also something

that would be insensitive to quantify. Individuals have complex relationships with their culture

and ethnicity and, as a researcher, it felt improper or intrusive to ask participants directly about

it. Participants did speak willingly about this, but I wanted their inclusion to be solely about

their mana within their field.

One participant, who has been active within Te Mana Raraunga (the Māori Data Sovereignty

Network), highlighted the complexity of this issue by specifically requesting that their partici-

pation is on an individual basis and that their comments should not be misrepresented as if they

were speaking on behalf of the broader group. Firstly it is somewhat ironic – and betrays my

own cultural bias towards individualism – because I had never intended to do so. But, secondly,

it speaks to perhaps a type of engagement fatigue (The Office for Māori Crown Relations - Te

Arawhiti, 2018) whereby indigenous people and ethnic minorities are invited to speak on behalf

of their entire heterogeneous and multifaceted cultural group – or, worse, as a sole representative

simply in order to tick a particular box.

In summary, there certainly has been a cultural lens applied to this research phase via the

contribution of some participants. This is not to say that full engagement or consultation has

been done with Māori – it has not, and that was never the intention. But some important cultural

issues certainly arose from these interviews, and they will be discussed in section §7.7.

7.3. Interviews: Design and implementation

Having clarified the process around participants, we now turn our attention to the design and

implementation of the interviews themselves. As with all research phases, the interviews must

directly link to the purpose of this research, and the research questions themselves. That is,

the interview process must be wholly congruent with the overall research aims (Jones, Torres,

& Arminio, 2013). This section will outline the design and implementation processes for this

research phase.
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7.3.1. Developing the interview protocol

In designing the overall protocol for this research phase, I will rely on the Interview Protocol

Refinement (IPR) framework developed by Castillo-Montoya (2016). This framework proposes

the completion of four key phases, before being ready to interview participants:

• Alignment with research questions

• Constructing an inquiry-based conversation

• Receiving feedback on protocols

• Piloting the interview protocol (Castillo-Montoya, 2016).

These phases will be discussed in the following subsections.

7.3.1.1. Checking alignment with research questions

The interview process must be carefully designed, to ensure that it is congruent with the research

aims and therefore leads to the collection of useful data. Without this step, the interview may be

nothing more than a pleasant conversation.

The research questions are presented in section §1.3 and it is clarified there that, although there

are three questions for the thesis to answer, they are encompassed by three separate research

phases. Therefore, while Castillo-Montoya (2016) asserts that the interview process must relate

directly to all research questions in order to be useful, the structure of this thesis as a whole

means that this need not be the case. For example, some research questions can be answered

via the literature review, or via prototype development. Only one research question is wholly

the responsibility of this interview research phase: How could a distributed health information

system be implemented in Aotearoa New Zealand?

To answer this question we necessarily have to consider the current state and then think about

those things which represent meaningful obstacles. Some of these may be technical (the capabil-

ity of extant IT systems in the health sector), some may be political (anxiety about losing access

to foundational data sources) and yet others may be legal (for example, Health Act 1956 stipu-

lations about recording and managing patient information). Another way to look at the question

may be to ask instead – how far has centralisation influenced structures and processes that sit

around the health sector, and health data, and tend to further embed it?

The interview questions should therefore try to elicit these obstacles, as well as to unravel the

centralisation problem, so that the information can be analysed in aggregate and presented for

further discussion. I therefore decided to use the following questions for the interview guide:
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1. What advantages could we realise by having individuals own and control their health data?

2. Can you think of any legal or regulatory obstacles?

3. Can you think of any cultural or social issues?

4. How do you think incumbent systems and providers would respond?

5. How do you think the broader health system would respond?

6. Is there anything else you’d like to talk about, that we haven’t already touched on?

The first question is designed more as a conversation starter, to start thinking about the decen-

tralisation concept in more practical terms. Rubin and Rubin (2012) note that, while it may feel

efficient to focus purely on key questions, there is necessarily a very human element to the inter-

view process and, therefore, it is important that some rapport is first built before moving on to

questions that are more directly linked with the research purpose. This first question is of course

directly linked to the research purpose anyway. However, it is a very broad open question and

one that most participants would find it easy to have an opinion about.

The following four questions, two to five, are clearly more focused on the elicitation of those

obstacles which may have been embedded by the dominant centralised model. These questions

provide opportunity to discuss how to overcome identified obstacles, and move towards a dis-

tributed model. The final question is a closing question, giving the participant an opportunity to

make any additional comments or observations they wish.

7.3.1.2. Constructing an inquiry-based conversation

If it is so important to centre the interview on the research questions, then why not simply

use these in the interview? The IPR framework here calls us to ensure a clear distinction be-

tween research questions and interview questions – “research questions formulate what you

want to understand; your interview questions are what you ask people to gain that understand-

ing” (Maxwell, 2012, p. 101). Creating an ‘inquiry-based conversation’ therefore requires the

researcher to employ user-friendly language, avoid jargon, and to consider social norms and the

contexts of the participants themselves. Interview question design is essentially a process of

translating the research questions, in order to get maximum engagement, clarity and safety for

the participants.

Having said this, the interview should not necessarily be a facsimile of an ordinary social con-

versation. Something I noted while carrying out the interviews was my urge to step in and make

a point, or to correct something I felt was incorrect or misunderstood – effectively to engage in
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convivial debate. However, the interview is not about persuading people, or promoting some-

thing you believe in. The focus must be to understand what the participant thinks and feels about

your subject. In this way, it requires constraints that are not found in ordinary social conversa-

tion. Castillo-Montoya (2016) notes the example of following up with “why?” questions. In an

interview setting, this could be perceived as judgmental or antagonistic whereas it is perfectly

acceptable in social conversation.

Striking this careful balance between inquiry and conversation can be aided by thinking ex-

plicitly about the types of question being asked, and when to utilise them. For example, Rubin

and Rubin (2012) identify four types of interview question, each playing an important role in

striking this balance:

Table 7.3.: Interview question types. Adapted from Rubin and Rubin (2012).

Question type Description

Introductory Neutral and non-threatening questions, eliciting general information

Transition Link introductory questions to key questions

Key Directly connected with research questions and study purpose

Closing Easy to answer and move the interview towards closure

Introductory questions establish rapport, and help to move the participant’s mindset towards

inquiry. Transition questions will pick up on something the participant has said, and use it to

move on to another topic or a Key question. Key questions themselves are the ones I noted in

the previous section, and are most directly linked to the research questions. Closing questions

should provide an opportunity for the participant to discuss anything else they want and to start

transitioning out of the inquiry space.

7.3.1.3. Receiving feedback on interview protocols

An evaluation step in protocol design is important, in order to make sure that collected data is

as useful and robust as possible. It is also important that some testing takes place to ensure that

questions are likely to be correctly understood and interpreted by participants. Hurst et al. have

noted that failing to do this introduces “the risk of later collecting invalid and incomplete data”,

but also to bear in mind that doing so “is not a guarantee of ... success” (2015, p. 827).

This evaluation step should incorporate consideration of a range of dimensions, for example:

structure of the interview protocol; validity of questions being asked, and; congruence between

interview and research questions. In practice this involves a read through the interview protocol

with another person, who should ideally share some characteristics with the actual participants.
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This was not practical in my case, due to the narrow group from which participants were drawn

– but also because they would all be speaking from such varied perspectives. Nevertheless,

I did perform a basic read through with a colleague in the health sector and this led to some

changes around jargon and terminology7. This was an important change, since I am proposing

to interview participants from a wide range of technical and non-technical backgrounds. If I

am speaking with a technical expert I can, of course, flex my approach to use more technical

language. But the protocol, used as a guiding framework, should not embed any assumptions in

this area.

7.3.1.4. Piloting the interview protocol

Following the previous three steps, the researcher would have a protocol which they could be

confident is congruent with the research purpose (and research questions), and which balances

the requirements of an ‘inquiry-based conversation’. Some improvements will have been made,

based on testing and feedback in the prior step. This step takes that even further, and proposes

a full simulation of an interview under conditions which are as realistic as possible. In my case

that meant hosting an interview using the protocol, via video conference. In this stage we are

more concerned with the practicalities of utilising the interview protocol, as opposed to focusing

on participant understanding or thought process (Castillo-Montoya, 2016). This step enables

the researcher to gain a practical sense of how long the interview would take, as well as to

understand any practical or logistical issues that may occur.

I conducted pilot interviews with two colleagues who both had strong health sector, and re-

search and evaluation, experience. However, they did not have any specific knowledge (technical

or otherwise) on the research topic of distributed data (which, in fact, would be true for most

interview participants). These interviews were done using a software video conference tool

(Zoom), which allowed the audio and video to be recorded. With only two participants, there

was also no technical limitation on the allowed time. Because the interviews were to take place

in the last three months of 2021, I reasoned that most people would be very familiar with us-

ing these tools given the lockdown constraints imposed since early 2020 when the Coronavirus

pandemic emerged. The pilot interviews resulted in the following findings:

1. Interview duration. The pilot interviews took between 35 and 40 minutes to complete. I

had expected them to take around one hour, and so this surprised me. However, on reflec-

tion I considered that the pilot interview was only a simulation and, thus, it is possible that

the participants picked up that the breadth and depth of their responses were not the focus.

7Specifically that I had been referring to the centralisation/decentralisation dichotomy, on the risky assumption that
participants would have carefully digested the Participant Information Sheet.
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It is also true that the individuals involved do not have a strong stake in this field, and so

their answers were mainly from a personal perspective (which did make some of the ques-

tions hard to pilot). Based on my personal knowledge of the interview candidates, I felt

confident that the interviews could easily take one full hour and, in some cases, possibly

even longer8.

2. Introduction and closing. Upon trying to provide a realistic simulation of an interview,

I realised that I did not have any guide as to how to open the conversation. Because of

this, the first part of the pilot interviews was quite rambling on my part, and I did not feel

confident it gave a good impression to the participants about my integrity as a researcher.

This is perhaps a more subjective point, but I knew that rapport was important to generate

useful data (Rubin & Rubin, 2012) and rapport could be hampered if the participant feels

the interviewer is not prepared, or not in control of the process. I therefore implemented

a standard opening statement into the interview protocol which, although it was largely

a reinterpretation of content from the Participant Information Sheet, would serve as a

concise focal point before entering into discussion. To a lesser extent the same was true

of the closing statement. There are some key facts that I needed to reiterate to participants

(for example, next steps around transcript approval) and this should be consistent.

3. Management of apps and notifications. A practical learning from this process was

around management of notifications on my device. Since the video conference tool ran

from my laptop, where my audio and video would be shared with the interviewee, there

was a possibility that this could cause some interruption. Indeed, this did occur, as some

app notifications on my laptop made audible sounds which were distracting during the pi-

lot interviews. I therefore added a protocol step around deactivating any notifications prior

to an interview. These notifications are now so ubiquitous that the participants themselves

will likely experience them. However, I wanted to ensure that any such distraction was

not generated from myself as the interviewer.

4. Understanding of network types/taxonomy. The taxonomy presented in section §2.3

describes three network types – centralised, decentralised and distributed. The research

focus here is on the distributed type. I found during the pilot interviews that this became

very confusing for the participants, who easily understood ‘centralisation’ but struggled

to distinguish between the other two types. Because it was important for me during the

interviews to contrast what I am proposing against the dominant paradigm (centralisa-

tion), I decided that simply presenting the opposite of this (decentralisation) would be

8As already noted, this is indeed what happened, with three interviews taking longer than one hour, but most were
around the one hour mark.
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conceptually simpler for interviewees. When I describe ‘decentralisation’ during the inter-

view process, however, I actually describe ‘distribution’ (as can be seen in the Participant

Information Sheet at appendix E). This is simply because the polarity of centralisation-

decentralisation is easier to understand for non-technical participants.

7.3.2. Participant interviews

The interviews generally took place within business hours. However, one participant was based

in Europe and it was not possible to arrange a convenient time during the working day of either

party9. As already mentioned, they all took place via video conference software which allowed

unlimited meeting time between two participants, and the ability to easily record the audio for

transcription.

Luckily there were no unexpected curtailments of interview time, or clashing appointments.

This was particularly lucky given that I was interviewing senior people who would be pressed

for time. Similarly, there were no technical issues with using the video conference tool. This

seems to bear out the assumption I previously noted, that participants would be very familiar

with it having worked through the Coronavirus pandemic for more than a year by that point.

Three interviews had to be rescheduled ahead of time, due to pressing commitments – one

participant needed to reschedule on four occasions. However, good notice was given and it was

very easy to be flexible and arrange alternative times.

In total, 805 minutes of interview time was used across all 12 participants. The average

interview duration was 67 minutes (range 60-105).

7.4. Ethics

AUT Ethics Committee approval was given on 17 May 2021. The protocol submitted in the

application notes that participants must give fully informed consent, and also being clear that all

interviews are recorded and transcribed (and the mechanics and privacy issues associated with

that). The approval letter is attached as appendix D.

Interview participants, upon confirming their availability and willingness to take part, were

each sent a Participant Information Sheet which explains in some detail the purpose of the re-

search and what is expected of them during the interview. Other information is also provided

around retention of information, their right to withdraw and contact details of the Primary Su-

pervisor in case they have any issues around the research process. A copy of this is attached as

appendix E.

9This particular interview took place at 8pm CET and 7am NZDT.
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7.5. Transcription

While transcription is not necessarily part of the formal research it is, of course, absolutely vital

if any value is to be derived from the interviews. Transcribing results in a documented record

of the conversation – one which the interviewee has a chance to amend and which can be used

for a range of textual analyses. Because of the amount of audio I had garnered (and the overall

workload of this thesis), I decided to make use of a transcribing service. Whilst I had used

overseas, and even automated, transcription services before, my impression is that the quality

is either low or – at best – many Aotearoa New Zealand terms and acronyms will be incorrect

or missing. I therefore ensured that the transcription was done within Aotearoa New Zealand,

and this bore fruit when additional complexity, such as local acronyms and use of te reo, was

accurately transcribed.

All transcripts were, however, reviewed in detail by the researcher. Although this was still

time-consuming, I believe it is absolutely vital to have a very intimate knowledge of the tran-

scripts so that the coding process can be more effective. In total the transcripts generated 70,600

words, with an average of 5,900 words per transcript.

7.6. Analysis

Qualitative data analysis, particularly of interview transcripts, relies first on a coding process

so that sense can be made of the rich unstructured data. We have already discussed a basic

content analysis coding process in section 4.8.2, when reviewing the survey data in research

phase one. Coding involves classifying the data in the transcripts and then using it to find

patterns or themes. The goals of the coding process can be described as “[enabling] you to

organize and group similarly coded data into categories or ‘families’ because they share some

characteristic” (Saldana, 2015, p.8). That is, transcripts containing hours of conversation with

interview participants, are carefully coded to tag particularly meaningful or insightful comments.

We attempt to bring structure to the unstructured data.

There are, of course, many differing methodologies and frameworks for conducting qualitative

data analysis. Mackieson et al. (2019) identify two main strands:

1. Content analysis – organising and quantifying the data into categories.

2. Thematic analysis – interpreting patterns of meaning in the data.

The first can be seen as a relatively simple descriptive process of coding data and analysing

results and, indeed, was employed during research phase one. The second goes much further,

and invites greater consideration of themes, subthemes and the generation of a coherent story
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from the data. All approaches rely on this foundational coding step. At the time of writing,

automated coding tools are not widely or easily available, and consumer products tend to be

focused on specific tasks such as call centres or sentiment analysis10.

What this means is that the task of identifying codes, and coding the data itself, is generally the

job of the researcher. This introduces the possibility of biased, subjective and non-reproducible

outputs. For example, as a researcher, I can choose to deprioritise coding of points which do

not support my hypothesis and, conversely, I could ‘over code’ the data to in order to back

up a line of argument. Of course, this would be hugely unethical but it is nevertheless a real

possibility. This effect is well acknowledged in the literature; Bierema et al. (2021) found that

a panel of disciplinary experts in education research exhibited quantifiable bias when manually

coding data. Even when automated coding becomes ubiquitous, we must be conscious that the

machine-learning and AI models those products use would be predicated on human-coded data

– the bias persists and, in fact, can become reinforced (Agarwal & Mishra, 2021).

So what can be done? Saldana (2015) suggests a cyclical coding process whereby coding is

performed, evaluated and reviewed. This can be done over several cycles and thus promotes

a very thorough and diligent coding process. However it obviously still cannot rule out the

influence of cognitive bias alone, particularly if the same researcher is performing each cycle11.

Perhaps it is better to acknowledge the bias, and actively centre the research process around it?

This is what Braun and Clarke (2006) advocate in their writing on reflexive thematic anal-

ysis. That is, bias simply cannot be eliminated so we must seek instead to be conscious of it

and let it contextualise the research. This is very much reflected in the authors’ distaste for the

notion that themes passively ‘emerge’ from the data, or that themes are waiting to be discov-

ered. This implies a degree of objectivity – or empirical truth – that simply cannot exist, and

it “denies the active role the researcher always plays in identifying patterns/themes, selecting

which are of interest, and reporting them to the readers” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p.80). Reflex-

ive Thematic Analysis (RTA) acknowledges these decisions and intervention points, and helps

the reader understand the researcher’s interpretation of the data. A six phase process is proposed

by the authors12, and I shall rely on it for this research phase:

10For example, Microsoft’s ‘Text Analytics’ service or AWS ‘Comprehend’ (https://aws.amazon.com/
comprehend/).

11It must also be noted that bias will already have affected my choice of research questions, interview participants,
research methodology and choice of breakfast. However, it seems to me that the coding process is particularly
vulnerable to bias, and the amount of literature on the topic would seem to support that.

12Although it is helpful to remember that the qualitative research process should not be prescriptive, and will rarely
be linear (Patton, 2015).
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Table 7.4.: Reflexive Thematic Analysis process. Adapted from Braun and Clarke (2006).

Phase Description

1 – Understanding
the data

Become as familiar as possible with all aspects of your data

2 – Initial coding Organise your data into meaningful groups

3 – Search for
themes

Group codes into overarching themes

4 – Review themes Ensure that data within themes is coherent, and themes are
identifiable and distinct

5 – Define and
name themes

Identify the story of each theme, and how they relate to the research
questions

6 – Discussion Provide a coherent, logical and interesting story from the data

7.6.1. Understanding the data

Having been part of the collection of data for this research phase, I have a natural advantage

here. I was present during all the interviews, and subsequently listened to all of them after

completion. This gave me a good sense of the content overall. Although I did not personally

transcribe the audio, I did manually review each transcript and therefore have a very good holistic

understanding of the data corpus.

Braun and Clarke (2006) promote this step as an opportunity to inductively generate some

initial ideas around themes. This helps to facilitate an iterative process between theme identifi-

cation, and code generation (where a theme is broader and is usually composed of a number of

codes). Whilst I certainly had my own ideas in mind – as I was carrying out the interviews, and

later – the interview process did throw up some unexpected initial themes13. In table 7.5 I set

out the themes that I noted during this phase. These are mainly just general reflections on key

themes as a first pass, serving to help me focus on the content of the data before going further in

depth. I have included a third column – ‘expected’ – simply to indicate whether or not it was in

my mind at the outset of this research phase, and this can be read as a marker of an initial theme

that I found surprising. Please note, at this stage no actual coding has been performed. This is

simply an informal summary of things that I noticed initially from the process of familiarising

myself with the data.

13And, arguably, this research phase would have been unsuccessful and suspicious if that had not occurred.
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Table 7.5.: Initial themes from interview transcripts

Theme Description Expected

Risk/liability Decentralisation limits the volume of data for central
agencies to manage, and therefore reduces risk and liability
for adverse events.

No14

Integrity There are serious issues currently with the amount of
duplicate data in the sector, and the need to reconcile that and
validate integrity of it.

Yes

Aotearoa
New Zealand
health
reforms

The health structure reforms – including the creation of
Health New Zealand (HNZ) and Māori Health Authority
entities – raise questions about the future health data
ecosystem in Aotearoa New Zealand. Specifically, what will
be the data management/sharing interface between HNZ and
the Ministry of Health?

No

User control The ability for people to decide who has access to their data. Yes

Trust/social
licence

Sentiment around use of personal data, and what sort of
mandate agencies feel they have around data practice and
initiatives. Also concerns about trust between government
funding/commissioning agencies and providers15.

Yes

Access to
data

Specifically the concern that decentralisation will result in a
reduced ability for government to access people’s data.

Yes

Geopolitical
data
sovereignty

A focus on where the data physically resides, rather than an
ability to exert control over it.

Yes

Ownership The difficult concept of claiming ownership over data –
particularly in a te ao Māori context.

No

Capability Concern about the capability of stakeholder and individuals
to operate in a decentralised system.

No

Units of
aggregation

Some groups may prefer to exert sovereignty over data at
different levels – e.g., as a community, iwi or hapū, rather
than as an individual.

Yes

Novel data Given social licence, control and consent – agencies
potentially can access new and more meaningful data under
decentralisation.

Yes

Legislative
conflict

A claim that the overarching Privacy Act 2020 is enabling
around data sharing – and would be amenable to
decentralisation – but sector-specific legislation (e.g.
Education Act, Health Act) is not.

No
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What this demonstrates is an indication about my own biases around the themes I would find,

and makes it clear which ones I had not previously considered. This is a very helpful reflexive

practice to undertake prior to formal coding since it surfaces those preconceptions and ensures

that the big picture, of what I see in the data, is not overlooked.

7.6.2. Initial coding

The next phase entails the practical work of assigning codes to data. With the initial themes in

mind from the previous phase, it is easier to understand how each item may form the basis of a

theme in subsequent phases. Having said that, it is important not to let the initial themes con-

strain the coding. Braun and Clarke recommend to “code for as many potential themes/patterns

as possible (time permitting) – you never know what might be interesting later” (2006, p.89).

This process resulted in 418 data extracts which were coded from the wider corpus, using

the open source software QualCoder16. Extracts may be thought of as a feature of the data

which appears interesting, and can be analysed in relation to the phenomenon being studied. In

practical terms, they are interview excerpts that raise pertinent or interesting points about the

area of study. The application of codes categorises these excerpts, which can then be interpreted

in a later stage. A total of 85 codes were applied across the 418 excerpts17. In truth, I was

surprised at how many were generated and, as the list of codes grew, it became increasingly

difficult to recall if I had used one before.

However RTA does require coding at a much finer grain of detail, compared with the simpler

content analysis approach utilised in section 4.8.2, so this could have been foreseen. The ratio-

nale behind this step is to ensure that we do not jump straight to higher level themes, and thereby

potentially miss something interesting in the data.

In order to bring to life the ‘reflexive’ component of RTA, I will comment here on some of

the issues I noted during this initial coding process.

7.6.2.1. Defining codes

This represents an issue with the level of detail at which RTA encourages you to operate within.

For example several comments related to different aspects of ‘control’ over data which, in a

simpler content analysis, may have been captured under a broader category of control. However

the RTA process demands that this is split into more detailed and specific codes. For example,

14To be clear, this is one of the indirect benefits of decentralisation I was aware of, but I certainly didn’t expect an
interview participants to suggest it.

15On the latter point, the Office of the Privacy Commissioner’s ‘Inquiry into the Ministry of Social Development’s
collection of individual client-level data from NGOs’ (Privacy Commission, 2017) is especially pertinent.

16Retrieved from https://github.com/ccbogel/QualCoder/releases/tag/2.8.
17The full list is available in table F.1.
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the code “control over data improves health” was created based on a comment that control can

make people more engaged and allow them to manage their own health more effectively.

A separate comment – that people should generally be able to have more control over their

data – was coded as “people should have control over their data”. Finally, another comment

stated that affording people control over their data gives them more agency generally. This was

separated out into yet another code, because it had a slightly different focus in term of saying that

it resulted in agency, and this is a concept that overlaps more clearly with Māori data sovereignty

principles.

Another good example of the complexity and subjectivity in coding is an interviewee relating

an anecdote about senior Māori leaders affirming that data is a taonga. However they also

recognised that government needed to access data to properly discharge its duties. While this

comment could be coded under something general like “government need access to data”, it

did introduce a new dimension about the tension between government respecting Māori data

sovereignty and simply needing access to data.

7.6.2.2. Internal consistency of transcripts

An additional, somewhat unexpected, complexity of the interview process is that participants

didn’t necessarily present a consistent perspective on the topics and sub-topics discussed. Braun

and Clarke note this phenomenon explicitly, and warn that “no data set is without contradiction,

and ... [one] ... does not have to smooth out or ignore the tensions and inconsistencies within

and across data items” (2006, p.89).

A basic example of this is where one interviewee expressed concern about whether individuals

would have the capability to manage a decentralised system18, but later concluded that people

are already having to deal with digital complexity already and decentralisation will probably

not be very different – “It’s incredibly complicated already, which makes people throw up their

hands and give up. Anything you do will be better than that.”

7.6.2.3. Evolving understanding of participants

Similarly, I noticed some participants change perspective during our interview almost as if our

discussion had helped them work through the relative advantages and disadvantages as part of

the process itself. One interviewee, for example, began the interview asserting that centralised

data had to be maintained but, towards the end, was later commenting that decentralisation was

the most equitable approach overall. This is naturally hard to quantify, but I certainly did feel

18Also note that we had not discussed any specific mechanics involved in a decentralised system – many of these
concerns seem to have been assumed by participants.
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throughout the interview process that some participants came to understand the possibilities for

decentralisation/distribution, simply by virtue of having an opportunity to think and talk about

it.

This phenomenon is well known in computer science as the ‘Rubber Duck’ parable, described

by Hunt and Thomas (2000). In it, a programmer is stuck on a problem and cannot proceed. By

holding a rubber duck19, and explaining to it what is happening, the programmer can invariably

arrive at the solution themselves. So there is a process where the verbalisation of an issue

encourages structured thinking, which can then lead to understanding and a potential solution

(if a problem exists).

I cannot locate any other literature on this topic which discusses interview participants’ deep-

ening understanding of a topic – or shifting their opinion – by virtue of discussing it. This

may very well be because interview participants are generally selected for their expertise and,

presumably, this scenario would not ordinarily arise. All of my interview participants certainly

were experts in their own domains but, for many, decentralisation itself was a new concept.

In fact, in places, this general understanding of decentralisation was problematic and led me to

define a code “Conflating access to data with sovereignty”. This was interesting because it was

not strictly a product of what the participants said. It was my interpretation of what they were

saying, that led me to believe that some key concepts were being conflated. In this case, there

were repeated statements such as “decentralisation would be good if it meant greater access to

data”. These concepts are certainly related, but decentralisation is quite distinct to ‘access to

data’ which could easily be achieved in the extant centralised paradigm.

If my feeling has any basis in truth, it is probable that this is because of the general lack

of understanding around decentralisation/distribution I have discussed previously, and which is

neatly summed up by another interviewee thus: “I think we don’t know the full extent of what

the opportunities [of decentralisation] are yet, because we don’t know that this world exists”.

7.6.3. Search for themes

The long list of codes discussed in the previous section must now be grouped into higher order

themes. Once again, there is a great deal of subjectivity involved in this phase but RTA helps

to maintain transparency around the decision-making process. Braun and Clarke note that the

focus of this phase is “to analyse your codes and consider how different codes may combine to

form an overarching theme” (2006, p.89). However we must not only think about the relation-

ship between codes, but between themes and any subthemes they contain. Some may naturally

become themes of their own, some may build a subtheme and it might be determined that some

19The book does not explain the significance of the rubber duck specifically; it could just as well be any other
inanimate object.
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are no longer relevant. But this phase is predominantly about grouping codes into themes, and

we should be careful not to rush into organising a finalised set of themes just yet.

The first pass at mapping themes and subthemes from the initial coding is shown in figure 7.2.

It can be seen that the map is rather large and busy, and probably is not very accessible in this

thesis format20. What it shows, though, is the identification of five main themes (these are shaded

green in the image), and 32 subthemes (shaded in grey).

A small number of codes were discarded, either because I could justify encompassing them

under a subtheme or because I deemed them irrelevant. For example, I coded nine excerpts in the

previous phase on the topic of consent. The sentiment of these excerpts was that consent is being

done poorly at present, and we need to think about improving its granularity and dynamism21.

This is a very valid point in the context of the current state, however it is a problem that is

completely solved by decentralisation/distribution (at least, as it is envisaged in this thesis). Any

such ecosystem will have built in user control as a key feature; dynamic and granular consent

would be a solved problem in this paradigm.

20A full-resolution version of the image can be accessed at https://imgur.com/a/9KEy9Jr.
21As opposed to the current state of signing a consent once, and it never being reviewed or updated again.
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7.6.4. Review themes

This phase begins a process of refining the themes and subthemes identified in the previous

section. This is essentially an evaluation phase, which demands reflection on the initial thematic

map (figure 7.2) and testing of whether the themes have internal consistency, and whether the

entire thematic map is representative of the meaning found in the corpus.

Patton (2015) provides a useful rubric for assessing validity – do the themes have internal

homogeneity, and external heterogeneity? That is, the subthemes and codes within a theme must

all directly relate to that theme. Similarly, we should ensure that the themes are distinct – across

the corpus they should be heterogeneous, and not replicate or overlap.

Starting at the level of theme, I was reasonably confident after the initial coding process

that the main themes were indeed distinct. In fact, I was even concerned that I had been too

aggressive in finishing with five themes when the first phase of this RTA process (table 7.5)

found at least twelve themes, and I had informally noted many others during the initial coding

phase.

Nevertheless, the five themes shown in figure 7.2 are certainly distinct:

1. Access to data. Describes issues or possibilities around accessing data. Note that, even

though I had raised focus on this as an issue when it is conflated with data sovereignty or

decentralisation (discussed in section 7.6.2.3), it remains a valid issue in its own right.

2. Control over data. Encompasses codes dealing with a perceived right for groups to

control data, or the impacts of being able to do so. Quite distinct from simply being able

to access data, this is specifically about exerting sovereignty over one’s data.

3. Decentralisation issues. Perceived issues with implementing decentralisation.

4. Decentralisation opportunities. Potential benefits and opportunities of implementing

decentralisation.

5. Social licence. A theme which describes the “permission ... [agencies have] ... to make

decisions about the management and use of the public’s data” (Statistics New Zealand,

2018, p.3).

Braun and Clarke (2006) suggest two components within this phase, and each is now discussed

in turn.

7.6.4.1. Extract-level review

This step requires the researcher to review all the extracts that have now been categorised under

a theme; we must check and ensure that they do indeed form a clear pattern that we can group
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as a single theme. This step is effecting Patton’s internal homogeneity.

Something I found difficult at this step was the breadth of some of the themes, and I worried

that I had made the themes too broad. For example ‘legislation’, the ‘power of incumbents’ and

‘sector capability’ are all issues which will inhibit decentralisation/distribution (please refer to

figure 7.2). Seen in overview, this has internal consistency. However, individually, all of these

codes can be wildly different and could feasibly have branched off into a multitude of additional

themes themselves. I was consciously avoiding doing this, since I was aware that the literature

around RTA often condensed a corpus into fewer than five main themes22.

My candidate themes did appear, at this stage, to form a coherent pattern so I proceeded to

the next step.

7.6.4.2. Corpus-level review

This step asks the researcher to zoom out and evaluate whether the initial thematic map “accu-

rately reflects the meanings evident in the data set as a whole” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p.91).

Once again this is a normative determination and so, whether or not it seems ‘accurate’ is defi-

nitely subjective. The real question is – do the initial themes ‘work’?

At this stage, it became clear to me that having two themes which were essentially ‘advan-

tages’ and ‘disadvantages’ of decentralisation was not analytically useful. In terms of RTA, at

least, it seems rather facile to conclude that a major theme was “there are some advantages”,

or “there are some issues”. Furthermore, it made no sense at the corpus level that I identified a

theme – for example, ‘access to data’ – which could very well exist as a subtheme under either

of these.

I therefore elected to completely review these two themes. Rather than my thematic map

simply saying “some people thought these things were advantages”, I really felt that I needed to

pull out the key components and revise them as themes in their own right. What are the issues

with decentralisation that people were talking about? In doing this I also had to revisit my initial

fear of ending up with too many themes and this step therefore required a series of revisions.

In revision one I therefore decomposed the two problematic themes ‘decentralisation issues’

and ‘decentralisation opportunities’. I did this by pulling the subthemes out into a list and

attempting to either assign them to existing themes, or new and more meaningful themes. This

is shown in table 7.6.

22Indeed, course material made available on the Auckland University website by Professor Virginia Braun indicates
that six themes would be a reasonable maximum for most projects (Braun, 2019).

23Māori Data Sovereignty is not an area this writer can discuss, with any integrity.
24This subtheme is a cynical benefit to the incumbent centralised hegemony.
25This is a valid area for further research, but not a strong theme or subtheme in its own right.
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Table 7.6.: Thematic map: revision one

subtheme Action

More access to data Move to existing theme Access to data

Alignment with Māori Data Sovereignty Remove23

Reduced risk/liability Remove24

Data integrity Move to existing theme Control over data

More trust Move to new theme Trust

Difficult to understand Move to new theme Capability

Centralised hegemony Move to new theme Capability

Technical debt Move to new theme Capability

Identity management Remove25

Domain legislation Move to existing theme Access to data

Dependent on trust Move to new theme Trust

Capability Move to new theme Capability

Incumbents Move to existing theme Control over data

Public sector operating model Move to new theme Capability
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This does now seem to highlight themes which are more meaningful. I recall from reviewing

the transcripts, and undertaking the initial coding, that there were lots of comments around

capability and trust. The revised themes therefore feel as if they are more reflective of the

dataset with these now having a higher profile. The resultant thematic map can be seen visually

in figure 7.326. It is a little more compact than the initial version, but the connections between

themes and subthemes still make sense.

26A full-resolution version of the image can be accessed at https://imgur.com/a/HYtsqiZ.
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There is yet more refining to be done, however. Braun and Clarke advise that “you need to

return to further reviewing and refining of your coding until you have devised a satisfactory

thematic map” (2006, p.92). They also caution that this could go on forever and the researcher

needs to recognise the point of diminishing returns in this iterative process and stop when it is

satisfactory.

Reviewing the Thematic map: revision one, I had two main criticisms. Firstly, the new theme

of trust felt disconnected and awkward, and secondly the thematic map overall needed to be sim-

plified and streamlined (mainly in terms of subthemes). This led to a further round of refinement

and in revision two I therefore took the following actions:

1. The Social licence theme was made a subtheme under Trust. While I had not drawn an

explicit link between these themes in revision one, they do clearly relate to each other.

If we recall that social licence is about the “permission ... [agencies have] ... to make

decisions about the management and use of the public’s data” (Statistics New Zealand,

2018, p.3), then it will be obvious that this is a product of trust. The public will not permit

management and use of their data if there is no trust27.

2. The subtheme Relationships are vital was added back in under the theme of Trust. My

renewed focus on the areas of Trust and Social licence led me to reconsider the impor-

tance of this theme. Specifically, reading the Statistics New Zealand survey on Social

licence and trust, something that was prominent in the results was the fact that familiarity

is positively correlated with trust. If people know about you and your work they are more

likely to trust you; if they are not familiar with you then they will tend to have less trust

(Statistics New Zealand, 2018). This seems rather obvious, in a way, but it did make me

think again about the Relationships theme and how important that is in gaining trust.

3. The subthemes More engagement and More agency were merged into a new subtheme Is

empowering. The original subthemes reflected the notion that having more control makes

people engaged, and then motivated to make change or use the data positively. I felt this

could be summarised by saying that having such control would be empowering.

4. The Geopolitical data sovereignty subtheme was removed. This code initially arose from

people discussing Māori data sovereignty, and noting the confusion and ambiguity about

whether its focus is on where the data is stored or the control people or communities can

exert over that data. I have already noted in table 7.6 that this is not area I am qualified to

27Although do note several excerpts were coded as “Growing mistrust of government”, and yet there are few cases
of individuals attempting to revoke permission. This is primarily because the dominance of centralised thinking
offers no avenue to exert this, beyond the generic provisions of the Privacy Act 2020.
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address and, in many respects, this confusion is something of a moot point for this thesis

given the prominence I have already given to concepts of control and ownership.

5. The Need audit data subtheme was removed. Originally this conveyed the need to see

who was accessing and using data, and this has remained a very important component of

the prototype. While it was prominent in the survey data we reviewed in chapter 4, it was

not a strong theme from the interviews and does not add anything to the debate around

how to implement decentralisation/distribution.

6. The Data is non-rivalrous subtheme was removed. This refers to the fact that data can be

copied multiple times, and used by millions of people, without depleting its supply. This

concept was raised during interviews in regard to trust and security. For example the con-

cern that, when I share data with another user, it is impossible for me to control what they

then do with that data. My rationale for removing this subtheme was predicated on rein-

troducing the idea of relationships (discussed in #2), since it seemed to me that the only

reasonable approach to this issue is to consider human relationships as a basis for trust,

even if a digital system is allowing you to make and manage those relationships. This also

reflects some other excerpts, which asserted that the technical solution is only one piece

of the puzzle. There is also a legislative component here, which is that the Aotearoa New

Zealand Privacy Act 2020 is purpose-based. That is, rather than ascribing any concrete

right to privacy (in the style of a Bill of Rights or Constitution), its primary concern is

that information is used only in accordance with its original purpose. A decentralised/dis-

tributed system could quite easily allow the definition of purpose to sit closely alongside

any data sharing agreement28, to supplement the human relationship aspect. If unautho-

rised secondary uses of that data then occurred, falling outside the original purpose for

which it was shared, it would fall under the provisions of the Privacy Act 2020 and the

victim could seek remedy. This doesn’t stop the unauthorised secondary use occurring29,

of course, but this is in fact no different to the thousands of data sharing relationships that

occur today which ‘suffer’ from the same issue. Finally, I would add that any proposal

to formally manage secondary uses of data in a digital system has two major issues of its

own. Firstly, it reduces everything to a dependence on technical solutions which is not

reflective of real life (and feels more aligned with a centralised paradigm). Secondly, the

28In fact some enterprise data sharing solutions – such as Aotearoa New Zealand’s Eight Wire (https://
eight-wire.com/) – already implement this feature, although they are obviously working within a centralised
paradigm.

29In the same way that we cannot stop almost any other kind of offence or infringement, which are all prosecuted or
remedied after the fact. Technology is shifting this, of course. For example, a self-driving car will only drive at
the designated speed limit. But this capability is built on centralisation and ‘enclosable carriers’.
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only viable technical solutions to achieve this are either moving back to formal centrali-

sation, or utilising a blockchain30.

7. The subtheme Public has no awareness of current data flows was removed, since this is

already encompassed under the Social licence subtheme.

8. I merged the subthemes Health system requires data and Govt requires data into a new

subtheme Risks of not sharing data. The two original subthemes were about the problems

associated with central government, or health providers, not being able to access data

because it has not been shared. The new theme draws this aspect out more clearly, whilst

also allowing representation of the other side of this argument – that government may well

require data to perform its functions, but it has done a terrible job of sharing it with others

and using it effectively (Waitangi Tribunal, 2019).

9. The subtheme Domain legislation was originally intended to convey the concept that,

whilst overarching legislation is supportive of decentralisation/distribution and data sovereignty31,

specific domain legislation (for example, the New Zealand Health Act 1956 or the Medicines

Act 1981) or regulation (for example, accreditation requirements of the Royal New Zealand

College of General Practitioners) may not be. This subtheme was renamed Legisla-

tion/regulation, and other items in the thematic map were moved underneath it.

10. The subtheme Groups need to interpret data themselves in relevant ways, and related

subsubtheme around Māori, was renamed as Analytical/interpretive sovereignty. This

reflects the idea that sovereignty of data is not only about ownership and control. It also

means that marginalised groups can conduct their own analyses and identify issues which

are minimised or overlooked when such work is done at scale from the centre.

11. The subtheme Access is a product of trust was removed, and replaced with a connection

being made between those two main themes to demonstrate the relationship.

12. The subtheme Capability is a replica of the main theme it belongs to. However this is ex-

panded to note that there are particular capability issues across three groups: government,

the health sector and end users. On reflection, I considered that this was encompassed in

the existing subtheme Decentralisation is difficult to understand, and so this subtheme was

removed. I consider this difficulty in understanding to be a product of another subtheme,

Centralised hegemony, where the hegemony may constrain or compromise greater accep-

30Which, I have argued in section §2.3, is centralisation in all but name and has other problems associated with it.
31Because it is centred on purpose, as we have already discussed in this section.
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tance of decentralisation/distribution32. This concept is noted by joining the subthemes

with a dashed line.

The revised thematic map from this last round of changes can be seen in figure 7.433.

32One interviewee raised the issue of ‘status quo bias’ which is relevant here.
33A full resolution version of this image can be accessed at https://imgur.com/a/KuEPfXX.
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Figure 7.4.: Thematic map: revision two
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7.6.5. Define and name themes

This is more of a refinement phase, where Braun and Clarke (2006) encourage researchers to

ensure that themes properly identify the core message within each such that they are not too

broad or complex. What is particularly interesting about this step (and RTA overall) is that we

should definitely not be paraphrasing content; it is not a descriptive process. Instead we should

be focusing on “what is of interest ... and why” Braun and Clarke (2006, p.92).

Having already modified some theme names in the previous phase, I was reasonably confident

that the current version of the thematic map was coherent and consistent. I had managed to draw

out four main themes, and used a range of subthemes to identify the points of interest. A test

for this, as proposed by Braun and Clarke (2006), is to check that the scope and content of each

theme can be described in two sentences. The results of this check are shown in table 7.7.

It was very useful to complete this check, and reassuring that I was able to describe these

four large themes in a couple of sentences. As a result of thinking more descriptively about

Capability, I also modified the thematic map to link the Centralised hegemony subtheme with the

Incumbent subtheme in Control over data. This meant that all main themes were now connected

to each other in some way, and provided further reassurance that there is an overarching story to

be told from this data. The final thematic map is shown in figure 7.534.

34A full resolution version of this image can be accessed at https://imgur.com/a/0cgMFqL.
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Table 7.7.: Testing themes are clearly defined

Theme Description

Access to
data

The ability to have access to data, and the relative advantages it
confers. This is mediated by a range of factors (legislation, business
models, and technology).

Capability The level of capability within the sector to shift to decentralisation.
This focuses on the powerful technical and cultural hegemony of
centralisation, but also deals with the perspective of individual users
and clinicians.

Control over
data

Deals with the perceived advantages of individuals being able to
control their own data. Also notes the obstacle of incumbents
(particularly in the vendor space), and their influence in maintaining
the centralised hegemony.

Trust The importance of trust – how this cannot be systematised, but yet it
is the starting point for any sharing of data. Trust is highly variable
and dynamic and I note as an important subtheme that there is
growing mistrust in government, which has implications for the
centralised foundations of government data collection and
management.
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Figure 7.5.: Final thematic map
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7.7. Discussion

Having completed all preparatory steps, I can now start to analyse the data in earnest. The

aim of this step is to provide a coherent, logical and interesting story from the data. Given the

reflexivity embedded within RTA, I am not trying to uncover some latent positivist truth here

– “the analysis of the material ... is a deliberate ... creation by the researcher, and must be

constructed to persuade the reader of the plausibility of an argument” (Foster & Parker, 1995,

p.204). Again, this should not merely be descriptive but should build an argument that informs

the research questions. I will discuss each theme in turn.

Please note that each interview participant has been allotted a unique identifier, which will be

used for attribution of any quotes in order to protect their privacy.

7.7.1. Access to data

In table 7.7 I described this theme as “the ability to have access to data, and the relative ad-

vantages it confers. This is mediated by a range of factors (legislation, business models, and

technology).” There are four subthemes that arose.

7.7.1.1. Government monopoly on administrative data

The centralised paradigm is dominant and, under it, data is very difficult or impossible for indi-

viduals and groups to access. Pieces of data can be accessed, certainly, but there is no right to

ongoing and comprehensive access to data. Participants outlined the problem in the following

ways:

“How do we get data out of the IDI and into the hands of communities? This is

sovereignty.” (Participant 1295cd16).

“There is no easy way to access that [centralised data] at the moment ... govern-

ment still has a responsibility to share and collect and open data.” (Participant

edc46a04).

“Data is locked in the DHB ... accessing basic aggregate public health data is really

difficult... We shouldn’t even be in this position.” (Participant edc46a04).

In a centralised model, government agencies have access to all the administrative data and third

party access to it is restricted. This is a product of the legislative context, where the core of the

Privacy Act 2020 requires that data collected for one purpose must be used only for that purpose

(with some exemptions). If the only bodies with the technical means and the legislative authority

to collect data are government agencies (or parties to a statutory process such as healthcare
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providers), then they effectively own the consent process. This consent process is where purpose

is defined – you permit use of your data in all of the ways described in that consent form.

The Privacy Act 2020 does include a right to access your data upon request (Principle Six),

but there is no requirement to make it machine readable (as in the GDPR) and it is therefore

essentially useless as a personal data source above and beyond intermittent review.

In the health context, this means that individuals have no access to their full health record35

and yet the Ministry of Health can conduct any analysis they like on that data – as well as

sharing it with other agencies, who may in turn share it with approved parties36. It is certainly

possible for community groups (iwi providers and other NGOs) to access this data, but there

is an issue with capability. This is because such groups will be very infrequent users of that

data and are unlikely to be aware of all the caveats and pitfalls which would be necessary for

proper understanding. Of course, this is in turn a product of that data being constructed by

government agencies and implementing ontological models which will not reflect the diversity,

life experience and differing world views within the community at large (Morphy, 2016; Schultz

& Rainie, 2014; Strongman, 2018).

Discussion around how non-government groups can gain access to administrative data begs

the question “who needs access to it?” The answer is normative, in that we are accustomed to

answer it from a current state perspective. The response to the question would perhaps reflect a

status quo bias – “this is the way we’ve always done things”. The individual receives healthcare,

the health system has the clinical data it needs and central government has the administrative

data it needs. But individuals and communities are almost entirely sidelined from this data

‘partnership’ and this is reflected in the following excerpts:

“They [Māori] might want to do their own analysis, or augment it with some other

data, and they can’t do that if they can’t get the data.” (Participant ca751e0d).

“From a Māori perspective, we want iwi and everyone to be collecting their own

data, and we believe they should be accessing this data whenever they need to.”

(Participant edc46a04).

35Patient portals are attempting to fill this gap, but they can only expose what they know from their own particular
silo of data. The most comprehensive offering within Aotearoa New Zealand, as at March 2022, is HealthOne
(https://healthone.org.nz/what-is-healthone) but this is merely an additional layer of centralisation
with another monolithic consent process.

36An example of this is the Integrated Data Infrastructure managed by Statistics New Zealand, which takes in ad-
ministrative data from most government bodies and makes it available to researchers. A total of 67 such research
projects were carried out in calendar year 2021 – mostly by academic institutions (source: Statistics New Zealand,
https://cdm20045.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p20045coll17 accessed 20 March 2022).
I am not aware of any research into public awareness of the IDI specifically, but it is reasonable to assume it is
very low. Stats NZ’s research into their own social licence found that, while most people had heard of Stats NZ,
more than two thirds “know just a little or almost nothing” (Statistics New Zealand, 2018, p.9) about their actual
work.
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“Groups ... [should] ... have the ability to interpret and use their own data so they

can put their own cultural framework on that data.” (Participant 1593596e).

These ideas go way beyond data sharing, or the building of more monolithic data silos to ‘share’

data with the rightful owner. They take us back to a first principles issue, around who has the

right to interpret meaning from this data. The United Nations Office of the High Commissioner

for Human Rights have presented a ‘Human-Rights Based Approach to Data’ (HRBAD), a key

principle of which is the right to self-identification. The categorisation and use of identity data,

according to this model, “should be developed through a participatory approach, to ensure re-

spondents with these characteristics are optimally able to engage with the data” (United Nations

Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, 2018, p.12). A useful example of this point

is provided by another participant:

“Access to health records was a really significant issue for trans people saying they

want to be treated as male or female. They didn’t want their health provider to know

that they identified with a specific gender” (Participant df9eeed6).

The same principle applies to any individual or group in the community, and I am asserting in

this thesis that everyone needs access to their data (or, at least, they should have the ability to

do so). The participant quotes above identify one of the reasons why this is important – groups

should be able to conduct analysis from a specific worldview which may be marginalised. This

is identified as the subtheme Analytical/interpretive sovereignty in the Final thematic map.

Going back to the earlier point around consent, we can also identify issues here around leg-

islation. Two participants noted that the Privacy Act 2020 is technically supportive of decen-

tralisation/distribution, since it is based on purpose. If a marginalised group wanted to collect

personal data, using a decentralised/distributed approach, the purpose of data collection or shar-

ing could be made clear in a way that met the needs of that group and the Privacy Act 2020

would easily facilitate this.

In a centralised system, however, this simply aggravates the ‘access to data’ problem since

defining the purpose is left to those already in charge of the centralised system. In some cases

this may be relatively benign. For example, MOH have certainly expressed a desire to share

more data but do not yet have the technical foundation to do so. We might contrast this with

incumbent vendors who are concerned with business models and revenue streams, and this is

where a perceived lack of regulatory oversight has led to them having an undue influence on the

flow of data across the health sector:

“If you hold the data, you’ve sort of been allowed to come to the point of view

that you can control the data, even though I don’t think that’s an explicit setting.”

(Participant 6f5c5542).
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Another meaningful issue with the Privacy Act 2020 is its failure to fully consider group rights

around information and privacy. As one participant described:

“I think our law, and policy settings, framework that exists now, doesn’t recognise

the collective very well. And so, iwi are a type of collective, and we have individual

rights when it relates to data, and then we have rights and obligations of people

who are working in the system. But a third-party collective that has the interests of

their members is not well catered for by the current system.” (Participant 6f5c5542).

Indeed, the legislative purpose of the Privacy Act 2020 is to “promote and protect individual

[emphasis added] privacy” (§3, Privacy Act 2020). It is true that group rights could be read in

to the legislation, perhaps as a simple aggregation of individual rights. However, Kukutai and

Cormack (2021) reject this and bemoan the global absence of collective privacy legislation37.

Nevertheless it seems odd, particularly in Aotearoa New Zealand’s ostensibly bicultural context,

that the Act does not specify any provisions at all for collective rights.

7.7.1.2. The ongoing need for governments to access data

This was a prominent concept throughout the interview process – government’s need data to

perform their basic functions. It is certainly hard to imagine government performing effectively

without access to the administrative data it currently enjoys. But in the context of this thesis,

this is not really a question of whether or not government should have access to people’s data so

much as a question of how that is achieved.

If we imagine a fully decentralised health information system – reductio ad absurdum – then

the data is owned by patients, who may decide not to share it with any government agencies.

This would be an objectively bad outcome for the centre’s ability to plan, monitor and respond

to health issues. But if we turn that same absurd scenario around, then there is the possibility

for government agencies to have access to all the information they need, but with the explicit

consent of every single individual which is a significant improvement on the current state. One

participant remarked on this point in the following way:

“There potentially are some advantages ... in that if someone does give you access to

that data, then you are very clear what kind of scope of use and what is appropriate

to be done with that data.” (Participant 6f5c5542).

Neither of these two extremes is likely, at least in the medium term. It is hard to predict, of

course, what people would choose to do given this choice and this furthermore depends on a

37With the notable exception of Canada, where First Nations have developed and implemented a collective privacy
framework called OCAP®.
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range of factors which I have not yet raised in this thesis – for example, the actual design and

user interface of any system that people would be engaging with38. So we have a dichotomy

between the need to allow individuals to exert decision-making control over their data, and

the need for government to continue accessing administrative data for planning and evaluation.

Participants discussed this tension in the following ways:

“There is a role for the government and public health to play in helping people

manage their health. And, in order for that system to work, the people who are

trying to do population and public health need to have visibility of some of the data

that might exist.” (Participant 4a626164).

“If you choose not to provide that data, then that significantly limits the Ministry

of Health’s ability to respond. To actually do anything, because they don’t have

any data there. And so, that’s a consequence of the individual exercising their own

control.” (Participant 4a626164).

“One of the advantages ... from the way the system collects data now, is that for

certain things, ... [it gets] data on everybody, or maybe data on everybody in a

cohort. And so, that can be valuable when you are trying to understand, across the

population, how is an intervention working.” (Participant 6f5c5542).

Many people would empathise with a government’s need for administrative data, yet we are left

in a difficult position if we seriously want to consider decentralisation/distribution. The process

from current state to ideal future state will likely have several stages, as I have demonstrated in

table 7.8.

The precise order might change, of course, and government may wish to prioritise the social

licence-building step well in advance. But this is merely to highlight that some concerted effort

would have to be put in to building trust, so that government can continue to access the data

it needs. This building of trust is something that could never be taken for granted again, since

individuals would theoretically be able to withdraw consent to share data at any time. The ‘pay

off’, so to speak, is a population who have understanding around the importance of government

uses of data, who are willing to share it for specified purposes and – by virtue of having control

over rich data of their choosing – can share broader and more meaningful data than government

previously had access to39.

There is another component to this, which can be described as the ‘operational efficiency of a

centralised health system’. Under the centralised status quo (in Aotearoa New Zealand at least)
38The user interface of any digital product is absolutely critical to how it is understood and used (Maier & Harr,

2020). Any modern app effectively lives or dies (in terms of popularity and uptake) on the user experience, and
this is a broad, very specialist, field that is outside the scope of this thesis.

39This last point, and stage 5 ’Late decentralisation’, is discussed in further detail in section 7.7.1.4.
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Table 7.8.: Stages of decentralisation

Stage Description

Current state Government continues to access data it needs, based on a
monolithic and rigid consent model from which individuals
and marginalised communities are set apart.

Early decentralisation Individuals begin to exercise sovereignty over data and
government access is heavily reduced.

Social licence-building A period of focussed effort from government agencies, with
the goal of increasing trust and the rate of data sharing.

Steady state
decentralisation

Individuals increasingly choose to share data with
government.

Late decentralisation Individuals and communities share more data with
government than they had access to before.

it would be very wrong to think that we have achieved a health information utopia which must

be protected at all costs from the threat of decentralisation/distribution. Even with highly cen-

tralised systems across the health sector, we are still as far away from realising interoperability

as ever. In fact this centralisation may very well be an active barrier to interoperability. One

participant commented thus:

“My own experience ... involved being a patient across two DHBs. And it was ter-

rible. In fact I did end up having to take control of my data because otherwise hos-

pitals simply wouldn’t share my data with the other DHB.” (Participant ca31cb2c).

In a centrally funded public health system as relatively small as Aotearoa New Zealand, it is

indeed a curiosity why information sharing between two neighbouring DHBs is still such a

problem today. This issue has been the centrepiece of health information strategies for decades.

Gauld surveyed the troubled history of health information management in Aotearoa New Zealand

in 2004, concluding that good intentions were stymied by the ‘New Public Management’ of the

1990s; the purchaser/provider split actually encouraged data silos and provided no incentive to

think about sharing and distribution in design (Gauld, 2004). My own research into this area

found that, by 2016, nothing meaningful had changed even though a new statutory body (the

New Zealand Health IT Board) had been setup in 2018 with interoperability as a goal. Addi-

tional findings from this research were that there had been a trend of groups taking up strong

incumbent positions which would be difficult to shift and that there was verifiable mistrust even

amongst different stakeholders within the Aotearoa New Zealand health system (Poor, 2016).
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A decentralisation/distribution apologist would interpret all this to simply be the inevitable

outcome of centralisation, both in technical architecture and mindset. Nevertheless, the point I

wish to make here is simply that the system we might be afraid of impacting in a move towards

decentralisation/distribution is not necessarily one to lionise; and that the groups who express

anxiety about it will only be those with something to ‘lose’.

7.7.1.3. Risks associated with lack of access to healthcare data

Finally, perhaps a subset of the previous subtheme, there are specific professional groups who

require access to specific data within the state sector. In our case, government access to data for

planning and evaluation is one thing. But the potential for health data to be withheld from health

professionals working with an individual or whānau is unthinkable.

In the case of the government, the perceived need for personal data is perhaps more distant

and abstract. We know they do things with data, and we assume it is used responsibly and

effectively. Our certainty around this is a product of the building of social licence, which has

been sporadic thus far. In the case of health professionals, however, it is very different:

“If you want your doctor to be able to make the best decision that they can about

your health situation, then they probably need to have as complete a picture as

possible.” (Participant 4a626164).

“If you get into a situation where an individual can basically hide information that

they don’t want their doctor to see, then that can actually compromise health out-

comes as well.” (Participant 4a626164).

We often have a direct and ongoing relationship with health professionals, and they are some of

the most trusted people in society. In fact, Ipsos reported in 2021 that Doctors are now the most

trusted profession globally (Clemence, 2021)40. Indeed, in section §4.9, we saw that survey

respondents would be very happy to share their personal data with their GP, but less happy

generally to share it with government agencies.

From the evidence presented in chapter 4 we should be confident that, in a decentralised/dis-

tributed system, patients would be sharing their data appropriately with health professionals who

are caring for them. It may be that a solution design for such a system implements some kind of

‘break glass’ facility, such that health professionals would always be able to access critical infor-

mation (such as patient allergies, or adverse reaction history, when prescribing medication). But

it is very clear that health professionals would be unable to perform their duties without access

to relevant personal data, and this should be a central component of any RDHIS.

40Politicians and government ministers were amongst the least trustworthy professions, which indicates an issue for
the building of social licence in a decentralised/distributed system.
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7.7.1.4. Decentralisation opens the door to accessing more data

The subthemes so far in this section have all expressed some anxiety about potential negative

consequences of decentralisation. However, there is a pathway here for government and other

stakeholders to have access to more data than they ever did before. Such access would need

to be permissioned by the individuals concerned, to be sure, but no such pathway exists for

government – or indeed anyone – under a centralised paradigm:

“There is hugely valuable information that sits in communities that will never ever

sit in the administrative data that government collects and holds. So what are the

conditions, what are the relationships that you need where communities are pre-

pared to share that information?” (Participant 342775a4).

“It’s a partnership – so government are sharing, and communities are sharing and

we get the best of both worlds.” (Participant 342775a4).

What the above participant quotes indicate is that there is a rich, untapped, source of data sitting

in communities that would provide valuable intelligence to government that is completely absent

from the administrative data at present. This may sound idealistic, but what I am calling ‘Late

decentralisation’ is a stage where the ceding of sovereignty to people over their health data,

and a concerted programme of social licence-building activity, leads to a high-trust environment

where people see the impact of their data in meaningful ways – they see themselves in data and

policy-making, and want to contribute more.

This will certainly not be easy, but the potential is to have fully engaged citizens willingly

share their data with government agencies, rather than the disenfranchising and marginalising

scenario we see currently. One of the risks of this admittedly rosy outlook, is that the generation

of social licence is uneven. For example, marginalised groups may take longer to come to that

position of trust. They may never get there, in fact. And, in a scenario where they have the

ability to withdraw their data, we may see the deleterious scenario where marginalised groups

become more absent from analysis and policy-making then they were to begin with. This is

indeed a wicked public policy problem, borne of pre-existing mistrust which I attribute to the

flow-on effects of centralisation.

7.7.2. Capability

Capability here encompasses a few different dimensions. Because decentralisation/distribution

is such a new concept, it poses challenges to all stakeholders – from IT specialists, to business

users and individual citizens. Capability means different things to all these groups, but it is

something that is essential to understand in terms of implementation.
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7.7.2.1. State sector

Participants commented on state sector capability in a number of ways, most of it negative:

“When somebody snaps their fingers and says "set that up" and they have to set it up

in 24 hours, the last thing they think about is how they might do the data piece. And

in fact, even when they had more than 24 hours, the last thing they thought about

was how they would do the data.” (Participant 342775a4).

“In government, you’ve got endless resources to build whatever you want. No one

there has to think about where their money is coming from. In the corporate world,

if you are not demonstrating value to your customers, you don’t get paid. The

approach in the corporate world is to go and try something small and test it and

add value, rather than the government approach to just spend millions of dollars on

big things without stepping back and thinking about the outcome they’re seeking.”

(Participant 1295cd16).

“There is a high degree of variability tending towards the low end of maturity where

we wouldn’t expect [governance bodies] to know what privacy provision should be

in place, what access control should look like. What you end up with, in a sense, is

the worst of all worlds.” (Participant 682d3989).

“Most people in government don’t have the skill or capability to engage in a good

discussion about that [decentralisation]. You just get so focused on the thing that’s

in front of you, and people don’t have enough time to step back and picture what

they want Aotearoa to look like in the future. It’s not hard, it’s just people being

bold enough to have some strategic conversations and long term aspirational con-

versations.” (Participant 1295cd16).

“When I have an interaction with the health system, I know my data’s going to be

treated poorly – not with ill intent, but just because of clumsiness.” (Participant

ca31cb2c).

There is a sense, amongst these comments, that government is simply not geared to deliver the

radical kind of change implied in a move to decentralisation/distribution. Whilst this may be

seen negatively, it is a perfectly sensible product of the democratic process where change has

to be deliberated, reviewed and agreed, before other levers and instruments are put in place to

implement it. This is harder again in the technology space, where change is even more rapid –

“given the Fourth Industrial Revolution’s extraordinarily fast technological and social change,

relying only on government legislation and incentives to ensure the right outcomes is ill-advised.
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These are likely to be out-of-date or redundant by the time they are implemented” (World Eco-

nomic Forum, 2016, p.6).

Another theme in the above excerpts is something akin to a lack of purpose or deliberation

in government activity; a notion that government is unable to consider the ‘big picture’ and

systematically plan for defined outcomes. This is hard to quantify, of course, and seems like it

might be an easy thing to say when standing outside of government. But it is a notion that felt

prevalent to me during the interview process and feels familiar from my own work within the

public sector. Moore interviewed Aotearoa New Zealand social service providers in their 2019

study of the impact of ‘social investment’, and noted similar and very relevant sentiments from

participants, one of which I will reproduce here:

“A lot more data was collected. And there was a sense that they hadn’t figured

out how to do it either. But they knew they had to deliver something. And you

know, you would have an audit ... You would gather everything they asked for last

time and you would have it all in front of you and they would say “well, actually we

want a measurement of this.” And no one has asked you for that data before. And

although we have a client management system, that is not something that we have

asked it to gather so we are not entering that data. ... So there is this sense that a

lot of thought and a lot of change has gone in but it hasn’t actually filtered into the

workers on the ground in MSD and Oranga Tamariki (as it is now) in terms of what

that actually looks like in a tidy way, that is my experience”. [Community Provider

4] (Moore, 2019, p.133).

So we cannot rely on government to articulate a legislative/regulatory landscape that would

facilitate a radical shift towards a RDHIS (or perhaps even anything). This implies more of a

‘bottom up’, or even ‘middle out’, approach would be needed (Coiera, 2009) and to some extent

that is what we’re seeing with the MOH Hira programme which will “enable access to a virtual

electronic health record by drawing together a person’s latest health data from trusted sources”

(Ministry of Health, 2021a, para. 2). To be clear, MOH are leading this work programme but

extensively involving stakeholders in design and approach with the aim of creating a platform

– rather than a product – upon which third parties can build. It aims to achieve many of the

RDHIS goals, but firmly within a centralised paradigm, because that is where we are at present.

This was summarised to me by one participant in the following way:

“I think there are things about the decentralised model and what it’s trying to

achieve and the benefits of it that we want to aspire to, even if we don’t necessarily

achieve it in a fully decentralised way” (Participant ca751e0d).
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This begs the question – if we can achieve the key facets of a RDHIS in a centralised way, then

what is the point of a RDHIS? The answer to this question goes back to ideas around power and

control, analytical sovereignty, political neutrality and the ascribing of full – rather than merely

curated – data sovereignty to people and groups.

One other component raised by interview participants is that of ‘technical debt’. This is a

commonly understood term in computing and solutions architecture, but can be comprehensively

described as follows:

“In cities, repairs on infrastructure are often delayed and incremental changes are

made rather than bold ones. So it is again in software-intensive systems. Users

suffer the consequences of capricious complexity, delayed improvements, and in-

sufficient incremental change; the developers who evolve such systems suffer the

slings and arrows of never being able to write quality code because they are always

trying to catch up” (Booch, 2015, p.ix).

The concept is generally about short cuts or compromises that are made across a wide range

of dimensions but, crucially, are not repaid or dealt with properly. You do not need to have

experience in delivering public sector IT projects to imagine that our health sector does indeed

have considerable technical debt. It will not add much to this part of the discussion to examine

some of the issues we see in Health IT, particularly when senior government officials are candid

enough to say:

“In health anyway we’re talking about quite significant technical debt. The ability

for those systems to participate in that model would be basically impossible, or

there’d be significant investment required to come up with some means of doing it.”

(Participant ca751e0d).

This certainly does contextualise the scope of the Hira project, but makes one wonder whether

or not – if the foundation is really so fragile – it is a suitable one on which to build any new kind

of platform41. But the extent of this technical debt represents a practical issue for government,

in being able to pivot to new approaches. Health systems are obviously complex systems (at

least in terms of data movement), and there is an element of always having to design solutions

for the lowest common denominator. When 96 GP Practices are still not using the Aotearoa

New Zealand ePrescription Service (according to data available at the time of writing in May

2022 (Ministry of Health, 2022)) we must assume they are continuing to hand-write or fax

prescriptions. Even if all pharmacies are ready to accept electronic prescriptions, they must

41But of course, something has to be done and what is the best approach which will cause minimum disruption to the
functioning of the extant health system? These are extremely complex issues which should not be underestimated
by onlookers or commentators.
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remain able to receive faxes and process hand-written prescriptions. This is one example of the

long tail of implementation which contributes to technical debt and constrains system agility.

7.7.2.2. General public

Interview participants (almost every one, in fact) raised concern about the capability of the gen-

eral public in negotiating a RDHIS. This seemed to focus on the perceived burden of managing

the sharing of data, or communities/groups becoming competent with generating and utilising

their own data. These could be grouped into a type of ‘digital literacy’ issue:

“We need to support people to collect their own information. Marginalised commu-

nities shouldn’t be expected to do all that on their own with very little knowledge on

how to do that.” (Participant edc46a04).

“The idea that you can be interactive with your health information – it presupposes

lots of layers of skills and knowledge and access to the internet and information and

so on that I think make it quite problematic for some groups of people.” (Participant

df9eeed6).

“To understand the rights, rules, obligations [of a decentralised system], and to

give them confidence with that, that’s really hard stuff. This is not an easy quick

fix.” (Participant 342775a4).

“If we were moving to a decentralised world tomorrow, so much education will be

needed but people don’t get it because they’ve been living in a centralised world

for so long... It’s work that will not be achieved through one-to-many advertising.

You’re not going to do TV ads and leaflet drops and suddenly everyone’s going to

understand this new world of decentralised data. It requires a much deeper level of

engagement in order to get people to understand what this now means for them.”

(Participant 4a626164).

“We operate with a wide spectrum of levels of sophistication of people who are

either providing the services or accessing the services. So, how difficult is it to

retain and control your own records? Is that something that everybody could do, or

is it something that only the more tech-savvy members of the community would be

capable of?” (Participant 6f5c5542).

The underlying concept here is that centralisation has disenfranchised people from being able to

think critically about data and its usage. We have already identified some of the issues around

capability in section 2.2.3, where we reviewed literature suggesting that individuals have become

fatalistic about uses of their data or their ability to control it (McMullan, 2015; Solon, 2018).
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The nature of the data landscape, predominantly (but not only) in the private sector, has meant

that individuals have become de-skilled around critical issues such as consent and transparency

(Data Futures Partnership, 2017a; Malkin et al., 2018). Whilst I would argue that centralisation

has been a springboard towards this situation, technology does not exist in a vacuum and it is

perfectly feasible to do consent and transparency well even in a centralised model. Why hasn’t

this happened? The hubris of researchers interviewed by Jao et al. is instructive – “broad consent

can sufficiently support autonomy in informed consent by acting as a decision to allow others to

decide” (2015, p.273)42.

I accept that that quote could be interpreted in different ways. My negative interpretation

as hubris is based on a follow-up quote by a researcher who minimised the potential impact

of a privacy incident on participants when using this model, as well as the underlying attempt

to justify broad consent models whose chief benefit is to make the research task easier for the

researcher. Having said that, this notion of delegating consent is extremely pertinent to this

perceived capability issue and points to one way that the burden of managing permissions might

be mitigated. I should say, before going further, that we are now firmly in the territory of

designing how an end-user decentralised app might look or operate. This was meant to be out

of scope for the prototype design, but cannot be ignored when discussing real world use cases.

On this basis, anything is possible – an optimal design and user workflow would require the

expertise of specialists in the fields of User Experience and Human-Centred Design.

One option may be to allow ‘data sharing relationships’, which provide the ability to assign

high levels of trust to groups or individuals who then have the capability to share further on

that user’s behalf. For example, I may decide to give ‘Full Admin’ permissions to my GP or

specialist. She is then free to share my information further, as required. Because the system

will keep a full audit trail, I will still be able to see all of that secondary and tertiary sharing

and access taking place43. Alternatively, I may really prefer to manage and configure bilateral

sharing arrangements in great detail. The point is that people should be able to manage access

to their data in a way that feels right to them. Striking this balance is firmly in the design and

usability space; it can easily be accomplished in the technical layer.

A corollary of this concern about capability and digital literacy is a concern around equity.

One participant described it thus:

“If the amount that you are prepared to engage with it [a decentralised system]

affects the benefits that you get from it, then that could be a problem because we

already know that equity is a problem in the current system.” (Participant 6f5c5542).

42Although this is not by any means intended to single out researchers; simply that this attitude is likely to be one
that has aggravated the impact of centralisation on user education around consent and transparency.

43And, crucially, will be able to repeal any permission if I so wish.
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So, following this logic, confidence with using a RDHIS to your (or your group or community’s)

advantage is contingent on underlying digital capability and access to digital services. If it is

socially marginalised groups who will be least capable of accessing and using this system, then

none of the benefits will accrue to them and this is likely to compound existing inequity. Sim-

ilarly, we have already noted in section 7.7.1 that ‘analytical sovereignty’ is one way by which

marginalised groups can raise the profile of their lived experience. However, this is dependent

on being empowered to do so from a knowledge perspective – as well as more practical issues,

such as access to devices and internet provision. The Aotearoa New Zealand health system must

cater for all New Zealanders and, even in 2022, this means that a blanket reliance on digital

services cannot work. It doesn’t mean we cannot think and plan about using technology to ad-

vance wellbeing, but we must pay equal attention to those we are potentially excluding from our

grandiose proposals.

7.7.3. Control over data

Control over data must be considered very separately from simple access to data. I noted a trend

towards conflating the two during the interview phase which I, perhaps rather unkindly, marked

as a ‘capability’ issue. I must admit I am not entirely sure it is the case that people always tend to

think of them together, or default to thinking about access simply because the concept of control

seems so absurd when we have been socialised into a centralised mind set. But I do view control

as being really central to the notion of ‘sovereignty’.

Access to data can be a very passive thing. The controller of a data store might provide you

full access to all of your data – even, perhaps, in a fancy app. But you don’t have any direct

decision-making capability over that data. It might be siphoned off to another party and, even if

you were permitted to see that happening, you would not be able to stop it.

To be sure, we can actually get reasonably far in a centralised paradigm, but it takes a great

deal of effort to purposefully build in the functionality and auditability that at least minimises the

impact of not having sovereignty over that data. So, ‘control over data’ means that the individual

(or group, or community) has immutable decision-making authority over their data.

Because we are so fixed in a centralised paradigm, this can be a difficult and abstract thing to

think about. Indeed, it was a key theme from the interview phase and there were a number of

quite varying subthemes which arose.

7.7.3.1. Consent and social licence

There has been much thinking and writing about consent and social licence, some of which

we have already reviewed (Aitken et al., 2016; Data Futures Partnership, 2017a; Statistics New
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Zealand, 2018). Broadly speaking, the literature is concerned with understanding the extent of

social licence held by different bodies, and how to increase that level of social licence. It should

be obvious that this line of thought is very much borne of centralisation. Why would we even

need to think about any of this, unless there is already some perceived imbalance of power or

concern about how individuals’ data are used? The potential promise of a RDHIS is that consent

effectively disappears as a meaningful issue:

“If someone does give you access to that data [under decentralisation], then you are

very clear what kind of scope of use and what is appropriate to be done with that

data, because that has been presumably negotiated through the transaction. And so

there wouldn’t be the same uncertainty that perhaps there is now about, you know,

are we able to do this legally, do we have social licence to do this, how do we weigh

up whether or not we should be doing this with data that we just happen to have?

For an agency it’s a nice thing to have.” (Participant 6f5c5542).

In this scenario, consent has been defined and actioned by the owner of the data. There is poten-

tially no need (although, again, this depends to a large extent on the design of the app/interface,

and the digital capability of the user) to ask any further questions around purpose or even to

further review or monitor consent. When the user wants to withdraw that consent, they can

easily rescind any access to practitioners, groups of practitioners or organisations44. This poten-

tially has subsequent benefits in governance of data projects which utilise personal information

– making the task of Privacy Impact Assessment or research ethics somewhat simpler.

Social licence is a different proposition, since it is the thing that will determine whether that

consent transaction is made. In a centralised model we tend to see the two things as being

directly related, or even conflated. In section 7.7.1 we noted how the Privacy Act’s focus on

purpose assigns disproportionate power to those who are already in charge of the centralised

system by allowing them to define purpose. The centralised data store controller45 designs a

consent form which specifies the purpose for which the data can be used or shared. The end

users’ decision-making capability within this process is restricted to simply consenting or not

consenting.

The purposes in a consent form may be very well described, or very general – leading to

some possibilities for misinterpretation or over-use. For example, if my information is to be

shared with “a health professional involved in my care”, I am likely to be comfortable that this

encompasses my hospital specialist or my community extended care team. But this wording

44The potential groupings of permissions, and the need for identity frameworks, is discussed further in chapter 8.
45Who, in the government setting, may be an agency governance group, a senior government official or the Privacy

Commissioner. In a primary care setting, it might be the practice manager or the GP owner.
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could also encompass my physiotherapist or community pharmacist, with whom I would prefer

a more limited data sharing relationship.

So in this case, consent can be very passive for health service users and is often literally a

‘tick box exercise’. Acknowledging this scenario, and the ambiguity of some consent processes,

agencies can spend considerable effort anguishing about the trust they may or may not have

to use data in a particular way. The consent horse has already bolted, and yet we still have to

consider ex post the social licence we have in order to utilise the data. In reality these should be

very distinct activities.

In a decentralised/distributed paradigm these components are indeed separated. A user trusts

an entity and their ability to safeguard their data; the user actively consents by providing that

entity with access to their data on whatever conditions they wish (for example, it might be only

subsets of data that are shared or the sharing might be time-limited). It is very clear to all parties

what consent that user has given, and for what purpose. The user is able to define how the

Privacy Act will be used to protect them, in the event of a breach46. The entity only needs to

worry about social licence where meaningful numbers of people are choosing not to share their

data. In this way, the path to data sharing is controlled by the user and is sequential and very

clear.

The distinction between these two paradigms is shown in figure 7.6 and figure 7.7. In the

former, albeit highly simplified, we can see that Purpose is the largest object. This reflects the

ability for the data store controller to define and expand this as they wish47. The consenting

user may not be fully cognisant of the potential reach of that purpose at the point that consent

is given. In fact, the user may have reservations about what they do understand but, because

consent is usually all or nothing, they cannot exert any real decision-making power over this

process. Social licence (or the agencies own perception of it) will mediate the Purpose, to some

extent at least. As before, the user may or may not attribute social licence to the data store

controller, but consent is not flexible enough to allow any nuance. The user is relatively passive.

The matrix behind the image shows nodes which represent potential data uses – many of

which are within the Purpose sphere, but not within the Consent sphere, demonstrating that

users will be unaware of intended or actual purposes. Only one node is shown at the conjunction

of all three spheres. This is, of course, a highly subjective representation, but I am merely trying

to demonstrate the ambiguity of the status quo.

Figure 7.7, by contrast, shows a much clearer and circular relationship between the core con-

46This is once again veering into app design, but it would be trivially easy to allow the user to specify allowed uses
of data, as part of a data sharing agreement, by which the receiving entity would be obliged to abide. The audit
facility would provide a mechanism to check compliance with the agreement.

47In the case of health data, any such expansion is obviously within relevant legislation and regulation. But enough
flexibility remains to result in ambiguity and consternation, as seen in the WOCA example (Neilson, 2021).
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Figure 7.6.: Consent and social licence conflation under centralisation

Figure 7.7.: Separation of consent and social licence under distribution
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cepts. In this representation, Social licence is a product of Trust. If I trust MOH generally, then I

will feel more confident in their ability to use my data appropriately. The level of Social licence

defines the Purpose with which I choose to share any data, and the sharing of that data provides

a clear and explicit consent to the party I am sharing with. Finally, I am able to review how my

shared data is being used and, if the terms of the data sharing are being met, this will further

increase my Trust in that party. Once again, this is a highly subjective representation, but it does

serve to show a potential ‘virtuous circle’ of trust and data sharing where Purpose is defined (or

at least very clearly agreed to) by the user, and this can be monitored.

Given some of the ambiguity and conflation that we have discussed above, some participants

noted that, overall, it is much better to have the clarity of decentralisation/distribution from a

risk perspective:

“This is one of the advantages of the decentralised approach, is that it takes the risk

away from the central agencies of having responsibility for governing and protect-

ing that data. Because, the more [that is held], the more the risk is that someone

will do something inappropriate, or ... use that data in a way that is inappropriate

or not as intended.” (Participant ca751e0d).

So, whilst we acknowledge the danger of low social licence and lower than anticipated data

sharing, we also see that perceived risks of having to manage large centralised data sets are

removed in a RDHIS. These risks span multiple domains – security, privacy, governance – and

can absorb a large amount of time and effort. It also highlights another social licence risk, which

is where a purpose is ambiguous and a holding agency are asked by a third party for access to

data.

This eventuality came to pass in late 2021, when the Whānau Ora Commissioning Agency

(WOCA) requested detailed data from MOH around vaccination status for Māori. The MOH

held all this data, and was being requested to provide it to WOCA so that they could follow

up and work to increase vaccination coverage rates. MOH were put in a difficult position as

custodians of that data because the Privacy Act 2020 was somewhat ambiguous in this case and,

at the same time, many Iwi (including Ngāi Tahu), were objecting to release of that data to

WOCA (Neilson, 2021).

At the risk of oversimplifying to support my own argument, this situation would not have

occurred under a RDHIS; people could share their data with WOCA if they chose to. If WOCA

were concerned that the people they needed to reach were not sharing their data, then it would

be incumbent upon them to work with iwi, or community groups, to build social licence. There

is absolutely no ambiguity, or possibilities for differing interpretation, in this scenario.
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7.7.3.2. Data integrity

Data integrity is a concept often used interchangeably with Data quality, but they are in fact

distinct concepts which are worth unpacking. To begin with, data quality is a component of data

integrity. You can have data quality without data integrity, but not vice versa.

Data quality is concerned with “the usefulness, accuracy, and correctness of data for its ap-

plication” (NIST Big Data Public Working Group Definitions and Taxonomies Subgroup, 2019,

p.11). It is not an objective standalone concept, since ‘usefulness’ means different things to dif-

ferent groups and, indeed, will change over time. This touches on some of the concerns raised

by participants (and discussed in section 7.7.1) around the overall quality of data they might

have access to, in the event that people were choosing not to share with government agencies:

“If you need, for the particular thing that you’re doing, a really large sample, can

you get enough people? If you need a representative sample, can you get enough

people in all of the different groups that you would need to get?” (Participant

6f5c5542).

So there is certainly a clear data quality issue here, in the event that MOH need to evaluate a

programme or policy implementation with only 50% of peoples data – which may, in turn, be

disproportionately skewed towards one demographic or another.

Data integrity is a higher order issue, more concerned with ensuring that there has been no

unintended change to the data at any stage of its lifecycle. A common example of data integrity

in action would be how incoming updates to data are handled by a receiving database. The

receiving database must ensure several things occur:

• The data is linked with the correct record

• That the updated components are updated

• That no other components are updated.

Data integrity faults in such a scenario might see the creation of duplicate data, or incoming data

being stored against the wrong record. In any example, some data has arrived but it has been

misinterpreted or processed incorrectly, such that it is not accurate in the receiving data store.

Participants commented on quality and integrity issues in the following ways:

“One of the things [issues with decentralisation] that’s coming to mind is how do

you maintain the integrity of the data” (Participant 1593596e).

“We will get quality data because it is managed by that person” (Participant 682d3989).
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“The outcomes that we are seeking is higher quality data that captures more than

an administrative process” (Participant 1295cd16).

“The other benefit of decentralised data, which is that there’s only one copy of it.

I’m not trying to maintain the integrity of my copy of it ... People at the moment

... are fixing data errors at the point of ... capturing and storing it, not going back

to the source and fixing it at that that level. So you’re just instantly creating an

integrity issue” (Participant ca751e0d).

The first two quotes can almost be viewed as a direct question-response pair (although one talks

about integrity and the other about quality). Focusing on the first, other participants did also

express concern about the integrity of data when it is owned and controlled by individuals. This

ranged from poor accuracy and reliability (in the case of patient-generated health data), to more

malicious things such as tampering with data. These are valid concerns.

Wolf et al. (2013) found that three out of four mobile apps designed to assess the malignancy

of skin lesions, provided inaccurate results 30% of the time. In a more recent study, Sangers

et al. found that similar apps powered by ‘Artificial Intelligence’ showed promise but are “far

from perfect” (2022, para. 24)48. There is, undoubtedly, great promise in the so-called mHealth

market but skepticism remains around the diagnostic value of any data generated outside of the

formal health system. This is summarised neatly by West et al., in the form of a scenario:

“If Rupert expected that the doctor would use his data to support a diagnosis, he

would be disappointed because Rupert’s doctor cannot trust this data to support a

diagnosis. Instead, the doctor may glance at Rupert’s data out of politeness, set it

aside, and decide on which tests he [sic] would order to support a diagnosis, or refer

Rupert to a cardiologist.” (West et al., 2017, para. 45).

There are a wide range of issues sitting underneath the acceptance or utility of patient-generated

health data.

The counterargument to anticipated issues around patient-owned and controlled data, is that

quality would be improved. The supposition is that, in providing individuals with agency around

their own information, they will take greater care to look after it. The antithesis of this argu-

ment is that any centralised data relationship encourages users to become more passive around

their data, since they feel they have no part in the process. This aligns with the discussion in

section 2.2.3, where Malkin et al. noted that “people are learning that their data gets shared and

repurposed, but they don’t necessarily condone it and they don’t feel like they have control over

how much information is collected or how it is used” (2018, p.9).

4886.9% sensitivity and 70.4% specificity in detection of premalignant and malignant skin lesions, to be exact.
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In support of this notion is the survey results we reviewed in chapter 4, where the accuracy of

existing health information was criticised by respondents. Acknowledging once again that the

survey was not demographically representative, this theme was relatively strong and suggests

two key points which are pertinent here:

• There are data integrity and quality issues in the status quo centralised system, with one

survey respondent noting that “I would love the ability to actually correct the stuff that is

written by the hospital. I find the amount of errors in the hospital notes I have seen utterly

appauling [sic]. Things like the wrong year for surgery and wrong medication”.

• Individuals have a desire to correct and update health information and, whilst there is a

legislative right to do so, this right is under-utilised or confusing to individuals.

The third quote (“The outcomes that we are seeking is higher quality data that captures more

than an administrative process”) focuses on the usefulness component of data quality, and ex-

pands our thinking about what data could be made available to share49. For example, one of

the core MOH datasets is the ‘National Minimum Data Set’ (NMDS) and this generally forms

the basis for any health services research in Aotearoa New Zealand. Whilst it is a consistent

and dependable data set, its genesis is in a funding and claiming context. On that basis, it has

significant limitations when being used to make sense of population wellbeing.

A useful example of this is provided by Dawson (2020) in their assessment of the usefulness

of government data sets in measuring maternal health equity. Specifically, the data point around

whether or not a woman keeps her placenta is considered to be a key indicator of cultural well-

being and hauora for wahine Māori. This data was actually collected by MOH until 2007 but,

at the current time, is no longer available in any national data sets being relied upon for under-

standing of wellbeing. Dawson summarises this point by stating that “these data [government

administrative data] are not being collected for what is important to citizens, but for administra-

tive purposes and yet decisions that affect citizens are made from it” (2020, p.214). This is also

reflected by an interview participant who stated that:

“There is hugely valuable information that sits in communities that will never ever

sit in the administrative data that government collects and holds.” (Participant

342775a4).

Finally, the fourth quote suggests that there are workflow and business process issues which are

contributing to a loss of data integrity. In the status quo scenario, centralisation creates an incen-

tive to duplicate data, and this is aggravated by very poor or non-existent transfer mechanisms

49We have also touched on this concept already in section 7.7.1.4.
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between clinical applications or data stores. In short, if you are lucky enough to be able to access

some health data you require it will generally be made available as a file which will then often

be imported into another system for usage. In the course of doing this, the data has been copied

at least twice. This process introduces the risk that data can be modified at any of these steps50

and, thus, a ‘drift’ from the source data occurs. If the shared copy of the data has to be updated

in some way, there will generally be no write-back mechanism to the original source data and

integrity is already severely compromised.

The quote above touching on this subject notes that having data in one place only solves

this problem, but doesn’t hint at the technical complexity of making it happen. This approach

can work in either a centralised or distributed paradigm, to be clear, and it is instructive to

think about the innovation we have reviewed in section 2.2.4.1 which saw Estonia legislate that

personal information can only be stored in a single place across government.

7.7.3.3. Empowerment

The ability of data to empower individuals rests on the assumptions that they want to access

their data, they have the capability to utilise and interpret data and, in doing so, can have a less

passive stake in their wellbeing. We have already discussed the issue of capability above, so now

we turn to participant comments around the extent or likelihood of empowerment offered by a

RDHIS:

“If people have agency to make the decisions for themselves, then that will: A,

keep them more engaged and more involved in the process; B, it’ll hopefully mean

that they make better decisions that are applicable for their own specific use case,

rather than being subject to decisions that have been generalised across a whole

population.” (Participant 4a626164).

Read literally this comment is actually about decision-making, which does not necessarily have

to rest on a RDHIS. Any access to data, or even a more central and enhanced role in their care

process, can result in the advantages that this participant touches on. My argument is that a

RDHIS can accelerate this kind of increased engagement and agency, because the individual

is such a critical part of the flow of data amongst all stakeholders51 and – critically – use and

interpretation of any data can be made personally or culturally relevant.

This is supported by the survey findings we reviewed in chapter 4, and in general terms by

the literature (Ministry of Health, 2016; Patel, Barker, & Siminerio, 2015; Woods et al., 2013).
50This is especially a risk when Excel is utilised for any form of data capture or storage, which should be made

illegal.
51In this case, stakeholders may include a team of health professionals, individual practitioners, whānau or commu-

nity support groups – amongst many others.
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The IEEE Global Initiative on Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems have more clearly

linked the concepts of data control with agency and wellbeing, and note that:

“To strengthen individual agency, governments and organizations must test and im-

plement technologies and policies that let individuals create, curate, and control

their online agency as associated with their identity. Data transactions should be

moderated and case-by-case authorization decisions from the individual as to who

can process what personal data for what purpose.” (The IEEE Global Initiative on

Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems, 2019, p.110).

This work does not refer to more architectural concepts such as centralisation or distribution, and

yet it should be clear from all foregoing discussion that allowing individuals to “create, curate

and control their online agency” is possible but problematic in a centralised paradigm. Other

participants commented on the topic of empowerment in the following ways:

“Where you get a lot of ... agency is giving them the agency to choose when they

share what with who.” (Participant 682d3989).

“The advantage [of decentralisation] is that it gives people agency.” (Participant

4a626164).

“But the more people engage and the more it is made part of their daily interactions,

then far more people would see this is less about data sharing or consent giving

action and more just about making decisions in their lives.” (Participant 682d3989).

So there is certainly sentiment amongst participants that control enhances decision-making, and

increases agency. There is currently no literature available which might quantify a difference in

perceived agency or empowerment between centralised and distributed paradigms. At present,

there is certainly plenty of literature to support the general concept that access to data improves

agency and flow-on effects around chronic disease management, for example.

Because decentralisation/distribution is such a new concept, we are only able to draw out

potential functional differences between the paradigms and identify potential constraints of cen-

tralisation. However, we are not even in a position to gauge how well centralised data sharing

and control performs, since even that has not yet been achieved52.

7.7.3.4. Incumbents

One of the interview guide questions asked participants to consider how incumbents in the health

sector would react to implementation of a RDHIS. This is a broad question, since any such
52Again, I should repeat that there are well-meaning efforts to increase individual access to centralised data but even

this remains nascent and immature in Aotearoa New Zealand at the time of writing.
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change would affect a wide range of stakeholders – from IT system vendors, to population

health researchers, to any health professional interacting with personal health data.

In this sense, ‘incumbent’ can be thought of as any person or entity currently operating within

the status quo health system in Aotearoa New Zealand. This is a very important area to un-

derstand, since any change management around the philosophical underpinnings of our health

ecosystem must include any incumbent and bring them along on the journey. A selection of

participant comments is copied below:

“Your view on decentralisation falls on its face with [redacted name of popular

Patient Management System]!” (Participant 6dea2c99).

“The incumbent systems and providers are going to need to preserve and retain

their revenue streams.” (Participant 6dea2c99).

“It’s not in their [incumbent IT vendors] interest for it to happen, right? And so

they will fight against it. In my mind, the argument is not yet strong enough. If the

argument was so strong that this obviously leads to better outcomes for patients,

then you have a stronger footing in which to stand.” (Participant 4a626164).

“There would be things that come from a different motivation, which are vested

interests, be they professional or commercial or something else, in changing the

power dynamics that exist around data.” (Participant 4a626164).

“That’s the shift we need in the mindsets of the vendors, is, within the bounds of

privacy and security and giving people control, you’ve got to think about making

that data accessible.” (Participant ca751e0d).

It is very understandable that, in the case of IT product vendors, a fundamental shift in the

ecosystem, such as that represented by decentralisation/distribution, would not be welcomed.

This does not necessarily have to be borne of malice or intransigence; vendors often have a

long-term investment in a product, upon which the health of the entire business depends.

Influencing the health IT landscape is notoriously difficult (Gauld, 2004; Greenhalgh et al.,

2010), although there is evidence to suggest that incentivisation can make a significant differ-

ence. For example, EHR uptake in US hospitals increased from 9% to 84% between 2008 and

2015, after the 2009 HITECH Act offered some $20bn in direct incentives (Henry, Pylypchuk,

Searcy, Patel, et al., 2016).

The above participant comments note that incumbent IT vendors, particularly, are not doing

enough currently around making data accessible and, furthermore, would resist any attempts

to change the underlying centralised operating model. The same issues were raised in 2016,

when writing my Masters thesis. In discussing the influence of vendors there, I noted literature
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assertively identifying vendors as an interoperability obstacle. For example Terhune, Epstein,

and Arnst (2009) wrote that vendors are actively opposed to interoperability (viewing it as a

threat to business models); Koppel (2012) agreed and noted attempts by vendors to “balkanize”

the market, and; Mandl and Kohane (2012) considered that vendors have consistently overstated

the complexity of IT requirements in the health sector in order to maximise profit.

Whilst these citations are all US-based and more than ten years old, they do at least point to

the degree of influence that IT vendors have over decision-making. Viewed in its most negative

light (from a vendor perspective), the RDHIS has the potential to destroy their business model.

Alternatively, vendors may already be looking towards a future based more on connecting data

in place and adding value to that. With MOH signalling clearly in Aotearoa New Zealand that

this is the desired future state, it will certainly be interesting to see how the vendor market

responds53.

In figure 7.5 the ‘incumbent’ subtheme is connected with two other themes. Its link to the

‘centralised hegemony’ subtheme reflects the difficulty of radical change in a complex and risk-

averse sector; any change in health is slow, usually for good reason, but I intend to highlight

here that the overall hegemony of centralisation is very strongly supported by the IT vendor

landscape and the centralised models they have relied on and embedded.

Aggravating this is the notion that they have only been lightly regulated by the centre. One

participant commented that:

“You’ve sort of been allowed to come to the point of view that you can control the

data, even though I don’t think that’s an explicit setting. I just think that because

nothing’s been said, people can just form their own view basically.” (Participant

6f5c5542).

So the vendors have understandably embedded philosophical and architectural models that sup-

port their profitability and, because of weak oversight from the centre, this has gone unchecked

– potentially making it harder to unravel if that became necessary.

Finally, IT vendors are not the only incumbents. We have already discussed in section 7.7.1

that health professionals will understandably insist on retaining access to data they need to per-

form their functions. A shift in the ownership and control of data will necessarily affect health

professionals too although, assuming we have addressed the general clinical risk issue, it is not

clear which professional subgroups would actually object to patient control (if any).

I noted in 2016 that “knowledge as a business model” was an obstacle to the empowering of

patients with their health information. This has a number of components:

53One of the dominant Patient Management Systems in the primary care space has already move towards alignment
with this indicative vision, by releasing an integration layer which has the ability to support a marketplace of
third-party apps and integrations (MedTech Global, 2021).
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• The ‘fee for service’ business model of primary care

• The upstream funding model for primary and community care

• The view that empowering patients with information could be seen as an opportunity cost

(Poor, 2016).

This is a much broader phenomenon than health, of course. Reeves et al. (2022) found anxiety

and concern within the research community about the prospect of data sharing, specifically

because it would affect the sole ownership researchers had over data they collected.

In the health sector there is an additional, more qualitative, aspect around professional auton-

omy to consider. There is literature identifying that health professionals – particularly doctors

– are sensitive to any perceived impact on their autonomy (Bayless, 1996; Edwards, Kornacki,

& Silversin, 2002; Swan & Newell, 1996) and, therefore, any rebalancing of power via data and

knowledge must be viewed in this light.

7.7.4. Trust

Finally trust was prominent enough from the interview process to deserve its own theme, and

rightly so. A large component of data sharing is based on trust (whether that’s on a bilateral

and interpersonal level, or via some automated process). Trust cannot simply be generated by

acting in a reliably trustworthy way; it is just as important that the individual has a perception of

trustworthy behaviour (Belfrage et al., 2022) and this, of course, can be mediated by many other

variables (such as social context or family/whānau perceptions, for example).

The interview process also threw up issues around the overlap, or conflation, of related themes

such as social licence and consent. We have already discussed the interplay between social

licence and consent in section 7.7.3 and so, in this section, I will focus on the higher order

concept of trust.

7.7.4.1. Relationships are vital

“Relationships are vital” seems like an obvious statement to make and yet, for technologists,

it can be easy to unconsciously disassociate the thing you are working on from its real world

application – a humorous rendition of which is shown in figure 7.8.

In terms of data sharing and data sovereignty, it means that there is a risk we focus on what is

technically possible without stepping back to understand the human-centred scenarios in which

this data is generated. Participants commented on this in the following ways:
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Figure 7.8.: Automation (xkcd, n.d.)

“If we’re incorporating data into most aspects of life, then being able to form

and manage data relationships becomes a key part of what we do.” (Participant

1655b226).

“We have to build it together. You start small and invite people to it, and build trust,

and build relationships.” (Participant 682d3989).

“We build relationships everyday, and they break everyday. Just think about it on

a bigger scale. Behavior that is trustworthy and is maintained out of a genuine

desire to benefit the other will be a healthy relationship that will endure over time.”

(Participant 682d3989).

“I think the biggest thing in building trust is relationships and intention.” (Partici-

pant 1295cd16).

“People are harder than any piece of code you will ever write. The answers are

simple, and there’s often a reason we don’t do them, and that’s because they’re

hard. Relationships are hard.” (Participant 1295cd16).

“It used to be very close in the early 20th century. People thought they were the

government. Whereas now, I think it’s further apart and more distant. There is less

trust.” (Participant df9eeed6).
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“That master-servant type relationship, attitude needs to be deconstructed in order

for real change for our people.” (Participant 1593596e).

In terms of the trust subtheme, there are a few key facets to pull out from the above selected

comments:

• Trust is a product of healthy relationships

• Building healthy relationships at scale is difficult and complex because of the widely

varying attitudes, opinions and world views represented in our society

• There is a sense of growing mistrust between the public and the government.

The notion that trust is part of a complex interaction of phenomena has already been shown

in figure 7.7. In that representation, social licence is a product of trust. The additional layer

identified from the above comments is that trust is a product of healthy relationships. We could

argue that a healthy relationship (in a data sharing sense) is one where control has been delegated,

individuals and groups are empowered, and use of data is verifiably in scope of any defined

agreement. But perhaps we should consider this more broadly?

In 1973, Mark Granovetter published a ground-breaking study which attempted to define and

quantify relationships. For example, he posited that the strength of a relationship can be defined

as “a (probably linear) combination of the amount of time, the emotional intensity, the intimacy

(mutual confiding), and the reciprocal services which characterize the tie” (Granovetter, 1973,

p.1361). His conclusion that weak ties (more casual relationships with colleagues or acquain-

tances) actually have a stronger impact on social outcomes than strong ties (family members and

partners)54, has since been challenged in the context of the modern online era and the rise of

social media (Krämer, Sauer, & Ellison, 2021).

It should also be acknowledged that there is a strong cultural component to this, as well,

with te ao Māori prioritising concepts such as whanaungatanga and manaakitanga which have

been overlooked by the centre when considering use of information and building data pathways

(Bishop, 2016; Pool, 2016). This is reflected in some of the selected comments, but particularly

one that notes a ‘master-servant’ relationship. Any description of a relationship with the gov-

ernment, or its agencies, in these terms indicates a very unhealthy relationship from which trust,

and subsequently social licence, is unlikely to grow. This is also reflected in the comment about

a general lessening of trust in government.

This is a large area of research which unfortunately we can only touch upon within the con-

fines of this thesis. However, this brief discussion at least expands our world view to consider

54This conclusion rests on the idea that weak ties can provide access to information that is not found within the
individuals’ network of strong ties.
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all the ties and relationships that people might hold, and how they are perceived and utilised

by each individual. This certainly does not make the topic less complex for data sharing, but

enhances our understanding of it.

Finally it should be noted that we have only covered the population relationship with govern-

ment at large so far. Clearly, society is comprised of a much richer and more complex mesh

of trust relationships than only this one. The trust in government component has been high-

lighted because currently the flow of data is, generally speaking, under the control of government

agencies. But, certainly, there are a wealth of other trust relationships at play. One particular

comment is instructive in terms of how a future data ecosystem might unfold:

“Māori people are going to trust iwi much more than they will trust the government

when collecting data.” (Participant edc46a04).

Certainly, there are many iwi and not all iwi have close relationships. But, if we can accept that a

general level of trust is higher between Māori and iwi than Māori and government, then it helps

to understand the data sharing landscape within Aotearoa New Zealand55.

7.7.4.2. Decentralisation’s impact on trust

Following on directly from the last section, some interview participants considered that a RDHIS

could be a vehicle to generate more trust. This rests, perhaps, on the notion that permitting

individual ownership and control of data is a concession of sorts, and one which has the potential

to put government agencies at a relative disadvantage56. We have already discussed the issue

of government’s need to access data in section 7.7.1. When we are considering trust, it goes

some way to describing the hegemony of centralisation that any move to unravel that could be

perceived as a trust-building exercise. Participants commented on this subtheme in the following

ways:

“It [decentralisation] unlocks a willingness to take a risk and trust, because it

doesn’t take one direction.” (Participant 1655b226).

“In order for that trust to be given, transparency has to be there. How better to give

transparency than to give control to the hands of people.” (Participant 682d3989).

“Trust is one of those things, you have to give it away to get it.” (Participant

682d3989).

55However we should also recall the WOCA data request incident (Neilson, 2021), and be extremely cautious about
discussing the opinion of Māori as a homogeneous group.

56Relative to the status quo where the centre has almost exclusive access to all centralised data.
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“I think the idea that it’s decentralised has a benefit in terms of helping us address

those people that don’t fundamentally trust their data being held centrally.” (Par-

ticipant 6f5c5542).

The above comments, overall, describe a situation where it is reciprocity (“it doesn’t take one

direction”) and the ceding of total control over centralised data (“you have to give it away to get

it”) that increases trust. In fact this even links us back to the quote from Granovetter (1973) who

considered that reciprocity was a supporting factor in strong relationships, and perhaps it is a

perceived lack of reciprocity that aggravates some of the other variables contributing to mistrust.

We saw, for example, in section 7.7.1 several participant comments bemoaning lack of access to

centralised data in general.

There is another perspective on the impact of decentralisation/distribution on trust, however.

One participant noted that:

“One of the core weaknesses of a decentralised approach is ... that it relies heavily

on trust. So basically, if you set the rules, you rely on the other party you interact

with to also follow those same rules ... there’s a lot of trust that you’re not going

to do the wrong thing with that data, and that comes down to the fact that data is

non-rivalrous.” (Participant 4a626164).

This is a very interesting comment since it raises the prospect that decentralisation/distribution,

improperly utilised, can negatively impact trust. In this scenario, the recipient of shared data

uses that data maliciously and the original owner has no way to prevent that.

It is certainly true that, once you have access to data, there is nothing that would stop you from

copying it or emailing it or posting it on social media. Similarly, there is nothing that can stop

a person from driving on the wrong side of the road, or stealing cigarettes from a convenience

store. Trust is a slippery notion, but is clearly one that the effective functioning of society relies

upon in lots of soft and imperceptible ways.

This may well be a false analogy, however. It is literally and physically impossible to stop

people from performing certain actions. But it is possible to stop people having access to data

– a situation also known as the status quo. Following the line of reasoning in the above quote,

we may want to end our interest in a RDHIS because there is a possibility that a data sharing

relationship will be abused. Or, alternatively, we go back to the primacy of relationships – in

all their shapes and forms – and accept that, since it reflects the vagaries of being human, we

will empower people to develop high-trust relationships and determine their own bilateral or

multilateral agreements as they see fit. Empowering people does not come without risks, to be

sure, and, at the very least, this comment raises the stakes around capability and education that

we touched upon in section 7.7.2.
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7.7.4.3. Social licence as a product of trust

We have already discussed the relationship between relationships, trust, consent and social li-

cence in the preceding sections. Here, I would like to highlight participant comments that drew

out some themes around social licence specifically. There are two components to this. Firstly,

levels of social licence will vary significantly across all groups and subgroups within society and

it is not a tick-box task. Secondly, that social licence can never be assumed even under the most

ostensibly positive use of data.

Selected participant comments on the first component are reproduced below:

“You have to be genuinely open to the notion that maybe you can’t do the thing

you wanted to do. And that’s something that decision makers don’t always honestly

engage with because they view the consultation part as maybe being more of a box-

ticking exercise. They just say, "We held a hui, everybody heard about it, we can go

ahead”.” (Participant 4a626164).

“With social licence, it obviously changes over time and it does shift as well ... you

could argue that social licence is not ubiquitous. It comes down to generations –

Gen X, Gen Y or Baby Boomer. You can’t be arbitrary about it, you have to be

granular about it, I suspect.” (Participant ca751e0d).

What we see in the above comments is both a recognition that societal groups are rarely, or

even never, homogeneous. We can certainly interpret trends around social licence based on

aggregated data but, in terms of implementing data sharing or data use initiatives, I am arguing

that the only truly accurate gauge of social licence is the proactive and informed consent of

individuals. It must stand to reason that anything less than this is simply making an assumption

about the social licence conferred on the organisation concerned by all members of the group.

This happens to be the status quo with most data use initiatives today.

It is certainly true that in the centralised paradigm we currently witness in health, seeking

individual consent for data use ex ante is an impossible task, and I do not underestimate the

effort required. Nevertheless, because of this the system is used to almost crossing its fingers

and hoping that potential objectors do not notice the data use has occurred. As one participant

has noted:

“[Under decentralisation] there wouldn’t be the same uncertainty that perhaps

there is now about, you know, are we able to do this legally, do we have social

licence to do this, how do we weigh up whether or not we should be doing this with

data that we just happen to have.” (Participant 6f5c5542).
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So there is an acknowledgement that the social licence component is cumbersome and difficult

to implement in the current system, and there simply isn’t the resource or capacity to undertake

that process to meet the naive idyll I have offered. This phenomenon is also reflected in the

literature where the regular use of linked administrative data sets, even without specific consent,

has become normalised such that it “enables maintenance of the social licence required for these

resources to be used without specific individual consent” (Dawson, 2020, p.211). That is, use of

data without social licence has become normalised and, at best, agencies will feel compelled to

attempt to retrospectively attain that social licence.

This then further relates to the second comment, which expands on this and notes that even

meeting representatives from key groups is far from sufficient – the exhortation is to be “more

granular”. This makes intuitive sense. Levels of trust, and affiliated social licence, are no more

likely to be homogeneous across any social grouping than ones politics or favourite character

from The Sopranos. The comment identifies age groups as one potential boundary but, even

within Gen X alone, there will probably be as much variation in opinion as any other group.

Again, I am not suggesting that identifying themes from aggregated research is pointless. It

is certainly useful to know, in general, whether or not older people trust government agencies.

However, the point of this conversation is that individuals should be indicating social licence

themselves via the giving or withholding of consent. When it comes to use of individual data,

no other proxy or rounding mechanism will do.

The second component of this subtheme is described by a participant as follows:

“Even though there is a benefit to citizens from using integrated data at an individual

level, that doesn’t make it right and it doesn’t mean they’re going to like the idea.

There are so many assumptions around – well, I think it’s for their good. But is it

my call to make?” (Participant 342775a4).

This is the only comment made on this particular point, but I think it’s a very meaningful one.

It speaks to a mindset where someone genuinely has the best intentions; they may be a socially

conscious and politically aware data analyst who has an idea to combine data to produce some-

thing they feel will make a positive difference. Much of the discussion in this space before has

been on malicious or unauthorised uses of data, but this is quite a different perspective. When

operating from this mindset it might be tempting to overlook ethical issues such as social licence,

or even whether the data use accords with its purpose under the Privacy Act. The message must

be that even the most ostensibly positive use of data should be rigorously questioned from an

ethical standpoint. Yes we can technically do it, but should we?

Once again, this is an issue that the RDHIS entirely solves via the virtuous circle depicted in

figure 7.7. Trust begets social licence, which begets a defined purpose under the Privacy Act,
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Table 7.9.: Key findings from Research Phase 4

Topic Description

Access to data
The centre has a monopoly on access to administrative data,
and groups are excluded from generating their own
understanding of their data.

Government and health providers need access to data.

Distribution has the potential to offer more data, when levels
of trust and social licence are high.

Capability Concern around capability of government and individuals if
moving from the status quo.

Social licence Accepted as crucial, yet sits very uncomfortably within a
centralised paradigm.

Control Will empower users/groups and threaten incumbents and
vendors.

Trust Distribution clarifies links between trust and social licence in
a way that centralisation cannot.

and then consent is provided. It should be very clear under what terms the data is shared and

how it can be used – the removal of ambiguity drastically minimises the ethical permutations of

a proposed use of data.

7.8. Summary

The interview participants generated many valuable insights, and a great deal of ground has been

covered in this chapter. The aim has been to understand more about the real world context in

which the prototype might be applied and we have indeed identified practical obstacles to any

implementation of a distributed information ecosystem in the New Zealand health sector, much

of which is in fact generalisable to other sectors. I have summarised the key findings from the

preceding section into table 7.9.

What this tells us is that there are very real issues with access to data. The status quo provides

access (albeit poorly) to government and health providers, but results in an equity conundrum

which means groups are disadvantaged (Waitangi Tribunal, 2019) and the links between trust,

consent and social licence are needlessly ambiguous. I discussed in section 7.7.3.1 how these

things become conflated, and demonstrated that something like a RDHIS clarifies them and

empowers the individuals and groups who are defining those data-sharing relationships. I will
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draw all these threads together in the next chapter.
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This thesis aims to develop understanding about how data sovereignty can be achieved. I have

recognised that, whilst the topic as it relates to Māori is currently being actively debated within

the Aotearoa New Zealand public sector, very little attention is being paid to how it can optimally

be achieved on a technical level. This is part of a global pattern where, I argue, two key factors

are in play:

• The conceptual power of the centralised hegemony, which still dominates and constrains

any discussion around radical changes in data ecosystems

• A lack of direct incentives for agencies and organisations to do things differently.

An intended output from this research is to demonstrate that truly distributed approaches are

rapidly maturing, and it is eminently feasible to consider building them today. In so doing,

I would like to draw attention to the fact that another way is possible. Given the two points

above, a radically distributed health information system is most likely to be initiated outside of

the state apparatus. It may be that Māori groups explore the possibilities for technology such

as Holochain to provide self-determination in a way that is meaningful to them, and this further

influences public sector trends. It seems unlikely that a private sector vendor would engage

with this concept because of the inherent lack of ability to monetise it. It is difficult therefore

to see what kind of a future there may be for radical distribution of data, but I maintain that it

represents a critical vehicle for trust, social licence and civic engagement. The Aotearoa New

Zealand government has realised the importance of social licence in its Data Protection and Use

Policy (Social Wellbeing Agency, 2022), and I have argued that allowing people to own and

control their own data is the most effective way to build trust and improve social licence.

In this chapter I will draw together all the different research phases, and return to the research

questions introduced back in section §1.3. I will provide an overview of what I have learnt

throughout this journey, and highlight what I consider to be contributions to the knowledge

base. Finally I will provide an overview of possible directions for future research.
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8.1. Research questions

8.1.1. How do people feel about the ability to have absolute control over their

personal data?

In chapter 2 we saw that, for the general public across a range of jurisdictions, there is a fatalism

around a loss of control regarding personal data. Thanks to the work of the Data Futures Part-

nership (2017a) and the Social Wellbeing Agency (2022) we understand that this is not confined

to social media, but applies equally to public sector data capture. In the Aotearoa New Zealand

setting, a growing data sovereignty movement has raised these issues in parallel in terms of how

they relate to Māori and the consequences of colonisation. In this respect, people are starting

to talk more about how they would like to feel a recalibration of the power imbalance seen in

government collection and use of data.

Primary research conducted for this thesis certainly had limitations, as we have reviewed in

chapter 4. The survey participants were not demographically representative, but nevertheless

provided interesting insights, with the most pertinent conclusions being:

• People want to exert control over their health data

• People want to know who has accessed their health data

• People have very high levels of trust, in terms of data sharing, with their GP

• People have low levels of trust in government agencies.

This last point speaks to a social licence issue. In section 7.7.3 I proposed a model whereby a

virtuous circle of data sharing is initiated by individuals having trust in government agencies.

With the control and insight offered by a distributed health information system, this could result

in the win-win of government having access to a range of high quality data which is willingly

shared by citizens who have trust in its use. Given the trust issue noted above, this will certainly

take some work but, in my view, is the optimal way to move forward. The MOH Hira project

aims to provide some transparency and oversight of health data, and its designers are certainly

to be commended for that. However, as already noted, where a model is based on a centralised

architecture there is likely to be not only a risk of re-centralisation, but a tendency towards re-

centralisation.

This research question was also addressed during the interview research phase (section §7.7).

Some additional themes came to light there, with respondents discussing how the current flow

of data into government is unidirectional and it is very hard for individuals, groups, or NGOs

to access any health information at all. There are definitely legislative considerations at play
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here (Neilson, 2021), but participants expressed concern about the inability of groups to utilise

health information to draw their own meaning, provide insights that are inclusive of ethnicities

and sub-groups and permit groups to make inferences that are meaningful to them. I categorised

this as ‘analytical sovereignty’, and maintain that this is a vital component of social licence. But

there should be a pathway for anyone exercising analytical sovereignty to raise the profile of

their findings in a meaningful way, lest they simply be ignored in favour of the status quo.

Another competing issue here is around capability. Many interview participants expressed

concern about the prospect of an individual user having to negotiate access rights to every dif-

ferent component of their health data. I believe that the aim should be to offer this capability

for those who want to exercise it, however I had to remind those participants that this is merely

a prototype proving a technical concept. The detail around how an app might work, and what

options are available, are out of scope. But, certainly, capability is an issue that will have to be

addressed but there are established User-Centred Design principles which can cater for this.

What is also clear from the available literature (although it should be obvious) is that there is

no homogeneous attitude we can attribute to a group. Attitudes change across every conceiv-

able variable. By locating this idea within the data sovereignty debate, however, we raise the

profile that it is marginalised groups who, on average, will be motivated to pursue some kind

of data sovereignty and will benefit most from it. Even as a particularly zealous privacy advo-

cate, I would find it difficult to argue that personal data sovereignty is in the realm of a human

right. However, it is the consequences of not having access to data – and not holding analyti-

cal sovereignty – that are marginalising groups, contributing to negative outcomes, and thereby

potentially impacting their rights.

A high-profile example of this can be found in the WAI2575 Waitangi Tribunal report, which

found a breach of Treaty principles in the way that, amongst other things, health data was not

used optimally to understand Māori health outcomes and to elucidate the causes of inequality

(Waitangi Tribunal, 2019). Where data is to be considered a product of cultural knowledge, or

a part of cultural knowledge, it is conceivable that Treaty claims could be extended to ques-

tion why it is not being devolved to iwi or hapū, and why there is no mechanism to effect the

analytical sovereignty that WAI2575 implies is needed.

The literature overall points to a desire for greater control over individuals’ personal data.

However – and I recognise that this may seem self-serving – the absence of a strong movement

clearly saying “we want control and ownership of data”, even amongst groups such as Te Mana

Raraunga, is more likely to be a product of the centralised hegemony than anything else. This

cannot be proven, of course, but it stands to reason that something which is at present so nascent

and limited to mostly fringe application is not going to yet be influencing public opinion in the

way that other technological advances have. This is furthered, I contend, by a verifiable absence
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of incentives for government agencies and organisations to proactively explore this complex

arena. Most jurisdictions do not have a mobilised, engaged and expert group of people with

“skin in the game” to raise the profile that such a thing is possible. It is very understandable that,

left to open source interest groups casually developing pet projects on the internet, a distributed

personal health data movement will not gain a foothold in, say, the UK or Japan. Aotearoa New

Zealand, on the other hand, has the rare combination of both an active thought-leadership group

and constitutional tools that can be brought to bear.

8.1.2. How can technology support the distribution of personal health data and a

move toward data sovereignty?

In this thesis I have positioned personal data sovereignty as the overarching goal. This has been

discussed in literature by indigenous researchers, but has a very low profile elsewhere. I have

argued that the ‘distributed’ data model (Baran, 1964) offers the most possibility in enabling

data sovereignty. Until now, the question has been how do we get there?

I am not an indigenous researcher and have no right to contribute to the indigenous discourse,

but I have been inspired by the thoughts and concepts behind indigenous data sovereignty. At

the same time, my technical interests have made me aware that there are maturing technologies

which offer a way to implement practical solutions for data sovereignty. The key research output

of this thesis is to prove that a distributed app can be used in a healthcare setting. In chapter 6 I

describe the development of the V2 prototype and its evaluation process. The user requirements

that had been elicited empirically were all met. At a minimum, therefore, I have proven the

basic feasibility of a distributed app which would represent an enabler for data sovereignty.

This prototype app is available to anyone to download, install and evaluate themselves1; the full

codebase is also available for inspection2.

An important question that arose during the interview process is whether or not a technical

solution is even required; do we actually need a tangible solution for data sovereignty? We

saw that relationships are vital and, connected with this, people need to feel trust in how their

data is used. That trust appears to be low (Data Futures Partnership, 2017a; Social Investment

Agency, 2018). We also saw an initial focus from Māori data sovereignty researchers on gov-

ernance. I certainly do not underestimate the importance of relationships and governance and

‘soft’ variables – such as trust and social licence (after all, these comprised a large proportion

of the discussion in chapter 7) – but other literature has noted the risk of a tendency toward

re-centralisation, if it is technically possible (Gottsegen, 2021; Walch, 2019). This implies that

some formal boundaries should be in place; a hard solution is necessary, and I have demonstrated

1https://gitlab.com/alexpoor/radhis/-/releases/v0.0.2.
2https://gitlab.com/alexpoor/radhis.
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how such a solution might work.

8.1.3. How could a distributed health information system be implemented in

Aotearoa New Zealand?

Building upon the previous two research questions, we are now at a point where we can reason-

ably ask – what next? It is one thing to understand that groups – even, potentially, large groups

– desire data sovereignty, analytical sovereignty and being able to profess a narrative which is

appropriately grounded in their own lived experience and backed by their own data. It is another

thing to demonstrate that this is now technically feasible. It is yet another thing entirely to un-

derstand what is required to make it a reality! This was the aim of the interview research phase,

discussed in chapter 7, where the outputs could be summarised as a roadmap. In order to do so,

I will first reiterate the key practical issues that arose from that research phase, before drawing

them together into a whole.

8.1.3.1. Identity

This refers to the practical requirement to understand who people and organisations are. In the

demonstration video (https://vimeo.com/680251596#t=949s) this is glossed over by having

users pretend they are health professionals. In the real world, it is vitally important for my GP

to know that I am really Alex and vice versa.

The issue of identity is universally important in a healthcare system, and distribution of data

does not make this less so. In Aotearoa New Zealand there is a very high-quality health identifier

– the National Health Index (NHI) – which is used in all health system interactions3. The Hira

project has the stated aim of opening access to core MOH services, such as NHI, for use via API,

and rapid innovations during the Coronavirus pandemic have proven that individual identity can

be verified and connected with a health record4. There is no reason why a RDHIS app could not

leverage the same API service and verify a user’s identity to link it with the correct NHI.

The provider side is more complex although, again, MOH do have some services in place. For

example, an official health facilities list is available for download5, and contains 12973 officially

recognised health facilities (or providers) as at 9 May 2022. It is conceivable that a RDHIS app

could access this list to present an index of providers to a user, and ask them who they want

to share data with. For other data sharing use cases – for example, to share with a friend or

3Although most people would not know their NHI, it is a vital data point for finding the correct patient information
and healthcare administration.

4The MyHealth service permits account creation either via RealMe or using official identification.
5https://www.health.govt.nz/nz-health-statistics/data-references/code-tables/common-code
-tables/facility-code-table.
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family member – there would be no need to access a centralised service. Some workflow could

be developed allowing Near Field Communication (NFC) or QR code generation, which would

connect two users and allow them to share data.

Without getting too much into the solution space, identity needs to be highlighted as a critical

area that needs further consideration for implementation of a distributed system. For any inter-

actions which cross into the formal public sector space, access to centralised reference data is

unavoidable.

8.1.3.2. Access and equity

Before embarking on any digital implementation programme such as proposed here, it is vital

to assess the potential impact on population groups. I have repeatedly referenced the perceived

benefits of a distributed system as accruing to marginalised groups, who would have the op-

portunity to better reflect their lived experience whilst basing it on data. It is also important to

acknowledge that those same marginalised groups may in fact be the least equipped to actually

engage with analytical sovereignty and in some cases may not have the access to technology to

engage with a RDHIS at all. There is a risk, therefore, of making things worse.

This point simply serves as a reminder not to assume anything about access and equity, and

to always be conscious of unintended harm. MOH will progress with their Hira programme,

which will also take these factors into account.

8.1.3.3. Trust and social licence

Trust was identified as a separate theme in chapter 7 and, in summary, there was a prevailing

sense of low trust in government use of data and a desire for greater effort to be expended in its

corollary, social licence. This may be considered as something of a ‘holy grail’ for governments

who wish to have confidence and transparency in their use of centralised population data. I

argue in this thesis that trust and social licence form part of a virtuous circle, which must be

initiated by first ceding power. This introduces the risk that government will have access to

less data than at present; this was a concern echoed by most interview participants. There is

also an interesting tension here, when we consider the WAI2575 recommendations were about

ineffective use of data to understand equity which has resulted in poor health outcomes for Māori

(Waitangi Tribunal, 2019). Taken in isolation, this might embolden the centre to strengthen

centralised control of data. Conversely it may also be seen as an inflection point where, as a

system, we want to redesign the data landscape from the ground up to move towards trust, social

licence and better social outcomes via distribution of data.

The proposed ceding of power as part of this process will be very difficult for the centre to
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deal with. Similarly, reduced access to data will have operational and strategic implications for

MOH, Health NZ and the government. It will be vital to ensure that as much work as possible

has been undertaken to minimise the impact of this.

8.1.3.4. Legislation

The Privacy Act 2020, by virtue of its flexible consent-based model, seems well placed to cater

for distributed data flow across the public sector. As we have discussed, the Act offers no

obstacles to implementation of a RDHIS. The work to be done on trust and social licence will

substantively alter the landscape of ‘Purpose’ under the Act, by allowing individuals and groups

to define their own Purposes when sharing data – and they would also have the ability to check

compliance with the defined Purpose, well before a privacy incident has surfaced.

However, there are numerous issues with domain-specific legislation in the health sector. For

example §45 Medicines Act 1981 mandates that prescribing information is kept securely at “his

[sic] place of business” and this information can be inspected and copied by “any officer of the

Ministry of Health”. Similarly, the Health (Retention of Health Information) Regulations 1996

stipulates that all providers must retain health information for ten years.

This is simply to highlight the fact that there are many legislative instruments that affect health

sector operations, and the substance of each will need to be reviewed and amended to accom-

modate any move away from centralised data. This need not be a legislative paradigm shift.

For example, §6(1) Health (Retention of Health Information) Regulations 1996 notes that “ev-

ery provider that holds health information [emphasis added] shall retain that health information

for the minimum retention period”. It would be possible to interpret this section differently if

health information were not stored with providers by default, but kept only with the patient.

Conversely, the same Regulation (§7(2)) extends to anyone holding information “for the time

being”, which could be read into the scenario where data is shared. There is certainly work to

do in this space.

8.1.3.5. Critical access to data

As noted above, a strong theme during the interview research phase was anxiety about govern-

ment retaining access to data under a RDHIS.

The literature, as well as the survey discussed in chapter 4, strongly indicates a high level of

trust in the primary care team. As the routine interface between individuals and the health system

this makes sense. Going further, the ongoing review of the Aotearoa New Zealand health system

aspires to keep people well, and employ interdisciplinary models of care which are meaningful

to the locality in which they live (Health and Disability System Review, 2020). This strongly
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implies an enhanced role for primary and community care moving forward.

It therefore makes sense that some default is enabled in a distributed system, where the pri-

mary/community care team do have access to a patient’s data. Patients could proactively opt out

if they wish. Secondary uses of data – most commonly for claiming and funding – could also be

enabled by default from the primary care provider site. The important difference from the status

quo is that all secondary uses of data would be visible and auditable to the patient. Put another

way, there would be a ‘baseline’ of critical data required for the health system to function which

could be activated by default. This would also encompass genuine emergency use cases, for

example by paramedics.

Critics will argue at this point that things do not seem very distributed at all. We have data

being sent to the primary care team and beyond. However there are two important rebuttals to

make. Firstly, all secondary use of data is visible and auditable. Secondly, distribution represents

an important ontological shift in the balance of power. I have theorised that this is critical in

building trust and social licence, which continues to be something that all of government is

concerned with (Social Wellbeing Agency, 2022).

8.1.3.6. Analytical communities

Finally, the promise of ‘analytical sovereignty’ via distribution of data requires that we imagine

a different operating model. Currently all data flows to the centre, where it is analysed and

used for policy development. The Waitangi Tribunal (2019) found that use of data was not

being done effectively, however, and contributed to negative health outcomes for Māori. The

potential advantages of distributing data include allowing it to be held and utilised by groups or

communities. These do not need to be prescribed; they can be anything that people want them to

be. The RDHIS should include a facility for people to identify as part of a group or community;

they would be able to define a data sharing arrangement with that group.

In an ideal world, the group might be a collective of individuals who are traditionally marginalised

– for example, trans or disabled people. The group would collate data on behalf of its members,

and be able to exert its analytical sovereignty by conducting analysis on that data which is

meaningful to them, and reflects their lived experience. Certainly, not all groups would have this

capability and it may be that the groups themselves become part of larger groups, who could be

NGOs with more analytical capability and whose interests align or overlap with the underlying

group.

The point here is that the outputs from use of this data need to be fed back to the centre.

MOH/Health NZ retain a core policy advice role to government, and they need to consider

these analyses. I venture to suggest that this will be a difficult shift for them; the centre cer-

tainly has access to highly-skilled people. But WAI2575 taught us that this is apparently not
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enough. Therefore, implementation of a distributed information system will need to coincide

with a changed operating model, whereby groups and subgroups are self-organising and self-

determined, but there is a formal pathway for their findings and analyses to be considered by

government. Note that, initially, this will occur in an environment where the government is

likely to have reduced access to data. They should therefore be highly motivated to understand

and consider this new source of intelligence.

8.2. Implementation model

We can now piece the foregoing discussion together to draft an implementation model for a

RDHIS. Please note that this is intended to be a set of primarily practical considerations, which

can be used as a reference for others wishing to understand what is required at a high level.

The implementation model is shown in figure 8.1. The model reflects the key points from

prior subsections in this chapter, but groups them together to be used as a reference guide for

implementation of distributed data systems in a public sector. The language is purposefully

generic so as to be generalisable to other jurisdictions if necessary.

Utilising this model would place a public sector system in a good position to maximise the

benefits of moving away from centralisation. However, this obviously does not tell the whole

story. Something that’s worth drawing out is the operating model for analytical communities.

These are self-determining groups (and potentially subgroups) that are engaged in utilising

data from that collective; they exert analytical sovereignty on behalf of their members. These

groups are important, critical even, in any distributed data ecosystem. Initially, however, they

may be more important since the state apparatus will not have the access to data it is used to.

The operating model within a given sector will therefore need to reflect this; by simultaneously

accessing data from those individuals providing bilateral access, and also by formally utilising

analyses from analytical communities. A representation of this is shown in figure 8.2.

8.3. Significance of research

This thesis makes an original contribution to knowledge by extending the literature on data

management models, building a prototype app which proves the feasibility of distributed data in

healthcare applications and also contributes a model. The research overall should prove a useful

starting point for anyone wishing to investigate applied uses of distributed data in the public

sector. I will now briefly review what I believe makes this research significant.
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Figure 8.1.: RDHIS implementation model
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Figure 8.2.: Analytical communities
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8.3.1. Contribution to the knowledge base

This is the first piece of research to investigate uses of distributed data in the Aotearoa New

Zealand health sector. The findings are sufficiently generalisable to apply to other public sector

domains, and potentially remain valid for application across different jurisdictions with a broadly

similar political base. If the US federal government, for example, decided that it wishes to

explore distributed data then – although the health system is fundamentally different in almost

every conceivable way – all the steps shown in figure 8.1 remain valid.

While there is a large research base around blockchain and decentralisation (including many

studies within health systems), to the best of my knowledge none have yet looked at the dis-

tributed model (Baran, 1964) or the maturing technologies which are leveraging peer-to-peer

concepts. These technologies are relatively new, but are developing rapidly. This work also adds

to a very small extant research base of projects utilising Holochain in differing ways.

The prototype app is certainly limited in its capabilities, and there is a much broader pro-

gramme of work that must follow, but it also represents a contribution to the knowledge base

in its own right. The app itself, and all the code I have written, is freely available at https://

gitlab.com/alexpoor/radhis (under the Cryptographic Autonomy Licence 1.0). Further-

more, it can be installed and utilised by anyone for testing or evaluation.

While I have tended to focus on the prototype app as the ‘instantiation’ artifact, we must not

forget the work of March and Smith (1995). As shown in table 3.1, they in fact define four

separate types of artifact which DSR can produce. I consider that this research has produced

three of these artifact types:

1. Construct. The reader may think I am being too self-congratulatory to declare the lit-

erature review as an artifact. But the DSR literature is in agreement that this is exactly

what it is – when done purposefully. The construct is derived from existing knowledge and

helps us to understand the problem. In chapter 2 I explored the semantic confusion around

terms, how they are being misused, and arrived at what I hope is some definitional clarity

between centralisation, decentralisation and distribution. This taxonomy itself dates back

to 1964, so it is certainly not new. But we are now seeing an increasing trend of ambiguous

concepts, which all overlap. I am confident in saying that overlaying the current state of

selected technologies with Baran’s taxonomy is a very important research artifact, without

which the thesis would be pointless and which I hope assists further research in this space.

2. Model. Models help us to understand solutions and problems and connect them both

by allowing us to explore the changes they would effect in the real world (Hevner et al.,

2004). I propose that the implementation model shown in figure 8.1 represents such a

model. Both the problem and the solution space is defined and informed by all stages
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of the research. The implementation model is simple to comprehend, yet is based in

empirical research conducted purposefully.

3. Instantiation. Finally the prototype app represents an instantiation, whereby both the

construct and the model are given life in a new product and feasibility is demonstrated.

8.3.2. A call to action

For me personally, none of the above would be very meaningful if it could not have a real world

impact of some kind. I have repeatedly noted the dominance of the centralised paradigm, and

how I believe it is limiting our thinking around what is possible. Having worked with data in

the public sector, I feel strongly that things could be done much better. WAI2575 demonstrated

that the large amounts of data the centre are already getting are not being used effectively, and

has directly contributed to unequal health outcomes for Māori. Distribution of data can solve

this problem by giving Māori sovereignty over their data, and respecting their ability to derive

culturally appropriate meaning from it. I contend that this cannot be functional or sustainable in

a centralised paradigm.

Similarly, there are other marginalised groups – and non-marginalised groups who are simply

interested in having authority over their personal data – who can benefit from a similar approach.

The case of vTaiwan (discussed in section 2.2.4.4) has shown us that, given the ability and

capacity to do so, citizen groups are motivated and capable to build new artifacts of their own

and contribute to sense-making and decision-making. The Aotearoa New Zealand government’s

commitment to ‘open data’6 is charming, but ineffectual for any kind of analytical sovereignty.

For example, mortality data sets are available but none more recent than 2015 (seven years old

at the time of writing) and they provide only the ability to, at the finest level of detail, identify

counts of the main cause of death in a DHB region. It is easy to imagine subgroups becoming

lost in the ‘noise’.

I would therefore like this thesis to also be the start of a discussion within Aotearoa New

Zealand, about how we reclaim our position as a data and digital thought leader and encourage

the kind of “hacktivism” seen in Taiwan to purposefully improve social outcomes. I acknowl-

edge this sounds idealistic, but we know now that data can be effectively distributed and there are

jurisdictions who are inspiring us to think differently about civic engagement and transparency.

8.3.3. Possibilities for further research

This thesis poses more questions than it answers, perhaps. Having overcome the hurdle of

demonstrating that health data can be distributed (on a technical level), a slew of follow-up
6NZ signed up to the International Open Data Charter in 2017 (digital.govt.nz et al., 2020).
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questions come into play. Some of these have been encompassed in the implementation model

(figure 8.1), but only at a high level. I have kept a careful track of these follow-up questions, as

they have occurred to me or been suggested by the research participants, and I attempt to cohere

these into a logical sequence below.

Holochain

• Investigate making full use of a Holochain DHT by storing encrypted health data on the

DHT itself. This has a lot of benefits in terms of data availability and resilience, but

requires a different focus on cryptography and Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) workflow.

• Test feasibility of ‘querying’ aggregated data from a range of distributed sources. This is

required to make analytical communities practical, in essence by extending the ‘X-Tee’

approach down to individual users and devices.

• The security of the Holochain app should be tested rigorously, to understand more about

potential attack vectors for personal health data. This was raised as an issue during the

survey research phase, and it deserves investigation in the context of a distributed app

specifically.

Data sovereignty

• Conduct focused research into the clinician’s perspective on distributed data sovereignty.

What practical implications are there for a clinical workflow in different settings?

• Investigate the impact of distributed data sovereignty on vendors currently operating in the

health marketplace. There is an interoperability component here, which will help inform

time-to-value.

• Further work is needed on decentralised/distributed identity management. Some technolo-

gies (SSB) provide an informal solution, but this is an area that deserves further explo-

ration.

• Qualitative research conducted with communities and groups is needed to help understand

the potential of analytical communities. This research should attempt to understand what

kinds of groups will self-organise, the issues that are most important to them, and their

readiness to engage with distributed data.

• Similarly, a comparison of analyses by different groups – to demonstrate variation in un-

derstanding, process, and findings – would be fascinating and would provide further evi-

dence of the need for analytical communities.
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• Unanticipated negative impacts of distribution on vulnerable people should be considered

(for example, people in abusive relationships or experiencing family violence).

• A sense of the ‘limits to distribution’ would be very interesting. For example, if we accept

that it could be done in health (not necessarily easily, but it is feasible) then what other

parts of the state apparatus would be considered off limits?

Legislation

• A detailed review of domain-specific legislation in the health sector (and other sectors) is

needed, to clarify exactly where legislative obstacles to data sovereignty exist.

Trust and social licence

• Further understanding of public trust in government agencies around use of data would

be welcome. Whilst literature does exist on this in the Aotearoa New Zealand context,

no such work has yet been positioned in the context of data sovereignty and based on the

knowledge that there is a technical route to achieve it. Reframing the conversation with

this in mind would represent a very important contribution to the knowledge base – more

so where the sample population is demographically representative.

8.3.4. Conclusion

As (I presume) with many PhDs, this thesis has been quite a journey. I have learned a lot – not

only in the fascinating literature I have read and attempted to represent, but in the hard technical

skills I have developed in building the prototype artifact. This thesis encompasses everything I

am passionate about – technology, equity and social justice – and I had a lot of fun putting it

together.

Having said that, I strongly believe that access to data is something that has the potential to

right historic wrongs and uplift the whole of society in Aotearoa New Zealand. It will certainly

be difficult; the ceding of power always is. But it is necessary and something that is actually

easy to do, once we have reconciled ourselves to it. Giving people access to knowledge and data

that allows them to represent themselves in the analyses and findings they make – but also to

turn that into tangible outcomes to make their lives better – is the awesome power that data has.

New technologies like Holochain offer the potential to reshape our digital lives; we just need

to trust that groups and communities are ready to tell their story.

“There is something in us that keeps us where we find ourselves. I think this is the

most awful thing of all” (Pyotr Ouspenskii).
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Participant Information Sheet

Date Information Sheet Produced:

23 August 2020

Project Title

Designing, building and implementing a Radically Decentralised Health Information System
in New Zealand

An Invitation

My name is Alex Poor, and I currently work within Pinnacle as the Chief Data Officer.

At the same time, I am studying for a PhD at AUT and would really value the opportunity to
seek your views on my research topic.

In this PhD I am hoping to identify how we can build a data ecosystem that lets individuals
take control of their own health data. I intend to build a system that would let you take your
own data (from blood pressure monitors, smart scales or FitBit devices) and hold it together
in a secure place – alongside their GP and hospital data – that you have full control over.
You would be able to share that data with whomever you choose, and you would also be
able to see exactly how it is being used if you do share it.

To help design this system, I am seeking your views on whether or not you think this would
be useful – and what should be considered in such a system.

What is the purpose of this research?

The results of this survey will  be analysed, and will  inform the design of the prototype
system. The prototype will then be evaluated separately.

This research is directly related to my PhD study, and will  form a core part of the final
thesis. The results may also be used as part of academic publications, or presentations.

How was I identified and why am I being invited to participate in this research?

As a Pinnacle staff member I am hoping to access the views and experience of the ‘expert
patients’ on this Consumer Panel. Permission has been sought from Pinnacle to offer my
survey to the Panel to fulfil the research requirements noted above.

How do I agree to participate in this research?

Your participation in this research is completely voluntary (it is your choice) and whether or
not you choose to participate will neither advantage nor disadvantage you. 

If you do choose to take part, the survey itself will ask you to reconfirm your consent.

Since this is anonymous survey, any data you submit cannot be retrieved, returned to you
or removed since there will be no way to identify which response belongs to you. Therefore,
please be certain about your participation in the survey before you provide consent and
complete the questionnaire.

What will happen in this research?

 This research invites you to complete a brief electronic survey. The link to access the
survey will be sent to you, via Pinnacle.

If you consent to take part, please follow the provided link and complete the survey to the
best of your ability.
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What are the discomforts and risks?

There are unlikely to be any discomforts, or risks, particularly if you are familiar with how
the Consumer Panel surveys ordinarily run.

How will these discomforts and risks be alleviated?

If you do experience any discomfort then please refrain from accessing or completing the
survey and, additionally, speak with myself or my supervisor (details below).

What are the benefits?

In this research I want to highlight an important issue that is not well researched. Currently,
there are initiatives to give people better access to their health data (for example, via
patient portals such as ManageMyHealth or MyIndici). However, these tools do not give real
control to people – there is a lot of research indicating that, if people have full control of
their data, they feel more empowered and engaged with staying well. There are no current
initiatives or research projects focusing on giving individuals this level of control.

The research therefore fills an important gap, as we move further and further into using
technology to improve healthcare – all fuelled by the capture of data.

The benefit to myself personally is that my research will lead to graduating as a PhD, and
the findings may be presented in journal articles or at conferences.

How will my privacy be protected?

As the researcher, I have no access to the Consumer Panel information held by Pinnacle.
This survey will be completely anonymous – you are not required or invited to enter an
email address or any other identifying information.

You will notice there are some brief questions asking for information such as age group,
gender and ethnicity. These are not mandatory, but they do help my examiners determine
if the survey is ‘representative’, and the results can be extrapolated across New Zealand. If
you have any concerns about providing this information, please feel free to leave these
questions blank.

What are the costs of participating in this research?

The survey will take approximately thirty minutes to complete.

What opportunity do I have to consider this invitation?

The survey will have an expiry date, which will be three weeks from the date it is sent by
Pinnacle. After this time it will not be possible to access it.

Will I receive feedback on the results of this research?

Yes.

A brief summary of the survey results will be displayed on a public web page, once analysis
has been completed. A link to this web page will be provided to Pinnacle, who will forward it
to the Consumer Panel.

What do I do if I have concerns about this research?

Any concerns regarding the nature of this project should be notified in the first instance to
the Project  Supervisor,  Professor  Marilyn Waring,  marilyn.waring@aut.ac.nz,  (+649) 921
9999 ext 9661.

Concerns  regarding  the  conduct  of  the  research  should  be  notified  to  the  Executive
Secretary of AUTEC, ethics@aut.ac.nz, (+649) 921 9999 ext 6038.
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Whom do I contact for further information about this research?

Please keep this Information Sheet for your future reference. You are also able to contact
the research team as follows:

Researcher Contact Details:

Alex Poor, fyt5275@autuni.ac.nz, (+64 27) 297 4591.

Project Supervisor Contact Details:

Professor Marilyn Waring, marilyn.waring@aut.ac.nz, (+649) 921 9999 ext 9661.

Approved by the Auckland University of Technology Ethics Committee on 10 July 2020, AUTEC Reference
number 20/201.
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B. Survey: EA1 Approval

Auckland University of Technology Ethics Committee (AUTEC)
Auckland University of Technology
D-88, Private Bag 92006, Auckland 1142, NZ
T: +64 9 921 9999 ext. 8316
E: ethics@aut.ac.nz
www.aut.ac.nz/researchethics

10 July 2020

Marilyn Waring
Faculty of Culture and Society

Dear Marilyn

Ethics Application: 20/201 Designing, building and implementing a Radically Decentralised
Health Information System in New Zealand

Thank  you  for  submitting  your  application  for  ethical  review.  We  are  pleased  to  advise  that  a
subcommittee of the Auckland University of Technology Ethics Committee (AUTEC) approved your ethics
application in stages, subject to the following conditions:

1. Provision of an assurance that post-analysis data will be stored securely on an external hard

drive on AUT premises;

2. Inclusion of the Information Sheet as the first page of the survey. This can be an abbreviated

version but must contain the following components:

a. an overview of the research and what it is you wish them to do;

b. the AUT logo;

c. the section on concerns and the AUTEC approval details, wording for which can be

found  in  the  Information  Sheet  template  on  the  Research  Ethics  website  at

http://aut.ac.nz/researchethics;

d. a statement noting that participants may withdraw from the research at any point

until  they submit their responses but that once this has been done their data can

neither be identified nor withdrawn.

This approval is for the survey phase of the research. Full information abut futures stages of this research
needs to be provided to and approved by AUTEC before the data collection for those stages commences.

Please provide us with a response to the points raised in these conditions, indicating either how you have
satisfied these points or proposing an alternative approach.  AUTEC also requires copies of any altered
documents, such as Information Sheets, surveys etc.  You are not required to resubmit the application
form again.  Any changes to responses in the form required by the committee in their conditions may be
included in a supporting memorandum.

Please note that the Committee is always willing to discuss with applicants the points that have been
made.  There may be information that has not been made available to the Committee, or aspects of the
research may not have been fully understood. 

Once your response is received and confirmed as satisfying the Committee’s points, you will be notified of
the full approval of your ethics application. Full approval is not effective until all the conditions have been
met.  Data collection may not commence until full approval has been confirmed.  If these conditions are
not met within six months, your application may be closed and a new application will be required if you
wish to continue with this research.

To enable us to provide you with efficient service, we ask that you use the application number and study
title in all correspondence with us.  If you have any enquiries about this application, or anything else,
please do contact us at ethics@aut.ac.nz.

We look forward to hearing from you,
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(This is a computer-generated letter for which no signature is required)

The AUTEC Secretariat
Auckland University of Technology Ethics Committee

Cc: alex@robot5x.com; Rhema Vaithianathan; Dave Parry
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Draft survey results – as at 8/10/2020

Background

The Consumer Panel is 1,671 individuals in total – all were invited to take part. 426 did, giving 
a response rate of 25%.

Ethnicity – very non-representative!

Ethnicity Count %
asian 1 0.2%
euro 389 91.3%
maori 6 1.4%
melaa 3 0.7%
other 18 4.2%
pacific 3 0.7%
(empty) 6 1.4%
Total Result 426 100.0%

Please note the Consumer Panel overall is very skewed towards Europeans. A total of 131 
(7.8%) Panel members identify as Maori versus only 6 (1.4%) identifying as Maori in my 
survey. Please note, however, that the Consumer Panel data allows selection of multiple 
ethnicities whereas my survey only permitted one.

Gender – majority female

Gender Count %
female 268 62.9%
male 153 35.9%
decline 1 0.2%
(empty) 4 0.9%
Total Result 426 100.0%

Age group – skewed towards older people

Age group Count %
15-24 3 0.7%
25-44 30 7.0%
45-64 144 33.8%
65+ 228 53.5%
(empty) 21 4.9%
Total Result 426 100.0%

1 of 8
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Top 5 subgroups:

28.4% - European females aged 65+
21.4% - European males aged 65+
20.9% - European females aged 45-64
8.0% - European males aged 45-64
5.9% - European females aged 25-44

Question responses

“I want to be able to own my health data, and decide who can access it”

Overall 71.1% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with this statement.
There was no significant variation when broken down by age group (with 72.7% of those aged
15-44 agreeing or strongly agreeing).

By ethnicity, all groups except European and Pacific tended to agree more strongly with this 
statement – however the actual numbers are very small (eg. All 3 MELAA respondents agreed,
and 88.9% of the 18 ‘Other’ respondents agreed).

13.6% felt neutrally about this overall, while 12.4% disagreed or disagreed strongly.

“I want to be able to record and manage my own health data (eg. from smart devices or 
wearables) and see it alongside all my other medical information”

Overall 61% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with this statement.
There was no variation when broken down by age group, with all subcategories within 3% of 
the overall result.

By ethnicity, the ‘Other’ group agreed more often with this statement (72.2%).
By gender there was no significant difference, however females left this question empty more
often than males (5.2% vs 1.3%).

20.4% felt neutrally about this overall, while 14.8% disagreed or disagreed strongly.

2 of 8
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“I want to be able to see who is using my health data”

78.2% agreed or agreed strongly with this statement.
By age group, 65+ agreed with this statement the most (at 82%), perhaps a product of using 
the health system more and having more opportunity to feel frustration around health 
information. By contrast 24.2% of the 15-44 age group either disagreed or felt neutral about 
this.

By ethnicity, the ‘Other’ group agreed more often with this statement (88.9%). Although a 
very small group, 2 of the 3 Pacific respondents disagreed strongly with this statement.

By gender, females tended to agree more than males (80.2% vs 75.2%), whilst males had a 
relatively high proportion of neutral or empty responses (14.4%).

The next set of questions asks respondents to imagine that they can control access to their health 
data. They are asked to indicate how (or if) they would share data with a range of different 
entities.

“How would you share your data with your GP?”

89% said they would give full and ongoing access to their GP, and this is positively correlated 
with age group. For example, 80% of 25-44 year olds going up to 90.8% of 65+ year olds.

By ethnicity there is no significant variation however, of those not supplying an ethnicity, only 
66.7% (out of a total of 6) agreed to full and ongoing GP access.

There is virtually no variation at all by gender.

“How would you share your data with a hospital team?”

There was slightly less support for this, with 59.4% offering to provide full and ongoing 
access, but 35% saying they would be happy to share their data only when required.

3 of 8
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There is some variation by age group. 25-44 year olds were least likely to support ongoing 
access to a hospital team (46.7%), whereas 15-24 year olds were the most likely (66.7%). This 
question also sees a large gap between the 45-64 and the 65+ age group, with 51.4% support
for ongoing access in the former and a much higher 64.9% in the latter.

By gender there is a key difference whereby males are more supportive of ongoing access (at 
66%) versus 55.2% for females. This is driven by males in the 65+ category (who, it should be 
remembered, also make up the largest number of male respondents).

“How would you share your data with your whanau or family?”

48.6% of respondents said they’d give full and ongoing access to their health data on an 
ongoing basis. Additionally 34.3% would give access whenever required.

Again this seems to be positively correlated with age, where only 30% of 25-44 year olds 
would give ongoing access to their family, compared with 54.8% of 65+ year olds. This 25-44 
group also had the highest rate of answering ‘Never’ to this question (6.7%).

There is also a key difference between genders, whereby males are again far more supportive
of ongoing access (at 64.1%) versus 39.9% for females. The support of males in this area is 
concentrated in older age groups, with 71.7% of males age 65+ supportive of ongoing access.

“How would you share your data with the Ministry of Health about your hospital visits?”

This question is intended to elicit attitudes around population of the Ministry’s national data 
collections. Currently this data is collected automatically by DHB’s and forwarded monthly to 
the centre for certain data sets.

This item generated more diversity of opinion, with only 30.3% saying they would provide 
ongoing access and 4.7% answering ‘Never’.

Countering some of the other correlations with age, younger age groups would give ongoing 
access more often than older age groups (42.4% of 15-44 year olds, versus 29.8% of 45+ year 
olds). The group answering ‘Never’ to this question the most were aged 45-64 (7.6%).
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Once again we see males being more supportive of ongoing access (at 36%) versus 26.5% for
females.

“How would you share your data with other government agencies (eg. MSD or ACC)?”

This question provoked the strongest negative response, with 15.5% answering ‘Never’, and 
only 12.4% offering full and ongoing access.

Younger age groups were somewhat more open to this concept, with 27.3% of 15-44 year 
olds open to ongoing access, compared with 9% for those aged 45-64.

Contrary to some of the previous questions, there was negligible difference in response when
broken down by gender.

“How would you share your data anonymously to a government database, so it can be combined 
with other data and used for policy analysis and research…”

This question is intended to elicit attitudes around the Integrated Data Infrastructure (IDI). 
Currently this aggregates official data sets and deidentifies personal information so it can be 
used for research and policy analysis.

I must admit I anticipated a broadly negative response to this, but there was a very solid 
38.3% who stated they would provide full and ongoing access to their data for this purpose. 
Conversely, a relatively high 14.6% said they would ‘Never’ share their data in this way.

This pattern is magnified by age, where younger age groups were both slightly more happy 
to share their data (40% of 25-44 year olds would share on an ongoing basis) and also 
considerably more opposed (30% of 25-44 year olds answered ‘Never’).

Males are again happier to share their data in this domain, with 45.8% of males supportive of
ongoing access versus 33.6% of females.
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Interesting comments

ACC are the most underhand people in the government system.

While I am happy for my husband to have full access to my data at the moment, I don’t necessarily want other 
members of my family to have total access. There might also come a time in the future when I don’t want my 
husband to have full access.

i don't completely trust in govt or NGO organisations in their ability to keep public data safe from accidental 
release or abuse by 3rd parties.

I guess if I had a chronic illness I would want MSD or ACC to have access so that I did not have to reapply for 
benefits - they could just check the details from my health records.

My data to be accessed by govt would need to be upon request only, each time reqd., with right to deny access 
at each given time

We have seen how Privacy can be lost through human error. ACC could easily use data for their own purposes 
to deny claims etc 

I simply do not trust the government to protect my privacy,  there have been far too many instances where 
privacy has been breached, and individuals I for.ation has been made public.

I don't have a problem with sharing my data with relevant people or organisations. I need to know they will not 
share it with ANYONE else unless I give my approval.

Government have a bad record at keeping information secure. They should never be allowed to access my data 
without my express permission

I want to know what the government and agencies are doing with my data before they have it.

It's mine, it's about me, I should own it absolutely and outright.

Our present system of our own medical data has been very inefficient - put together by nerds I suspect, not 
practitioners with life experience (at almost anything). It also has virtually no data but a continuous cost.

Other than health care professionals, no one should be able to access my records unless I give explicit consent

I do not understand personal health data as something exclusive to one,  it’s also in part a part of a wider body 
and a whole system.  As one who is anxiety prone, imaging me reading all that data over the years, thank god i 
did not had access. I even find the dr notes one can access supper stupid, they simply have not got the time to 
do that better if you ask me.

Given data breaches I do not want my personal data accessed without my permission y government 
departments if the stock exchange can be hacked so can health data... But the privacy act should not be a cloak 
for family members to advocate and help unwell relatives

My health data is mine and it is my choice who to share it with or to give access to it
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I like the idea of having access to all my own records, partly to ensure they are correct and also to better 
understand my own health over time. I have found when I did get access to some GP notes that they had not 
correctly recorded what I said and worry how that might lead to incorrect diagnosis.

I am happy to share my data to improve services to enable improvements in the health system -I have nothing to
hide.

I would love to be in control of my medical data. I am totally against multi agencies having any kind of access.

I may want to give my lawyer access to my health data too

I really like the idea of accessing and controlling my own data and who can see it - I do wonder if for some, the 
effort and decision making could put people off in practice, as they are so used to being spoon fed by 
applications and products created by companies like Google and Apple, that having control could be seen as 
"tiring" and "effort" even though it is really important. However the system is designed, it would need to be really 
easy for users to understand and access. Sharing with whanau would be revolutionary for how chronic conditions 
are managed.

I come back to .... It is MY health data....not theirs, not yours, not my family's...it is MINE: and I have the right to 
state who, how, why and when. If I cannot do that - they then do NOT have access.
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Broad conclusions

People are generally happy to share all their data with their GP.

They would like to have more control over sharing data with the wider health system, and 
their family.

There is moderate support for sharing data with government in a deidentified fashion.

The lowest level of support was for sharing identifiable health data with other government 
agencies (specifically MSD or ACC).

People really want to exert control over their health data, and see who has accessed it.

People are less interested in integrating health data from different sources (eg. Wearables).

All the above conclusions based on an overwhelmingly older and European response group.
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D. Interviews: EA1 Approval

Auckland  University  of  Technology  Ethics  Committee
(AUTEC)
Auckland University of Technology
D-88, Private Bag 92006, Auckland 1142, NZ
T: +64 9 921 9999 ext. 8316
E: ethics@aut.ac.nz
www.aut.ac.nz/researchethics

17 May 2021
Marilyn Waring
Faculty of Culture and Society
Dear Marilyn
Re Ethics Application: 21/146 Designing,  building  and implementing  a  radically

decentralised health information system in New Zealand
Thank  you  for  providing  evidence  as  requested,  which  satisfies  the  points  raised  by  the
Auckland University of Technology Ethics Committee (AUTEC).
Your ethics application has been approved for three years until 17 May 2024.
Standard Conditions of Approval

1. The  research  is  to  be  undertaken  in  accordance  with  the  Auckland  University  of
Technology Code of Conduct for Research and as approved by AUTEC in this application.

2. A progress report is due annually on the anniversary of the approval date, using the EA2
form.

3. A final report is due at the expiration of the approval period, or, upon completion of
project, using the EA3 form.

4. Any  amendments  to  the  project  must  be  approved  by  AUTEC  prior  to  being
implemented.  Amendments can be requested using the EA2 form.

5. Any serious or unexpected adverse events must be reported to AUTEC Secretariat as a
matter of priority.

6. Any unforeseen events that might affect continued ethical acceptability of the project
should also be reported to the AUTEC Secretariat as a matter of priority.

7. It is your responsibility to ensure that the spelling and grammar of documents being
provided to participants or external organisations is of a high standard and that all the
dates on the documents are updated.

AUTEC grants ethical approval only. You are responsible for obtaining management approval
for access for your research from any institution or organisation at which your research is being
conducted and you need to meet all ethical, legal, public health, and locality obligations or
requirements for the jurisdictions in which the research is being undertaken.
Please quote  the application  number  and title  on all  future  correspondence related to  this
project.
For any enquiries please contact  ethics@aut.ac.nz. The forms mentioned above are available
online through http://www.aut.ac.nz/research/researchethics

(This is a computer-generated letter for which no signature is required)
The AUTEC Secretariat
Auckland University of Technology Ethics Committee
Cc: alex@robot5x.com; Rhema Vaithianathan; Dave Parry
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Participant Information Sheet

Date Information Sheet Produced:
28 April 2021

Project Title
Designing, building and implementing a Radically Decentralised Health Information System
in New Zealand

An Invitation
My name  is  Alex  Poor,  and  I  am studying  for  a  PhD at  AUT;  I  would  really  value  the
opportunity to seek your views on my research topic.
In this PhD I am hoping to identify how I can build a data ecosystem that lets individuals
take control of their own health data. I will build a prototype of a system that will let people
capture their own health data (for example, from wearable devices) and hold it together in
a secure place – alongside GP and Hospital  data – that  they have full  control  over.  An
individual would be able to share that data with whomever you choose, and would also be
able to see exactly how it is being used if it is shared. This prototype will demonstrate that
‘data sovereignty’ is now technically possible.

Centralisation  has  been  the
dominant  data  model  for  a
long time, and this has led to
the  embedding  of  policy,
regulation,  law,  cultural
practices  and  mental  models
that support and reinforce it.
The  image  to  the  left  shows
this  centralised model  in red;
there is a central point which
everyone  has  to  connect  to.
The owner of that central point
can  dictate  the  terms  of
access to data, how it is stored

and how it is used. The decentralised model, shown in blue, removes this central point
completely and lets people connect directly to each other whilst also being in control of how
their data is accessed.
I would like to interview you, as an expert with experience and knowledge of either the New
Zealand health/social sector or of decentralised technologies in general, to ask about how
a decentralised system could be implemented in practice.

What is the purpose of this research?
This research is directly related to my PhD study, and will  form a core part of the final
thesis. The results may also be used as part of academic publications, or presentations.
These interviews will be transcribed, coded and analysed and used to develop a picture of
how practical decentralisation is in the New Zealand health context.

How was I identified and why am I being invited to participate in this research?
You have been identified as someone who has particular knowledge of the New Zealand
public  sector  data  landscape,  or,  expert  knowledge  of  decentralised  technologies  in
general. I have aimed to encompass a range of perspectives in selection of participants,
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and tried to include those who can speak from both clinical and non-clinical viewpoints – as
well as giving voice to different cultural perspectives, particularly Te Ao Māori.

How do I agree to participate in this research?
To confirm your participation in this research, please complete the Consent Form which has
been emailed to you.
Your participation in this research is completely voluntary (it is your choice) and whether or
not you choose to participate will neither advantage nor disadvantage you. You are able to
withdraw from the study at any time. If you choose to withdraw from the study, then you
will be offered the choice between having any data that is identifiable as belonging to you
removed or  allowing it  to  continue  to  be  used.  However,  once the  findings  have  been
produced, removal of your data may not be possible.

What will happen in this research?
In this research I am asking you to provide approximately one hour of time in which to
conduct an interview. Depending on your preferences, and your location, this can be face to
face – at your place of work, or another suitable publicly accessible place – or can be done
remotely using a videoconference tool  (for  example, Zoom). The time and place of the
interview is entirely up to you. You will be sent a copy of the indicative interview questions
at least one week prior to the interview itself.
The interviews are ‘semi-structured’, which means that I will have a framework of broad
questions that will be posed and then each participant can answer as they choose, from
their own perspective. The intention of this is not to constrain the interview, and to make
the most of your own knowledge and expertise, so that it can enrich the research.
The interview audio will be recorded – if the meeting is face to face this will be done using a
phone;  if  videoconferencing is used then computer  software will  be used to record the
audio.  This  audio  is  then  transcribed  by  the  researcher  (who  may  use  automated
transcription services as a starting point). At this point, each participant will be sent a copy
of the transcript and invited to correct, redact or otherwise edit the transcription as they
see fit.
The final transcript is then used by the researcher for analysis. Qualitative analysis tools will
be used to identify themes in the transcripts, and to quantify key issues and what people
thought about them. This will form the main part of the Discussion chapter in the thesis.
Sometimes there may be a particularly salient point made by a participant, and I will get in
touch to ask if you consent to this being added as a direct quote. No quotes or attribution of
content to you individually will be made without your explicit consent.
The audio and transcripts will be kept in a secure location on AUT premises, and only the
researcher will have access. These files will be kept in accordance with AUT Regulation (six
years). You can request a copy of your data at any time.

What are the discomforts and risks?
The research is  not on a particularly ‘controversial’  topic,  and you are being invited to
simply offer your thoughts around how decentralisation can work in practice – particularly
within New Zealand. For participants currently employed in the New Zealand public sector,
especially  the health sector,  there will  be no questions  around endorsing or supporting
decentralisation, and participants will not be put in a position which may lead to conflict
with  current  policy  or  strategic  direction.  The  interview  is  much  more  of  a  ‘thought
experiment’.
One other potential  discomfort  is around identification of participants.  The value of this
research stage is in summarising the views of relevant experts to build a picture of how
decentralisation might work – specifically in New Zealand. The academic value of this is
greatly  enhanced when participants  can  be named,  and it  is  clear  which experts have
contributed  to  the  results.  However,  it  remains  your  right  to  not  be  identified  in  this
research if you so choose. 
If you do not wish to be identified in the research then please consider the risk that any
reference to your role or position (which would only be done with your agreement) may
identify you indirectly – for example, if you are well known in a very specialist field. If you
have any doubts, then please contact the Research er to discuss.
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The Consent form will ask you to clarify whether or not you are happy to be identified.
How will these discomforts and risks be alleviated?

If you experience, or anticipate, any discomfort at all – arising from this research – then
please contact myself or my supervisor as early as possible (details below).

What are the benefits?
In this research I want to highlight an important issue that is not well researched. Currently,
there are initiatives to give people better access to their health data (for example, via
patient portals). However, these tools do not give real  control to people - there is a lot of
research indicating that, if people have full control of their data, they feel more empowered
and engaged with staying well. There are no current initiatives or research projects focusing
on giving individuals this level of control.
The research therefore fills an important gap, as we move further and further into using
technology to improve healthcare - all fuelled by the capture of data. The interview stage
specifically  offers  a  critical  insight  into  how  we  can  move  towards  decentralisation,
something which has no identifiable research base yet, particularly in New Zealand.
The benefit to myself personally is that my research will lead to graduating as a PhD, and
the findings may be presented in journal articles or at conferences.

How will my privacy be protected?
As already noted, participants are free to request they are not identified in the research.
Furthermore, no direct quotes or attribution will be used without specifically seeking your
consent to do so. The Consent form will ask you to clarify whether or not you are happy to
be identified.

What are the costs of participating in this research?
The cost for participants is one hour of time to complete the interview. Participants are
invited to review transcripts before they are utilised in the analysis, and this would require
approximately  one additional  hour  of  time. The objective of  the researcher  is  to  make
participation as quick, easy and convenient as possible so that your expert viewpoint can
be included in the research.

What opportunity do I have to consider this invitation?
Purely due to scheduling issues, with overall completion of the thesis and Ethics Committee
meetings, I would ask that you please respond to this invitation within one month of receipt.

Will I receive feedback on the results of this research?
Yes. You will receive a full transcript of the interview, and be invited to review it if you wish.
Once the thesis has been completed, I will send you a summarised copy of the findings as
well as a link to the final thesis for your reference.

What do I do if I have concerns about this research?
Any concerns regarding the nature of this project should be notified in the first instance to
the Project Supervisor - Professor Marilyn Waring,  marilyn.waring@aut.ac.nz, (+649) 921
9999 ext 9661.
Concerns  regarding  the  conduct  of  the  research  should  be  notified  to  the  Executive
Secretary of AUTEC, ethics@aut.ac.nz , (+649) 921 9999 ext 6038.

Whom do I contact for further information about this research?
Please  keep  this  Information  Sheet  and  a  copy  of  the  Consent  Form  for  your  future
reference. You are also able to contact the research team as follows:

Researcher Contact Details:
Alex Poor, alex@robot5x.com, (+64 27) 297 4591.

Project Supervisor Contact Details:
Professor Marilyn Waring, marilyn.waring@aut.ac.nz, (+649) 921 9999 ext 9661.

Approved by the Auckland University of Technology Ethics Committee on 17 May 2021, AUTEC Reference number 21/146.
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Presented below is a full list of all codes derived from the initial coding process or Research

Phase three, as discussed in section 7.6.2. An excerpt for each is provided, however please note

that these have been edited to protect the privacy of interview participants.

Table F.1.: Thematic Analysis: Initial coding

Code Example

Analysing data from te ao Māori [Māori] might want to do their own analysis, or augment it with

some other data, and they can’t do that if they can’t get the data.

Decentralisation won’t work I am not convinced that we would ever end up with fully

decentralised everything.

Decentralisation increases trust The idea that it’s decentralised has a benefit in terms of helping us

address those people that don’t fundamentally trust their data

being held centrally.

Access to data improves health ...or using that in a way where you go and investigate things about

your condition and the data is there to support the ease of access

to the information.

Verified identities are important

in sharing data

When you’re a verified, trusted identity, there’s all this

information that can be made available to you without any

concerns about breaching privacy because it’s your data.

Conflating access to data with

sovereignty

Decentralisation reduces risk and

liability

[Decentralisation] takes the risk away from the central agencies

of having responsibility for governing and protecting that data.

Unreliability of source systems Some systems, I don’t think we would want to trust as being

accessible when we need them.

Continued on next page ...
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Centralisation demands

duplication of data

The Ministry of Health shifts terabytes of data every week, and it’s

just a replica of what DHBs have already got so why do we need

another copy of it?

Decentralisation improves

integrity

The other benefit of decentralised data, which is that there’s only

one copy of it. I’m not trying to maintain the integrity of my copy

of it.

Ambiguity around Māori Data

sovereignty

One of the challenges of Māori data sovereignty is that people

think it’s synonymous with onshoring of data, and it’s not. For

some people, it absolutely is, but in the main, that’s not what it’s

about at all. It’s about ownership and control.

Government need to access data In order for the system to work, the people who are trying to do

population and public health need to have visibility of some of the

data that might exist.

Sharing data effectively requires

control

There was a push to open the IDI up because Māori wanted to use

it for their own social policy. But when they realised that if you

open it up it means Ngai Tahu might see data about Ngati Porou,

they said "No, we’re not happy about that."

Decentralisation improved quality It’s then your asset, up to you to maintain it. It shifts the balance

of power to them.

Domain legislation as an obstacle

to decentralisation

The Medicines Act would have some aspects that would probably

prevent you from being fully decentralised

Generational attitudes around

social licence

So, you could argue that social licence is not ubiquitous. It comes

down to generations - Gen X, Gen Y or Baby Boomer.

Need to see how your data is

being used

You should know all activity against your data. As a minimum -

exactly who accessed your data.

Clinical risk when access is

controlled

If you want your doctor to be able to make the best decision that

they can about your health situation, then they probably need to

have as complete a picture as possible.

Decentralisation creates more

opportunity for data

I think you will see more pragmatic use of DNA and as you get

into that as a consumer in healthcare, you want to own that data

and control it yourself.

Technical obstacles to

decentralisation

At a technical level, I would imagine that there would be quite a

bit of work... we’re talking about quite significant technical debt.

Continued on next page ...
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Conflating decentralisation with

blockchain

Bitcoin is not a very efficient transactional processing

environment, and so what would this concept of decentralisation

mean from a transactional point of view

People should have control over

their data

The principle of people having more control over their own data

and being able to make decisions about how that data will be used

is, in my mind, preferable.

Control over data gives people

agency

The advantage is that it gives people agency

Centralisation preferred because

of easier access to data

In the European context early last year, all of the public health

entities wanted that health data to be centralised so that they can

make the best, most efficient decisions possible with full oversight

over the entire system

Decentralisation introduces risk

of not sharing data

The Aotearoa New Zealand approach, which is the entirely

decentralised approach, where all of the data remains on the

devices, and you only provide that data to the Ministry of Health

in the event that you get COVID-19 and you need to voluntarily

upload that data. If you choose not to provide that data, then that

significantly limits the Ministry of Health’s ability to respond.

Additional uses of centralised

data

In Australia, we have seen that police have requested access to

that data for police purposes, not health purposes. In some states,

the health authorities have declined those requests, and some

states the health authorities have said, "Well, you’ve got a

warrant so I guess we have to give you this data."

Legislation currently protective of

secondary uses of centralised data

Social licence is not

homogeneous

You have to be genuinely open to the notion that maybe you can’t

do the thing you wanted to do. And that’s something that decision

makers don’t always honestly engage with because they view the

consultation part as maybe being more of a box-ticking exercise.

They just say, "We held a hui, everybody heard about it, we can go

ahead”.

Continued on next page ...
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Decentralisation depends on trust In a decentralised architecture, if I said to you, "Here’s all my

health data, I still own it, you can’t give it to anyone else," if you

then decide to do that and sell it on the dark web, there’s probably

very little that I could do to stop you. So there’s a lot of trust that

you’re not going to do the wrong thing with that data, and that

comes down to the fact that data is non-rivalrous.

Decentralised identity

management is very difficult

In a decentralised architecture, it is really really difficult, and you

have to just rely on encryption methods, like how I can prove who

I am by using my PGP key. It’s quite hard to really do that

reliably.

Data sovereignty is only a

technical problem

The challenges that they run into probably aren’t so much legal,

as they are technical and practical.

Data sovereignty is geopolitical It is assumed that if the data is in a jurisdiction that you have

control over, therefore you have control over that data.

People will struggle with

decentralisation

If we were moving to a decentralised world tomorrow, so much

education will be needed but people don’t get it because they’ve

been living in a centralised world for so long.

Incumbents as an obstacle to

decentralisation

It’s not in their interest for it to happen and so they will fight

against it.

Relationships are important in

preparedness to share data

When you can have a really good intelligent conversation, people

are very willing to share their information if they feel that not only

will they get a benefit from that, but also other people.

We are missing out on data

opportunities now because of

consent

There’s hugely valuable health survey data that we cannot link

and use because they never got the right consent in the first place.

Because nobody thought about it, or we get scared.

Right to be forgotten The very next day, the woman came in and said she wanted to

withdraw everything she told them. The conversation did happen,

right? That information is out there. What was she meant to do

with that?

‘Positive’ use of government data

may not be welcomed

Even though there is a benefit to citizens from using integrated

data at an individual level, that doesn’t make it right and it

doesn’t mean they’re going to like the idea.

Benefits of using data outweigh

concerns

The benefits outweigh the concerns around using people’s

information.

Continued on next page ...
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Communities hold more powerful

data than government

There is hugely valuable information that sits in communities that

will never ever sit in the administrative data that government

collects and holds.

Lack of capability around data in

government

When somebody snaps their fingers and says "set that up" and

they have to set it up in 24 hours, the last thing they think about is

how they might do the data piece. And in fact, even when they had

more than 24 hours, the last thing they thought about was how

they would do the data.

Government have to demonstrate

purpose in data collection

They just did this blanket - we’re just going to keep people’s

information without thinking about and really demonstrating why

they needed the information they were collecting. And they

couldn’t make the argument.

Data is about relationships The biggest thing in building trust is relationships and intention.

Complexity of decentralisation is

manageable

We’re doing all of this [permissions management] anyway. We’re

just doing it in a thousand different apps, passwords.

Data can offer benefits which

override privacy risks

I usually argue for public good overriding the very small risk to

personal privacy.

Nobody has an absolute right to

any data

No one has an absolute right to any data. It’s co-produced... so

there’s a bundle of rights to negotiate.

Importance of standards [Federating data] also requires a very strong notion of data

standards and metadata standards.

Potential for abuse You will get some kind of bullying or other behaviour. There’s

potential for others to abuse peoples rights.

Tension between group rights and

individual rights

I think the big cultural one in New Zealand is group rights versus

individual rights. In particular, things like DNA.

Problem of vendor lock-in They make it hard to get access to data. A lot of them are doing

that. There’s a lot of lock-in plays like that.

It’s not a technology problem It’s going to take a lot more than just technology to sort it out.

Growing mistrust between people

and ‘the government’

That gets back to what our relationship with the government and

the state is. It used to be very close in the early 20th century.

People thought they were the government. Whereas now, I think

it’s further apart and more distant. There is less trust.

Continued on next page ...
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Ownership of data is objectively

different to other things

Whereas with personal information, if I lend you my information,

I still have it. I might let you go do what you want with it and

return it to me, but I haven’t given it away and I don’t have any

less of a claim to it than I did before I gave it to you.

Is decentralisation easier in a

public health system?

How would that sit in a private health system where your

insurance company might require you to give it all to them

because otherwise they won’t insure you.

Can’t guarantee integrity of

patient-generated health data

Another [issue is] ... the reliability and accuracy of apps that

collect information, which leads people to either believe that

they’re healthy when they aren’t, or causing them to push their

body... In a decentralised system, your ability to control that

might be compromised.

How do we protect access to

decentralised apps?

If you look over at bitcoin, cryptocurrency, blockchain systems, is

what happens if you lose your key? You’ve lost your money. How

do you access this information in an emergency?

We need to rethink consent Consent has to be contextual. People have to be able to have the

ability at any point to rescind that consent. Because if they don’t

have that mechanism, then why would they give consent in the first

place?

We don’t need technology

solutions for trust or data

sovereignty

So when you look at organisations that spend the time and do

those things right, I don’t think they need different technology

solutions to support them to do the right thing because I think

they’re already doing it.

Lack of a clear strategy about the

steps we’re going to take to

achieve outcomes

Why does the Ministry of Health not have a data strategy that

says, "...in an ideal world we would have this information because

it would support us to do these other things we currently can’t do,

and the benefit to the people of Aotearoa is x, y and z. Over the

next 10 years, we’re going to take some deliberate steps to move

ourselves towards collecting that information."

Government has not made its data

accessible to people

"How do we get data out of the IDI and into the hands of

communities?" This is sovereignty. This is not about who owns the

data, it’s about whether or not I can use it to make decisions to

inform my decisions.

Continued on next page ...
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More important that data is used

for good than who it belongs to

Part of it is about where data belongs, but it’s less important to me

that it belongs to me, it’s more important to me that the people

who it belongs to are receiving benefit from its use.

Government does not have an

incentive to be agile and

demonstrate value with data

The approach in the corporate world is to go and try something

small and test it and add value, rather than the government

approach to just spend millions of dollars on big things without

stepping back and thinking about the outcome they’re seeking.

Personalised medicine requires

much broader data collection than

present

The data that they use about us as patients is going to have to

grow and therefore be better than it is today, and widely available.

It has to be more clearly owned and controlled than it is today.

Philosophical data sovereignty is

more important than geopolitical

data sovereignty

For me as a patient, I’m not worried about where it’s stored, what

I’m worried about is that it’s owned by me, that I know where it is,

what it is and who has access to that.

Centralised models cannot handle

data requirements for next

generation

I just don’t think centralised is going to be able to handle what’s

going to be required.

Decentralisation is aligned with

Māori data sovereignty

You’re looking at decentralising the whole system, and that is

aligned with Māori data sovereignty.

Difficult to imagine

decentralisation because

centralisation is so dominant and

we don’t understand the

possibilities

I think we don’t know the full extent of what the opportunities are

yet, because we don’t know that this world exists.

NGOs/providers working with

hard to reach communities have

problems accessing data currently

Accessing basic aggregate public health data is really difficult...

As a proponent of open data and being able to share data safely,

we shouldn’t even be in this position.

Iwi should be enabled to make

most of opportunities with data

Māori people are going to trust iwi much more than they will trust

the government when collecting data.

Decentralisation could develop

separately in the provider space

"You guys collect this stuff, and we’ll now focus our community

efforts on this stuff because this stuff is important to us." If we

build the decentralised system properly, the government would

ideally support this too.
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Consent is working poorly

because of general lack of

understanding/capability on it

With consent, it’s really difficult. When it comes to data, when

you’re trying to get consent from someone who doesn’t understand

it, there is an education process that has to come along with it.

Very low capablity around data in

people generally

They do care about data and information, it’s just that for the

majority of everyday people, data isn’t a language that they talk

in. Actually, when you talk to communities and show them what it

is, they’re very interested and do care.

Radical changes in public sector

are difficult because of funding

and change management issues

They’re generally not making the right decisions based on what’s

good for everyone. The lens becomes, "What can we do with the

money that we’ve got?"

Decentralisation introduces real

clarity and assurance around data

relationships

There potentially are some advantages for agencies or others who

are users of data, in that if someone does give you access to that

data, then you are very clear what kind of scope of use and what

is appropriate to be done with that data.

Having enough representative

data for evaluation in

decentralisation may be tough

If you need a representative sample, can you get enough people in

all of the different groups that you would need to get?

Legal framework not currently

supportive of collective rights

around data

A third-party collective that has the interests of their members is

not well catered for by the current system.

Public need better understanding

of current data flows

I think if we did it well, we would build social licence, because the

types of things you hear from the DPUP work, as you say, are, it’s

not that we’re overly bothered that the system needs to use

information, but we do expect to be told about what it’s being used

for and why it’s being used that way.

Benefits of decentralisation could

be polarised by engagement and

capability

Maybe from an equity of outcomes perspective, we would end up

with people who are engaged with it more getting more value from

it, but people who didn’t engage with it quite so much seeing

problems.

Lack of regulation/oversight has

enabled vendor power around

data

If you hold the data, you’ve sort of been allowed to come to the

point of view that you can control the data, even though I don’t

think that’s an explicit setting. I just think that because nothing’s

been said, people can just form their own view basically.

Security and privacy build trust Part of the trust is that it’s secure and that it’s private.
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Access to data is a product of

trust

There’s the notion of trust that the more trust you give, the more

trust you get. But people don’t want to give up control.

Engagement is a product of

control

How do you get people to engage in that? You tell them they have

control.

Centralisation is convenient If they could go from one place and control it all from there, it’d

be great. That’s not the landscape at the moment.

Geopolitical data sovereignty is a

distraction from the centre

I think the health sector engineers the conversation to focus on

where data is hosted.

Digital equity There’s a big challenge around not creating on top of health

inequity, digital inequity.

End
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